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istening to multichannel music with
the new SACD and DVD-Audio
players has produced equal parts
contentment and consternation. The
contentment is easy to understand: Here
are media that can reproduce music with
better-than-CD resolution and, for the
first time, re-create abelievable illusion
of the entire acoustic space in which the
performance was recorded. The consternation is related to those same two issues:
1) maintaining the resolution and tonal
balance relished with high-quality stereo,
and 2) making the psychological transition
from two-channel to multichannel listening. Both of these are barriers to audiophile acceptance of multichannel music.
It seems the vast majority of multichannel listeners, although perhaps not of
Stereophile readers, have been conned into
thinking they can do the job with ahandful of tiny loudspeakers and an overachieving subwoofer shoved behind the
couch. Well, that might suffice in hometheater setups with bass management that
can route the low-frequency content to
the subwoofer as needed. However,
DVD-Audio and SACD players, all of
which so far eschew amultichannel digital output, do not provide for bass management via their analog-only outputs,
and aside from TMH's new standalone
Bass Manager, no high-end processor I
know of manages bass without redigitizing the signal. Thus, listeners with small
speakers and asub must suffer inevitable
signal corruption in order to get full-spectrum output.
"Oh well," you say, "high-enders will
use full-range speakers in all channels plus
asubwoofer, and apreamp-processor that
will accept and control up to eight analog
channels without redigitizing them."
That's what Ido, but even so — bass management is essential if imaging and bass
are to be credible.
It takes great care and effort to get good
imaging and good bass from just two
speakers. The odds are vanishingly small
that five or more speakers positioned for
tonal balance and imaging will also be correctly positioned for smooth and extended
bass response. With adjustable cutoffs and
levels, bass management permits the
rerouting of bass signals to one or more
subwoofers, which can be positioned for
Stereophile, June 2001

extended and integrated bass performance.
The true purpose of bass management is
not to simulate full-range performance
with miniature speakers, but to optimize
the system in situ for imaging and bass.
Without it, multichannel sound will, for all
its gee-whiz effects, be sonically and aesthetically inferior to quality two-channel.
The first time I heard two-channel
stereo was in the upstairs demo room at the
old Leonard Radio store on Cortlandt
Street in Manhattan, on the site of what is
now the World Trade Center. Typical of
the late 1950s, the room was large, perhaps
20' by 60', and lined with almost every
component in stock. The music was
Beethoven's Symphony 7, and though I
forget who the performers were, Iclearly
remember the mind-opening expanse of
the sound — not just big, but spacious in a
way Ihad never heard reproduced music
before. It was fascinating and seductive, and
Ihad no hesitation in deciding that this was
what Idesperately needed for my own.
Via Dyna amps and apair of Altec A-7
speakers, my experience of stereo at home
was much more satisfying and involving
than my mono listening had ever been.
But the transition from mono to the golden age of stereo was swift and uncomplicated because the nature of my relationship
to the music had not changed, but only
improved — more aspects and details of
the performance were being conveyed. I
still remained somewhat apart, enjoying
the music now through alarge window
rather than asmall port. As the years went
by, the two-channel window grew large
and transparent enough that modern
stereo seems to give us an unclouded and
expansive view of the performance.
Like good two-channel, good multichannel sound permits no compromises in
the quality of individual components. It
demands that engineers and producers use
each channel with responsibility and taste.
Overcome these hurdles and multichannel
should convey you to the original performance and venue as never before, and yet
retain all the power and resolution you expect from two channels. The result can be
remarkable: Good multichannel changes
the relationship between the listener and
the music. When Ilisten to acredible multichannel recording, Iam placed, by the
efforts of the recording and mixing engi-
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It

Rubinson
neers, in the space where the performance
took place. Ihave stepped through that
open window and am immersed in the
event. 'This is exciting and seductive. It can
also be coercive and confusing.
Some weeks ago, several Stereophile
editors were part of a Chesky Records
recording session with Bucky Pizzareffi
and asmall combo in aManhattan jazz
club. David Chesky encouraged the audience to relax, enjoy our drinks, and
respond to the music, while keeping just
short of rowdy. The music was great and
the evening was fun. This week, asixchannel mix of the event transported me
back to the club, even though Iwas now
seated on asofa in the Chesky listening
room. The sound was full and immediate,
but there was adisquieting discordance
between where Icould hear Iwas and
where Iknew Iwas. To sit there in the
listening room discussing the recording
with David Chesky while simultaneously
sitting in the club with Pizzareffi and the
crowd was to simultaneously experience
two different realities.
At home, the conflict can be worse. Via
two-channel, Ilisten to everything from
Corelli to C,00der with varying degrees of
attention, sometimes reading, often daydreaming, and generally without acare for
my posture or dress. Not so with multichannel. Being transported into the event
rather than sitting outside looking in, Iam
inhibited from doing anything but paying
attention to the music. Imust put down the
book or newspaper and concentrate, trying
to imagine what Ishould be seeing and
feeling. Worst of all, how can Ibe comfortable at asymphony concert in the Vienna
Musikvereinsaal in my undershorts?
Despite — or because of— its magical
illusion, multichannel sound is ademanding and sometimes stressful experience.
With time, Ihope to become desensitized
to the cognitive dissonance and learn to
accept this revelatory new medium as part
of everyday life.
Chesky is planning to release the
Pizzareffi event (it's more than aperformance) on a single disc with the full
program in two-, four-, and six-channel
formats. It's said that back-compatibility is
needed to accommodate diverse systems. I
think that back-compatibility is needed to
accommodate diverse minds.
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Letters
Keanu rocks
Editor:
If Robert Baird wishes me to continue to
respect his opinions as they appear in the
hallowed pages of Stereophilès recordreview section (April 2001, p224), he'd
better lay off dissin' Keanu. Cheap shot,
man! He wasn't singing on the soundtrack
to The Gift!
Keanu rocks! He knows what girls want
and he gives it to us. I'd get on the bus
with Keanu anytime.
Laura LoVecchio
LoVecchio Associates@compuserve.com
Even when he eats crackers in bed?
Editor:
Iwould like to second Ms. L,oVecchio's
opinion of Keanu Reeves. An idiot he may
be, and his acting abilities questionable,
but Iwouldn't throw him out of my bed
for eating crackers. And that is saying alot.
Pip Tannenbaum
Production Manager, Stereophile
The ultimate turn-on
Editor:
I'm compelled to bring this to your
attention. It's from pp.97-98 of Dr.
David Schnarch's Passionate Marriage
(Holt, 1997), abook no home should
be without:
"The quest for unfulfilled sexual
potential is akin to the quest for excellence in sound reproduction. The pursuit
of experiential realism in high-fidelity
sound systems is disproportionately
expensive, elusive, and difficult to document by scientific measurement. Yet it is
the most salient portion of the experience
to the true stereophile, who willingly
spends every penny in pursuit of his or
her subjective experience.
"The vast majority of people make do
with perfectly adequate, moderately
priced sound systems. Without the opportunity for side-by-side comparison, they
are satisfied. Even upon initial exposure,
the novice is unlikely to discern the subtle
differences that mean everything to the
person with a developed ear. The
stereophile thinks most people don't
know what they are missing. The normal
individual thinks the stereophile is anut.
Appreciation of sound reproduction, like
sexual potential, is an acquired taste and a
matter of perspective. Some people enjoy
Stereophile, June 2001

their orifices more than others."
And horn-loudspeaker lovers, Iwould
imagine Dr. Schnarch would say, are getting the ultimate turn-on, orifice-wise.
Greg Fedchak
Boonville NY
Cancel his subscription?
Editor:
Just as Iexpected: The BMW advertisement in March 2001 was not an oversight.
Now the April issue has the same advertisement. This stuff belongs in Car and
Driver, not Stereophile!!!! Iknew that it was
just a matter of time before the folks
at emap would ruin the magazine
with non-hi-fi advertising. Isubscribe to
Stereophile for the latest in equipment
reviews and industry information. Please
let me know if you are going to continue
this policy so that Ican cancel my subscription of over 18 years.
Matt Caso III
Jamestown NC
oneheguy@northstatenet
A subscriber and always will be
Lditol:
What? A BMW ad in Stereophile? This is
the last straw! First, those surround-sound
receivers on the front cover, now this?
Cancel my subscription!
Just joking. Iam not ahard-ass loser
like those complainers. Ibet those people
don't like records because of surface
noise. Itreat all your front-cover topics

Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, 110 5th
Avenue (5th floor), New York, NY
10011. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are
unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems. If you have problems with
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.

and ads objectively. Iam atube lover and
vinyl lover, although I listen to CDs.
My main system is a Miyabi/Simon
Yorke/Audio Note Silver transformer,
Camelot phono preamp, Emotive Sira
preamp, Welborne mono amps (SET,
18Wpc), PS Audio P600, and Merlin
VSM speakers. Ialso listen to acheaper
system. Iam open to trying anything that
will reproduce good sound. Iam also
willing to accept your front-cover choices
and BMW ads to financially support the
magazine. They preserve my $1 subscription price of the magazine, and also
ensure I'll be able to read Michael
Fremer's and Sain Tellig's articles.
Iam along-term subscriber and always
will be. Thanks for the great issues all
these years. And please try to put
some humor in the articles, like Listener
magazine. (Just don't decrease the amount
of reviews per issue.) Gaddy Haymov, MD
Forest Hills, NY
Kiss Mr. Fremer's what?
Editor:
If you ever let Michael Fremer leave
Stereophile, Iwould have to end my 12-plus
years of subscribing to your magazine. His
advice has propelled me into musical
heights that were simply unobtainable
with digital.
Ionce owned a$3000 CD-playback
system. Every time I played a vinyl
counterpart of aCD Iowned, the analog
simply was so much more musical than
the "modern" digital. And that was with
an old Thorens! Thank God Inever sold
my LPs. Isold my digital rig and have
never once looked back. Ican purchase so
many titles at local record stores or look
on eBay for the hard-to-find tides.
I laugh every time I see someone
criticizing Michael because he is an advocate of vinyl. How many of these people
have really bothered to compare the two
formats using ahalfway-decent analog rig?
Sorry, people, but 16-bit simply does not
compare. Maybe SACD or DVD-Audio is
better. Idon't know, as Ihave yet to hear
it. But Ido know that, even if it does
survive, it means buying all your favorites
again—and, rll bet, at about $20 apop.
Thank you, Mr. Fremer, for your
advice. My VPI and modified Rega
RB300 arm serve me well. No more
9
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imaginable.
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engineering

and
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has
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that elevate the standard of performance.
And

when

that

performance

is

this

great, you're left with an unforgettable
experience.

3641 McNicoll Avenue,

Visit your local authorized Energy dealer
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today, and prepare yourself for a truly

416.321.1800
416.321.1500
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unparalleled musical experience. The new
Ventas Series. Now available.

Letters
"hardness" in my music. I'm happy to say
the hardness is no longer in my ears, but
in another part of my anatomy as Ismile
with each musical note.
Mike, tell all those critics of vinyl to
stand on achair next time they write to
you. You're abig man for telling it like it
is in this digital world —so big, in fact, that
your critics should stand on achair just to
kiss your ass!
Keep up the good work!
Sam Casanzio
samcasanzio@peoplepc.com

high-end SACD equipment, but Iwould
favor amore agnostic approach. Both new
formats should be given equal space and
stature.
Please respect your readers by presenting better-balanced, more evenhanded
coverage and letting the reader decide.
Alf Chan
stereophile@jechan.cont

Plus ça change
Editor:
Historical list of "Magic Bullets" for digital
playback:
Keep up the good work
•Oversampling (4x, 8x, 16x, 64x,
!Liao':
128x)
•Outboard DACs
Iam sure that John Howard and, latterly,
Jeff Ziesmann ("Letters," Vo124 No2,
•Bitstream DACs
•High-bit DACs (18-bit, 20-bit,
p.12) succinctly summed up the future of
CD vs SACD and DVD-Audio.
24-bit)
The market success of the music
•Data reclocking (anti-jitter devices)
•HDCD
industry does not lie in the hands of a
small number of hi-fi fanatics who can
•Expensive digital cables or multiwire
afford to restock their music libraries all
digital interfaces
over again. The hardware will undoubt•Single-box players
edly come down in price —witness the
•Delta-Sigma DACs
original cost of the first CD players. But
•Ring DACs
to anyone who cares to listen with an
•Outboard DACs again
•Upsampling (96kHz, 192kHz ...)
open mind — or, should Isay, cars — to
the best-engineered CDs on anywhereRichard Murdty
dinaudio@entail.com
near-decent equipment (I do not mean
high-end) will be rewarded with an
Congratulations
enjoyable musical experience.
Editor:
The time will surely come when Ishall
be forced to consider the purchase of a Congratulations, Robert Reina, for writreplacement player for my Meridian 506,
ing about more affordable speaker sysbut will it be SACD, DVD-A, or even
tems. At last Stereophile will be covering
another bog-standard CD spinner? One
things most of us can afford. Iseldom
thing is for certain: If it be an SACD or a read the majority of the reviews in
DVD-A player, it will have to better the
Stereophile— the products are just too
available CD spinners in their ability to
pricey. It will be nice to be able to read
play CDs.
more of the magazine.
Glenn Bennett
On alighter note, may Isay that, as a
KatGlen1@aotcom
fairly recent newcomer to buying
Stereophile, Ifind reading "Letters" gives
'Blank you
me some of the best laughs Ihave all
Editor:
month. Although you appear not to
A few years ago, Ibegan reading afriend's
review much equipment that hails from
copies of Stereophile only for the pleasure
countries other than the US, there is a of reading the jaunty and literate articles.
very high content of reading matter to
Then Isubscribed, and eventually began
advertising. In this respect, UK hi-fi
to buy better components as aresult of
journals have alot to learn. Keep up the
your coaching.
good work.
Teny Byford
This message is prompted by a free
terencebyford@ottinaitco.uk
issue of The Absolute Sound that Irecently
received. It encourages me to 1) thank you
Bias?
for the high quality of your writing —and
Editor:
my continued enjoyment, and 2) enter
I'm somewhat disappointed to see an apparmy vote for continued coverage of
ent anti—DVD-Audio bias in Stertvphile. It's
components at the low end of the High
particularly apparent in the April 2001
End. Ido read reviews of equipment I
issue, which is heavy on SACD features,
will never afford, but Iread, study, and
but asimilar bias is apparent in earlier
actually use those covering equipment I
issues. Isuppose one could argue that
can actually buy.
Gerald A. Bateman
SACD needs help as Betamax to DVD-A's
Failax,
- VA
VHS, and in the short term there's more
gbaughtnan@cox.n:com
Stereophile, June 2001

Idon't think so!
Editor:
What's up with your magazine? I've read
Stereophile for over 15 years and believe
that Stereophile has experienced aloss of
innocence. It has abandoned the audience
that it was once so loyal to. Your publication would never have printed reviews of
so many mass-market components in such
ashort period of time in the past.
Imourned the demise of Fi but am
thrilled to sec The Absolute Sound up and
running and better than it has ever been.
Maybe Stereophile should go all the way
and bring Julian Hirsch on board. Then
its transformation into the new Stereo
Review will be complete.
Redmond Mar
Alhambra, CA
redIntar@pacbellmet
Stand up to audiophile correctness
Editor:
Having recently read the Mardi 2001
issue, Ihad to write aletter sending my
support for Stereophile. All through my
first seven years of college, Ipaid what is
to acollege student the very high cover
price to sit and fantasize about what I
would someday have while reading each
issue cover to cover. Now, many years
later as agraduate student and asubscriber Istill continue to fantasize about
someday owning apair of MartinLogans.
Iusually open the magazine and follow
the same routine that Ihave been doing
for awhile now: first, "As We See It,"
followed by the "Letters" section, then
right over to "Sam's Space."
It was John Atkinson's comments this
month, however, that prompted me to
write. As someone who looks forward to
participating in the high-end experience
some day, Igreatly appreciate Stereophile
providing information on what some
would call "inferior products." Isay bravo
to JA for not caring about "audiophile
political correctness" and including in
Stereophile equipment that both meets
and passes the ear check as well as the
pocket check. It is as if Sam has taken over
the magazine, offering ideas for those of us
who cannot yet afford $30,000 speakers.
While Iam not an advocate of turning Stereophile into Stereo Review, I(and
probably many others) appreciate
reviews of things that Ican afford now,
before someday Iwork my way up to
high-end heaven.
Anyhow, please extend my subscription
for another year simply for having the
backbone to stand up to audiophile political correctness.
William M Austin
Richmond, VA
wachz2206@aol.cont
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Letter
Holt on music surround
Editor:
Icouldn't resist answering the question
posed by Mike Silverton ("Letters," Vo124
No.4) about switching to surround sound:
"What [do we] do with alibrary in twochannel sound?" The answer is, we listen
to it in surround-sound.
One of the best-kept secrets in audio is
that a lot of stereo recordings contain
matrixed ambient surround information
that can be decoded and reproduced by
appropriately equipped surround systems.
This hidden material is not intentionally
recorded on the disc; it occurs naturally
because reverberation is random in nature,
so half of it is always out of phase.
Subtracting the left-channel front signal
from the right front signal extracts the
out-of-phase ambience more strongly
than the rest of the signal, allowing the
predominantly reverb material to be
directed to the surround speakers.
Note that, on recordings made in
real acoustical spaces, like most jazz and
classical titles, the recovered surround
information is not artificial, as it is with
DSP "Concert Hall" surround effects. It is
actually the original sound of the recording space, immediately recognizable to
anyone familiar with the sound of that
space. As long as the surround system isn't
expected to reproduce left and right surround cues (although some decoders can
do even that surprisingly well), derived
ambience can be hard to distinguish from
discretely recorded ambience.
Unlike John Atkinson ("As We See It,"
February 2001), Ihad no second thoughts
after Ifirst heard good surround sound: I
decided on the spot that Idid want its
enhanced spatial realism in my home, and
Iam currently doing aregular column on
the subject for The Abso!ute Sound.
J. Gordon Holt
Boulder, CO
gordholt@idcomm.com
Music in arde Surround
Editor:
In the April 2001 "Letters," Mike Silverton poses an excellent question: "'What
to do with a library in two-channel
sound?" Istrongly suggest Mike audition
his favorite two-channel source material
through a Circle Surround-equipped
5.1-channel system. Iderive enormous
satisfaction from the virtually "you are
there" experience from my own system
through the perfectly realistic reproduction of the original soundstage that
Circle Surround provides. This is done
by extracting the original phase information inherent in the two-channel source,
without any of the hokey-sounding DSP
12

hear from that component — is aprickly
one because no one can know how well
another person hears, or how well the
measurements were performed. Nevertheless, Iwill attempt to address this issue
evenhandedly.
You can argue, as objectivists are wont
to do, that two preamplifiers of identical
specifications will be interchangeable.
If you believe this, then stop reading now;
Shifting paradigms
you will only be outraged at my
Editor:
irrationality. Or you can argue, as do many
subjectivists, that there is no sense in
In response to Mike Silverton ("Beat the
reducing noise and distortion in comporight drum," "Letters," April 2001),
February's "As We See It" is not the first
nents, that instead you should focus on
getting in touch with your inner audiotime John Atkinson has lamented the fact
phile. If this is your philosophy, you may
that his experience of listening to music
in asurround format was of "considerably
want to stop now before Idestroy the
"magic of the music" for you.
higher fidelity than [he] had ever experiFor the two of you still reading, my
enced from atwo-channel system." In the
January 1999 Stereophile (Vo122 No.1),
stance is that while measurements are an
excellent indication of how consistently
Mr. Atkinson stated, "I want the enveloping sound and sense of space that Iheard
acomponent will perform with awide
variety of media and software, only by
from that DTS-encoded DVD in my
listening room."
listening can we discover the limitations of
the component within the framework of
This issue, article, and statement more
than anything stirred me to research and
the measured results.
purchase my beloved Theta Casablanca
An illustration: A single-ended triode
and B&W 801 surround system, with
amplifier will perform admirably with
which Ifind myself enjoying quality two- high-sensitivity, high-impedance speakers
channel music most of the time.
provided you don't push it too hard and
And when I feel the urge to be
expect it produce low frequencies at high
overcome by a musical experience so
SPLs (timpani, pipe organ, kick drum ... ).
involving, so immersing, so awesomely
Its measured performance indicates this,
but to find specific limitations you must
reflective of next-generation technology,
Iunleash my controller's DTS capabililisten to a given model and find out
ties and sit back in wonder and bliss,
whether or not this applies. Additionally,
an amplifier topology as quixotic as this
marveling at the musicians and techniwill never allow you access to improvecians who truly appreciate the exalted
state to which music can take you. I ments in the resolution of your front-end.
thank them for letting their consciences
You may be able to hear that you have
changed something, but ahigh-resolution,
be their guide when plying their craft to
perfection in aformat that needs to be
dynamic, low-distortion signal passing
through aSET amp will no longer be any
experienced to be appreciated.
Mt Atkinson, the paradigm will shift. I of those things when it comes out.
am confident in the aspirations of
Conversely, if your speakers present a
mankind in its relentless pursuit of perfecbenign load, and if your shelves are full of
tion. Thanks to you and your associates, if chamber music and small-ensemble jazz,
then to your ears aSET amplifier may be
ahigher fidelity can be imagined and created, we will be informed on the highest
the best thing available. The measurements indicate this as well. But if you
level; of this Iam sure.
Thank you for your continuing excelfavor monstrous speakers and avaried diet
of music, then aSET will quickly wear
lence.
Allan Petrie
Houston, 7X
out its welcome because its distinctive
Hanuman22@aol.com
sound will be coming between you and
your music instead of adding to your
You have to listen
musical enjoyment. This is true of any
deviation from neutrality, not just "the
Editor:
SET sound."
Ihave gotten up to write this letter many
I thereby propose a correlation
times in the last few months, but have
between adevice's total deviation from
always put it off till another day. Iguess,
neutrality and, not its sound, but its comwith the subject of April's "As We See It,"
patibility with abroad number of other
that day has finally come. This debate —
components. The exceptions to this rule
over whether a component's measured
are bleeding-edge designs that reveal
results have anything to do with what you
"room simulations" that add artificially
generated reverberation.
Find yourself a dealer who can
demonstrate Circle Surround and see
what you think Icould never go back
to ordinary two-channel reproduction
when so much more is already there in
my existing library.
Jerry Zis
saxlite@slip.net
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Letters
other devices' deviations due to their own
lack thereof.
Of course, the only way to determine
compatibility is to listen to different
combinations of equipment and find one
you like.
Michael D. Odom
He33man@aol.com
You have to measure
Editor:
There's an old saw: "If it measures bad, it
is bad. If it measures good, it may not be
good." Like all problems in which no one
has the whole answer, everyone has abit
of the answer, and the best answer comes
when we all cooperate. We need to intelligently listen and measure.
Stereophile was founded on the idea that
how acomponent sounds matters most (I
have read every issue since the first). But
it is important to understand that this
doesn't always mean aproduct is accurate
because it sounds "good" or "musical."
Indeed, if it always sounds "good," it isn't
accurate. All software isn't accurate, and
accurate equipment will sound bad on
lousy software. Hotu we recognize accurate software is another problem, since we
listen to software on the equipment we
are testing.
But it would be good if measurements
could tell us more of the story.
Measurements allow repeatability and
predictability. Both of these are good for
designing technical devices such as audio
gear. And Imust admit abias, perhaps:
When a device measures very badly, I
tend to discount its accuracy no matter
how it sounds.
As an example, and at the risk of incurring the wrath of single-ended amplifier
lovers, Iintellectually don't like singleended amps. They measure awfully.
Indeed, into areactive load, as every loudspeaker is, they are incapable of reproducing asimple sinewave; they compress the
negative half of the sinewave. How, then,
can they possibly accurately reproduce the
much more complex waveforms of
music? They sound "good" because this
nonlinearity leads to their high-secondorder harmonic distortion —a very "musical" distortion that is pretty, not accurate.
My Western belief in cause and effect
finds this intellectually intolerable.
Allen Edelstein
hahaz@att.net
Phased and confused
Editor.
Iam afaithful subscriber to Stereophile as
well as to Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.
Recently, Ipurchased apair of loudspeakers and put them through their paces with
Stereophikes Test CD 2.
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On the second track, the speakers tested completely opposite of the phase identification. First, the sound was supposed to
be out of phase, yet the bass-guitar sound
was dead center. The next, in-phase signal
sounded diffuse!
Iam contacting the manufacturer to
inform them of these results. Could this
be acrossover problem? Or have anything
to do with my A/V processor? Any help
would be very much appreciated.
Joe Dudley
dudleymel@aotcom
You most probably have adrive-unit incorrectly
wired, Mr. Dudley. For woofers, the easiest way
to tell is to brie connect a1.5V battery to the
speaker terminals (with the ampleer disconnected).
see the cone moveforward or back. Do
the same with the other one of the pair and check
that it moves in the same direction.
—JA
A simple solution
Editor:
Thank you for replying to my letter
about my new speakers appearing to be
out of phase. As is sometimes the case,
the solution was simple. The speaker
terminals were reversed and Ijust
screwed them in properly. Thanks again
for your suggestion.
Joe Dudley
dudleymel@aol.com
Wasted postage
Editor:
Stereophile owes me 34 cents. It's for
wasted postage. Permit me to explain.
A number of years back, Ispent an
infuriating afternoon using your Test CD 2
in afutile attempt to balance my "soundstage." Just as Iwas about to put acrowbar
through my sound rig, Istopped to take
another look at the schematic in your
instruction booklet and realized that you
had reversed "stage right" and "stage left."
Permit me to explain.
There are four basic stage directions:
"upstage" (meaning away from the audience), "downstage" (meaning toward the
audience), "stage right," and "stage left."
Upstage and downstage are so named
because stages were once "raked" — that
is, tilted downward, with the low end
toward the audience; hence, if the actor
moves upstage, s/he moves away from the
audience. "Stage right/left" are from the
performers' point of view as they face the
audience. So, if aperformer moves stage
right, s/he moves toward the audience's
lefr, stage left means toward the audience's
right. Don't forget that the stage directions
in the script are for the benefit of the performers; it wouldn't make sense to couch
those directions in terms of the audience's
point of view.

So, having identified the source of my
problem, Isent off aletter to Stereophile
suggesting that they correct the directions accompanying the test record. That
letter was obviously disregarded. Permit
me to explain.
In Stereophile, January 2001, p.87, there's
apicture of Carla Bley, the caption to
which reads: "Carla Bley's piano is so far
to stage left, she has to lean against the
wall and stoop under ahanging monitor
speaker to address the audience." The
problem is that — you guessed it —in the
picture, Bley is stage right.
So, it is obvious that my letter has been
disregarded by Stereophile and the postage
wasted, despite the fact that there is an
extremely high probability that Iknow
what Iam talking about ... Ibelieve Ihave
explained why Idemand, and anxiously
await the arrival of, the return of my
postage from Stereophile. Iwill absorb the
cost of the envelope and stationery.
Paul A. Alter
Pittsburgh, PA
palter@juno.com
A marvel of afilm score
Editor:
Ever since Iwas alittle kid, I've been
listening to film scores. In the past few
years, as my listening system has become
more accurate and revealing, I have
noticed adefinite trend. Of all my film
scores, the ones Ienjoy listening to the
most — on atechnical level and usually
thematically as well — have all had Shawn
Murphy as the sound engineer (mixer,
rerecording, whatever). Now, when Isee
afilm and find myself enjoying the score,
Ilook for his name in the credits to see if
yet another little disc of joy awaits me;
usually, he's there.
Checking Murphy's listing on the
Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.
corn) gives an extensive list of his projects,
some of which Irecognized as having
been mentioned in previous Stereophiles,
including Glory and Patriot Games. Iwas
wondering if Stereophile might seek
out this hardworking and Academy
Award—winning sound engineer, do a
story on him, and try to figure out why I
listen to and enjoy Shawn Murphy scores
more than any others.
DavidJedynak
Los Angeles, CA
iedynak@sileas.com
Some humble suggestions
Editor:
In the December 2000 Issue of Stereophile, Kalman Rubinson expressed afascination with Poulenc's Les Mamelles de
Tirésias (Philips 456 504-2). Ilook at
what music the reviewers use to test
Stereophile, June 2001
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Letters
equipment. The choice appears to be
biased toward great recordings that challenge the playback system and also the
listener. This is agood bias. Ipurchased
Les Mamelles... No regrets.
Sometimes recordings are obscure
and are easily overlooked. My humble
suggestions:
1) Martial Sola! Dodecaband Plays
Ellington, Dreyfus FDM 36613-2. Solal
leads 12 musicians in an intensive romp
through Ellington standards.
2) Newfoundland Symphony Youth
Choir, Reaching for the Rock, Furiant
FMDC 4605-2. For me, great choir
recordings are rare, but do exist.
Thanks again for Les Mamelles.
Larry Marks
Toronto, Canada

luxuriously comfortable giving amore sensual
and immersive musical experience. The slightly
more upright and higher-sitting Midway 2chair
puts my ears into adifferent null point as regards
the near-back-wall reflection, room treatments
notwithstanding and can deliver an occasionally
more precise soundstage Some visitors prefer the
higher rear position, some the lowerfront position.
It's simple to experiment with your own system:
just move your chair back and forth abit and
"see" what happens.
You can find plenty of tips like these in the
"Fine Tunes" Archives section at uninmstereo
phile.com.
—J-10

High-end audio vs music
Editor:
Iam concluding my stint as an audiophile.
I'm not going over to the Dark Side of
PC-based music, or even home theater.
In seleaing recordings, most reviewers fall back
It's just that Ilove music and am not
on music that they know (and love) voy
enjoying it nearly as much as Idid in my
well. Usually, these pieces are well-recorded.
mid-fi days. How did this happen?
The familiarity enables us to more easily discern
As a teenager in the early 1980s, I
gerentes in how the recording sounds with new
packed up my warm, reliable, and semiequipment, but our expeaations can as easily bias
portable 1962 Voice of Music changer for
us. For this reason, it's necessary to search out
some bottom-of-the-line Japanese componew music and recordings all the time and incornents (after giving due consideration to
porate these experiences into the assessment of such important Stereo Review specs as
equipment.
fast-forward winding time). They were
Newly discovered music keeps the ear-brain
probably abit less musical, but they played
channels dean andfresh! Iam glad to have introlouder and had lots of entertaining lights
duced you to anew piece of music, Mr. Marks,
and sliders. Ihad ablast, and they still work
and Ithank you for your suggestions.
today. As Iearned some more money over
—Kalman Rubinson
the following years, I bought better
mass-market components, listening to
Cut to ribbons
some passable Denon/Yamaha/etc.—
Editor:
quality sound alot of hours each day.
What exactly is the "ribbon chair" to
Then, in the early '90s, Istarted reading
which Jonathan Scull refers? I'm anewthe high-end press and learned that Iwas
comer to this hobby/passion/addiction.
missing something. Those first, relatively
Iactually wanted to start this letter
cheap improvements were great. I
with: "My name is Harvey and I'm an
replaced that $20 Audio-Tecluica with a
audiophile. I haven't purchased any
Sumiko Blue Point. Wow! Replaced the
hardware for 117 days." Thanks for an
hashy early CD player with an Optimus
informative and entertaining publication.
3400. Nice. Preached to all my friends that
Harvey Buchbinder they should read Stereophile. And so I
harveyb@hollywoodcenter.com journeyed along that never-ending
upgrade path that is familiar to so many.
Harvey, thanksfor writing. The Ribbon Chair is
So here Isit today, with monoblocks
asupremely comfortable chair designed by French
that cost more to re-tube each year than
architect Pierre Paulin in the 1960s. Kathleen,
an entire rack system, electrostatic speakmy partner in aime in such matters, rescued it
ers that take up half my living room,
from aused-furniture place on Lafayette Street
cables that could trip ahorse. You know
some time ago and brought it back to life It's
how it goes. The real problem is, Ihardly
signal orange— bright primary colors were big
ever use the system!
back then. Ifyou'd like to see an image of it, go to
For one thing, although my gear is from
www.designfonnulipierpaulribehtml.
reputable high-end players, some compoIn the last year or so I've also been using one
nent is almost always either out at the
of aset of Frank Lloyd Wright chairs that sits
manufacturer for repair (often for many
right behind the Ribbon Chair. You can see that
months, sometimes expensive) or buzzing
chair, the Midway 2, at www.interstylenet/ and hissing for atrip. Idon't think there
istylelckusicl7wrighthtm. Very FIJI/ it puts my
has been any time in the past two years
ears higher and a bit farther back, for a that everything worked properly at the
second "view" of the soundstage The Ribbon is
same time.
Stereophile, June 2001

Second, the system is ahuge pain to
operate. The power-up sequence requires
flipping switches all over the room and
waiting for LEDs to change color over a
10-minute period. What would have been
time enough to sneak in an album side in
the mid-fi days now is not enough time to
justify listening at all. Then there's the
heat. Tip: A better mass-market system in
aquiet room sounds better than ahighend system with an A/C unit whirring
away on anice spring day.
The end result of all the hours and dollars Ispend on my system is that Istill
look forward to hearing my new CDs —
in the car or on my office mini-system —
and I've stopped buying vinyl. Whose
fault is this? Obviously, Iam responsible
for the choices I made. But it's also
partly the fault of the high-end press.
Reviewers and reporters who have
dedicated listening rooms, atypical
budgets, many hours to futz around with
equipment, and aprofessional interest in
finding novel ways to wring out that
last drop of fidelity, do not, in my view,
review equipment from a perspective
that leads readers to make intelligent
purchases.
Sure, you guys often acknowledge
when acomponent is heavy, runs hot, or
is particularly difficult to set up. But this
is mere color commentary for many
reviewers, on apar with the thickness of a
faceplate, when these should be essential
aspects in deciding whether acomponent
will render long-term musical pleasure
(as distinct from bragging rights) to us
average Joe Singlemalts.
Well, it kills me to take astep backward
in sound quality. Hopefully, some of the
user-oriented companies such as Linn will
prevent that step from being too huge.
I'll miss my neighbors' dropping jaws
when they see my system (and hear it
on the occasions it's working and they
have time to wait for it to warm up).
But Iwon't miss all the extra boxes and
cables, and Iwon't have to miss listening
to my record collection any longer.
Robert Novick
Brooklyn, NY
Yeruchmiel@aolcom
Erratum
A combination of Show stress and
indecipherable notes on my Palm Pilot
led to a mistake in my report from
the January CES (May 2001, p.75):
Classé was not demonstrating their
amplification with Avalon speakers, as
they had at previous CESes, but with
B&W Nautilus 801s. Sony about that
Classé.
—John Atkinson
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Industry
US: NASHVILLE
Barry Willis
More than ayear after BMG Germany
had to recall a massive shipment of
"copy-proof" CDs, an American record
label has attempted a similar experiment. In May, Nashville independent
label Music City Records issued
Charley Pride: A Tribute to Jim Reeves,
copy-protection included.
Mastered using CD-protection software developed by SunComm of
Phoenix, Arizona, the tracks on Pride's
new recording won't show up on any
file-sharing systems, CD-ROMs, or
MP3 players, according to Music
City's Bob Heatherly, because no one
will be able to copy it, at least not in
the digital domain.
Like other copy-prevention schemes,
SunComm's technology reportedly
exploits differences between the "Red
Book" standard for music CDs, formulated by Sony and Philips in 1980,
and the "Yellow Book" standard for
CD-ROMs and the "Orange Book"
standard for CD-RWs, which were
formulated later. Extra information is
added to the disc's Table of Contents,
which confuses the typical computer
CD-ROM drive about how many
tracks there are on the disc and when
they start and end. Copy-protection
research is an ongoing serious effort
by the music industry, which, despite
legal victories over free-music services
like Napster and MP3.com, has found

it impossible to contain the "piracy"
epidemic.
Although no one has ever presented
irrefutable proof that copying in any
form causes a loss of income for the
music industry, its executives assume —
almost as an article of faith —that copying is the cause of all their miseries. "The
CD is the root of all of our problems
with the Net," EMI vice president Jay
Samit told Charles C. Mann of
Salon.com in early April. "If CDs were
as hard to copy as DVDs or VHS tapes
or even books, we would not be going
through anything like what we're going
through now with Napster or Gnutella."
The trouble with copy-protected
CDs is that they don't work in every
CD player. In Germany last year, BMG
issued Razorblade Romance, by the
Finnish rock group HIM, only to find
that music fans were returning the discs
with complaints that they wouldn't play.
Tel Aviv's Midbar Technologies, which
developed the copy-protection scheme,
had reportedly tested it successfully on
every type of CD player available at the
time. Buyers found otherwise, and
BMG had to recall 100,000 discs.
Heatherly believes that won't be the
case with A Tribute to Jim Reeves —
SunComm's system passed every test he
put it through. SunConun CEO Peter
H. Jacobs says of his company's innovations, "These technologies will allow
media companies to distribute their
content on disc.... A shrink-wrapped

Update
CD or DVD purchased off the shelf
which was manufactured using this
technology cannot be 'burned' onto
another disc or copied to other storage
media. Internet content downloaded to
acomputer disc, once burned to aCD,
cannot be re-copied to another disc or
other storage media."
Charley Pride was miffed when he
discovered his older recordings on
Napster, Heatherly said, and insisted
on finding some way to prevent that
from happening with the new one.
The two of them decided SunComm's
technology offered a good enough
guarantee against piracy to use it for
the new release.
With the Pride disc, Music City
Records will momentarily take the lead
in the industry's experimenting with
copy-protection. None of it, however,
will prevent people from feeding the
analog output of their CD players into
the soundcards on their computers and
making all the copies they want, afact
apparently little noticed in the present
atmosphere of digital hysteria.
[From the information in the Salon
article, it also looks like the copy-protection
is effective only when acomputer's internal
CD-ROM drive is used to rip CDs.
Using atraditional CD transpon to feed
an S/PDIF or AES/EBU data stream to a
suitable PC soundcard, like the CardDeluxe
or RME Digi96/8 Pro, appears to bypass the
protection. However, the CD will then have to
be copied manually, as the ripping software

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 8862809 at least eight weeks before the month of
the event. The deadline for the August 2001
issue is June 1. Mark the fax «Attention
Stephen Mcjias, Dealer Bulletin Board.« We
will fax bade aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
ARIZONA
• The Arizona Audiophile Society
Stereophile, June 2001

sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960 or e-mail
AzAuclioS@aol.com.
•Arizona Hi-Fi (688 W. First St. *4,
Tempe) is proud to announce that it
is Arizona's new exclusive dealer
for SME and Hovland. Also offering
a wide selection of phono products
from Project, Music Halt Benz,
Clearaudio, Grado, JA. Michell,
and Sumiko, as well as vacuum-tube
equipment and high-performance

products from ProAc, Audio Research,
Alón, QuickSilver, Manley, and
Nordost, to name a few. Visit
www.tubeaudio.com or call (480)
921-9961 for more info.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members.
BAAS schedules periodic designer and
dealer demonstrations, fosters communication and camaraderie among members, and distributes High Note, an infor21
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will not be able to control the external
transport.
—John Atkinson]
JAPAN
Jon Iverson
The DVD Forum is apparently getting
close to finalizing a specification that
would allow audio signals to be available via digital outputs on DVD-Audio
players. Audiophile frustration with the
new DVD-A format's lack of access to a
high-resolution digital signal from players (which currently have analog-only
outputs) and the possibility of watermarked discs has mounted in the
months since its introduction.
Concerns regarding copy-protection
have slowed the DVD-Audio rollout
considerably and are at the root of the
decision to omit high-resolution digital
outputs from current players. But in an
article dated March 28, the EE Times
reported that the DVD Forum is planning to use the IEFF 1394 (aka FireWire)
specification to connect DVD players
with digital audio amplifiers and digital
television sets.
The DVD Forum's Hideki Mimura
was quoted as saying that "the principal
mission is to create a1394 recommendation for playback-only DVDs. After
we finish this step for playback-only
DVD, the next step is discussions for
recordable DVD." Mimura added that
"before the 1394 specifications and the
guidelines even become available,
however, a practical digital interface
implementation for DVD products has
to consider various copy-protection
schemes adopted for DVD."
The DVD Forum has adopted the
Audio & Music Data Transmission
Protocol (aka the A&M Protocol) specification to enable the transmission of
audio data and MIDI data on a 1394
bus. The A&M Protocol is described as

a plug-and-play standard intended to
allow such high-resolution DVD-Audio
formats as 24/96 and 24/192 LPCM, as
well as such compressed-audio formats
as AC-3 and DTS, to be sent from one
1394-equipped device to another in a
form immune to copying.
US: CONNECTICUT
Barry Willis
Now there are three Cello spin-offs.
More than two years ago, prior to Cello
Technologies' ill-fated expansion, company founder Mark Levinson departed
to create Red Rose Music. Late in 2000,
former vice president of business development Jim McCullough formed
Matthew James, LLC, which will make
and market anew generation of Cello
electronics. And in early April, Viola
Audio Labs announced its debut.
The manufacture and marketing of
Cello products was halted in April
2000, after principals of parent company Cello Technologies, Inc. decided
they could no longer operate at an
acceptable level of profitability. The
previous year, the company had made
an ambitious expansion with seven
Cello Design Centers. "They did not
succeed in the wealthy communities in
which they were located," McCullough
stated in a telephone conversation
March 30. Their predecessors, two
Cello Music and Film Systems showrooms in New York and Los Angeles,
had done quite well, however.
By May 2000, all Cello operations
were halted. While negotiating to purchase the manufacturing division,
McCullough paid the rent on Cello's
facility in the old A.C. Gilbert Building,
at 315 Peck Street in New Haven,
Connecticut. Matthew James is operating in renovated space previously occupied by Cello, Ltd. Some Cello veter-

ans have been rehired, according to
McCullough, and Matthew James is
gearing up production of amplifiers
based on Cello designs. The new company has acquired Cello, Ltd.'s manufacturing equipment and inventory, as
well as the rights to Cello's designs,
patents, name, and logo.
"Foreign distributors were instrumental in saving the brand. Cello had
long been an extremely desirable name
among Asian audiophiles, and the
Russian market was also surprisingly
strong," McCullough commented.
Matthew James' marketing plans include developing anetwork of 12 to 15
rigorously vetted North American dealers. "Weeding out the candidates is a
tough job," McCullough said.
Two power amplifiers, the twochannel Duet 200 and the three-channel Trio 200, each capable of 200Wpc,
will begin shipping in September 2001.
A 350Wpc stereo amp, the Duet 350,
will begin shipping in December.
Other Cello products will follow, with
extensive cosmetic and electronic
redesigns, including optional digital
input receivers.
Digital technology will be an arca of
emphasis at Matthew James, according
to McCullough, who worked in executive capacities at Madrigal, Wadia, and
Genesis Technologies prior to signing on
with Cello in 1997. "I have apersonal
interest in the possibilities of digital," he
said, "[such as] a'Digital Suite,' apreamp
that can be configured as users wish. We
expect that our digital research will have
plenty of fallout into DACs, CD players,
and other products."
The new Duet and Trio will be
based on Cello's proven designs, while
other Cello products — including the
Audio Suite preamp, the Palette equalizer, and the Performance amplifier —
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mative newsletter. For further information, please contact Dennis Davis at
(415) 381-4228, or e-mail bluedeer@
value.net
• The California Audiophile Society is
now forming. It will sponsor monthly
audio and home-theater meetings and
events. For more information, call
(909) 461-0775 or e-mail dkparksl@
msn.com.
• Audio Video Excellence has
changed their name to Audio Video
Excellence, Inc., and is now located at
22

9212 Mira Este Court, Suite 200, San
Diego. For more information, call
(858) 689-1311.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit
www.the-atom.corn/cas or call Carl
Richard at (860) 745-5937.
GEORGIA

•Sunday, June 17, 2pm (4522 Kingsgate
Dr., Clubhouse, Dunwoody): The

Atlanta Audio Society and Sounds Right
Audio (Roswell) are hosting a tripleheader program featuring: Avantgarde's
Trio loudspeaker, presented by Jim
Smith and Casey McKee; Art Audio's
Joe Fratus, presenting the PX-25 SE tube
power amp; and David Gill of Gill
Audio, presenting the new Alana tube
line stage and Elise 24/96 tube D/A.
Guests welcome. For further details, contact Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105, or
visit www.mindspring.com/- chucks
audio/index.htm.
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will be reintroduced in midyear 2002,
McCullough said. Matthew James has
no plans to revive Cello loudspeakers,
however. "Manufacturing loudspeakers
and manufacturing electronics are two
vastly different operations. We want to
concentrate our expertise where it is
best used."
The decision to forgo loudspeakers
accounts in part for the reduction of the
New Haven facility from 19,000ft2to its
present 8500ft2.Matthew James, LLC.
does have an inventory of parts for
Cello speakers — drivers, input terminals, crossover components —and will
continue to make them available to
Cello owners. For some models there
are even cabinets available, which will
be sold until the supply is exhausted.
Several owners of Cello speakers who
live in extremely humid climates have
benefited from the availability of the
cabinets, McCullough stated.
Although there is no legal mandate
to do so, Matthew James the company
is honoring all Cello warranties. "We
simply feel that it's the right thing to
do," McCullough said. An advisory
that appeared in issue 128 of The
Absohne Sound telling Cello owners
with service questions to contact Mark
Levinson at Red Rose Music was in
error, he explained.
Matthew James has no plans to dilute
the value of the Cello name by developing inexpensive products: "We won't
be making any $2000 integrated amplifiers." Instead, the company will follow
the Cello tradition of building only the
best for the top of the market. Cello
products are for "the special person, not
for the casual user," McCullough said.
"Reviving the name is abig task but a
great opportunity. We want to build
upon history."
For customers' convenience, Matthew

James has retained Cello, Ltd.'s old
phone and fax numbers: (203) 8674008 and (203) 867-4014. The new
company number is (203) 865-1237;
Jim McCullough's home office number
is (860) 349-5999. A website is under
construction.
Also operating out of the old A.C.
Gilbert Building in New Haven is
Viola Audio Labs, a new venture
by former Cello engineers Tom
Colangelo and Paul Jayson. Cello,
Ltd.'s former executive Anthony Di
Salvo is also aprincipal in the company,
which later this year will introduce a
"super power amp, reference preamplifier, and reference speaker system,"
according to an official announcement.
By May 1, Viola Audio Labs had
planned to make available upgrade
modules for the Cello Suite preamp,
including inverting and noninverting
outputs and a new phono stage.
Replacement of the noninverting main
out will produce "the most significant
improvement," according to Viola's
Adriano Wing. The company will also
provide maintenance and repair services for all out-of-warranty Cello
products, said Wing.
Viola Audio Labs has received Mark
Levinson's personal endorsement,
Wing said, and plans to continue
Cello's tradition of excellent sound.
The new company's telephone number
is (203) 772-0435; the fax number is
(203) 772-0569.
US: SEATTLE
Barry Willis
Contrary to rumors circulating on the
Internet in February, audiophile recording label Delos International is not abandoning the DVD-Audio format. Aquick
call to the Hollywood, California-based
company cleared up some confusion
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created when afew people noticed that
"DVD-A" doesn't appear anywhere on
the Delos homepage.
"Although it's true that we are
emphasizing SACD for the immediate
future, we have not given up on DVDAudio," said a spokesperson who
requested anonymity. "Our strength is
in sound recording, and we feel that
SACD, being asound-only format, is
where we should concentrate our efforts
at the moment. We have just released
three new SACD titles and will be
issuing five or six more this year."
The company recognizes the enormous audio potential of DVD-A, but
believes that most owners of DVD players will expect visual images too —
something Delos prefers not to create
in-house. "DVD is primarily a visual
medium. We have awonderful working
relationship with Paramount, but our
own technical expertise with video is
nowhere near the level we need to do
justice to video projects. It's simply not
what we do best."
Delos has always served the audiophile market and will continue to do so,
the spokesperson said. That market
appears to be heading strongly in the
SACD direction, with new titles appearing every few days from dozens of
labels, and SACD players becoming
increasingly affordable.
US: WASHINGTON, DC
Jon Iverson
Recorded music was a $14.3 billion
business in the United States in 2000,
according to the newly published
"2000 Consumer Profile" from the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA). Released March 13,
the report details who music buyers
are, what they buy, and how much
they spend.
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LOUISIANA

• New Orleans' first and only highend audio club holds monthly meetings
to discuss topics of interest and listen
to music. Join the fun by e-mailing
stokjoc@hotmail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society,
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, and membership information,
visit http://bostonaudio.home.att.net,
Stereophile, June 2001

e-mail dbsystems@attglobal.net, or call
(603) 899-5121.
MICHIGAN

• In keeping with their premier
lineup of products, Audio Analyst
(5195 E. Brookfield Rd., East Lansing),
is pleased to announce the addition
of Bryston and Straight Wire to
their list. Audio Analyst will be
holding an open house for new
product review on Saturday, June 9.
For complete product information

or to arrange aprivate audition, call
(517) 881-7602.
MISSOURI

• Best Sound is proud to announce
the addition of Proceed electronics
and Sumiko turntables/cartridges.
These outstanding products join our
other high-performance products,
such as Audio Research, Classé,
MartinLogan,
B&W
Nautilus,
Sunfire, and Rotel. For more info,
please call (314) 997-7644.
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Rock still dominates the market,
according to the report, with more than
25% of music buyers identifying themselves as rock fans. The genre has long
been the industry's top seller, but the
rap/hip-hop genre has made big gains
recently, overtaking country music as
second in popularity. A full 12.9% of
the market now belongs to rap/hiphop, thanks to the huge successes of:
Eminem's The Marshall Mathers, which
sold more than seven million copies in
2000; Dr. Dre's Dr. Dre 2001, with six
million sold; and Nelly's Country
Grammar, with five million. "It comes
as no surprise to see the gain that
rap/hip-hop has made when you
consider that all of our major record
labels produced many successful multiplatinum albums of that genre throughout the year," said RIAA president and
CEO Hilary Rosen.
Country music is still astrong third,
with a fan base of 10.7% of the
music-buying population — the same
percentage as in 1999. The pop genre
dropped from 103% to 8%, with fewer
hit albums than previously. Jazz is up
to 2.9% of the market, having overtaken
classical for fourth place. Classical
claimed 2.7% of the market in 2000.
Where did music fans make their
purchases? Approximately 3% of
purchased recordings came from "legitimate online retailers," acategory not
defined in the RIAA's press release
about its report, while 7.6% were
sourced from mail-order outlets or
music clubs. "Non-traditional music
outlets" — stores whose primary business is something other than music
sales — went from 38.3% of the
market in 1999 to about 40% in 2000.
The remaining 49.4% of purchases
were made at traditional music stores.
Contradicting the common wisdom

that kids buy most of the recorded
music sold, the RIAA's statistics show
that music buyers over the age of 45
constituted 23.8% of the market in
2000. The 20-24 age range claimed
12.5%, the 25-29 and 35-39 groups
each accounted for 10.6%, and the
30-34 range was 9.8% of the market. In
all, adults bought 692% of the recorded
music sold last year. The remainder was
purchased by adolescent and teenaged
buyers, whose numbers were "just
slightly above flat" compared to the previous year. In 2000, 50.6% of music
buyers were male and 49.4% female,
according to the report.
The full-length compact disc still
rules the retail roost, accounting
for 893% of all units sold. Sales of CD
singles dropped by 50% from 1999's
levels, a phenomenon many in the
recording industry blame on the
popularity of downloadable music.
Prerecorded cassette tapes are still selling, but not as well as previously; the
numbers are well down from 1990,
when they totaled 50% of all music
sold. Music on cassette tape now
accounts for only 4.9% of the market.
The RIAA's annual consumer profile
was compiled by Hart Research, which
conducted monthly national telephone
surveys of 3051 music buyers.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Every loudspeaker engineer is bound by
the laws of physics, but finding clever
ways to bend those laws is where the
fun really begins. In March, KEF
announced afascinating technology that
seems to do just that.
Any box loudspeaker is bound by the
fixed relationships among enclosure
volume, efficiency, and bass extension.
You can trade off one value against

another, and mess around with the bass
loading, Q, and rolloff rates, but you
can't have deep bass and good sensitivity
from asmall box.
KEF now claims to have broken this
vicious circle. By adding granules of
activated carbon — called Magic Dust
by KEF's engineers — to the inside of a
speaker enclosure, it's possible to make
that enclosure behave as if it's much
larger than it actually is. For agiven
box size, you can therefore increase the
sensitivity, the bass extension, or a
combination of both. Reductions in
box size of factors from 1.5 to 3 are
claimed to be within the bounds of
practical applications.
"The Virtual Loudspeaker Cabinet,"
aFebruary 2001 white paper by Julian
Wright, KEF's head of research, uses
the acronym ACE (for Acoustic
Compliance Enhancement) to describe
the core technology. The bottom line
for all current box loudspeakers (horns
and dipole panels have their own rules)
is the density and compliance of the air
inside the enclosure. Wright acknowledges that there have been many
attempts to increase these properties
in the past — for example, by using
asealed bag of aspecial gas that condenses under pressure — but none has
proved commercially viable, typically
because of the need to build in active
heating elements. The advantages of
KEF's approach are that it's simple, "passive," uses regular air, and is therefore
likely to be much more practical.
ACE ditributes tiny granules of carbon around the inside of the enclosure.
If properly chosen and distributed, these
adsorb air molecules when pressure is
increased, and release them again when
the pressure is reduced. Sounds like
magic, but it's just the strange physics
and/or chemistry of activated carbon.
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NEVADA

•Premiere Home Entertainment, Las
Vegas' newest high-end audio and
home-theater store, has been appointed the exclusive retailer for the
Matrix amplifier, controller, and keypad systems. Come in and see how
inexpensive and simple upgrading to a
keypad system can be. In-home
appointments available. Call (702)
877-0222, or stop by 2300 N.
Rainbow Blvd. #119, for information
on upcoming events and seminars.
26

NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society
welcomes anyone interested in highperformance LP and CD playback
systems to become members and
participate in their monthly meetings. Annual dues are $20, and
include a subscription to the society's newsletter, The Source. For more
information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number to annalogg@aol.com or to
markjmills@earthlink.net.

NEW YORK

• Mark Schifter of Perpetual Technologies will be presenting his newest
digital speaker and room-correction
systems on Friday, May 18. Call David
Nemzer at (718) 802-0183 for details.
• Friday, June 22: The Audiophile
Society welcomes Rogue Audio,
presenting their Magnum Series,
in addition to the Model 99 preamp and Model 120 monoblock
amp. Call David Nemzer at (718)
802-0183 for details.
Stereophile, June 2001
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Nor is it anew idea. KEF bought the
original 1988 patents from Australian
inventor Brian Ward more than a
decade ago, but the company has been
through anumber of changes since then
that have slowed development. Now
that multichannel sound places amuch
greater emphasis on the need for smaller speaker enclosures, it seems an
appropriate time to bring the technique
to market.
Activated carbon is manufactured by
first heating any organic material in an
oxygen-free environment (to remove
impurities), then re-heating the pure
residue in acontrolled atmosphere of
oxygen and steam. The resultant carbon
granules have a vast number of tiny
pores and tnicropores that penetrate
deep into the granules' surface. These
pores act as physical adsorbers through
weak forces of intermolecular attraction. Chemists speak of this adsorption
as aprocess not unlike gravity, but operating at amolecular level. Molecules of
aspecific size are adsorbed by pores of a
specific size, so controlling the sizes
of granules and pores is important in
getting the best adsorption.
Although the ACE effect is
straightforward enough in principle,
putting it into practice must be rather
more complex, and at this stage plenty
of unanswered questions remain.
When Iasked, Julian Wright didn't
know the time constant of the adsorption/desorption process, but confirmed
that the effect operates only at low
frequencies —where it's needed. A
white paper graph shows aCompliance
Enhancement Factor (CEF) of better
than 3below 80Hz, but that deteriorates rapidly above 100Hz. One
can't help wondering whether this
frequency-dependent transition will
have its own unwanted consquences.

One problem with using activated
carbon lies in its hygroscopy, or the tendency to adsorb water-vapor molecules,
which in turn can block the pores and
reduce the CEF. KEF confirmed that
the first ACE products were likely to
use sealed-box loading, which should
help, but even sealed boxes need some
leakage to adjust for atmospheric pressure, and it will be important to take

There's every likelihood
that an ACE-equipped
speaker will be
available before
the end of the year.

steps to cope long-term with humid,
tropical conditions.
For reasons that have always eluded
me, the overwhelming majority of
today's hi-fi speakers are port-loaded;
KEF believes that, in due course, they
can adapt the ACE technology to reflex
porting. Exactly what techniques are
used to keep the tiny —and, presumably, quite heavy en masse —Magic
Dust particles distributed evenly
through the enclosure was not disclosed. It's certainly not just amatter of
shoveling the stuff in and letting it lie.
The paper describes an ACEequipped lab prototype. KEFs RDM1
is a "luxury miniature" using a 6.5"frame Uni-Q driver operating in an
8.8-liter sealed box. KEF took the driver from one of the lab reference pair and
mounted it in a"cut-down" enclosure

of just 5liters and containing 22 liters
of Magic Dust. The measured response
difference between the RDM1 and the
Thin 1was within 02dB; je, inside the
measurement tolerance. KEF's listening
tests confirmed that the smaller speaker
retained the larger's low-frequency
extension, and reportedly indicated a
preference for the ACE model's bass
"attack." Nearly half-filling the volume
of asmall box with dispersed granular
particles would seem bound to have
significant implications for the way
soundwaves behave inside the box.
Ipointed out that areduction in box
volume from 8.8 to 5 liters (which
amounts to aCEF of 1.76) is certainly
useful, but it's not that dramatic when
you take into account the thickness of
the enclosure's walls, and falls significantly short of the threefold reduction
referred to elsewhere in the paper.
Apparently, higher CEF ratings are easier to achieve in larger enclosures.
KEF's announcement was about the
technology rather than aspecific product, but there's every likelihood that an
ACE-equipped speaker will be available before the end of the year. If Ihad
to bet on the first ACE product likely
to come out, my money would be on
something like the Thin I— asuperslim sealed box with a6.5" Uni-Q able
to deliver decent bass, and designed so
that custom installers can easily mount
it in wall cavities.
US: NEW YORK CITY
Wes Phillips
John Lewis, the subtle pianist and musical director of the Modern Jazz Quartet,
died on March 29 in Manhattan. He
was 80. He is survived by his wife,
Midana, aharpsichordist; ason, Sasha; a
daughter, Nina; asister, Marylyn Gore;
and three grandchildren.
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• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music
and Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at
(516) 239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Netnzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
September-June, call Roy Harris at
28

(516) 489-9576.
• Home Entertainment 2001, sponsored by Stereophile, Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater, and Home Theater, takes
place May 11-13 at the Hilton New
York, 1335 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10019-6078.
OHIO
• Wednesday, June 6, beginning at
4pm: Genesis Audio, Ltd. (1385 E.
Johnstown Rd., Gahanna) will host an
evening with Madrigal Audio

Laboratories featuring Kevin Voecks,
chief designer of Revel, and Dana
Carlson, national sales manager of
Revel/Proceed. RSVP. For more
information, call Art or Don at (614)
939-0802.
TEXAS
• High Fidelity, Inc. is proud to
announce an evening seminar with
Luke Manley of VTL, Thursday,
May 24, 7pm. The seminar will feature the award-winning MB-750
Stereophile, June 2001
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OK. We admit it. We are
not really home theater guys.
Since 1973 we have been building
some of the world's best two-channel electronics
exclusively for high-end audio systems.
So when we decided to introduce a new power
amplifier that home theater enthusiasts could
use in their systems, we simply took the easiest
route by building what we know best: a high-end
Audiophile power amp that rivals anything
else on the market.
So, what's home theater about our new
PowerFrame amp?

Add up to 4
more channels in
the comfort of your
home, whenever you wish. Truly plug and play and easy
to install in minutes.
Each module is a self-contained power amp complete
with transformer and supply. 200 watt stereo, 300 watt
mono, there's even an integrated amp you can plug in.
This is the revolutionary new PowerFrame system from PS
Audio. Frames are available as
either MultiFrames or SingleFrames.

Simple. You can add as many
or as few channels as you
need. No compromises, no
sweat. Buy it for your twochannel setup because it is
nothing short of awesome.

Call us or visit our web site for
more details. Our web site is
chock full of free tips, and
valuable information that you
can use regardless of your setup.

Ill MD,
www.psaudio.com
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877-772-8340 or 720-406-8946

Born on May 3, 1920 in La Grange,
Illinois, Lewis grew up in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and took his first piano
lessons at the age of seven. He studied
music and anthropology at the University of New Mexico, and enlisted in
the army for World War II. While
stationed in Europe, Lewis met drummer Kenny Clarke, who, after the war,
introduced him to Dizzy Gillespie.
At Clarke's urging, Lewis moved to
New York and submitted several compositions to the pivotal bandleader.
Gillespie used Lewis's arrangements,
and later hired him to join the band,
where he replaced Thelonious Monk.
In 1949 and 1950, Lewis joined Miles
Davis as pianist and arranger in aseries
of recordings that featured Davis' ninepiece ensemble. These recordings, today
collectively known and reissued as The
Birth of the Cool, attracted little notice at
the time, but are now regarded as the
seminal influence on the cool jazz
movement, which followed soon after.
Although widely regarded as acomposer, arranger, and educator, John
Lewis was best known for his lengthy
tenure in the Modern Jazz Quartet.
The MJQ —Lewis, vibraphonist Milt
Jackson, bassist Percy Heath, and drummer Connie Kay — was established as a
cooperative ensemble, but it was no
secret that Lewis contributed the lion's
share of its compositions and arrangements. In addition, he was responsible
for the band's dignified demeanor. It
was his idea that they wear the same
evening wear as classical musicians,
and he strove to book the ensemble in
theaters and concert halls rather than
venues that served alcohol.
The MJQ's music was sophisticated
and
understated — reflections
of
Lewis's training and taste —but its
roots were in bebop: in the mid-1940s,

all of its members had originally
worked together in Dizzy Gillespie's
New York-based big band. But the
MJQ tempered its bebop with Bach —
the band's signature sound was midtempo improvisation with fugal counterpoint. The group's sophisticated,
listener-friendly sound attracted alarge
and loyal audience, even among those
who otherwise did not care for jazz.
Critics pegged the MJQ's music
"chamber jazz" — not necessarily
admiringly. But the band's reputation
and popularity were critic-proof.
Lewis's piano work was simple and to
the point, giving equal weight to notes
and silences. He played with adelicate
touch —so delicate, in the case of his
left hand, as to produce barely audible
tones. Rather than comp behind solos,
he typically chose to play octave-spread
counterrnelodies that lent the MJQ's
music apolyphonic texture.
The most persistent criticism of
Lewis's style was that his strengths of
natural conservatism and artfully constructed arrangements tended to stifle
the improvisational momentum of his
partners — particularly Milt Jackson,
who was an enthusiastic soloist. Jackson
himself subscribed to this theory, and
cited it as areason for the disbanding of
the MJQ in 1974. The band reunited in
1981 and toured together for a few
more years. In 1985, with Gary Giddins
and Roberta Swann, Lewis founded the
American Jazz Orchestra.
Starting in the 1950s, Lewis composed aseries of "third-stream" works
that combined the characteristics
of Western art music with ethnic or
vernacular musics. He performed these
with the MJQ and with the cooperative
big band Orchestra USA. His bestregarded compositions for the MJQ are
"Versailles" (1956), "Three 'Windows"
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Calendar
monoblock amplifiers and the
debut of the Reference Series TL7.5
preamplifier. Also featured will
be an all-vacuum-tube multichannel
system with the 112.5.1 multichannel
amplifier. For more information, call
(512) 454-5833.
•The Audio Consortium in Dallas is
pleased to announce its appointment
as an authorized dealer for ConradJohnson products. Visit us at 5728
Prospect Ave., Suite 2002, or call
(214) 821-2983 for information.
Stereophile, June 2001

VERMONT

• Sound Essentials, Vermont's highperformance home audio specialist, is
happy to announce the arrival of the
new Acoustic Energy Aesprit series
of high-performance speakers. On
display are the 300m and 300 bookshelf/monitor and the 309 floorstanding models. Sound Essentials offers
fine audio and video products from
Acoustic Energy, Arcam's DiVA
and finj series, Audio Refinement,
Audio Research, Basis, Cambridge,

Exceptional
Performance
P.O. Box 81248
Wellesley MA 02481 USA
Tel /Fax 781 235 7715

mutaerialacoustics.com
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Arcam DiVA DV88 DVD Player

Nottingham

•
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Doing progressive scan right can add

future. You only pay for progressive scan

hundreds of dollars to the price of a
DVD player. Doing it on-the-cheap costs
only afew bucks. Add to this the urban

the DV88 uses the Silicone Image SiI503

legends* surrounding progressive scan
and you've got the perfect set-up for a

hometheaterhifi.com calls "one of

massive consumer rip-off —yet another
buzzword for which people will blindly
shell out cold hard cash without
knowing what they're really buying.

For the latest on

The most informative piece we've read
on progressive scan can be found at
www.hometheaterhifi.com/volume_7_4

exciting new
products from
Arcam, dCS,
Acoustic Energy,
Analogue visit
our website at

dual power supplies (a frequency-locked

can accommodate progressive scan it is
certainly worth having a DVD player

for the sensitive analog circuitry), and a

money if your TV isn't progressive scan

box, provides outstanding video

1-888-272-2658
WWW.AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

electronics and separate linear supply
three-layer vibration damped Sontech
chassis, it pushes DVD performance to
the limits.
Factor in the outstanding audio

The Arcam DV88 DVD Player —the best

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256

progressive scan there's the brand new

switch mode supply for the digital

of both worlds. The DV88, out of the

8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,

this chip, and after you read the player
reports, you will too."

Our view — If your video display device

buy that new plasma screen...

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.

more manufacturers would start using

Arcam FM1 DV27. With progressive scan,

other hand, it's foolish to spend the

ci

expensive products from Faroudja and
a few others... We fervently wish that

Of course, if you're sure you want

ready. Ah... but someday you might just

CONTACT

the best performing on the market,
comparable only to much more

2000.html. We strongly suggest you
give it a read before investing in any

that does it, and does it right. On the

systems.com

progressive scan chip which

/dvd-benchmark-part-5-progressive-10-

progressive scan DVD player.

and Nottingham

if and when you need it. By the way,

performance of both players (even on
CD!), the future DVD-Audio upgrade
board, and Arcam's reputation for

performance on composite, S-Video,

delivering "musically superior

and component. An optional progressive
scan module allows you to upgrade to

and it's a no-brainer. Visit your Arcam

progressive scan at any time in the

dealer today for ademonstration.

components at down-to-earth prices",

ARCAM
*Progressive Scan Urban Legends you may have heard: "If your TV has a line-doubler you don't
need Progressive Scan in your DVD player." "Progressive Scan in a DVD player is better or worse
(choose one) than a stand-alone doubler." "All DVDs are inherently progressive." "Progressive Scan
improves color saturation." "This DVD player has true progressive scan."

I have been very impressed by
these exceptions. Ibought myself a
pair of Rehdekos back in the mid1990s because they were the fastest
speakers I'd ever heard, and Istill
enjoy going back to them when Iget
the chance. I'm also a great fan of
another French loudspeaker, the
Triangle Zephyr, which drew glowing
praise from Sam Tellig in the August
2000 Stereophile. Both speakers use
surrounds with very little damping,
and seemed to have adynamic attack
and time coherence that rubbersurrounded speakers lacked, possibly
because of hysteresis effects created
by the rubber's extra damping. (They
also tended to have more colorations.
There's always atradeoff!)
UNITED KINGDOM
The French might have begun this
Paul Messenger
retro trend in driver surrounds, but othWander around your local hi-fi
store and check out the loudspeak- ers are joining in. Tammy has reverted
to traditional paper cones with fabric
ers' main cone drive-units. These
cones will be made from all sorts surrounds for the big dual-concentric
of materials — paper, metal, and a and bass drivers in its two upmarket
variety of plastics (homogenous, ranges: the Prestige Kingdom models
(mostly sold in the Far East), and the
woven-matrix, foamed) — but I'll
wager every one uses a rubber new and sleekly Art Deco Dimension
surround between the cone's edge series. When Iasked Tannoy's chief
and the frame/basket. The rubber engineer, Paul Mills, the man behind
the new Dimensions, why the change
surround has, over decades, become
almost universal in hi-fi speakers, had been made, he said, "Because they
but it wasn't always that way, and it sound faster."
It's dangerous to make sweeping
isn't what you'll find in any catalog
generalizations, but Ibelieve that these
of public-address drivers.
Before synthetic rubbers, the sur- retro-drivers have qualities lacking in
modern conventional designs. Doubtround was sometimes simply the
pleated edge of apaper cone, though less some listeners will continue to
fabric and plastic foam were also used prefer the more heavily damped
(early examples of the latter proved to approach, which has dominated the
have alimited lifespan). Throughout scene in recent years. But Iwelcome
the 1980s and 1990s we seem to have this not-so-new developmenr, not only
had wall-to-wall rubber surrounds, because any alternative is worthwhile
though every so often something in itself, but also because it seems to
different has come along to remind us work for me, in making the music
more interesting and involving.
El
that there are alternatives.

1957), "Django" (1960), "Concorde"
1963), and aballet suite, The Comedy
1962) — all effectively combine his
twin signatures of polyphonic jazz and
fugal interplay.
Lewis's most recent album was
Evolution II, released earlier this year
(Atlantic 83313). In it, he returned to
several of his most highly regarded
compositions ("Django," "Trieste") to
rework them one last time. His solos
are typically spare and thoughtful,
while remaining inventive and —
surprisingly —quite witty. John Lewis
played to his strengths to the very end,
and finished his life without ever compromising his standards.

Calendar
Music Hall, NAD, NAD Silver,
Princeton
Graphics,
ProAc,
TARA Labs, VTL, Walker Audio,
Zoethecus, and others. Please contact
Chris for more information or to
schedule aprivate audition in your
home or at the shop (1 Steele St. #108,
Burlington), on the Web at www.
soundessentialsvt.com, or call (802)
863-6271.
WASHINGTON

• The Poet Northwest Audio
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Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at
(206) 907-8026.

•
Westlake's
imaging is
to die for."
-Bruce Swedien,
'wording engineer for Michael
Jackson, Barbra Striesand, Quincy
Jones, Mick Jagger. Paul McCartney,
Nat "King" Cole. Oscar Peterson,
and Gmrgi. RorNorr

e
Professional Sound
in Your Own Home.

Westlake
Audio

2696 Lavery Court, Unit 18

Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-499-3686
www.westlakeaudio.com
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et me get this straight... "
I'd been explaining amplifiers to my friend Lev,
who's thinking about getting some serious hi-fi.
"... this thing — this amplifier — is
supposed to amplify. That's what you
pay for. But the more it amplifies — the
more it does what it's supposed to do —
the worse it sounds, is that it?"
Yes, in many cases. This phenomenon —power corrupts — is what drives
roughly one in ten audiophiles to singleended triodes.'
It's why another Russian pal, Val, said
he preferred no amplification at all.
For atime, Val was into acoustical
recordings (those made before 1925,
without a microphone) played back
on his acoustical gramophone. Electronics — indeed, electricity — had
nothing to do with it.
"Great for California," observed Val.
"You can still spin discs during rolling
blackouts."
It works like this. Enrico Caruso bellows into amassive horn and the sound
of his voice cuts the disc. Val plays back
the disc on his wind-up gramophone
and Caruso sings back through ahorn.
Talk about immediacy — no signal path.
Could acoustical playback be the next
best thing, if single-ended triode loses
some of its cachet?
Alas, Val has given up on acoustical
78s. It was not oodobnah (convenient),
during dinner, to have to change the
disc every three minutes, and the needle
(from acactus, for maximum organic
purity) every three sides.
You cannot make this stuff up.
As Val discovered, you have to have
some amplification. The question for
every audiophile is not only what kind
of amplification, but how much.
There's much to be said for getting
by with as little power as possible. For
one thing, it will usually cost you less.
You can get great sound for not much
money, as I've pointed out on numerous
occasions. You just can't get alot of it.

1When the Stereophile website asked audiophiles which
type of amplification technology they preferred, 11%
chose "single-ended Mode tube," which is usually very
low power.
Stereophite, June 2001

Musical Fidelity A300CR power amplifier

One of my favorite tube amps was
the Conrad-Johnson MV55 —45Wpc
of push-pull EL34 bliss. (This model has
just been replaced by the MV60, rated
at 60Wpc, which Iexpect to review
soon. It looks like ahoney.) Iwas big on

Smaller amplifiers often
have qualities that big
amps struggle to capture.

the Quicksilver Mini Monos (Stereophile,
March 2001): 25Wpc into 8, 4, or 2
ohms. Amps don't get much better than
this, I opined. They just get more
powerful. And expensive.
As Iexplained to Lev, smaller amplifiers often have qualities that big amps
struggle to capture.
Do you want the beauty or the
beast? If you want the beauty and the
beast, you have to pony up — like for
the Boulder 1060 I reviewed in
September 1998. Listening to the
Boulder's exquisite detail and delicate
tonal quality at low levels, you'd hardly
know it was a300Wpc amp. That will
be $18,000, please.
A big amp can impress, wow you —
blow you away, as audiophiles like to
say. Smaller amps — the best of them —
do the opposite. They can draw you in
with their truth of timbre, harmonic
immediacy, and subtlety. These things
are not always prized by audiophiles.
Like many 'philes, my buddy Lars

used to be into big amps. Now he seems
to be topping out at around 60Wpc. If
Lars learned to live without all that
power, so, perhaps, can you.
There have been lots of great-sounding, low-power solid-state amps, and for
not alot of money. Older 'philes might
remember the Advent 300 receiver,
rated at amere 15Wpc. Or the original
Nairn NAIT integrated, another 15W
wonder. Today, there are such lowpower gems as the LFD Mistral, rated at
50Wpc —proof that less is more and
that the British seem to have aspecial
knack for this (September 1998).
"It's easier to make a spectacularly
good small amp than it is to produce a
spectacularly good big amp," declared
my sometimes friend Roy Hall, aka
Music Hall, the Creek importer. (Roy,
from Glasgow, could have been the
world's greatest scotch whisky salesman,
but fell into hi-fi instead.)
When the Creek 4330 integrated
amplifier (40Wpc) was first introduced, Roy (who accuses me of not
listening) brought the amp to one of
our hi-fi shows. But he kept playing
the more expensive Creek amps —
"marketing," he says.
"Hey, wait aminute, Roy. The 4330 is
akiller. Have you listened to this thing?"
Much to Mike Creek's frustration —
and that of his chief engineer, Alex
Nilcitin — the company could not offer
such killer sound in alarger amp until
they came up with the Creek 5350SE,
which puts out 85Wpc or 90Wpc,
depending on what day you call Hall.
Nilcitin. A Russian revolutionary. (I
think my friend Lev might go for the
Creek 5350SE.)
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The result, announced Antony, is an
"improvement in instantaneous transient attack and, with particularly revealing or difficult loudspeakers, aslightly
extended bottom end."
Igave Marina a pinch under the
table, which she repaid with ahigh-heel
kick. Iwinced.
"...I believe Martin Colloms refers
to 'slam' and `attack' —" Antony was
saying. "Something wrong?"
"Oh, no, just alittle sparring under
the table."
"Behave yourself!" whispered Marina.
Antony continued. "The A3cR used
three pairs of bipolar output transistors
per channel to produce 120Wpc into 8
ohms, while the A300cR uses four pairs
per side to deliver 220Wpc. They're Vay
big ones," he added, for emphasis.
"We obtain the dies from Sanken in
large quantity, then we ourselves select
for high-current, current-matching, voltage matching, all sorts of parameters."
"The dies?"
"More economical than trying to
select finished transistors," Antony
explained. "The die, as people may not
know, is the silicon blob that contains
the electronics of atransistor. We buy a
big packet from Sanken and select the
best for ayield of about 1%, and these
are then finished to become the actual
output transistors."
The dies themselves cost fractions of
apenny, but in the case of the A300cR,
by the time they're selected and
finished, Antony is looking at acost of
around $8 per transistor pair.
Like Per Abrahamsen, of Electrocompaniet, Antony underscored the
importance of matching:
"When output transistors are
matched very closely, this has all sorts of
implications for the amplifier's ability to
deliver peak current. If output devices
are not perfectly matched, even if you
have three, four, or five pairs of transis-

Contacts
Audio Advisor, Inc., 4717A
Broadmoor SE, Kentwood, MI
49512. Tel: (800) 942-0220, (616)
656-9585. Fax: (616) 656-9592.
Web: www.audioadvisor.com.
Musical Fidelity Ltd., 15-17
Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton
Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA9
OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44)
(0)20-8900-2866. Fax: (44) (0)208900-2983. Web: www.musicalfidelity.co.uk.
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tors, you might find that one or two
pairs are doing most of the work
because they have lower resistance than
the others. We call this 'current hogging,' where one pair of transistors can
hog most of the current. There is a
transferring of the load between output
transistors, and this is audible. On our
CR series of amplifiers, the devices are
extremely closely matched so there is
no current hogging at all."
"And what happens if output devices
are not closely matched?" Iasked.
"You then have a situation where

Current hogging could
cause apair of output
devices to fail prematurely.

one or two pairs of devices do most of
the work most of the time, because
they have lower resistance than the
other pairs. As higher power is
demanded, these other pairs start
contributing. But there's a difference
between their ability to deliver peak
current in high-power situations and
their ability in low-power situations,
and this difference is audible."
Although Antony didn't mention it,
matching up output devices also
enhances an amplifier's reliability.
Current hogging could cause apair of
output devices to fail prematurely.
According to Antony, the A300cR
uses aslightly updated version of the
Nu-Vista M3's circuitry—without the
nuvistor tubes, of course. Antony points
to about an 11dB improvement in noise
level for the A300cR, compared to the
M3 and 6dB betterment over the A3cR.
"You get more detail and low-level
ambience," declared Antony as we finished our lamb chops. (I trust Antony
ate plenty of meat before returning to
foot-and-mouth-ravaged Britain.)
"So you busted your chops," Isaid.
"Does the A300cR have the same
choke-regulation system as the A3cR?"
"Exactly the same as in the A3cR
and the Nu-Vista M3." (For details on
the choke-regulation system, see my
writeup of the A3cR in the October
2000 issue.)
All in all, Antony seemed quite proud.
"The A300cR produces asound quality
and power level which bear direct comparison to any amplifier at any price," he

declared in his press release.
Any amp at any price? The $18,000
Boulder 1060, for instance? And how
would it compare to the Class A-rated
A3CR, with roughly half the power for
half the price?
Unfortunately, Ino longer had the
Boulder 1060 on hand for "direct comparison." Istill had the A3cR, however.
With the MartinLogan Ascent
speakers, Iheard asound very similar to
that of the A3cR. The A300cR was
more powerful, of course — most
noticeable in the ... ah, bottom end.
Bass tightened up and seemed subjectively more extended.
But Ifelt Iwas missing something
compared to the A3cR, so Istacked the
A3cR atop the A300cR and ran a
jumper cable between the A3cR's outputs and the A300cR's inputs (the
smaller amp is equipped with line-level
outputs to facilitate biamping). This
way, Icould simply unplug the speaker
cables from one amp and connect them
to the other.
With the smaller amp the A3Cli
Iheard the astonishing low-level detail
and retrieval of ambient information
that made the amplifier a Class A
recommendation. With the larger
A300cR, Iheard slightly less resolution.
Transients seemed less crisply defined. I
heard slightly less sense of arecording's
acoustical environment.
Not that the A300cR was anything
less than avery good amplifier, but Ifelt
that it did not have the same resolution,
the same transparency as the smaller
A3cR. Iwent back and forth for days,
keeping both amps warmed up.
Then Itook both amplifiers and put
them in my listening-room system. I
used the Verity Audio Parsifal Encore
speakers — very resolving indeed (ask
Lars, who put me onto them). Ialso
used the Musical Fidelity A3cR prearnp
and the likewise-resolving Rega Jupiter
CD player.
Same thing. The two amplifiers were
close in sound, and the A300cR got a
better, tighter, more extended grip on
the Parsifals' bass driver. But with the
larger Musical Fidelity amp Ifelt Ilost
detail, delicacy, transient speed, and,
most of all, ambient retrieval.
Where the larger amp really came
into its own was when Iused both
amplifiers — the A3cR to power the top
end of the Verity Audio Parsifal Encore
speakers, the A300cR to drive the bass
units. That was really something — beauty up on top, the beast below. (Again,
not that the A300cR sounded crude or
hard. It just fell slightly short of giving
Stereophile, June 2001
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The all new

MI PERFORMANCE
AMPLIFIER
from the Cary Sound Factory!

The V12 is adifferent breed of Cary that delivers high power
performance in acombination of class A single-ended triode
and true-balanced push-pull technology. The new V12 is created
by astunning combination -the world famous CAD-805 sound
stage, the glorious midrange of the CAD-300-SE, and the supercharged power of the CAD-211M's.
The V12 is designed with afresh and uncompromising pushpull circuit in every criteria. In reality, think of the V12 as four,
single-ended class A amplifiers, operating in acombined balanced configuration. Fully regulated dual driver power supplies.
Dual vacuum tube current sources, along with dual output
power supplies, one for each channel.
Drive the V12 with string quartets, female vocalists, and jazz,
or really step on it with rock and roll and full symphonic performances. The V12 sounds as good as it looks.

• 100-watt-per-channel stereo amplifier.
•Zero feed back, balanced design.
•Class A, 50 watts per channel in the triode mode
•Jaguar's Carnival Red, clear-coat finish.
•Designed for all loudspeakers, 2- 16 ohms.

Ilte "laid) Ampliiieb 1>yout) Costspousiie

111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 •Fax: 919-460-3828
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Sam's
me the A3R's detail and delicacy.)
Icalled Lars. It was asnowy Saturday.
"My life is full of snow," said Lars,
dejectedly. Or "deyec-tedly," if you will.
"I thought Swedes were like
Russians — could never get enough
snow. But Marina's had enough, too. I
have this Musical Fidelity A300cR amplifier. Are you up for some listening?"
"Sure," said the Swede. So we spent
the afternoon listening. Lars whipped
out one of his audiophile favorites, a
two-CD set on Classic Records: The
Royal Ballet, with Ernest Ansermet
conducting the Royal Opera House
Orchestra of Covent Garden (RCA
Living Stereo/Classic LDSCD-6065).
"Hey, I've got that set, too, but I
haven't opened the box."
"Hear what you're missing," said Lars.
He played Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker Suite
first on his setup, using his Aloia PST
11.01 preamp and ST 13.01 power
amplifier.2 This $3995 stereo amp is
rated at amodest 30Wpc into 8ohms,
but sometimes an amp can sound much
more powerful than its rating might
sul,lest. We listened —mainly playing
The Royal Ballet —for a while to the
Aloia combination, warming up the
Musical Fidelity A300cR on the side.
The Aloia pieces delivered adeep,
wide soundstage with plenty of lowlevel detail and ambient information.
Instruments and soloists were well
delineated in space: they had apalpable
presence. Transients were quickly and
cleanly defined. The tonal balance was
remarkably close to tubes at their best. I
was impressed. Lars remained silent and
let the sound speak for itself.
Then we switched to the A300( 11.
using the Aloia preamp and Lars's reference Dodson Audio DA-217 Mk.II D
digital processor with upsampling.3 We
let the A300cR settle in for awhile.
Iwon't speak for Lars, but we both
agreed that, for $2995, the Musical
Fidelity A300cR is afine 220Wpc power
amp. There was tight control in the bass
and the amplifier appeared to have plenty of dynamic headroom. Impressive.
But Ifelt that the Aloia amplifier
delivered superior sound: more dimensionality, greater retrieval of ambient
information, more crisply defined transients, more presence. The A300cK
sounded somewhat bland and uninvolving by comparison.
2 I)istributed by Sanibel Sound, 8765 Lateen Lane
1101, Fort Myers, FL 33919. Tel: (800) 531-6886.
v/ww.sanibelsound.com.
3Dodson Audio, Inc., 881 Pipestone Way, San Diego,
CA 92129. Tel: (858) 484-8911. www.dodson
audio.com.
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Ipreferred the tonal balance with
the Aloia amplifier, too. Ifound the top
end less insistent. With the A300, Ifelt
that the treble was slightly overemphasized — the way it often is with solidstate amplifiers, in my experience.

Iwon't speak for Lars,
but we both agreed that,
for $2995, the Musical
Fidelity A300cR is afine
220Wpc power amp.

The sound with the Aloia was more
liquid, more full-bodied, less tipped-up
on top, Ithought. The A300cR did
appear to get abetter grip on the speakers' bottom end, though. And the
Musical Fidelity amplifier seemed to
play louder, with less strain.
"The A3000 (is agood, powerful
amp," opined Lars, finally breaking
his silence.
Yes, it is.

KINIBER

KS

Space

But when Iwent back home and did
some more comparative listening —
between the A300cR and A3cR once
again — Iwas struck by the superiority
of the smaller amp in terms of detail,
delicacy, and ambient retrieval. Isimply
felt that Iwas hearing more of the music
with the smaller amp, and that it had
more finesse.
The difference?
While the A3CR made it to Class A of
Stereophile's "Recommended Components," Ithink the A300cR is astrong
recommendation in Class B— which is
where you might expect a good
220Wpc, $3000 solid-state stereo amp
to place in the scheme of things.
Below $3000, however, there are
strong competitors — including the
McCormack DNA-225 for $2795 and
the Bryston 4B-ST for $2350. The
Bryston costs $600 less than the A300cR,
you can audition it at adealer's, and it
comes with a20-year guarantee. (The
A300cR is available via mail-order from
Audio Advisor. But Audio Advisor, as
distributor, intends to appoint some
Musical Fidelity dealers.) Iwould not
want to be in the amplifier-manufacturing business. Competition's stiff.
If you don't need 220Wpc, if you

SELECT

10 30

"...the KIMBER Select KS. 1030's holographic presentation, clarity,
openness, airiness, resolution, high frequency and low frequency
extension, and accuracy of timbre were consistently superior... it was
as if /had lifted many veils between the music and myself."
Adrian Arduman-Stereo Times February 2000

acomprehensive line of interconnect &loudspeaker cables
2752 South 1900 West •Ogden Utah 84401 •801-621-5530 •fax 801-627-6980
www.kimber. corn
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Any amplifier will
play music!
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Only afew can present the
fine detail, hues, textures, and
color gradations of the true
sound that is on the recording.

INTRODUCING the

Stainless SteelStradivarius
This patented MOSFET amplifier could be the world's most sonically satisfying Audiophile power amplifier.
Our 2X150VT hybrid model uses avacuum tube input to produce the warm, sweet sound you remember from
years ago. The extremely transparent and highly defined sound field produces not only the panoramic breadth
of the music, but the three dimensional depth of the stereo stage. Designed for serious music listeners who
own serious loudspeaker systems. The MOSFET outputs have a "tube like" sound quality yet far exceed the
capabilities of tube amplifiers in transient response, damping factor, and power bandwidth. An easy 150 Watts
per channel. Manufactured entirely in the U.S.A. with premium parts throughout. The distinctive "Art Deco"
styling fits almost any decor. Please visit our website to get the full information on this outstanding product.
Or call us for our color brochure on this or other SMART products. "How Sweet it Is!"

SMART Theatre Systems -5945 Peachtree Corners East -Norcross, GA 30071 -(800) 45-SMART -www.smartclev.com

can get by with the AYR and 120Wpc,
I recommend buying the smaller
Musical Fidelity amp. Ifelt it was the
bigger bargain.
And if the A3cil isn't powerful
enough?
Well, Ifound Icould have the best of
both worlds by using the AYR on top
and the A300cR on the bottom. You
get a killer combination, and all the
power you could sensibly require, for a
total price of $4500. The AYR seemed
to gain even further in transparency

Romantic and beautifully
orchestrated...no
lover of Russian music
should miss these
five discs.

with the Verity Audio Parsifal Encore
speakers, not having to drive the bass
units. Bass, as Antony noted on an earlier occasion, can really suck power
from an amplifier.
Alternatively, you can fork over
$18,000 for the Boulder 1060 and really
have it all: finesse, resolution, delicacy,
detail, and limitless power. A much
lighter bank account, too.
More Naxos recommendations
In April, Irecommended some discs in
Naxos's American Classics series. Here
are afew more Naxos discs that have
been in "heavy rotation," as audiophiles
like to say chez Tellig. Naxos has raised
their list price to $7, but you can get
these discs on sale for $6:
Sousa: Music for Wind Band, VoLL
Keith Brion, Royal Artillery Band,
Naxos 8.559058.
A program of mostly marches by the
master. The two-minute "Manhattan
Beach," like much of the music, was
new to me. Yes, JA, it's that Manhattan
Beach — the one in Brooklyn, once a
resort, now home to rich New
Russians. Naxos's Klaus Heymann
promised about adozen discs in this
series. Isend Marina marching off to
work with this music. Part of the
American Classics series.
Harty: An Irish Symphony. Proinssias
O'Duinn, National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland, Naxos 8.554732.
Stereophile, June 2001

Sir Hamilton Harty (1879-1941) was
the leading Irish composer of his generation —even if he did move to London!
His 30-minute An Irish Symphony (original version written in 1904) draws on
Irish themes, is brilliantly orchestrated,
and here is beautifully played by
Ireland's finest orchestra. Other works
by Harty round out asplendid disc.
de Boismortier: Ballets de Village,
Naxos 8.554295. Sérénades françaises,
Naxos 8.554456. Hervé Niquet, Le
Concert Spirituel.
Joseph Bodin de Boismortier, born in
France in 1689, became one of the first
composers to actually live off his compositions. He wrote alot and got rich by
writing crowd-pleasers. Most of this
music has a rustic touch, using such
instruments as the musette and the
hurdy-gurdy. Tuneful melodies, great
fun —good music for asummer picnic.
Glazunov:
Symphonies
1-9.
Symphonies 1and 4, Naxos 8.553561.
Symphonies 2 and 7, Naxos 8.553769.
Symphonies 3and 9, Naxos 8.554253.
Symphonies 5and 8, Naxos 8.553660.
Symphony 6, Naxos 8.554293. Alexander Anissimov, Moscow Symphony
Orchestra.
This is the Glazunov cycle to get —
fine conductor, great price. Glazunov
was director of the St. Petersburg Conservatory until 1930, fortified in his
tasks by asupply of illicit vodka furnished by Dmitri Shostakovich's father.
(I learned this from the liner notes for
the first volume.) This is late romantic
music, beautifully orchestrated and
drawing on many Russian themes...
but the music does tend to go in one ear
and out the other without leaving alasting impact or impression. Still, no lover
of Russian music should miss these five
discs. Start with Symphony 6, my
favorite — shortest of the discs, though.
Box: Symphony 5. David Lloyd-Jones,
Royal Scottish National Orchestra,
Naxos 8.554509.
As Ilistened to Bax's Symphony 5
(brilliantly engineered by Tim Handley),
Ithought how similar the music was to
Sibelius's Symphony 5. Then Iread the
liner notes: Bax dedicated his fifth symphony to the Finnish composer. Forceful
rhythms, massive brass outbursts —
these Scottish musicians must have practiced on bagpipes. Lots of impressionistic
tonal color (Bax wrote movie scores,
too). Part of an excellent cycle of Box
symphonies. Start with this disc and I'll
bet you get the rest.

Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hill '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM25si is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!
(That's less than the sales lay on thL
average cost of the other top five!)

At last, aTop Five Best Sound
winner you can actually
afford to call your own!

The new kliiisi -Thefirst $3299 speake,
lo (qv? .crack the Top Fire!

JosephAudio
Effortless Musicality •F_rclusitr Technology
(800) 474-HIFI

(4434)

www.josephaudio.com
FAX (212) 724 2509
Associate Member -PARA
und,r ht ens«. Imm Morlaffen ArouslIc al tabs
US

cren, 0477146fi
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phono section and the Tri-Planar into
the Hovland HP-100 preamp (I later
reversed the pairings), it was clear,
despite the variables involved, that
the mono Helikon needed serious
breaking-in. The new cartridge sounded
sluggish and clogged, so Irepeatedly
played aclean old mono LP Ididn't
care about, while forcing myself to
listen to stacks of new CDs. Don't
think this job is all fun and games.
But once the mono Helikon was
ready, it was all fun. I'd forgotten how
many great mono LPs Ihave, but once
Iheard them properly played back, I
understood why I'd neglected them
before. Ihad both Helikons playing
simultaneously, and even though the
Hovland preamp has aMono button,
the difference between the cartridges'
sounds was enormous. The stereo cart
delivered far more surface noise and
grit—and the stereo Helikon is one
of the quietest cartridges you'll hear,
thanks to its Ogura PA line-contact
stylus. Mono LPs sounded thin on top
and lacking in body weight overall.
And while the mono "soundstage"
was solidly centered and didn't shift
position, the actual musical images
had a watery, physical uncertainty
about them.
Iswitched to the mono cartridge and
pretty quickly began to wonder about
the need for stereo, especially with panpotted pop and rock mixes consisting of
single tracks of mono information made
to congeal by adding astudio-created

In Heavy Rotation
1) Otis Redding, Otis Blue, Sundazed 180gm mono LP
2) Bob Dylan, Bringing It All
Bade Home, Sundazed 180gm
mono LP
3) Knoxville Girls, In a Paper
Suit, In the Red LP
4) Small Faces, BBC Sessions,
Strange Fruit LP
5) The Soft Boys, Underwater
Moonlight, Matador LPs (3)
6) Tortoise, Standards, Thrill
Jockey LP
7) Jimmy Smith, The Cat,
Speakers Corner LP
8) Arab Strap, Philophobia, Chemilcal Underground LPs (2)
9) Harold Land Quartet, Promised Land, Audiophoric gold
CD
10) Low+Dirty Three, In the
Fishtank, Konkurrent CD
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reverberant field. Same with early Blue
Note and Atlantic "left/right" jazz
recordings. That kind of spread, with
everything placed at far stage left or
right, is nothing but a distraction.
Obviously, c6ssical music and live
recordings, whether in front of an audience
or in the studio, are better suited for
stereo, just as they are for multichannel
productions —as long as the recording
technique is really stereo and not panpotted mono.
It takes agreat deal more care and
finesse to place everything neatly into a
single point. The Beatles and George
Martin lavished lots of attention on

I'd forgotten how many
great mono LPs Ihave,
but once Iheard them
properly played back,
Iunderstood why I'd
neglected them before.
their mono mixes, even beyond Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. Ipulled
out an original mono UK Parlophone
copy of The Beades (the "White Album"),
which had sounded in only so-so shape
last time I'd played it. With the mono
Helikon it was almost noise-free, and
sounded so vivid and rich. I heard
elements I'd never heard before, which
isn't really surprising — it's atotally different mix and afar better one, with
everything musically tucked in place
neatly and orderly, row after row from
front to back. The first time Iheard
"Back in the U.S.S.R." played back
properly in mono, Ididn't want to hear
it in stereo again. Just hearing that jet
plane not panned across the stage but
nicked deftly into musical time and
space, Iknew which mix meant the
most to Martin and the Beatles. All four
sides worked better in mono.
I began appreciating how much
depth mono mixes can exhibit, and how
the more adept mixers were able to
layer images of instruments in neatly
organized rows. There's as much to
"look at" in mono as there is in stereo,
and often minus the distraction of arbitrary lateral placement. Somehow, in
well-done mono mixes of familiar
stereo recordings, the instruments are
still all there, but the musical relationships and the logic of those arrangements

seem to make much more sense. That
was the biggest revelation Ihad while
listening to properly reproduced mono
pop and rock recordings with the Lyra
Helikon mono.
It was if all I'd ever heard had been
quad rock mixes. Now, hearing the
original stereo mixes for the first time, I
suddenly realized how much more
coherent and musically satisfying the
consolidated two-channel editions were.
Hearing mono reproduced correctly for
the first time created the same sensation. Isuppose you could glean all of
this with a stereo cartridge, with
or without a mono switch on your
preamp, but to my ears, the sensation a
mono cartridge created with mono LPs
was one of coherent wholeness — sort
of like removing jitter from digital. (I
said "sort oí")
My UK mono pressing of the Rolling
Stones' Out of Our Heads (London
LL3 429) was absolutely stunning,
especially the bass. If you think you've
just caught me in a mistake because
London Stones LPs were pressed in the
US, you haven't. For some reason, some
early Stones American London jackets
contained UK-pressed "London ffre
records. They fetch big bucks and are
worth it for the sound, but Igot one
from a dealer for $5 who obviously
didn't know what he had.
Ibegan remembering mono albums I
hadn't played in years —like an original
white-label promo of Van Dyke Parks'
Song Cyde, and an original of the famous
Audio Fidelity Louis Armstrong LP that
Classic recently reissued in stereo. The
mono is equally sensational, but in a
different way. Armstrong is equally in
the room, but bigger and more vivid.
The first albums from the Doors and
Love, Louis Prima's Capitol LPs, Miles
Davis' Carnegie Hall concert, Speakers
Corner's reissue of Cannonball Adderley in
the Land of Hi-Fi and both editions of
Davis' Live at the Blackhawk, the first
Buffalo Springfield album, the Who's A
Quick One on British Reaction, the
Rascals' Collaboration, the first Byrds
album, Simon and Garfunkel's Parsley,
Sage, Rosemary and Thyme, Mingus' The
Clown, Roy Orbison on Monument, and
Mickey Katz on Capitol. Classic's mono
reissue of Jimi Hendrix's Axis: Bold As
Love? Spectacular! Castle's mono reissue
of the Kinks' Arthur? A revelation!
Isat and listened to these mostly
passed-over mono albums long into
many nights, amazed by how they'd sat
on the shelves, forgotten until the mono
Helikon arrived. Then, as if on cue,
Sundazed's new all-analog, 180gm mono
Stereophile, June 2001

So Much For So Little
Time to put normal expectations to one side. The new
Bowers &Wilkins 300 Series has rewritten the performance
rulebook on modestly priced loudspeakers.

Technology? We've got it and more with our famous Nautilus'
tweeter technology, an all new woven fiberglass cone bass /
midrange driver, and true audiophile grade crossovers for maximum
signal purity. Superior acoustic performance combines with stunning
visual appeal like no other speaker near its price.

So much for so little. Hear them at your authorized B&W dealer.

You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN'S 32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethoven
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph) and Stereophile. $65.00

BRAVO!
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman with
longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled Piano
Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet. 20bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic experience. $16.95

RENDEZVOUS
Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

ENCORE
Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $15.95

SERENADE
Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms, Mozart, and Dvorak, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and "U-RThere" transparency. $15.95

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $15.95

DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to rierfor
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Janàcek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $15.1 5

RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophi/e-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95

FESTIVAL
Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $15.95

PLUS:
CONCERT This omni-rniked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman
in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, -Mapping the Soundstage." $15.95
INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5. and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95

IISTIVAI

Check your system
with STEREOPHILE Test CDs
TEST CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this disc
with you when evaluating equipment. $6.95
TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $7.95
TEST CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your
room. Burn-in components. Home in on your home theaters
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
includes audiophile music tracks. $9.95

POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-miked performances ol
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev. Reinecke. and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes Poem. $11.95

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955

or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's check or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
Price does not include shipping and handling — please inquire about rates.
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edition of Bob Dylan's Bringing It All
Back Home appeared, along with monos
of Otis Ftedding's Otis Blue and Dictionary
ofSoul. Are you kidding me?
What agreat idea Scan-Tech had! It's
time other cartridge manufacturers issued
mono cartridges, and for the reissue labels
to not be afraid of mono recordings.
Unfortunately, if your tonearm doesn't
allow for quick changes of headshells,
armtubes, or entire arms, having a
mono cartridge might not be practical.
But there's aworld of great recordings
to reissue and used mono LPs to be had.
I'll stop foaming at the mouth now —
I
just remembered there's atag sale that
Ishould have gone to this morning.
I'm Back
Good score! How about Von ICarajan's
1962 Beethoven symphonies cycle on
Deutsche Grammophon in aboxed set
of five reel-to-reel tapes (7 1/2ips) for a
buck areel? Looks like the guy played
Naim Audio Stageline with Hi-Cap power supply.
only the Fifth Igot aReader's Digest/RCA
Festival of Light Classical Music boxed
of the Stageline's transient cleanliness.
As with Camelot Technology's outset in mint condition for $10 (recorded
The Stageline sailed through side 2
standing Lancelot Pro phono section
in the UK by Kenneth Wilkinson),
with a combination of pristine transome cool Pablos, a two-LP Yusef that Ireviewed last October, the Hi-Cap
sient articulation and convincing vocal
is at least four times the size of the
Lateef live set (recorded by Wally
three-dimensionality. Barber's piano
Stageline itself. Maybe these guys are on
Heider at Keystone Korner in San
sounded really fine, with none of the
to something, the AC-powered Nairn
Francisco), plus Johnny and the
thin, clangy sound you sometimes get
Stageline sounded remarkably similar to
Hurricanes' Stormsville on Warwick, in
with solid-state phono sections. When
the rechargeable, battery-powered
mint condition (book value more than
Iswitched back to the Hovland's trans$150!). Hello, eBay! Good stuff is still
former/tubed phono section, there was
out there! Okay, back to work ...
more midbass richness and a slightly
The Naim had
more relaxed, laid-back feel, but the
Naim Stageline phono preamplifier
sound suffered abit rhythmically. The
I was talking with Naim America's
that rhythm and pacing
Naim had that rhythm and pacing thing
Chris Koster on the phone about
down. And it was dead silent.
Naim's CD5 CD player (reviewed in
thing dowii. And it was
Ipreferred Classic's stupendous 45ipm
April) when he asked if I'd like to give
dead silent.
edition of Simon and Garfunkers Bridge
a listen to Naim's Stageline phono
Over Troubled Water through the Naim,
section. Of course I would. The
but only marginally, and particularly for
Stageline is designed to get its juice
the stunning three-dimensionality and
Lancelot Pro, though the Naim betfrom aNaim preamplifier. Ididn't have
detailed, clean transient articulation of
tered the Lancelot where you'd
one, so Koster sent along Naim's Hi-Cap
Garfunkel's vocals. The Naim's bass
expect it to: rhythm and pacing. That's
power supply, which can also be used to
aNaim specialty, and the Stageline has it performance was exceptionally tight,
upgrade the internal power supplies
deep, and well-focused. Playing Classic's
in spades.
built into other Naim products. Naim is
45rpm edition of Jascha Heifetz's perBut there was a great deal more
big on power supplies; if you've heard
formance of Bruch's Scottish Fantasy, the
musical goodness to be had with
the sonic improvements they make in
Hovland's greater harmonic richness
the Stageline/Hi-Cap combo: Iplayed
Naim gear, you know why.
won out, but without adirect comparPatricia Barber's excellent Nightdub (PreThe Stageline is available for MM
monition/Blue Note 90749, 180gm
ison, the Naim's rendition was ultraor MC use but not both The MC
vinyl), a set of standards showcasing detailed yet silky-smooth in the mids.
edition I got (approximately 65dB
Obviously, you should listen to any
gain) came loaded at 470 ohms, Barber's first-class interpretive abilities
that was recorded not in anightclub, but phono stage before you buy it, or get it
which is Naim's MC default load. You
with afull return option. But Icould
in aChicago studio. Iremembered there
can change the loading, but it requires
live with the Stageline/Hi-Cap combo
being abit more chill in the air around
unsoldering resistors, and because
happily ever after—not just because of
her vocals, particularly on sibilants, than
Naim is big on dealer setup, the prothe individual strengths I've noted,
cedure has not been made easy. Ileft on her previous albums, even through
but because of its holistic approach to
the Stageline factory-loaded and went the rich Clearaudio Insider cartridge
through the Hovland phono section, so I reproducing music. The Stageline/Hi-Cap
into the audition without knowing the
was one of the most musically convincthought Nightclub would be agood test
price of the Stageline/Hi-Cap combo.
Stereophile, June 2001
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audioadvisor. corn
No one ever said that purchasing and
maintaining top-of-the-line audio and
video systems would he easy. Until now.
At audioadvisor.com, we've taken our 22
years of experience as the world's
largest seller of high-end components by
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Put yourself front and center for your favorite musical performance.

direct mail and applied it to our web site.

Intr oducin g th e MV60 vacuum-tube poWl:r amplifier. The MV60

Find out what over 200,000 satisfied

continues in the Conrad-Johnson tradition of providing musical

customers have come to rely on.

reproduction !..o detailed and lifelike, you feel as s
Iyou are apart
of the actual recording. Audition the MV60 at

OVER 2000 AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS,

a

Conra d-J ohnson

dealer near you. Your front row seat is naiting.

RACKS, ACCESSORIES ANO MORE
DAILY UPDATES ON DEMOS,"0" STOCK
ITEMS, An DISCOUNTE0 PRODUCTS
Order online via our secure server. Or cruise our site
lar detailed product into, then call 800.942.0220 to talk
to one al our resident experts.
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conrad-johnson
It just sounds right.
conrad-johnson design, inc. 2730 Merrilee Drive Fairfax, VA 2203 I
www.conradiohnson.com
phone: 703-698-$5$ I. fax: 703-560-5 «so
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became an architect. As we all know, it's
important for audiophiles to have asense
of humor.

Hemant Jha's "museum quality" turntable designs.

ing phono sections I've heard. And the
price? $350 without power supply. Add
the Hi-Cap ($1550) and the total is
$1900. Add aFlatCap supply ($900) and
it's only $1250. The Stageline and the
rechargeable, battery-powered Camelot
Round Table are the two best values I've
heard in phono preamps so fan
Two caveats: The Stageline is very
susceptible to outside electrical interference: throwing light switches caused
loud "pops." Also, it uses Niam's DIN
plug output so you'll have to have your
favorite interconnects custom terminated or use what they supply.
Pictures at an Exhibition
Turntables as works of art are nothing
new —consider the Oracle Delphi, still
stunning 20 years after its debut. The
Michell Gyrodec is another beauty. The
list goes on.
Stereophile, June 2001

Recently \
I received
\
an e-mail from
Hemant Jha, an
architect, industrial
designer, and audiophile who has come up
with apair of absolutely
exquisite-looking turntables
that, in addition to having been
designed for good sound, are
works of art. They will be displayed
as such (without sound) at the Yale
University Art Gallery in an exhibition,
titled Contemporary Design, that was
scheduled to run through May at
the Swartwout Building, Gallery 309,
Chapel Street at York, in New Haven,
Connecticut. Jha's design résumé also
includes a loudspeaker stand, a CD
transport, alight fixture, and afountain
pen, and he was acartoonist before he

A Phono Section with aTwist
When you consider what B&K gives
you for $698, their Phono 10 has to
be considered abargain: aswitchable
MM/MC phono section with OdB/-10(1B
pushbutton gain adjustment (though
you have to go inside to switch between
MM and MC), adjustable resistive
and capacitive loading via circuitboard—mounted sockets, a remote
on/off trigger, and high build quality.
There are polypropylene film capacitors
(with aclaimed accuracy of ±02dB) in
the RIAA section, 1% metal-film resistors in the active circuit, discrete predriver circuitry, direct-coupled output,
and a low-noise toroidal transformer.
The A/D section features a 24bit/96kHz chip running at 16/44. The
Phono 10 is also available without AID
for $498.
While its styling indicates that the
Phono 10 was designed for use with
B&K A/V products that don't include
built-in phono sections, Ithought it
might be interesting to give it aspin in
my two-channel system. Forgetting
about its AID capabilities for a
moment, the B&K did all right as a
standalone phono section. It was quiet
and had superb bass definition, but other
than that it was merely competent,
with a somewhat dry and
undernourished rnidband
and dean but not exactly inspirational highs. I
could live with the
tonal balance
in such a
lowpriced
product,
but after I'd
listened to the
Naim Stageline,
the 10's rhythm and
pacing just didn't cut it. I
switched between the Nairn
and B&K while listening to
Classic's 45rpm boxed set of the
Ann Arbor Blues andJazz Festival 1972,
and where the Naim lifted and
separated, the B&K sagged abit.
Okay, so the B&K Phono 10 isn't
the Wonderbra of phono sections.
What about for making CD-Rs from
your vinyl?
If you have acheap CD burner, you
can keep it and add the Phono 10.
While it didn't better the AID built into
the $1600 Maranta DR17 (I'll spare you
51

" Sonic

purity flows from
the laws of physics."
Niro Nakamichi

Aunique approach to amplifier design that rigorously
eliminates interference—whether electromagnetic
or mechanical in nature, whether internal or external
in origin, with an ease and transparency of reproduction
that belies its 150 watt pure Class A topology. Created
by Niro Nakamichi, an electromechanical engineer
whose contributions to audio are legendary. The new
NIR01000 series of power, control, and integrated
amplifiers—unlike anything you've seen or heard before.
805.644.9226

www.niro.net
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PURCHASE OUR AWARD WINNING COMPONENTS
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN LIFELIKE MUSIC.
OUR CABLES MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!!

Best LP packaging of 2001 so far: Matador's

the comparisons between recordings
made with the Marantz's and the B&K's
A/Ds — trust me, Idid about adozen),
it certainly will perk up the detail-robbing, energy-sucking, harmonics-dulling
performance you get from most lowpriced burners when recording from
analog. Your other choice would be to
use astandalone A/D converter, such as
MSB's Pro, with your phono section.
I recommend the Phono 10 with
A/D to folks with LP collections and
inexpensive CD burners who want to
archive their vinyl and be done with it.
As astandalone phono section, it's competent but uninspiring; as an A/D, it's
better than what you'll find in most CD
burners, if not up there with what most
serious archivists would wantoo
(
urampiing, etc.). It also would be ag addition to ahome-theater receiver in need
of aphono input — especially one that
automatically digitizes analog inputs.

Undenvater Moonlight.

bonus 45rpm single, aposter, and afullsized color booklet. Highly recommended for lovers of Hitchcock
and post-psychedelic "new wave" rock.
Funny, tuneful, and rocking!
Meanwhile, if you want to see a
really cool flick with avery minor but
enjoyable vinyl subplot, try Thick as
Thieves, with Alec Baldwin and Rebecca
De Mornay (the best-known actors of
this film's superb ensemble cast). k's a
stylish and funny film noir from 1998
filled with witty, believable dialogue
and plenty of non-gratuitous violence.
A short scene in aused-record store will
have you howling — and knowing that
the screenwriter is avinyl junkie. Just
be prepared for the most offensive
violence, which is at the beginning: an
old Pickering V-15 on a cheap '70s
Technics turntable dropping into the
groove of avintage jazz album. Ouch.
Correction

And Finally...
The direct-to-disc (D2D) LPs from
Groove Note have arrived. I'd hoped to
review them for you here along with
Analogue Productions' new D2Ds, but
I'm out of space, so that will have to
wait till next time.
My nomination for the best LP packaging so far in 2001 is Matador's reissue
of the Soft Boys' (Robyn Hitchcock)
1980 classic, Undenvater Moonlight. This
three-LP, triple-gatefold set includes a
Stereophile,

June 2001

I'd like to correct an error that
appeared in the April issue of
Stereophile.The bearing of the Schroder
tonearm is not in strictly engineering
terms a"magnetic" bearing since the
magnets do attract each other and
therefore do not carry aload. Instead,
the arm uses a torsion bearing. The
magnets are used to stabilize the arm
assembly, which otherwise would act
chaotically, being apendulum with two
suspension points.
CI

NEW'!
SUPERCONDUCTOR FX
with ALUMILOY wire
for improved flexibility!
Our Balanced Superconductor 2
A Stereophile Recommended Component
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,WBT's banana plugs and spade connectors
are just the very best to optimize the
performance of your speaker cable.
Contact us for the new WBT catalog!

"The Rogue M-120 is aworld class amplifier that I
strongly
recommend you audition in your system."
Rich Rogers, Round for Sound
"Kudos to the Rogue Audio design team.
The sound is open ,
detailed, tight, yet tube smooth"
John Gatski, The Audiophile Voice
"It is alot of mono for the money."
Neil Gorier, The Absolute Sound, Issue 123

Astor

Place

Lisa

N

ow Iknow what they mean by
"You can run, but you can't
hide." My office had become
my hideaway from speakers, cables,
and all things audio—until one day,
when Ilet slip that Iwas married to
an audiophile.
"Lis, what do you think Ishould
get for my next system?" asked one of
the Partners.
I'm not an expert on office protocol,
but I'd rank talking audio right up there
with religion and politics as ano-win
situation. The slippery slope of audio
discussions can put your career in the
dumpster faster than you can say "highend." Analog vs digital. Horn vs box vs
electrostatic. Do cables matter? Next
thing you know, you've been moved to
awindowless office next to the photocopy machine and reassigned to the
dog-food account.
But the inquiring Partner was still
standing there by my desk, so Idid
what any career-minded audio wife
would do — Iturned on my speakerphone, started dialing, and said,
"Why don't we see what my audiophile thinks?"
When my husband picked up the
phone, I said, "Honey, one of the
Partners here was thinking about getting
anew system and—"
He started firing questions before I
could finish the sentence. "What equipment does he have now? What type of
music does he listen to? What..."
The Partner was already responding
to him in rhythm, so Iwent back to
answering my e-mails. A good while
later, the Partner stood up. Iturned off
the speakerphone. It was over, and my
career was safe.
The next morning, as Igot ready to
leave for work, Ifound abig pile of
magazines stuck in my briefcase. I
shouted back toward the bedroom,
"Hon, what are these for?"
"For the Partner. Itold him I'd pull
some reviews for him to read."
At the office, Iwas about to leave the
magazines with the Partner's administrative assistant when he peeked out of
his big corner office. "Oh, Lisa, come on
in. Whatcha got there? Oh, good! Sit
down aminute."
Stereophile, June 2001
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"Oh, yeah, we spoke this morning.
He was going to have your graphics
department draw a diagram of his
listening room and e-mail it to me so I
could suggest the optimal speaker placement and see if he would benefit from
some room treatments."
Next thing I knew, the graphics
department was calling me with questions. "Does your husband know about
surround sound? Can Isend him adiagram of my room too?"
By the next day, flurries of e-mails
99.9% of the calls
had been exchanged, and the Partner
had anew habit of strolling into my
to our home are from
office, sitting on my credenza, bringing up audio websites on my computaudiophiles and 95% of
er, and discussing his latest thoughts
those involve some type
on his dream system. Finally, after
weeks of analysis, he walked into my
of audio emergency.
office and announced that he had
bought his system.
A week later, Iwas sitting at home
with my audiophile when the phone
e-mails I'd received in the meantime, rang. Because 99.9% of the calls to our
certain that my life as an audio home are from audiophiles and 95% of
go-between was done.
those involve some type of audio emerThe next morning, as Iwas about to gency, my audiophile leapt up to answer
leave the apartment, Ifound abunch of it. When Iheard him mention the
cables uncoiling from my briefcase.
Partner's name, / leapt up. He
covered the mouthpiece. "It's for me."
"More stuff for the Partner?"
"Yes —can you believe he's never
Isat back down. When my audioheard really good cable in his system?" phile returned to the sweet spot, Iasked
what was up.
my audiophile asked, looking horrified.
"Oh, the Partner wanted us to come
Ilugged the cables to the office. My
coworkers stared at me as Icarried them over for dinner and hear the system
down the long hallway to the Partner's now that it's installed."
office. More rumors flew as they sur"That's wonderful, honey. It will give
mised that I'd been assigned to acom- me achance to really impress him. This
puter or telecommunications project. is gonna be great for my career!"
"Oh, Iturned him down."
Luckily, the Partner was in ameeting. I
dropped the cables on his desk and ran
"You what?"
back to my office.
"Well, he placed the speakers right
Ireturned from lunch to find an up against the walls instead of athird of
urgent message on my desk from the
the way into the room. And then he ran
Partner's administrative assistant "Please the cables along the baseboard. All that
see me immediately!" Thinking one of extra cable is just going to be terrible for
our clients was unhappy or that aproject the sound. Then he skimped and
was going south, Iran down the hallway bought an inexpensive front-end — you
to the AA's desk. "The Partner wants to know how Ifeel about those entry-level
know your husband's e-mail address." I DVD players. What was he thinking?"
must have smiled in relief, because she
Ispent the evening wondering how
added, "And he wants it right now!"
comfortable that little office next to the
Iquickly wrote down the address, photocopy machine was going to be,
went back to my office, and called my and thinking up new strategies for
marketing dog food.
audiophile to give him aheads-up.

He began skimming the articles, and
giving some to his assistant to photocopy. Thirty minutes later, Iwas still
sitting there. Others in the office looked
in as they passed by, trying to figure out
what was going on. New account?
Promotion? Dressing down? Finally, the
Partner handed me the magazines and I
retreated to the 22 voicemails and 45
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Who else wants to escape
from Audiophile Prison?
Iserved my time as an Audio-

• Why does a

phile. 30 years. It went on for

speaker measure well

so long, Ididn't even realize

but sound mechanical?

what Iwas missing....
They had me fooled
Igot mixed up in the wrong
crowd. Iwas one of Them.
An Audiophile. Don't get me

• Why do Ifeel relieved when Istop listening?
Now Here's the Big Lie
Horn speakers "color" the sound. No self-respecting
Audiophile could possibly listen to horns.
Listen, Iwouldn't come near ahorn. But almost

wrong. We meant well, it's just

by accident Iheard the Avantgarde Hornspeakers. I

that we were—well, we were

was confused. They didn't have any of the horn col-

misguided.

orations I'd been told to expect.

As Audiophiles, we had to
accept certain "truths."
•Listen critically. See if you

Instead, they were fun. Even CDs I'd almost
thrown away became compelling. And the secret
began to unfold...

can hear more of the little
sound effects in your record-

Here's the scary part—

ings—chairs creaking, cash reg-

The most obnoxious speaker colorations are still

isters ringing, doors closing,

out there. They're way worse than the Audio Police

back walls of concert halls, "air

will admit. Nobody's doing much about it, either.

around instruments," etc.

Two of the worst colorations come from compres-

• Search for that one perfect
record. Find that one elusive

sion and room reflections:
The truth is, compression always destroys the

record or CD that will finally

music. There are many forms of compression. All are

be good enough for your sys-

deadly. Here are afew:

tem. Remember, regular records or CD's are only good
for mid-fi systems.
• Every month a new speaker review will lead
you to Audophile heaven. Last month's speaker just
isn't good enough.
Guess what? None of that stuff was true. We were
brainwashed.
I've escaped from Audiophile Prison. Given another

•When you compress the dynamics you alter the
performers' intent. Remember, the dynamic shifts in
music are the primary carriers of its emotion. No
emotion, no fun, no involvement.
• The harder aspeaker has to work to make the
music, the higher the compression. Low efficiency
speakers just have to work harder to produce sound.
You get temperature and displacement compression.

chance. So it's my duty to reveal the real story...

And high coloration.

What the Audio Police don't want you to ask

HUGE and no one is talking about them. We're told

What about reflections? These colorations are
Audio is like real life. Simpler is better.

that wide dispersion is good. It "improves" the

• Why do "high-end" speakers make all the

soundstage. But the reflections off the side or back of

Audiophile sounds, but they sound boring?
• What happens to the delicate musical signal
when it runs through acomplex speaker crossover?

any speaker are gross colorations of the direct sound.
Just ask any recording engineer how much of your
room reflections he wants in his recording. NONE!

effortless ebb and flow that speaks to your heart.

When grown men cry
When music's dynamics are rendered faithfully,

Avantgarde Hornspeakers give you that feeling. Oh,

you're moved. I've seen grown men cry openly

they'll play all the Audiophile sounds. But they won't

at asad song when they listened to my DU0s.

compress your music, and they won't add nasty re-

I've also seen huge grins, toes tapping, heads

flections. You get presence, drive, and musical integrity.

swaying. The things we normally see at

You won't just hear the music, you'll feel it.

live concerts.
Icall this the Concert Experience"

Get the inside story

If you're not getting it in your

Get our FREE InfoPak, with over 50 pages of inside

own home, with your own

information. Call our InfoPak Request Line at 800-

system, you deserve to hear
the Avantgarde
Hornspeakers.

944-9537. You'll also receive our Top 60 Reference
CD list and our helpful 31 Secrets to Better Sound.
Don't sit there trapped in Audiophile Prison! Get
somewhere and hear these Avantgarde Hornspeakers.
Then you decide who's telling the truth—the Audio
Police or me.
Got aquestion? Or, you'd like to hear the Avantgardes in the Atlanta area? Call us at 770-777-2095.

(71« Sea
Jim Smith, President

It's About the Music...

Who wants to pay more and enjoy it less?
Remember the Audiophile Creed. "The best highend systems are so revealing that only afew recordings are good enough to be enjoyable."
That's another reason you'll fall in love with the
Avantgardes. They don't 'bite.' All you'll need is a
fair recording that has agreat musical message. Just
ask reviewer Robert Deutsch (Stereophile, Sept. 2000).
Here's what you can do about it

Avantgarde-USA

ri

LLC

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming. GA 30040
770-777-2095

InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537

When you hear aspeaker with all the dynamics

E-mail: hornguys(a aol.com

intact, it's almost overwhelming. Music takes on an

wwvv.avantgarde-usa.com
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Ben Duncan shows how aproblem in audio op-amp
chips that lies at the limits of measurement can still
be of audible significance

I

nhigh-end circles, the sonic repute of integrated-circuit
op-amps (from "operational amplifier") is, at best,
checkered. Of course, the expertise with which they are
used and the parts they're used with can make all the difference. For example, my DIY preamplifier design, "AMP02," published in Hi-Fi News & Record Review in 1989-90,
and my earlier (1983-84) AMP-01, 1used the better IC opamps of the time throughout. Both units were thought to
outperform cost-no-object commercial units currently used
then that employed discrete transistors and even tubes, and
only indicate what's possible.
What's an op-amp?
Nearly all the integrated circuits used in audio signal paths
are general-purpose parts called "operational amplifiers."
(See "Integrated Circuits" sidebar.) "Operational" doesn't
mean that such amplifiers are not defective, but that, from a
mathematical point of view, they're able to perform generic
math operations. Amplifying is seen as multiplying; mixing
(as in studio consoles) is adding; abalanced input uses subtraction; low-pass filtering is equivalent to integration; etc.
It's important to realize that not all op-amps are ICs, nor
must they use transistors. The first "op-amps" were discrete
circuits using tubes, and appeared during WWII in order to
facilitate Project Tube Alloys — the British contribution to
the Allied project to create an atomic weapon before Nazi
Germany did. The US wartime invention of the op-amp by
John Raggazini built on the "long-tailed pair," apowerful
circuit patented in England by Alan Blumlein of EMI for the
BBC's world-first TV service of 1936. After the war, George
Philbrick made the first commercial op-amps in the US
with discrete transistors (see [1,2]).
Whether IC or discrete, an ideal op-amp would have
infinite gain, meaning that it would make an input signal
infinitely bigger. Actual op-amps have hugely high gains
(from 50,000 up to 100 million times) — way above what is
of any direct use to audio, and solely over anarrow frequency range; say, up to just 1Hz, or at best lkHz. Using
negative or "regulative" feedback, this seemingly useless
narrowband performance can be happily traded against a
far wider bandwidth. This bandwidth can be way greater
than the audioband, yet still in theory be accompanied both
by any practical gain desired, usually between +6dB (times
2) up to +30dB (times 33), as well as by far greater linearity (lowered distortion and other errors). But not all errors
are perfectly canceled.
1"AMP" is an acronym for "Analog Modular Preamplifier" -- in part. aplayful parody of the English' QUAI) naine, which originally good for "Quality Unit
Amplifier Domestic"!

Stereophile, June 2001

Op-amps in audio
Despite their theoretical appeal, op-amps are easily and
widely misused. Some early ones were not fit for serious audio
applications, even when used carefully. And the misapplication of op-amps can result in unpleasant or even musicdestroying sound. As aresult, many audiophiles have been led
to believe that IC op-amps are anathema to audio, period.
But even if your replay system contains no ICs, most professional recording since about 1972 has, for better or worse,
involved passing the signal through many op-amps long
before it reaches your system. Even in today's digital studios,
enough of the signal path remains in the analog domain that
op-amps are still involved.
A sad thing to ponder is that when you listen to many
1970s recordings (mainly rock music) on one of today's highresolution, solid-state audio systems, the use of substandard
ICs in the recording chain — or the lazy use of less bad ones
— is plainly audible, once you know what you're listening for.
This has left the world with alegacy of smeared, mangled
recordings that, now that more than half of the 20th century's significant musical artists are dead, may never be correctable. In fact, in the four years since this article was first
drafted, some more of my own musical heroes —including
Ian Dury, Tito Puente, Bernard Rogers, Junior Walker, and
Johnny "Guitar" Watson — have passed on.
This is the point where HLOs ("Hard-Line Objectivists";
see sidebar) usually jump in to say that, because every source
of recorded music has been processed with op-amps, for
someone to say that they can hear the sonic effects of aparticular op-amp in apiece of consumer electronics is delusional. If op-amps are supposed to sound "unmusical," they
argue, how come this unmusicality doesn't seem to apply
when they're used earlier in the chain?
One answer is that the HLOs are thinking in alinear, simplistic "1+2+3" fashion. They fail to grasp that the results
can be counterintuitive in acomplex system in which iterative processing is used —such as subjecting music to similar
reproduction errors again and again, as when the same part
is used at several places in the audio chain. Thus, the result
of passing asignal through many imperfect stages can be
quite different from the sonic effects of any one of those
stages. Example: Strident harmonics can develop into a
more innocuous, less audible noise. Such noise can also then
paradoxically enhance faint details in the mix, acting like
dither in digital-land. (A related effect is well known in
some branches of science as "stochastic resonance." [3])
Another counterintuitive truth is that measurably poor
audio equipment can actually enhance music, should it fortuitously subtract from or nullify apreceding distortion.
Thus, two audio wrongs can sometimes make aright. But
59

...between technology & music'
Nordost Corporation 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702 U.S.A.
Tel: 508-879-1242 Fax: 508-879-8197 email: nordostflatline@msn.com
Nordost (UK) Limited Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Est. Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX U.K.
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 730251 Fax: +44 (0) 1352 731273 email: enquiriesenordostuk.com

Web site: www.nordost.com

The Future is digital
RCS 2.0 Digital Room Correction System
Millennium mk. II True Digital Amplifier

www.tactaudio.com
info@tactaudio.com
phone: 201 440 9300
fax: 201 440 5580

TCS
The world's most advanced
Home Theater controller

ommugO)
The audio press is thrilled:
'We can't live without it"
"Better than anything else"
'Without any true competition"
"It is so far beyond anything else you can buy"
"Quiet simply the best powerhouse we've ever heard"
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more likely to corroborate with the devicethe safer bet seems to be to begin with anearunder-test's sonic character, as assessed "subperfect path.
jectively" by others, before any measurement.
A nice feature of op-amp ICs — when socketGiven manufacturers' propensity to use
ed rather than soldered directly to the printed
multichannel parts, Itested the intrinsic
circuit board — is that, like tubes, you can swap
crosstalk3 of avariety of dual and quad optypes or upgrade them more easily than you can
amps. (This is perhaps the first time this pardiscrete transistors (although, as with tubes,
ticular measurement has appeared in any pubcaveats apply). The 24 years of work I've done
A nice feature
lication.) Ifirst performed a conventional
with various professional colleagues with recordmeasurement. A single IC test fixture previing rooms, stage sound systems, and domestic
of op-amp ICs
ously established for spectral testing [7] was
setups have convinced me that skilled and musiconverted into a dual or quad socket on
is that, like
cally adept listeners readily hear the upgrading of
1"/25mm vertical extender leads. Fig.1 shows
one or more IC op-amps. What's also interesting
tubes, you can
the circuit diagram; the tested IC's channel 1
is that, with the modern parts released in the past
(ch.1) operated as a one-op-amp balanced
decade, what's being heard is only just measurable
swap types or
input stage (a differential to single-ended
with some of the world's most powerful audio
converter) with OdB, or unity gain.
analysis equipment. If you've read anything in the
upgrade them
The tests were carried out with two output
last decade about the leading edges of scientific
load conditions (including the feedback resisresearch into human consciousness, and the holomore easily.
tor) of 4.3k and 600 ohms. The latter is
graphic, higher-dimensional nature of the reality
tougher, simulating higher gain and/or
that mystics, physicists, and brain physicians seem
heavier output loading. (The switchable 600 ohm load was
to agree that we "really" live within [4,5], then you might
"built out" with a124 ohm series resistor so that the overall
find this disparity easier to comprehend.
load, including the 4k3 feedback resistor, is 600 ohms.)
Whether many or any of the newer, enhanced IC opChannel 2(for duals; ch3 for quads) had its output strapped
amps2appear in today's recording chains is another matter,
to its inverting input to give unity gain, with its non-invertconsidering how the pro-audio industry appears to be driven
ing input cleanly connected to ground. An Audio Precision
almost solely by the bottom line. This means that old
designs that were good in their day continue to dominate
System One Dual Domain analyzer was then connected to
the ch2 output, with the wiring heading diametrically away
the pro-audio field almost aquarter century later. (Texas
from ch.1, for best isolation. A ch.1 test input level of 1V
Instruments' TL071 appeared ca 1976, Philips' NE5534
RMS was chosen because it provides the lowest-distortion
about 1978.) Their makers have long amortized the design
condition for the AP System One.
costs and learned the recipe for good yields, so the low
Manufacturers have long recognized the need for isolaprices keep the volume up, which in turn keeps prices low.
tion between channels in dual and quad op-amps. A weak
Better, modern ICs have not yet managed to break strongly
point is the shared power connection. Here, the ideally (but
into this "cartel loop."
rarely wholly) rock-stable supply voltages can be polluted by
Some IC op-amps are multichannel parts, some are duals
the signal's demands in one channel. This variation in the
(in the same way that a12AX7 vacuum tube is adual trisupply then bleeds into the other or another op-amp
ode), and some are quads (four in apackage). Often, you can
channel. This effect is counteracted by apowerful feature of
buy almost the same specification in single and dual, or sinany op-amp, called "supply-noise rejection," which varies
gle, dual, and quad packs. Dual and quad parts save some
with different models. It's also counteracted by having a
space and cost less per channel. It follows that manufacturers of audio products who "listen through their balance
sheets" will tend to use dual and/or quad ICs in their prod3 As opposed to crosstalk caused by the physical (mis)layout of the circuit op-amps
are employed in.
ucts. And as success in the recording industry appears to be
measured by how long the signal path is in your mixing console, dual and quad ICs arc essential to cramming enough
circuitry into ahuman-operable space.
Feedback

Spectral & other testing
Since 1990 Ihave published anumber of group reviews
[6,7,8,9,10,11] on the measurable performance of IC op-amps
for audio, the most recent being an update for UK pro-sound
magazine Studio Sound. My op-amp testing had begun with
linearity. It would have been easiest to measure the percentage of THD (vs level or frequency) as ameans of categorizing sonic quality. However, this is potentially meaningless or
even highly misleading [12,13]. Instead, Iresolved to concentrate on showing each part's harmonic spectrum. In my
experience, this information, however low in level, is far

From AP
Generator
Buoirlout
Reacttor

•
Syntch

Load

To AP
Analyzer
*

2 It is little realized that IC makers ate themselves dependent on fundamental
research organizations. Around 1988, Bell Labs licensed its new CB (complementary
bipolar) technology, which enabled vastly better-matched, better-perfomiing PNP
(bipolar) transistors to be etched into IC circuits. Before. IC designers had been hamstrung by having only decent NPN transistors, whereas discrete circuit designers had
been able to use well-matched NPN and PNP transistors since the inid-1960s.
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Fig.1 The spectral test setup, asingle IC test bed modified to test
crosstalk in dual and quad ICs.
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VA\ E STEE\ ATimeless Masterpiece!
AU DO Vode 5
In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized; even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise.
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room. It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable
in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil. The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.
Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. www.vandersteen.com

DVF \So\A
116 West Fourth Street, Hanford, CA 93230

TY®
(559)582-0324

In Canada, call Justice Audio (905) 780-0079

?Abel Li131
www.passlabs.com

Pass Laboratories, PO Box 219, 24449 Foresthill Rd., Foresthill, CA 95631
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Fig.2 Residual and lab environmental noise on
the undriven channel.

Fig.3 Audio Precision System One: residue
before, during, and after testing, with
the analyzer input shorted.

highly "active" (low-impedance) power source that instantaneously resists any voltage fluctuations. This approach was
used in these channel separation tests, with a highly
regulated supply situated within 2"150mm of the tested IC's
pins. This way, Icould be sure that the leakage spectra seen
were internal, not just an artifact of poor application.
As aprecaution, Imeasured the residual and lab environmental noise present on the undriven channel's output
when ch.1 of the dual or quad IC was also undriven (fig2).
The noisier trace of the two, with prominent spikes at 50Hz
and 32kHz, occurred when the IC wasn't powered. When
it was powered (lower trace), the 50Hz AC line pickup was
about -135dB referred to the fundamental, while pickup of
the AC harmonics — up to the 20th at lkHz — was even
lower. Therefore, the AC line harmonics would contribute
nothing to the test result.
As another precautionary discipline, the AP test set's own
residue was logged before, during, and after the testing, with
the analyzer input shorted (fig3). Note that the noise lies
almost entirely 150dB below the 1V RMS test signal,
excepting the apparent leakage of the second harmonic at
100Hz. This is possibly a100Hz ripple from the AP's own
power supply.
Conventional 1
/
3-octave swept "crosstalk" plots (fig.4)
showed that some dual op-amps have acapacitive leakage
problem. If the part of the residue that's below -120dB (at
1kHz; and pro-rata below -107dB by 20kHz) is assumed to
be purely random noise, then only the behavior of the TI
TL072 and TL052 will be of much concern (top two
traces). In these two types, the interchannel isolation is

..•• 1/1.

flamell

14..1

Fig.4 The crosstalk of 10 of the dual ICs,
1
4-octave spectral analysis ('4-octave,
non—DSP-aided).

degraded to as little as -96dB at 20kHz. The sonic upset that
this leads to will be greatest at HF, then in equipment with
some number of dual op-amps, and will stand out as added
"tizz" where the isolation between stages and channels is
otherwise good. It will also be aproblem when one channel
handles signals that are quite different —or at quite different
levels —from the other.
Other ICs had considerably smaller degrees of leakage.
The Harris HA5222 had the lowest, but the ranking of
those at the lower levels has as much to do with having low
noise as with real crosstalk. That's because the noise
obscures the view — even in the analyzer's relatively
selective, hence noise-free, 1
/
3-octave-wide bandwidth.
To better see what's really there, atool that could eke out
spectra below the noise floor is required. The solution used
here is the same AP test set, working in DSP mode, with its
narrower 3Hz bandwidth (a notional 1
/
11 of an octave at
50Hz), followed by DSP averaging—which gives stochasticnoise-subtraction capabilities.4 [Sixteen samples were averaged by the DSP, which subtracts true, random ("stochastic")
noise, and gives ahigh (better than ±1dB, or 12%) certainty
to results as low as 1ppm (one part per million).
Ihave called this the "Spectral X-Contamination" test.
In the configuration used, the AP test set permitted visual
4Because the desired signal is self-correlated and the noise is not. summing two
measurements increases the wanted signal by Gidli but the noise by only 3dB. Thus,
each time the number of averages is doubled, the noise effectively drops by 3dB.
This is why, when Iperform aMLSSA measurement of its on-axis response to
produce aloudspeaker's cu
lative spectral-decay plot. Iaverage 128 measurements, which lowers the noise by 21dB.
—JA

Integrated Circuits
n 1950, the US Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics needed to
build complex, reliable, serviceable weapons systems, but
were hampered in this by the tube technology of the time.
They thus set up astudy of automated tube circuit assembly.
The resulting prefabricated circuits were fine, but by the
time they were ready, the crucial development of making
transistors reliably and cheaply by making them "epitaxially" — ie, by growing doped layers on crystals rather than by
hit-or-miss mechanical assembly —made several million
dollars' worth of fine tube-based engineering obsolete.
By 1957, it was obvious that while transistor cases were
already small, tens of transistors could be fitted in the same
space usually occupied by one. In 1958, Jack Kilby of Texas
Instruments went further by discovering how to "grow" a
useful part of awhole circuit —not just interconnected
transistors, but resistors too —on apiece of silicon and fit it
in atiny case. Today, the same Texas Instruments —intro-
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ducer of Kilby's "integrated circuit" —remains one of the
biggest players in the cutthroat world of IC manufacture.
Since about 1970, silicon-based ICs have been the
increasingly-taken-for-granted alternative to laboriously
wiring up individual ("discrete") parts to perform common
functions. They permit more electronics in agiven space at
lower cost, and, ideally, use fewer material resources. Amodern IC costing $2 to make would cost many times the price
—at least $25, and as much as $250 if audiophile-grade —if
made from discrete parts, even using modern automated,
surface-mount assembly and test. Also, equipment using ICs
can be built with less skilled labor. Because all the transistors
in an IC share the same substrate and doped layers, the performance of ICs can also be more consistent, and IC-based
designs can usually be built or repaired with only simple testing and basic knowledge. Altogether, these advantages make
ICs an attractive approach for makers.
—Ben Duncan
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From the physicists and engineers who helped NASA.
Motorola. Mitsubishi, and others, you would expect the best
cable performance available...and you get it.
"The best cable Ihave yet auditioned in my system."
-Stuart McCreary. Positive Feedback, Vol. 9. No. 1, Fall 2000
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resolution of harmonics down to below -150dB, or
one part per 30 million. Allowing aminimum 5dB
margin above this residue to allow for the errors of
interaction and ±1dB of uncertainty, crosstalk figures above -145dB are real and quite reliable.

enough to say about the sonic effects of
harmonics when they're gross (ie, 50% to
0.5% of the fundamental). At lower levels,
almost nothing is documented, and extrapolation of the high-level effects would seem
presumptuous. Ihave witnessed experiments
in which the effects of introducing at below
-95dI3 aspray of harmonics, including the
seventh, ninth, and eleventh, by loadingdown an IC op-amp, are: a) perfectly
audible, but b) perceived more as adulling
loss of detail and air than as dissonant in the
usual sense of "anti-melodic" or "gritty."
There is much yet to discover.

Harmonic issues
Before Iexamine the results of the test, Ishould
The capacity of
briefly explain the general significance of
harmonics [14]. The second, fourth, and eighth
harmonics to
harmonics are innocuous in one sense, as their
compound into
octave or multi-octave relationships with the
fundamental mean that they are 100% consoamorass of
nant. But their presence, with possibly random
phase relations to the fundamental, nonetheless
intermodulation Spectral X-contamination
retains the capacity to change the sound's timbre
When Ilooked at crosstalk with the spectraland pitch in ways that may be unpredictable. The
products is
analysis test setup, the results were surprising:
third, sixth, and particularly the fifth harmonics
Unlike everyday capacitive leakage, in which
might be pleasing in some combinations, relainsufficiently
high frequencies dominate (see a typical
tively innocuous in others, and dissonant in still
regarded.
channel-separation plot in a Stereophile
others. The remaining harmonics (the seventh,
amplifier or preamplifier review), the
ninth, and all above) are almost always highly
crosstalk spectra were generally higher in
dissonant, even in tiny quantities — unless you're
level at stimulus frequencies below 1
kHz. Itherefore chose
attuned to Japanese music.
to use a50Hz test tone as being the frequency of lowest
The capacity of harmonics to compound into amorass of
stimulus that would provide easily identifiable integer harintermodulation products is insufficiently regarded by audio
monics while also allowing reasonable resolution. This is
engineers. The test stimulus is just one tone, while music
because the goodness of the AP test set's 3Hz selectivity
can contain hundreds of tones at any instant. Where you see
disintegrates progressively with reducing frequency; tg, 3Hz
several spikes on each graph, bear in mind that these are for
is nicely selective relative to a'kHz fundamental, but gets
each discrete frequency; at any instant, music will contain
to be much wider down at 10Hz.
dozens if not hundreds of these, as over any period even a
For easy identification in the results for individual opsingle instrument's simplest sound contains multiple
amps (figs.5-22), the harmonics all fall halfway between the
harmonics, and hence discrete frequencies, of its own.
vertical grid lines. The generally leftmost spikes at 100Hz
It's also helpful to recognize that the different tests for
show the second harmonic, those at 150Hz the third, etc.
harmonic and intermodulation distortion are all attempts to
The harmonics seen in the crosstalk spectra had no relation
measure just one thing: nonlinearity. The same nonlinearity
to those previously logged (in more ordinary spectral tests)
that fortuitously makes only the second harmonic dominant
at the ch.1 output, nor to the AP generator's own residue.
can just as easily create other spuriae at non-harmonically
In the plots, spectral components that lie below -145dB,
related frequencies, if the second harmonic created then
or one part per 20 million, are ignored in the captions.
interacts with the fundamental or any other harmonics to
"Low" means "below -145dB," "Dom" means "dominant
produce intermodulation products. Thus, a dominant
harmonic." In each case, "4k" means with just the 4.3k feedsecond harmonic in one stage can add athird harmonic to
back resistor loading, while "600" means with an overall 600
the next, as fundamental plus second begets some third harohm load. Remember, what's seen is not the op-amp
monic, and so on ad nauseam. In this way, playing music and
channel's own spectra, but harmonic contamination from a
hearing background grunge is one way alistener can reachannel that might be doing another job altogether.
sonably infer the existence of harmonics that lie below the
Iwas surprised to see that nearly all the ICs showed apreresolution of even the most powerful test gear!
dominant second-harmonic spike. However, the crosstalk
Conventional acoustic and audio knowledge has little

Hard-Line Objectivists

"H

ard-Line Objectivists" is my name for certain
self-appointed Czars of audio equipment
design. They think that the senses of humans, even skilled
audio professionals, should never be relied on in matters of
audio equipment assessment using music, that only test
gear should decide; that audio equipment is perfect and
sounds "blameless," provided it meets highly limited tests;
that only asteady sinewave is required to discover all that
is knowable about audio equipmenr, that capacitor, resistor, thermal, and dynamic distortions do not exist because
they cannot be detected using limited test gear; that
listeners who use anything other than Wal-Mart bell wire
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for connecting their loudspeakers are fools; etc.
This is also the class of person who, having bullied,
ridiculed, and scared off those who seek to point out
possibly better interpretations of the facts, reinvents and
renames the very things he has aggressively denied, all
under some new, pseudoscientific guise.
Novice readers should be warned that HLOs
regularly try to insert their views into audio publications
— see Robert Orban's letter in the October 1999
Stereophile —and that they pretend to represent all scientific orthodoxy while standing yards to the right of it.
—Ben Duncan
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harmonic spectra of Motorola's MC
33079 (fig.10) and the Texas TLE2142
(fig22) differ from most in having a
large third harmonic alongside the second with the harsher, 600 ohm load.
Note also the distinct fifth harmonic,
which appears even in the lightly
loaded "4k" condition.
With adual chip, there are only two
channels to crossfeed to one another.
However, the test permutations are
rather greater with quad ICs. For
simplicity, only a quad's ch.1 was
driven, and only ch.3 was sensed — the
one diametrically opposed to ch.1 on
the package. This delivered two surprises: the continuing occurrence of a
strong second harmonic; and, in a
rather old TL074 sample (fig21), while
noise is rather high, there are no
discernible spectra, leading to the
conclusion that there are at least two
wholly separate chips inside. As aquad
die costs far less to produce, the TL074
probably isn't made this way any longer.
This reminds us that, just as with tubes,
long-lived IC models of agiven type,
even from the same maker, can perform and sound quite different over a
period of years as their production
evolves.
Thermal modulation
Derek Bowers, an IC designer who has
created some of the world's best-sounding audio ICs for SSM, PMI, and AD in
the US, agreed with my impression that
Starophile readers are among the first in
the world to clearly see, in figs.5-22, the
effects of "thermal modulation," aka
"thermal distortion," in IC op-amp
chips. The existence of this as an unconventional mechanism in solid-state
audio sonies, whether for good or ill, has
been strongly denied by Hard-Line
Objectivists, who cite the convenient
absence of measured proof. One HLO
even performed futile tests with inadequate equipment to "prove" the nonexistence of thermal modulation.
Yet, in listening tests, good audio
designers have picked parts that were
later discovered to be more thermally
stable. And in order to make ICs used
for purposes even more demanding of
speed and settling times than audio, IC
makers have not only had to learn to
control and minimize thermal distortion, but to recognize four different
kinds, according to their widely varying timescales. The longest-lived of
these thermal distortions explains the
benefit of warming up solid-state gear
over hours — another effect that some
users notice and that HLOs ridicule.
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Fig.5 Analog Devices AD 823, recent design,
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Fig.10 Motorola MC 33079, co 1990 quad. 600:
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Elantec EL 2244, recent design,
dual. 600: second -109dB. 4k:
second-110dB.

Fig.11 National Semiconductor LM 833, 1984,
dual, made specially for audio. 600:
second -124dB, fourth -143dB. 4k:
All low.
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Harris HA5102, 1984 design, dual. 600:
second -126dB. 4k: second -145dB.

Fig.12 National Semiconductor LM 837, quad of
833. 600: second -, third to 11th spray,
-114dB to -143dB. 4k: second -128dB.

Fig.8

Harris HA5104, 1984, quad. 600: second
-135dB. 4k: Low.
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Fig.13 Signetics (Mullard/Philips) NE 5532,
1977 design, dual, and used throughout
most recording chains. 600: second
-134dB,fitth -145dB. 4k: fifth -144dB.

Fig.9

Harris HA5222, co 1990, dual. 600 8,
4k: Low.
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To capture the atmosphere of an original performance, Sony's Elevated
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Standard presents multi-channel SACD — a new approach to pure audio.
The SCD-0555ES utilizes the renowned Direct Stream Digital
process to achieve unparalleled music reproduction through anew
Sony multi-channel 1-bit decoder.
Since SACD can support full bandwidth high resolution stereo and
multi-channel audio on the same disc, the SCD-0555ES renders each
mix the same way the artist and producer intended. For added versatility,

WITH MULTI-CHANNEL SACD.
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there's a Multi-channel Management system, complete with

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE.

channel level, balance and test tones, to calibrate bass response for
awide range of speaker configurations.
To improve rigidity, the SCD-0555ES includes two-layer Frame and Plate
construction. Further enhancements include adiscrete optical pickup, twin
Rcore transformers, and asymmetrical audio circuit board, all working to
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reproduce every nuance of sound with incredible ease and clarity.
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multi-channel ambience with apassion for detail.
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Fig.15 Analog Devices OP 279, recent, dual.
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Fig.20 Texas 11072, 1976 design (made ca
1990), dual, and used throughout most
recording chains. 600: second -11IdB,
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Fig.22 Texas TLE2142, ca 1992, dual. 600
second -115dB, third -130dB. 4k: Low.
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How can such tiny results matter?
Hard-Line Objectivists will claim that
the tiny levels being measured are
utterly insignificant alongside, say, the
grosser distortions of loudspeakers. This
assessment, too, is overly simplistic. The
size of something, enumerated in one
dimension alone, does not necessarily
describe its potency. Homeopathy,
biological warfare, holography, and
military intelligence, to name but afew,
are fields in which exceedingly small
amounts of an active constituent can act
very powerfully for good or ill. Just so,
signals below the floor of various flavors
of noise and distortions picked up on
the way are by no means automatically
masked or made inaudible.
The audio masking theory on which
the development of data-reduction
codec is based is not the last word, in my
opinion. Consider how someone using
anoisy lawnmower will still be able to
hear their name being distantly called;
or how Morse code is still preferred for
some jobs because, unlike comms-grade
telephony, it can be heard from beneath
20dB or more of static and hash.
First, we should ask whether we are
measuring the right things to best
describe what we hear. We might not be
able to change atest method overnight,
but the "weak" measurement of a
quite audible effect can then be understood. Most audio measurements are
acknowledged by those who listen and
test to be of only marginal musical
relevance; while better than nothing, it is
only a fraction of what we might
measure. The late Richard Heyser anticipated the dimensions of audio testing in
his essays of a quarter century ago
[15,16,17,18]. The equally masterful late
David Bohm's "theory of everything" —
Implicate Order [4] — explains neatly
how it is possible for human senses to
perceive effects that are almost too
slight to identify within the current
dimensions of measurement.
This is particularly true of audio.
Bohm wrote, "In listening to music, one
is... directly perceiving... an implicate
order." In a sense, he means music
transmits or permits higher-dimensional
events to be played out in our everyday
"3 (space) +1 (time) dimensional
manifold." Anyone who's experienced
musical reproduction that seemed to
create aspace that was "more real" than
ordinary reality will know this.
Second, the effect of the spectral
breakthrough becomes more significant than simple noise breakthrough
when the channel being contaminated
is passing asignal that's either that of
67
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another music channel, or asame-channel signal that's later
or earlier in the process. When considered in the context of
the music signal, the added second harmonic content is
almost wholly benign, at least in itself. But having this
phantom, pitch-doubled signal (one way to think of the
second harmonic!) leak into alater or earlier stage of an
amplifier — RIAA phono equalization, for example — and
with likely random phase changes, would seem to risk causing peculiar sonic effects, affecting space, timing, and pitch.
Brave conclusions
With good playback equipment, my experience suggests
that you can clearly hear harmonics below -95dB changing
in just one IC of the hundred preceding it in the total
record-replay chain (see sidebar, "Acid Tests for Musically
Refined Electronics"). The measurements presented in this
article surely demonstrate, therefore, that the use of almost
any one of today's dual and quad op-amps (let alone those of
yesterday that are still in use) in any high-quality musical signal path must at best add another layer of unnecessary chaos
or dithery noise. At worse, we're talking about serious
grunge. Could this be acause of some of the nastiness that
afflicts so many modern recordings?
The only dual op-amps of those tested that would appear
to be acceptable for large-scale use in music recording and
high-end reproduction paths are some made by Harris
(fig.9) and Burr-Brown5 (figs.16 and 17).
If these dark ages of audio reproduction arc at some
future date recognized as such, we can be sure that the
arrogance of some large makers of pro-audio recording
equipment ("audio quality is no longer an issue"), and the
collateral damage their cheapskate engineering6 has done to
musicians in the past 28 years, might be acause for regret for
more musically aware future generations. The lesson for
high-end audio and the recording-equipment industry, if it
ever wakes, is that we must make our own parts, or at least
learn to trust no one to look after audio interests.
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Acid Tests for Musically Refined Electronics

M

\colleagues have noticed over the years that, with
'caned audio electronics built to be musically satisfying,
•the worst room acoustics can be conquered or at
least greatly ameliorated;
•music can be played effortlessly at extreme SPLs
without ear pain or stress (see my "Earlash" article in the
June 1995 Studio Sound);
•threshold shift is absent—when a 130dB peak SPL
sound stops, bircisong is as audible as if nothing loud
had happened;
•in people with previously damaged ears, tinnitus is
not triggered at SPLs up to 30dB greater than
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would have triggered it formerly; and
•at any reasonable sound level, you can listen for
hours without "listener fatigue."
The list continues with the familiar observations of
audiophiles: revelations of unsuspected shades of tonal
nuance and sonic detail; appearance of sounds not heard
before; what sounded like apiano turning out to be a
harpsichord; etc. With skilled listeners, the changes have
little or nothing to do with the common pitfalls of listening tests sternly mentioned by some HLOs, such as
fractional loudness differences, or because apiece of
music is still being "learned."
—Ben Duncan
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Michael Fremer, Stereophile, January 2001
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Across The

Keith Moerer

On their
second
release,
Canto,
Los Super Seven
go global

roducer Steve Berlin was on afamily vacation in
France when he seized on an idea that led to
Canto, the second album by Los Super Seven.
"We were hanging out with some friends," he
remembers, "and Iheard arecord by aguy named
Manu Chao. Ithink he lives in Andalusia, and he sings in
Spanish, but he's asuperstar in France. The record was literally
unidentifiable, and it was particularly unidentifiable being in
France hearing the guy sing in Spanish. And it struck me —1
mean, Ithink it's something everybody knows already —but
there really aren't any borders left. To anything. It struck me
that acool way to go for Super Seven II would be to make a
record that amplified this notion of aborderless world."
Perhaps best known as the sax player for Los Lobos,
Berlin had produced the first Los Super Seven album, aselftitled 1998 CD by aloose collective of musicians including
Freddy Fender, Flaco Jimenez, Joe Ely, Rick Trevino, Ruben
Ramos, and David Hidalgo and Cesar Rosas of Los Lobos.
That album had been defined by avery real geographic border — the sort of norteño music from Mexico that drifted
into the Lone Star State via high-watt border-radio stations,
and was performed at night by homesick migrant workers
near Fender's hometown of San Benito, Texas.
Rather than afull-fledged band, Los Super Seven had grown
out of aseemingly casual song-swap organized by country
singer Treviño's manager, Dan Goodman, at amodest Mexican
restaurant called Las Manitas in Austin, Texas. Recorded in just
seven days, Los Super Seven was more aTex-Mex house party
than acarefully calibrated recording project —a 40-minute folk
festival heavy on accordions and traditional Mexican instruments such as the bajo sexto, guitarron, jarana, and requinto.
"We set up in this funky studio in Austin, and it was pretty
much laughs non-stop," says Berlin. "Freddy Fender supplied
Stereophile, June 2001

the nuclear energy for the whole thing. He was just so
enthusiastic and so funny and so happy to be there —just an
endless kind of source of entertainment for everybody. You
know we didn't move anywhere, we sort of hung out in
place for aweek.
"And that's where Imet [Tejano star] Ruben Ramos the
first time, because Joel Guzman, who was our bandleader,
had produced arecord of his and brought him in one day and
said, `You've got to hear this guy sing!' So we set up amike
and had him sing the chorus of `El Canoero,' and he just
obliterated everybody. Imean, the guy is one of the coolest
guys in the world, one of the most amazing singers in the
world. He's asuperstar in about a500-mile circle of east and
south Texas. He is astar unlike any that Ihave ever met! I
mean he just has an unbelievable personal aura. And that first
day at the studio, he walks in and I'm like, 'Who the fuck is
that? George Hamilton?' "
Los Super Seven was well received critically, and won a
Grammy for Best Traditional Mexican Performance —even if
most of the acclaim was showered on one of the album's better-known musicians. Says Berlin, "Joel Guzman got very little
credit, franIdy because Flaco Jimenez, who was there for all of
about 45 minutes, actually walked away with the Grammy,
while Joel did virtually all the accordion playing and virtually all
the real heavy lifting, and sort of got a'Thanks for hanging out.'
"I certainly don't want to denigrate in any way Flaco's
contribution. If nothing else, his whole career made the
Super Seven album possible —you know, him and Doug
Sahm. There would not be anything resembling Super
Seven without those two guys. But it was Joel who played
95% of the accordion on the record, and all of the keyboards
and alot of the percussion. And he in no small measure was
responsible for alot of the success of that record."
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Because Berlin wanted abroader, more global sound for
Canto, neither Guzman nor Jimenez were enlisted for the
follow-up. Gone, too, are Ely and Fender. Returning members
Hidalgo, Rosas, Ramos, and Treviño are joined instead by an
impressive cast of guests, including Raul Malo of the Mavericks,
Peruvian singer Susana Baca, and Brazilian tropicalismo heavyweight Caetano Veloso. Recorded over seven months in
eight studios and three cities, Canto is nothing less than a
pan-Latin musical summit —an intoxicating blend of Cuban,
Peruvian, Brazilian, Mexican, and Colombian styles.
Serving in the role of Canto's bandleader is an LA-based
Cuban pianist named Alberto Salas, referred to Berlin by
David Hidalgo. "The guy turned out to be, quite literally, a
genius," enthuses Berlin, "and kind of facilitated alot of the
decisions because he was able to grasp the concept of what
we were trying to do, instantly. His own background is primarily Cuban [music] and salsa, but he's versed in everything. He made it pretty easy to just go and really explore
this sort of pan-Latin idea. He was able to render everything
coherent. And Ihave to say, Ididn't come into either one of
these records with amusicologist's knowledge of what Iwas
doing. Ijust more or less brought my own taste and sensibility and my experience as aproducer, and sort of counted
on the musicians at hand to make me look like agenius.
Which pretty much happened."
Berlin also credits the work of executive producer Dan
Goodman, who traveled to Guadalajara, Mexico, and tracked
down an amateur archivist named Ignacio Orozco Camarena.

BORDERLINE

it best from his childhood in Miami, Florida "glut song in particular my granddad used to sing alot around the house, so I
heard it all my life," he explains. "It's one of my favorite songs.
And Ilike the fact that it was written by aCuban composet and
it meant alot to me just coming from my childhood.
"I know [many] recorded versions of it as well. But certainly Ihad never heard an arrangement like this. This one
to me sounds... well, Ilove not only the jazz influence of it,
because it is aheavy song melodically, but also the way the
words flow, that tempo, which has almost atribal kind of
element to it — which fits with the lyric of the song, since
it's about aCuban Indian girl."
Malo, who also sings lead
on another Cuban standard,
"Me Voy Pa'l Pueblo," had
wanted to participate in Los
Super Seven, but his touring
schedule with the Mavericks
had prevented it. Still, the
chance to work with worldclass musicians like Hidalgo,
Rosas, and Salas was too good
to pass up twice. What
impressed him most about his
collaborators was their restraint: 'As much as they're virtuosos, they're always willing
to make it alittle simpler and

Canto is nothing less than a pan-Latin musical summit —an intoxicating blend
of Cuban, Peruvian, Brazilian, Mexican, and Colombian styles.
A retired Mexican government worker in his 70s,
"Nacho" Camarena had spent
his 50-year career traveling the
countryside, bringing electricity to small Mexican villages,
and, along the way, collecting
as many records as he could —
100,000 discs or so, from the
1920s on, and not just from
Mexico, but also from South
America and the Caribbean.
Goodman brought back 22
CDs' worth of material, from
which Berlin picked 30 or 40
songs to be considered for the
project. Four of them made the final album, including the
first track recorded for Canto, aCuban song from the 1930s
called "Compay Gato," about amysterious Havana street
vendor. "Ile song has this great rocking rhythm," says
Berlin, "and sort of playful attitude, and Iinstantly heard
Ruben Ramos's voice in there. And sure enough, it just
kicked everybody's ass [when we recorded it]. It made me
feel like, 'Okay, this is our starting place. If we go nowhere
but forward from this song, we'll have an awesome record.'"
Other songs on Canto were brought to the studio by its guest
vocalists, including the two sung by Malo. The album-opening
"Siboney' was written in the 1920s by Ernesto Lecuona, considered to be Cuba's George Gershwin. It's been recorded
countless times, but Malo, who sings it beautifully, remembers
Stereophile, June 2001

alittle softer — alittle easier. And that's the hard part—to
really know when not to play — and those guys have it, you
know? They can turn it on as much as anybody, but they also
know how to keep it in check. And to me, that's really great."
Unlike Malo, who grew up loving classic Cuban artists
like Beny More and Orquestra Aragon, returning Super
Seven member Rick Treviño first came to the group with
more mixed feelings about his Mexican musical heritage.
Before retiring from the road to take ajob at IBM, Treviño's
father had been aTejano musician, and Treviño says he associated the music with the alcoholism he saw among many of
his father's colleagues. Treviño was particularly resistant to
the music during his teenage years.
"I just didn't like Mexican music because Ialways had
friends coming °vet and Iwas
always kind of embarrassed
because we had areally tiny
house. We had like an 800square-foot home with astereo
system that was bigger than the
house! Huge stereo system,
and there [my dad] was, cranking up [Tejano star] Little Joe
as loud as he could. And I
was [cringing] in my room,
with the whole house shaking.
Ididn't like it. Ididn't want to
have anything to do with it."
Still, at Goodman's urging,
Treviño agreed to participate
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in the initial Las Manitas showcase, where he found himself
singing amariachi song, "Mi Ranchito."
"It actually ended up on the first Super Seven record,"
explains Trevino, "but that's an old Little Joe song. Idon't think
he wrote it—it's afolk Mexican waltz —but Ithink he covered
it. That's like the epitome of what Ididn't like, what Ididn't
want to have anything to do with, when Iwas growing up.
"But what happened at the same time that Iwas getting
into Los Super Seven was my first child, my son Luke, was
born. That kind of helped me lighten up on the subject alittle
bit, if that makes any sense to you. Ithought, 'I want him to
have avery positive outlook on his Mexican heritage.' That
helped me approach Super Seven with an open mind."
Treviño faced adifferent challenge in Canto, on which he
sings lead vocals on aMiguel Matamoros tune from the early
'60s, "El Que Siembra Su Maiz"; and aColombian song,
"Paloma Guarumera," done in astyle Treviño calls guapanga.
The former was difficult, Treviño was asked to perform it
with virtually no preparation.
"We couldn't seem to decide which songs Iwas going to
do, and Ithought, 'Man, Ijust know that they're going to
throw asong at me that I've never heard before, and I'm
going to have to do it on the spot!' That's kind of my biggest
fear, you know? Itry to be as prepared as Ican for these sessions,
because these guys are such good musicians they don't need
to prepare — they just get there and they do it." Adding to the
stress, Treviño didn't begin recording "El Que Siembra Su
Maiz" until 2:30am — and
Alberto Cabs had to catch a
plane to Chicago at 6am. Not
only did they finish with 90
minutes to spare, but in the
finished recording there's not
ahint of strain.
"The other song was ablast
because that's the only song
that Los Lobos played on,"
says Treviño. "Pretty much
the full band. It was Conrad
[Lozano], Louie [Perez], and
Cesar and David and myself. I
played Mellotron and guitar.
What was weird was we had
to layer that one together. If
you listen to the demo [of the original recording], it's weird,
because they don't really follow any particular pattern. But
when Iwrote it out, it was confusing to me, so Iwent in
there and cut the song just with me and the guitar and [percussionist] Cougar [Estrada]. Ithought, 'Man, Ifeel like an
idiot sitting here playing this folkloric° Colombian song in
front of Dave and Cesar,' but thank God they were eating at
the time, so Ididn't feel that bad. And then Conrad came in
and said, 'Look, Idon't want to read achart, just show me
fingers, afinger chart.' So Isat there in front of Conrad
while he played, and Ijust would go 'One, four, five' — I'd
just keep holding my hands up —'five, four, one, four, five,
five, five, four, one ... 'Then Louie came in and said the
same thing: just show me your fingers.'"
Berlin says that some of the guest vocalists proved to be
simple to get. Susana Baca, who understood the album's
concept immediately, already had asong in mind ("Drumi
Mobih," aPeruvian lullaby), and stopped in L.A. an extra
day while on tour to record it with aminimum of fuss.
Others required a harder sell. Berlin had approached
Caetano Veloso at the outset, but Veloso, without ever saying
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no, took several entreaties and many months to say yes. Of
the two songs he sings, the album-closer, "Baby," took more
creative tinkering to get right. Adeceptively simple pop song
that Veloso wrote in the early 70s for Os Mutantes, "Baby"
required two shansins (a three-string Chinese lute), aChock
Full O' Nuts can used as apercussion instrument, and asecret
weapon: background vocalist Billy West.
"Now Billy's areally interesting guy," says Berlin. "I don't
know if you know his name, but he's the voice of Ren and
Stimpy and azillion different cartoon characters. He's the
red M&M [in TV commercials]. An incredible guy and an
unbelievable singer that not too many people know. He's literally the best vocal mimic in
the world. You could say,
'Sing it like Brian Wilson.
Okay, now sing this line like
Jerry Butler. Okay, sing this
one like ... '
— and he could
do it! Ithink I'm the first person to hire him [strictly] as a
musician. He came in and did
the backgrounds on both of
Caetano's songs."
Unlike the first album,
which had been captured in a
home studio in Texas, Canto
was recorded at sleek, sophisticated facilities like Ocean
Studios in Los Angeles. "This
guy [the owner] spent literally azillion dollars making it as
cool as it could possibly be," says Berlin. "It has these very
nice skylights and windows. It seemed more like atemple
than anything else. I'm Jewish, and it reminded me of the
temples Iwent to as akid, kind of like this natural light
streaming in all day, and it has aslight kind of meditative
sense about it."
Now that the album's done, Los Super Seven won't be
touring extensively, but every recording session was filmed
for apossible cable or TV special, and the project has
spawned anumber of solo projects. Rick Treviño has just
released Mi Son, an album of Mexican and Cuban songs, and
is writing songs with Malo for another album. Malo is working
on asolo record of his own, and Berlin is considering an
album featuring Ruben Ramos as the solitary star. All this
sounds abit like another Latin-music juggernaut — the one
driven by Ry Cooder. Berlin accepts the comparison as fair
on at least one level.
"It's not like we followed the Buena Vista paradigm note
for note, but certainly alot of the marketing aspects of that
record are kind of hard to ignore — how brilliant they were
at selling, in effect, esoteric music to amainstream audience."
Still, while Buena Vista Social Club documented asound
and aplace in danger of disappearing with the deaths of its
septuagenarian-plus performers, Canto is broader in musical
scope, and more experimental. Explains Berlin: "I think the
first Super Seven record sounded incredible, but we certainly
didn't think about it in terms of its experimental sonic qualities. We wanted it to be sort of aslightly roughhewn documentary of what went down. This time out we had more
time, and these very expensive and beautiful studios, and we
employed everything that they had, more or less, to get a
cool sound. It seemed like the songs wanted to go in that
direction. The songs wanted to be very broad and very modern
and very ... what's the word? ... aggressive, Iguess. We
wanted them to hit as hard as anything out there."
CI
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ou can bet Infinity plans on selling a respectable number of
$8000/pair Prelude MTS speakers
(reviewed in the May 2000 Stereophile)
over this ambitious, full-range design's
anticipated lifespan. But will the company make enough money to recoup
the megabucks spent on researching,
designing, and developing the all-new
CM MD (Ceramic Metal Matrix
Diaphragm) drivers, BASH (Bridge
Amplifier Switching Hybrid) powered
subwoofe4 and RABOS (Room Adaptive
Bass Optimization System) bass-equalization system? NOWAY (Never
Over-Estimate What Acronyms Yield).
Part of Infinity's grand development strategy clearly included trickling
down the innovations in the Prelude
MTS into simpler, more affordable
products designed to sell in far greater
numbers. But for that strategy to
succeed, the flagship product has
to float — pieces of sinking vessel
usually don't attract customers.
Fortunately for Infinity, the Prelude
MTS has garnered nearly universal
praise from reviewers and consumers,
encouraging the development of new
CMMD/BASH/RABOS-equipp-ed
speakers like the Intermezzo 2.6 — a
small, stylish, two-way bookshelf model
selling for $2000/pair. But is the Intermezzo 2.6 aworthwhile chip off the old
block or just amarketing divot?

Description: Two-way, stand-mounted,
moving-coil loudspeaker with powered
woofer. Drive-units: 1" Ceramic Metal
Matrix Diaphragm (CMMD) tweeter,
6 1/2"
CMMD
powered
woofer.
Crossover frequency and order:
2.8kHz, 24dB/octave. Woofer amplifier rated power: 250W, <0.1% THD
at 100Hz. Frequency response:
50Hz-20kHz, ±1.5dB; 40Hz-22kHz,
±3dB. Impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 90dB/2.83V/m. Recommended
amplifier power: 25-150W. Secondand third-order harmonic distortion,
20Hz-20kHz at 95dB SPL: <1%.
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No Chipboard was Injured in
the Making of This Product
There's not anatural fiber in the Intermezzo 2.6 — no wood, chipboard, or
paper that Icould find. Instead, the
powered 61
/"woofer (powered by a
2
250W BASH amplifier) and 1" tweeter
with integral waveguide are housed in
acurvaceous, asymmetrical enclosure
of cast aluminum, finished in atextured
powder coat. The stylish shape avoids
parallel surfaces, which should
help reduce or eliminate internal resonances. The CMMD drivers feature
ultra-lightweight, ultra-stiff aluminum
diaphragms anodized with aceramic
material on both sides. Their measured
results include fast transient response,
low overall distortion, and fundamental
resonances well out of the operating
bandwidth.
An optional stand includes athreaded
mounting plate that allows you to
securely attach speaker to plate and
plate to stand. Most stands place the
pillar at the back of the floor plate. The
Intermezzo's snazzy design puts the
pillar on the outside, with the speaker
hanging over toward the center of the
soundstage. The mirror-imaged cabinets look striking: the curvier sides of
the front baffles face each other, and
the straighter edges — accented with
snap-on decorative trim of black or
optional plastic "wood" —face the side

Dimensions: 15" H by 93,
4"W by 11
2 "D.
/
1

Weight: 27 lbs each.

Finishes: Powder-cotaed aluminum
with aplastic trim strip.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
NM0730-001845/6.
Price: $2000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 80
Manufacturer: Infinity Systems, Inc.,
250 Crossways Park Drive, Woodbury,
NY 11797. Tel: (800) 553-3332.
Fax: (516)682-3524. Web: www.
infinity.com.

walls. Grille covers are available in a
variety of colors.
When the 2.6es are viewed from the
front, it's not apparent which is the left
speaker, which the right. Nor are the
instructions clear about this. In fact, the
cover photo has the proper orientation
reversed, but because of the unusual
design, it looks correct, which is probably why the photographer placed them
that way. A top view in aplacement
diagram offers acorrect silhouetted outline, but given the reverse cue on the
front, Iwasn't sure. Casting numbers on
the enclosures were definitive: one
ended with an L, one with an R. The
instructions should be rewritten.
Setup
Iset up the Intermezzo 2.6es where all
speakers have worked well in my
room, including the Prelude MTSes:
about 3' from the back wall, 30" from
the side walls, 9' apart, and 8' from my
listening position. Like the Preludes,
the Intermezzos sounded best firing
straight ahead — aiming the tweeters
at the listening position was too "in
your face." Each powered speaker
must be plugged into awall socket and
switched on. When fed asignal, the
amp wakes up and the backlit basslevel potentiometer on the front baffle
goes from red to green.
The RABOS is asingle variablefrequency parametric equalizer that
allows the user to determine and attenuate the characteristic "room bump"
that most spaces exhibit somewhere
between 20 and 80Hz. These bumps
usually create an overabundance of
midbass; this can sometimes be reduced
with proper speaker placement, but it
often conflicts with effective imaging
and soundstaging. RABOS makes it
possible for the end user to place the
speakers where they image and soundstage best, without worrying about
low-frequency bloat due to aroom
resonance.
Infinity supplies atest CD, abatterysucking SPL meter (have 9V spares on
hand!), and an ingenious gauge of clear
plastic that can be adjusted to mimic the
Stereophile, June 2001
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Report

Michael

Fremer

Infinity Intermezzo 2.6 loudspeaker

width and height of the "bump," determined by connecting dots on agraph
you create using the CD and SPL
meter. Once you've determined the
width, amplitude, and center frequency
of the bump (or bumps, which the
excellent instructions offer options for
Stereophile, June 2001

dealing with), you refer it to achart that
tells you how many clicks to turn the
three adjustment pots on the front of
each speaker. You then rerun the tesr,
hopefully, the resultant curve will indicate that the peak has been significantly
reduced. You then set the woofer level

to the recommended position or to
wherever your ears prefer.
The results of the RABOS test were
similar but not identical to the curves
obtained with the side-firing Preludes
sub, which probably loaded the room
differently (and, of course, extended
79
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Infinity
down to 20Hz): a6dB peak at 85Hz
and a4dB peak at 56Hz. After the
RABOS optimization, the larger peak
was reduced by 2-3dB, resulting in a
frequency response of 30-100Hz,
-1-4/-1dB. When Idialed in the Audio
Physic Rhea subwoofer, the response
extended to 20Hz and was essentially
flat from 20 to 43Hz, with no effect
above that. The Rhea was left off for all
critical listening, however.
Intermezzo Sound
Most small audiophile loudspeakers
give up the bottom octaves in atradeoff
for better midbass and less coloration in
the midband. Like the $3500/pair Red
Rose Music R3, which Ireviewed last

month, Infinity's $2000/pair Intermezzo
2.6 offered outstanding bass response
without mucking up or slowing down
the midband. The R3 accomplished this
passively and with aport, the Intermezzo actively, with 250W packed into
each sealed-box enclosure. The Intermezzo's response was somewhat more
robust below 40Hz, but in my room at
least, subjectively, the two opposite
methodologies produced similar and
equally satisfying results. The Infinity's
powered woofer permits more personal
tailoring, and of course gives the user
the option to drive the tweeter with a
tiny tube amp. It also seemed to be
somewhat "faster" and more muscular,
and could be pushed harder ... but I

Intermezzo

2.6

wouldn't rate it as necessarily "better."
The Intermezzo's bottom end was
surprisingly deep and robust, though of
course it could not match the Prelude
MTh's monstrous, stomach-compressing authority, or produce the midbass
riches of the $20,000/pair Sonus Faber
Amati Homages. No surprises there.
But once my ears had acclimated to the
Intermezzos, as they had to the R3s, I
realized that the Infinitys' overall performance was so satisfying that Icould
live with them, at least for pop and
small-combo jazz. But for full orchestral weight and the suggestion of the
hall space, you do need those bottom
few octaves.
Test pressings of Groove Note's

Measurements

W

ith its powered woofer, the
Infinity Intermezzo 2.6's
impedance plot (fig.1) shows just
the tweeter's electrical characteristics.
It reaches aminimum value of 5.95
ohms at 18kHz, which is benign.
However, the high-pass crossover
gives rise to quite an extreme phase

»X

Iû

Fig.1

IP

Infinity Intermezzo 2.6, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

angle in the mid-treble, which will
result in the speaker being aharder
load to drive than otherwise would be
the case. On the other hand, my
estimate of its voltage sensitivity
was 893dB(B)/2.83V/m, which is
significantly higher than average.
The metal enclosure was reasonably well-damped and -braced, but a
resonant mode at 254Hz could be
detected on all surfaces (fig2). This
mode is low enough in frequency
and high enough in level that Iwould
have expected it to degrade lowermidrange clarity. MF noted nothing
amiss in this region, but perhaps this
mode is connected with the slightly
unstable imaging he noted with
mono recordings.
Fig3 shows the Intermezzo's frequency response averaged across a
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11111111
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30° lateral window on the tweeter
axis. Some of the apparent rise in the
bass will be due to the nearfield
measurement technique used to
assess the speaker's low-frequency
behavior. However, most of it is real,
the farfield behavior looking very
similar. (The woofer control was set
to "10" for this measurement; lowering it seemed to hinge down the midbass
rather than seduce the upper-bass peak)
The trace with the more restricted
extension was taken with the Infinity's high-pass filter switched in; compared with the maximum level, it
reaches its 3dB-down point at
almost exactly 80Hz, and rolls
off at 24dB/octave below that point.
Both aspects make it ideal for use
with asubwoofer.
Moving higher in frequency in
fig3, the midrange is depressed by a

1000.0
- H.

1.086 nsec

Infinity Intermezzo 2.6, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output
fastened to center of top panel. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Infinity Intermezzo 2.6, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 30° horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield woofer response
plotted below 300Hz with (bottom) and
without (top) high-pass filter engaged.
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direct-to-disc recordings of the Bill
Cunliffe Trio (covered in last month's
"Analog Corner") arrived shortly after
I'd set up the Intermezzos. Although I
had no reference other than the giant
Tannoy monitors in Bernie Grundman's studio, the low end through the
Intermezzos was big, rich, and nimble.
Bassist Darek Oleszkiewicz's tone
and texture were immediately recognizable, and the size and weight of the
miked instrument (no direct amplified
feed was used in the mix, though it
was available) was beyond criticism.
The bass sounded tightly focused,
well-controlled, and harmonically
pleasing, the recording capturing both
the percussive string slaps and the body's
woody resonances.
The 61
/," drivers couldn't move the

room air as effectively as larger speakers
did on the Beatles' "Baby You're aRich
Man" or Davey Spillane's "Atlantic Bridge,"
both of which feature enormous amounts
of deep-bass energy, but what was there
suggested the intended effect at very
high SPLs without distortion or strain.
Few rockers will complain about the Intermezzo's bass weight or high SPL capabilities.
The Intermezzo was less satisfying on
symphonic music, like Classic Records'
reissue of Saint-Saëns' Organ Symphony
(RCA Living Stereo LSC-2341); the
shoebox shape of Boston's Symphony
Hall didn't suggest itself, and the lowest
organ stops lacked weight. Same with
Classic's 45rpm reissue of MussorgskyRavel's Picture's at an Exhibition -the
orchestral crescendos wimped out on
the peaks, and the timpani lacked their

full body weight and distinctive timbrai
signature. Overall, though, the bass performance from the pint-sized Intermezzos was damn impressive. If you're
pressed for space and you love that bass,
you need to check these out -especially
if your room has aproblematic "bump."
If you need to keep your speakers close
to aback wall, the Intermezzos can help
you get reasonably deep bass without
bloat or hangover.
Above the low bass, nonscientific
measurements taken from my listening
chair indicated asmooth response up to
the 2.8kHz crossover frequency. The
"presence" region, which had sounded
dipped (and measured so) with the Red
Rose Music R3s and made the sound
relaxed and somewhat recessed, seemed
elevated in the Intermezzos.

Measurements
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Infinity Intermezzo 2.6, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: responses 90°-5°
off-axis on wooden trim side of baffle, reference response on tweeter axis, responses
5*-90° off-axis on drive-unit side of baffle.
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couple of dB with respect to the treble.
Whether this balance is heard as a
laid-back midrange or an elevated
lower treble will depend on the listener's
taste and the music listened to. Michael
did note that he found the Intermezzo's
presence region to sound a little
boosted. The overall response trend is
very smooth, however, and the highamplitude resonance of the metaldome tweeter is too high in frequency, at
almost 30kHz, to have any subjective
consequences.
A speaker's perceived in-room
balance will be significantly affected
by its dispersion, particularly in the
horizontal plane. The Intermezzo
2.6's lateral radiation pattern is shown
in figs.4 and 5, the former showing the actual responses (though
not corrected for the measuring microphone's departure from flatness), the
latter just the differences between the
off-axis responses and the tweeteraxis response. You can see from the
even spacing of the contour lines in
this 3-D plot how even and wellcontrolled the speaker's dispersion
is - something that correlates with
stable, accurate perceived imaging.
That MF was bothered by the stability
of dual-mono imaging can't be laid at
tie door of the speaker's dispersion,
which is why Iwondered if it was
actually due to enclosure resonances.
Only above 12kHz does the 2.6
start to beam, due to the tweeter's
waveguide acoustic environment.
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Infinity

My RadioShack analog SPL meter
was significantly up from the reference
IkHz tone between 3kHz and 6kHz,
and the Intermezzos sounded that way:
much more forward and far less forgiving of poor program material. This is
probably one reason Ipreferred listening off-axis, and why, shortly after
beginning my auditioning, Iwas drawn
to my refurbished Dynaco Stereo 70,
which proved to be the ideal companion for the Intermezzos. If my reference
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 has any
fault, it's abit of coolness. Icraved some
richness, which the Stereo 70 supplied.
Like the Prelude M'TS, which uses
the same tweeter and waveguide configuration, the Intermezzo's top-end
response sounded subjectively smooth,
free of grain, natural, and not at all

bright or sizzly. In fact, listeners used to
peaky tweeters might find the sound
lacking in detail and transient snap
until their ears adjust, at which point
the enormous amount of inner and
low-level detail the Intermezzo's
tweeter is capable of revealing will become apparent. Still it won't be every
listener's cup o' tea.
Putting It All Together

and a metal
enclosure and what do you get? Nonmetallic sound.
When I auditioned the Cunliffc
Trio's direct-to-disc recordings, Iwas
immediately struck by the impressively
natural, unboxy sound of the Hamburg
Steinway. I'd heard this piano live before
it was muffled with blankets and closed
Combine metal drivers

As aresult, in all but small, live rooms
the Intermezzo might sound slightly

softened in the extreme highs, as MF
indeed found to be the case. A similar
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Fig.6 Infinity Intermezzo 2.6, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in
response 45°-5° above tweeter axis, reference response, differences in response 5*-45*
below tweeter axis.
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down for the recording, and later
through the studio monitors. The closemiked recording was intended to capture the instrument's percussive, dynamic, rhythmic nature without shortchanging its sound board's resonant signature, and the deep, luxurious bass
produced by the lowest key hammers
hitting those long, thick, wound wires.
The recording succeeds in creating
the illusion of the piano playing in your
space, not of you being transported to
some live venue where it's off in the distance, bathed in a reverberant field.
Reproducing such adynamic, percussive, timbrally complex recording is difficult for any speaker, and the Intermezzo
did an extremely credible job, providing
impressive bottom weight without bloat
or congestion, and that unique "chimey/

plot in the vertical plane (fig.6) reveals
that the Infinity speaker is best
auditioned on or slightly under
the tweeter axis. Sit too high and a
large suckout appears in the crossover
region.
In the time domain, the hitennezds
step response (fig.7) indicates that
both of its drive-units are connected
with positive acoustic polarity but
that, as is almost always the case, the
design is not time-coherent. The
associated cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.8) is one of the best Ihave
ever seen in any speaker at any price!
A smooth, grain-free presentation
should be the result.
This is yet another in aseries of
superbly engineered, high-quality
loudspeaker designs emanating from
Harman's Northridge plant. It is a
tribute to its designers, and to the
research and testing facility set up
there by Floyd Toole. -John Atkinson
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Infinity
woody" bell-like sound in the upper
registers without ringing or glassiness.
This trio set demands aspeaker that
produces fast transients and an overall
taut sound to do it justice, and the Intermezzo's performance was impressive.
Joe LaBarbera's drum kit was also
convincingly "in the room," the snare
snapping smartly, cymbals ringing
without hurting the ears, the brushes
shimmering and free of hash, and not
sounding soft, like air-brakes.
But the Cunliffe recording's odd
soundstaging — giant piano up front,
widely spread, oversized drum kit
behind — was not the ideal recording
for checking out the Intermezzos'
soundstaging and imaging abilities. So it
was back to old standards like The
Weavers: Reunion at Carnegie Hall, 1963
(LP, Analogue Productions APF005).
The Intermezzos proved better at lateral imaging than at creating adequate
depth. The tautness of the presentation,
or the forward nature of the midband,
or perhaps the lack of bottom octaves,
seemed to string the vocal images across
the stage in reasonably solid threedimensional focus, but the space
behind, including the rear stage wall,
seemed somewhat flattened compared
to what I'm used to hearing from this
disc. The R3s didn't offer better bass,
but definitely produced greater depth,
perhaps due to the dipolar radiation
pattern of their ribbon tweeters.
Near the end of the review period,
the mono version of the Helikon cartridge arrived (see this month's "Analog
Corner"), and Ibegan auditioning my
favorite mono recordings. I found
achieving atruly solid center image
independent of frequency somewhat

tricky to maintain. Cymbals would
sometimes appear off to one side or the
other, despite my constant tweaking of
speaker positions. Idon't know why
this was (frequency-dependent frontbaffle diffraction? woofer beaming at
the high end of its range in the two-way
design?), but when Iput the Sonus

Two solid months
with small, two-way,
relatively inexpensive
designs was arefreshing
wake-up call.

Faber Amati Homages back in, the
center image immediately locked in
and stayed put on all recordings Iauditioned, as if there was aspeaker in the
center and not aphantom image. Of
course, the Amati costs 10 times as
much as the Intermezzo.
Condusion
Two solid months with small, two-way,
relatively inexpensive designs was a
refreshing wake-up call. 'While very
different from one another, the Red
Rose Music R3 and the Infinity Intermezzo 2.6 both offered asurprisingly
high level of musical satisfaction. Icould
happily live with either if Ihad to,
though Ihave no doubt that part of my
reaction was due to my room, which
has been treated with RPG products
and was well-proportioned to begin widi.

Intermezzo

2.6

The Infinity Intermezzo 2.6 offers a
great deal of technology and performance for $2000, subsidized in part by
the development of Infinity's flagship
Prelude MTS. Powered woofers and
90dB efficiency mean it can be driven
with just about any amplifier you can
think of; solid-state or tubed. The Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 was overkill; the
Dynaco Stereo 70 —which cost me $5
at agarage sale and a few hundred
more to refurbish and retube —was aprat
match for the Intermezzos, which were
fast, taut, extended, reasonably neutral,
and rhythmically adept.
With the exception of aslightly forward
presence region, the Intermezzos proved to
be extremely well-behaved. They were
on the analytical, revealing side and
didn't draw me into awarm and fuzzy
musical world, nor were they the most
transparent speakers out there — but
they were free of gross colorations up
and down the sonic spectrum, and
went very low for their size. What this
meant — as Ifound out listening to the
usual commercial CD dreck and to the
Groove Note direct-to-disc sides —
was that bad recordings had no place to
hide, while great ones truly shone.
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Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke,
Graham 2.0 turntables; Immedia
RPM2, Triplanar VI tonearms; Lyra
Helikon, Helikon mono, Clearaudio
Insider, Accuphase AC-2 cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-1 SACD
player, Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro
transport/EAD DSP-9000 Mk3
HDCD DAC.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier, Audio Research
Reference and Naim Stageline
phono sections.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Dynaco Stereo 70.
Loudspeakers: Red Rose Music
R3, Sonus Faber Amati Homage.
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Cables: DIN/RCA: Hovland Music
Groove. Interconnect: Harmonic
Technology Pro-Silway II. Speaker:
Harmonic Technology Magic Woofet
AC: JPS Labs, Electra-Glide.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 and P600, Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
Symposium Rollerblocks (Tungsten), Grand Prix Audio Monaco
amplifier stands, Walker motor
drive, Finite Elemente Pagode and
Z,oethecus equipment stands, A.R.T.
Q dampers, Walker Valid Points,
ASC Tube Traps, Shakti Stones and
On-Lines, RPG BAD and Abffusor
panels.
-Michael Fremer
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• Perfect Pair"' matched power tubes
• Noise tested preamp tubes
• Over 1000 types available online

Order online at

thetubestore.com
or call toll-free
14377-570-0979

sou NDC ITY0.
Panasonic CF-El
•
Platform 15' LCD Flat panel display
•
Built in DVD/VCD/CDPlayer
•
3.5" Floppy Drive, USB Mouse USB Keyboard with tilt feature
•
2Firewire IEEE1394 ports(1)PCMCIA
port (2) 4USB Ports(3,41
•56K V.90 Modem Widows 98 (second edition)
GRADQ
•Includes professional digital editing software

Panasonic.
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Ong
$1999
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Sound City, Inc. is one of the country's
leading full-service dealers of high performance
Audio/Video and Custom Home Theater
products. From an entry level set-up to an
audiophile-grade stereo system, all the way up
to afull blown state-of-the-art Home Theater,
Sound City has unmatched selection, service
and expertise. In addition, our huge buying power
allows us to offer excellent savings on select
manufacturer closeouts on first-quality audio,
video and car stereo products

$899

Bose Acoustimass 15 _jjr/FH'
Home Theater Speaker System
Full Line of Sennheiser
•Five virtually invisible cube
Headphones In Stock
speaker arrays •
New hideaway
powered Acoustimass module
•Integral signal processing
Audioquest Cables & Interconnects
•Magnetic shielding
•Compatible with all
Viper 1Meter
Triple balanced PSC. copper
surround receivers
foamed PE insulating and welded
•Available in black
silver plugs RCA or XLR
or white

All Lifestyle Systems
12, 25, 30, 50...In Stock
AMC 25100
5Channel
Power
Amplifier
•Rated
Power
Output:
100W x5
•
Clipping Power:110W (into 8i2)
•Dynamic Power:160W (into 8u)
•
Current Limit: 25A (into 0.1u &lu)
•FR: 20Hz 20KHz •Sensitivity:1V RMS
•Input Impedance: 22K-u (150pF)
•SIN Ratio:100dB
Ong
$1000

.
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"Sonically, Atlantic
Technology's latest
system is very much
et the makers tradition
smooth and accurate"

Caldera Speaker Cable

PSC.PSC Copper SST, uses multiple
sized conductors, custom cut and
terminated in any length

RJLL UNE OF AG CABLES IN STOCK
Atlantic Technology T70
Satellite Speaker/Subwoofer Package
•High Performance 2way front channe satellite
speaker, brackets included •2Way center channel
speaker, tiltable ;
Magnetic shielding •Spatially
enhanced Surround channel speaker •
One 4" Coated
graphite woofer and two 3/4" dome tweeters
•
125W Powered sub with a
10" Long-throw driver

Tice Solo A/V
Audio/Video Power Line Erg iancer
•
8Outlets -1875W capacity
•
Designed for big power amps
•3Point spike and surge protection
•TP Technology for increased
soundstage and video color
accuracy •5Year warranty

Panamax & Monster Cable in Stock...CALL

$499

Klipsch ProMedia 4.1
•Tffl.. Certified
•5channel built-in 400 watt amp
4x60W to Satellites
•1 x160W to Sub
•Four MicroTractrie
two-way tweeters
•Dual 6.5-inch subs
•Headphone jack
•Discrete
preamplifier/control pod
•Total system frequency ProMedia 2.1
response: 29-20,000 Hz
IN STOCK

Panasonic DVD-H1000
Progressive-Scan OVO Player
'•Progressive video processor
Orig.
•
io-Bit 4:4:4 Signal Processing $2499
•
Adjustable gamma
•
4:3 Shrink function
•
Audiophile grade 7

All Major Brands
HDTV
HDTV Ready
and LCD
Projectors
Plasma
and
more!

cALL

T 90 System...NEW

Sennheiser HD535
Stereo Headphones
•Rugged, open-aire
•Diqitally compatible
•Unique earcups
surround
your ear
Buy This /
•FR:
20-25,000 Hz
•150 ohms
•97 dB sensitivity

Jo,
Ong.
$1299

SharpVision LC10A2U
•10" Advanced LCD panel
•Built-in 181-channel tuner
•
High Brightness (400 cd/m2)
•25,000-Hour lamp Life
•9,000K Color temperature
•Digital Comb Filter
•Image inverter for custom
installations •Sleep timer
•Built-in 2W amp and speakers

Sennheiser DSP
Dolby Surround System
Provides you with
an authentic
Get This
surround sound
FREE
enviornment
using normal headphones
Dolby««,Surround Pro
Logic Decoder.

ACOUSTIC INNOVATIONS •AMC •ATLANTIS •AUDIOQUEST • B&K
BELL'O •BRYSTON •DWIN •HARMAN/KARDON •JAMO •JL AUDIO •JOSEPH AUDIO
JVC • KLIPSCH • KENWOOD • LOVAN AUDIO • MB QUART • M&K • MITSUBISHI

SHOP US ON-LINE

MONITOR AUDIO •MONSTER CABLE •NAD •NHT •NILES •ONKYO •OWENS CORNING
PARASOUND •PIONEER •PLATINUM AUDIO •PSB •ROCKFORD FOSGATE • RUNCO
SAMSUNG • SANUS • SELECO • SHARPVISION • SONANCE • SONY • SONY ES
STEWART •SUNFIRE eTICE' TRIBUTARIES •TOSHIBA CINEMA SERIES •VELODYNE •XL0

www.soundcity.com

shop over 2000 products online—
it's safe and easy!

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-542-7283
FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060
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JBL S38 loudspeaker
BL speakers remind me of college.
Ilived in avery musical fraternity
house in the 1970s —almost everyone bought anew system for his room
immediately upon moving in. (Not me
—1 mooched until Icould afford the
cash and space for atrue high-end system, which was well after graduation.)
Our house was evenly divided into
three schools: the "boom and sizzle"
California school had JBLs; the
"reserved and polite" New England
school swore by Advents —after all, the
school itself was located in Advent's
home of New England; and the "creative school," who illegally purchased
the parts and plans to build Bose 901s
for $120, not including lumber and
labor (it was an MIT frat house).
A dozen of my friends built these
«Boscos," and no two pair sounded
alike. One day we had a party and
hooked up more than 25 complete
systems in parallel in asingle room.
The sound? Well, let's just say we had a
bit of aturntable feedback problem.
Although Ivoted with the "reserved
and polite" Advent camp, Ispent most
of my time in the JBL rooms, whose
residents had the best musical taste. I
have fond memories of long, chemically altered nights listening to Emerson,
Lake & Palmer on JBL:s then flagship,
the Century L-100. (Hey, Ineeded a
break from Organic Chemistry and
Differential Equations!) The Centurys
were sure fun, but they lived up to the
old California sound stereotype: they
were lively, boomy, forward rock
speakers, but not the last word in neutrality or realism.
Fast forward 25 years: JBL today is
part of the Harman Group and one of
the beneficiaries of Harman's Loudspeaker Design and Acoustic Facility in
Northridge, California, headed up by
acoustician/designer 1)r. Floyd E. Toole.
As Toole's work on J131.:s Professional
Series Linear Spatial Reference (LSR)
recording-studio monitors have caused
quite abuzz among studio cognoscenti,
Iwas interested in hearing arepresentative of the consumer line JBL has
derived from the LSRs, the Studio or
"S" series developed by Chief Engineer
Stereophile, June 2001

113L 538 loudspeaker

Greg Timbers. For this review, Ichose
the S38, JBL:s mirror-imaged "bookshelf" design ($599/pair). (The S38 was
reviewed by J. Gordon Holt as arearsurround speaker in the February 2001
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.)
The S38 is athree-way, front-ported
satellite speaker with an unusual
appearance: its horizontal dimension is
longer than its vertical. It sports a 1"
titanium-dome tweeter with rubber
surround mounted on JBUs Elliptical
Oblate Spheroidal' waveguide baffle.
This is basically acarefully profiled
short horn which is intended to
improve lateral dispersion as well as
direct sound toward the listening area.
The 4" polymer-coated, cellulose-fiber

Description: Three-way horizontal,
mirror-imaged, magnetically shielded bookshelf speaker. Drive-units: 1"
titanium-dome tweeter with rubber
surround and Elliptical Oblate
Spheroidal" waveguide; 4" polymer-coated, cellulose-fiber midrange
cone; 8" polymer-coated, cellulosefiber woofer cone. Sensitivity: 89dB.
Frequency response: 45Hz-20kHz,
-3dB. Crossovers: 800Hz, 3200Hz.
Dimensions: 17 1
/"W by 11 1
2
/"Hby
2
12 7/8" D. Weight: 28 lbs each.

midrange driver is mounted close to
the tweeter on the same bezel, to
better approximate the behavior of a
point source. The 8" woofer is made of
the same material. Like all the models
in JBL's Studio series, the S38 is
magnetically shielded for potential
home-theater applications.
Although JBL describes the S38 as
a"bookshelf" speaker, Imounted the
S38s on Celestion Si stands filled
with lead shot and sand, with the
tweeters at the speakers' far, outer
edges. Itested the speakers with and
without the grillecloths in place. The
tonal balance was the same in each
case, although the sound was slightly
more detailed and transparent with

Finishes: Wood-finish vinyl.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
NM0852-004955/6.
Price: 8599/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: JBL Consumer
Products, 250 Crossways Park
Drive, Woodbury, NY 11797. 8500
Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA
91329. Tel: (800) 336-4525. Fax:
(516)682-3524. Web: www.jbl.com.
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the grillecloths removed. Although I
preferred the sound with the grillecloths off, the unusually striking
appearance (intentional, according to
JBL) of the metallic-gold woofers is a
taste that my wife did not acquire
during the review process. However,
small children found the S38 attractive — Iwas just able to stop my son's
three-year-old cousin from kicking a
field goal through the woofer while
the speakers were resting on the floor
during the break-in process.
Ishould point out that during the
early stages of my listening sessions, I
heard an intermittent buzz in one of the

woofers. The woofers are bolted to the
cabinets using aseries of Allen bolts,
and Inoticed that all of the bolts were

With the first recording
Ilistened to, it was clear
that the S38 was afar cry
from JBLs of yore.
loose. A minute spent tightening them
with an Allen wrench and the buzz
was gone.

Not your father's JBL?
With the first recording Ilistened to, it
was clear that the S38 was afar cry
from JBLs of yore. On all of the tracks
ofJanis Ian's Breaking Silence (Analogue
Productions APP 027), vocals and
piano highlighted the speaker's superb
reproduction of lower and middle
midrange timbres, which were as natural and as transparent as those of
any speaker I've heard for under
$1000/pair. The speakers "disappeared" as Ian's rich, silky voice floated
over the center of the soundstage.
Further up the frequency spectrum,
Inoticed that the speaker exhibited an

Measurements

At

first glance, the JBL S38 looks
old-fashioned, with its sideby-side midrange unit and woofer.
But then you notice the metal-finish
cones and the tight vertical array of
the midrange unit and the tweeter,
and it becomes possible, to echo Bob
Reina's phraseology, that this isn't
your father's JBL. One area, however, where the S38 is definitely aJBL
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Fig.1

JBL 538, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/
vertical div.)

is its high sensitivity: an estimated
91dB(B)/2.83V/m. In addition,
while the speaker's impedance magnitude drops to around 4.1 ohms in
the lower rnids and the high treble
(fig.1), it is generally an easy load for
an amplifier to drive. However, a
combination of 5ohms magnitude
and 45° capacitive phase angle at
90Hz will mean that the best amplifier would be one rated into 4ohms.
Though it will be hard to see in
fig.1 at the size at which this graph
must be printed in the magazine,
there is aslight discontinuity in the
traces just below 400Hz. This correlates with amajor cabinet resonance at
385Hz, which was detectable on all
surfaces (fig2). Other high-level vibrational modes can be seen at around
250Hz, and the JBL:s cabinet was generally live, which might be thought to
obscure lower-midrange clarity. Ido

note that BJR was bothered by alack
of clarity on densely orchestrated
recordings, which might well correlate
with this behavior.
The "saddle" in the impedance
magnitude trace at 37Hz (fig.1) indicates the tuning frequency of the
twin ports, implying reasonable bass
extension. However, the S38's bass
alignment has been tuned more for a
somewhat exaggerated upper bass
than for ultimate extension. This can
be seen in fig.3; while it must be
noted that some of the broad rise
in the bass is due to the nearfield
measurement technique, most of
what you see is characteristic of the
speaker —and BJR did comment on
the exaggerated 100Hz region. This
bass tuning will be even more exaggerated if these "bookshelf' speakers
are actually used on bookshelves.
Higher up in frequency in fig.3,
the S38's balance is basically smooth,
though with aslight excess of treble
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Fig.2 JE11. 538, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to center of
top panel (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 1131. 538, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the
nearfield woofer and port responses
and their complex sum plotted below
300Hz, IkHz, and 300Hz, respectively.
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Offering the world's finest new and
used high end audio for 20 years.
Come by and visit our showrooms
in Moneta, VA or call

800-752-4018
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professional consultations.
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online at our virtual store
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pricing and ordering all
at the click of your mouse.
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emphasis in the upper midrange and
lower high frequencies that manifested itself differently, depending on
the instrument involved. All percussion sounded natural, but on well recorded jazz discs, such as Bill Evans'
Live at the Montreux Jazz Festival
(Verve/Classic V88762-45, 45rpm),
ride cymbals sounded more closely
miked than they actually were. Woodwinds and female vocals, such as the
clarinet, piccolo, and soprano in
Kohjiba's Transmigration of the Soul
(from Festival, Stereophile STPH0072), sounded natural but seemed
to increase in volume when the

melodic lines escalated into higher
registers. On that same recording,

The 538's bass
performance was
mighty impressive.
violins sounded abit steely as well.
The trumpets in the ensemble passages of Buena Vista Social Club (Nonesuch/Classic RTH-79478) sounded

more forward and, well, brassy than
they did through other speakers. At
times, classical guitars (George
Crumb's Quest, Bridge 9069) sounded
as if their nylon strings possessed a
slight steel coating. Whether this particular timbral characteristic of the S38 is
viewed as an attractive characteristic or
as adetriment will depend on the individual's listening biases, musical tastes,
and associated gear.
The S38's bass performance was
mighty impressive. In my large listening
room, Iwas able to achieve tight, clean
bass extension down to 35Hz, although
I noted slight emphases at around

Measurements
energy. Though this, subjectively,
will tend to balance the bass, Inote
that BJR did find the JBL:s treble to
sound rather forward. There are also
acouple of narrow suckouts notice-

able, at 1100Hz and 7kHz, though in
themselves these might not have
much of asubjective effect, suckouts
being much harder to hear than
peaks of the same height and width.
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Fig.4 JEIL 538, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from back
to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis on tweeter side of baffle, reference
response, differences in response 5*-90" off-axis on woofer side of baffle.

A primary reason you almost
always see modern speakers using a
vertical array of drive-units is that
this places any crossover interference
effects in the vertical plane, where
they will be both predictable and
have minimal effect on the speaker's
perceived balance. When you place
drive-units side by side, however,
there will be suckouts to the
speaker's sides, due to destructive
interference when the path difference to the listening or measuring
position combines with the phase
shift due to the crossover to give
cancellation of the two drive-units'
outputs. This can be seen in fig.4,
which shows the S38's lateral dispersion. (This graph shows only the
differences between the off- and
on-axis responses.) The speaker is
very directional in the midrange,
though its dispersion is otherwise
well-managed. The off-axis behavior
is smoother in the treble on the
tweeter side of the baffle - shown
to this 3-D graph's rear - which
presumably is why JBL recommends
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Fig.5 JBL 538, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in response 45*--5°
above tweeter axis, reference response, differences in response 5*-45" below tweeter axis.
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Fig.6 1131 538, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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JBL
50Hz and 100Hz. Rock recordings with
significant midbass content — such as
Sade's LOVC Deluxe (Epic EK 53178),
which is heavy with bass synthesizer
and drum machines —sounded spectacular on the S38. Sade's rich, silky vocals
floated over the churning, driving
rhythmic foundation. In the 35-55Hz
region, the organ-pedal tones in
John Rutter's Requiem (Reference Recordings RR57-CD) were reproduced
forcefully and without coloration, but
did not sound as breathy or as airy as
I've heard them through such speakers
as the PSB Image 4T or Acarian Systems' Alón Petite/PW-1 combo.

the tweeters be placed on the
speakers' outside edges.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), abig
suckout appears at the upper
crossover frequency for listeners
sitting above the tweeter axis. The
speakers should be used on fairly
high stands, or at least aimed up at
the listener if they have to be used
on low stands.
Fig.6 shows the JBL:s step
response, taken on the tweeter axis.
The first up/down spike is the
tweeter's output, followed first by a
down/up step from the midrange
unit and a slower, up/down step
from the woofer. The tweeter and
woofer are thus both connected with
positive acoustic polarity, the
midrange unit with negative polarity. This combines with the phase
shift due to the crossover filters to
give asummed flat response in the

But Ijust loved cranking up the
volume on hard rock music with the
S38s. Hole's Celebrity Skin (Geffen
DGCI)-25161) was reproduced with
vibrant rhythm and drive, and the S38's
slightly forward midbass actually made
it easier to follow the bass-guitar lines
of this texturally simple and not-verywell recorded musical gem. However,
more densely orchestrated rock recordings, such as the bridge passage of
Aimee Mann's "How Am IDifferent,"
from Bachelor #2 or 'The Last Remains
of the Dodo (Super Ego SE 002), were
not as articulately defined as I've heard
from other speakers.

crossover regions.
Finally, the S38's cumulative spectral-decay or "waterfall" plot (fig.7)
is relatively clean for what is quite an
inexpensive speaker. Nevertheless, it
can be seen that the on-axis suckouts
mentioned earlier are each associated with aridge of delayed energy.
While the lower-frequency suckout
probably arises from some sort of
cancellation, the ridge of energy at
7kHz indicates aresonance of some
kind, probably in the midrange cone.
All in all, this isn't abad set of
measurements for abudget-priced
speaker. In keeping with JBUs tradition, its high sensitivity and generous
bass make the S38 aspeaker that will
suit rock music. But Iwould use it
on stands away from room boundaries rather than on bookshelves
close to room boundaries.
—John Atkinson
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More sophisticated art rock, however,
fared well with the JBL: the intricate
and delicate interplay of Peter Gabriel's
voice and Steve Hackett's guitar, from
Genesis' Nursery Cryme (Charisma/
Classic CS 1052), was so intriguing and
involving that it inspired me to mine
more deeply the early works of this
underrated supergroup.
But there were two areas in which
the JBL S38 performed better than
any speaker under $2000/pair I've
ever heard:
First was its ability to play at
extremely loud volumes without
coloration or strain. If you want to set
up adisco in your basement for your
teenagers, look no further than the S38.
During abreak from my JBL listening
sessions Iwas reading an issue of
Vintage Guitar, in which Idiscovered
a rave review of the 1963 Fender
Tweed Champ amplifier. VG waxed
enthusiastic about the sound of this
amp when paired with aLes Paul guitar
and cranked all the way to "12" (yep,
even higher than "11"). Hmmm.
Igot my old Tweed out of the closet
(it hadn't been played in years) and
plugged in my 1954 Les Paul Standard
(recently tweaked by master luthier
Scott MacDonald). Iput on Blue Oyster
Cult's compilation CD, Workshop of the
Telescopes (Columbia/Legacy C2K
64163), and let 'er rip, playing along to
"Cities on Flame" and "Buck's Boogie."
To achieve the proper instrumental
balance against my instrument, Ineeded
to crank the S38s up to about 100dB
(the wife and kids were not home), but I
heard not even ahint of distress —the
JBLs retained their composure as well as
their timbral and dynamic personality.
I'm no Buck Dharma, but Ihaven't had
as much fun playing along with a
recording in years.
Second, the S38 had the widest
dynamic contrasts of any budget
speaker I've heard. Just in case you
were beginning to think that it's only
arock speaker, Ifound the S38's lowand high-level dynamic performance
on dramatic orchestral works to be
jaw-dropping. In Taberna, Part II of
Carl Orff's Carmina Burrow (Robert
Shaw, Atlanta Symphony, Telarc CD80056), is very difficult to reproduce
convincingly, with its massed shouting chorus and cacophonous battery
of percussion. Small, inexpensive
speakers usually compress, congest,
or crap out completely. But the sense
of ease with which the S38 reproduced this bombastic music reminded
me more of the sound of my Alón V
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n tiring my evaluation of JBL:s
LI S38 loudspeaker, Iused the
Clearaudio Aurum Beta phono
cartridge ($350), which I'd favorably reviewed in the April 2000
Stereophile. In that review Iwas
smitten by the Aurum Beta's neutral midrange, extended and pristine high-frequency reproduction,
and unusually high levels of resolution and transparency for such an
inexpensive cartridge. Ionly wish
it had better bass extension and
definition and more lively highlevel dynamic performance.
Well, afunny thing happened
to me halfway through my review
of the JBL S38. One day, I
noticed that the cantilever of my
Aurum Beta had been twisted
180° and the stylus was now
pointing up —just like the head
of the guy who fell down the
stairs in The Exorcist. Igave my
wife and the cleaning lady inquisitive looks, but both responded
with Sgt. Schultz's (of Hogan's
Heroes) trademark facial expression ("I know nussink!"). When I
called Clearaudio importer Joe
DePhillips for areplacement, he
twisted my arm to upgrade to the
$450 Aurum Beta S.
"It's the same cartridge," said
Joe, "just with much tighter tolerances. It's a hell of a lot better.
Also, both the non-S and Sversions
now sport alead body, which is
more rigid than the lightweight
plastic body from the generation
you reviewed." Ibit.
I'm glad Idid. Not only did the
Aurum Beta S retain all the
strengths of the Aurum Beta, but
the transparency and resolution of
detail were turned up anotch without losing that deliciously neutral
tonal balance. The detail resolution
was sufficient that it was easy to
follow the electric piano part in
"Stairway to Heaven," from Classic
Records' LP reissue of Led Zeppelin
IV (Atlantic/Classic SD 7208).

Furthermore, on Classic's even more
revealing single-sided, 45rpm pressing of "Stairway," it became clear
that that piano was, indeed, an R/vII
piano, not aFender Rhodes or a
Wurlitzer. Tracked by the Aurum
Beta S, this 45 was more reminiscent of amaster tape than any rock
recording I've heard. (I should
know; in the early '70s Idid studio
work in New York's Ultrasonic
Studios, where many of the great
Atlantic/Atco rock albums of that
era were recorded.)
The best news is that the Aurum
Beta S's bottom-end definition
and extension and high-level
dynamic performance were dramatic improvements over those
of my original review sample.
The older cartridge's deficiencies
became the new model's strengths.
On Messiaen's Turangalila Symphony (André Previn, EMI SLS
5177), the bombastic brass and
percussion passages surged forth
without compression or loss of
definition, and the bass drum
created asense of air moving in
the room. At arecent dinner party,
Icued up Crosby, Stills & Nash
(Atlantic/Classic SD 8229) and
became obsessed with following
each individual vocal and guitar
line. A dinner guest said, "I didn't
know there was abass player on
this album." Well, there is now.
Finally, Iasked DePhillips for
his opinion as to how much of
what Iwas hearing was due to the
Svariation and how much was due
to the cartridge body being upgraded from plastic to lead. He felt
that the body upgrade of the entire
Clearaudio Aurum cartridge line
plays asignificant part in the cartridges' performance.
Can you find higher quality per
dollar in amoving-magnet cartridge
today than that of the new leadbodied Clearaudio Aurum Beta S?
Idon't think so.
-Robertj. Reina
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Mk.IIs ($5500/pair) and Alón Circes
($12,000/pair) than it did of any
other affordable speaker I've heard.
The sound of Stravinsky's The Firebird
(Mercury Living Presence/Classic SR
90226) summed up the strengths and
weaknesses of this intriguing speaker.
The explosive dynamics and ease

It was very easy to follow
each individual instrument
on the S38s' open
and airy soundstage.
with which the S38 reproduced the
orchestra in full cry was much more
reminiscent of the performance of
many large floorstanding speakers I've
heard—throughout this densely orchestrated work, it was very easy to follow
each individual instrument on the S38s'
open and airy soundstage. But while
the JBLs produced avery wide soundstage, with precise imaging and considerable depth in the center of the stage,
the soundstage depth was rather
constricted at the extreme right and
left. The soundstage was shaped like
an inverted U, as opposed to the rectangular stages I've heard with other
speakers in this price range. Finally, the
violins sounded abit steely and forward
on this fairly bright recording.
The competition?
Iparaded out my usual suspects for the
budget-speaker lineup: the Paradigm
Reference Studio/20 ($700/pair), the
Alón Petite ($1000/pair), and the
Mission 7311 ($299/pair, discontinued,
replaced by the m71 ($250/pair; stay

tuned for areport!). All of the speakers
shared the same natural, open, transparent reproduction of voice and piano
when playing Jams Ian's ballad "Some
People's Lives" (from Breaking Silence),
but began to differentiate themselves on
more complex material.
Although the Paradigm Reference
Studio/20 also had aslightly forward
high-frequency presentation, it was
noticeably less bright than the JBL, and
was airier and more delicate in its reproduction of the upper partials of woodwinds. It was also ashade more detailed
and transparent than the JBL throughout the frequency spectrum, and its
midbass reproduction sounded a bit
more natural. The Paradigm also
presented atight, dynamic sonic picture
with large-scale rock and orchestral
recordings, but was no match for
the JBL's dynamics, particularly at
high levels.
The Mission 7311 continued to
impress me with its natural, detailed,
and transparent midrange presentation,
and although both frequency extremes
were truncated compared with the
JBL, its timbrai personality was very
balanced. Bass was tuneful but effectively missing in action below 60Hz in
my large listening room. Unlike the

S38

JBL, however, the Mission congested
and lost definition on complex material at loud volumes.
The Alón Petite was aleague beyond
the other speakers in transparency, lowlevel dynamic articulation and nuance,
and high-frequency naturalness and
extension —as, at $1000/pair, it should
be. However, although the bass was
tight and tuneful down to 60Hz, it
rolled off rapidly below that in my large
room. (I usually pair the Petites with the
PW-1 subwoofer in my large room,
which extends the bass response to the
mid-30s and the price to $1500.)
Summing up
The intriguing S38 puts JBL on the
serious audiophile map at avery attractive price. Although its timbrai personality might not be everyone's cup of tea,
its loudness capabilities and dynamic
contrasts place it in the league of speakers that cost more than three times as
much. A close friend and sometime
musician and audiophile music reviewer reacted to the S38 while listening
during arecent party at my house: "I've
heard better, but it's great for the
money...." That about sums up my
view as well. Bravo to JBL's Gred
Timbers and Dr. Floyd Toole!

100 SEXIEST WOMEN
IN THE WORLD...
FREE SPECIAL ISSUE!

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable with QR Design Ringmat, Syrinx PU -3 tonearm,
Clearaudio Aurum Beta and
Aurum Beta Scartridges.
Digital source: California Audio
Labs Icon Mk.II Power Boss CD
player.
Integrated amplifiers: Creek
4240SE and 5350SE.
Cables: Interconnect: MIT MI330SG. Speaker: Acarian Systems
Black Orpheus.
Accessories: C,elestion Si speaker
stands.
-RobertJ. Reina
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In previous years the
readers of MIN worldwide hare
voted the following women as
the planet's sexiest

1996
Gillian Anderson
1997
Teri Hatcher
1998
Jenny McCarthy
1999
Sarah Michelle Cellar
2000
Jennifer Lope

ON SALE MAY 15...INCLUDES
/00 SEXIEST WOMEN AS YOUR FREE GIFT!

"AN OUTSTANDING
VALUE...
UnLIMITED
DENVER
"Best stereo store, cooler than
cool selection of high end from
around the world."
—Unlimited Magazine, 2/99
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Swiss handmade moving coil, available
in low, medium and high outputs.
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MSRP $550, $450 with trade.
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21 jewel Swiss automatic movement, titanium
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case and bracelet, water resistant to 30 meters.
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Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

Cary CAD-280SA V12
power amplifier

A

ccording to Cary Audio
designer Dennis Had
in this amplifier's documentation, "Countless hours
were spent designing and voicing the CAD-280SA V12 stereo
amplifier ...It delivers high performance in acombination of
class-A single-ended triode and
true balanced push-pull technology."
Whew, Ithought to myself.
Push-pull. Thank goodness — it
oughta measure pretty well. Iread
on.
"The new V12 is created by
a stunning combination of
the world-famous CAD-805
soundstage, the glorious midrange of the CAD-300-SE,
and the supercharged power of
the CAD-211-Ms."
Never above alittle highminded self-promotion, eh,
Mr. Had?
"The V12 is designed with afresh
and uncompromising push-pull circuit
in every criterion. In reality, think of
the V12 as four single-ended class-A
amplifiers operating in a combined
balanced configuration."
In reality, think of John Atkinson
having to measure four separate amplifiers instead of one! Heh-heh ... In case
you were wondering, all four amps on
this stereo chassis operate without any
form of negative feedback.
"Another design criterion was to
utilize only modestly priced vacuum
tubes available from multiple tube manufacturing sources. For those of you not

Description: Two-channel, push-pull
tube power amplifier. Tube complement: two 6922 input tubes, two
SV83/EL84 driver tubes, twelve EL34
output tubes. Inputs: RCA or XLR,
switch-selectable. Outputs: three fiveway binding posts, red for 4 and 8
ohm transformer taps, black for
ground. Specified output power:
50Wpc (17dBW) triode, 100Wpc
(20dBIN) ultralinear. Input sensitivity:
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The chassis top is finished in a
deep, lustrous "Jaguar Carnival Red." Two output transformers are centered in front
of alarger, somewhat imposing power transformer on the
top plate, all encased in matteblack covers with rounded-off
corners and gold labels on
top. The El-laminated power
transformer has a200% duty
cycle; the two output transformers are EI-laminated, and
silicone-impregnated to boot.
Down either side of the top
chassis sit the 12 output tubes, a
red LED indicator behind each
one, next to a Triode/Ultralinear toggle switch for each
tube pair. Arrayed across the
front of the top plate are the
small-signal tubes: 'The outside
pair are 6922s configured as
Cary CAD-280SA V12 power amplifier
inputs, while the inner two are
slightly taller SV83/EL84s, used to supaware, Iam atriode-crazed audiophile."
ply the current to drive the output tubes.
Iwondered who might not be aware
The low-profile front panel is of
of that by now.
nicely machined, black-anodized alu"Do EL34s or KT88s have any
merit? They sure do! Simply take a minum with apower On/Off toggle
on the left, a high-voltage On/Off
look at their curves when connected in
toggle on the right, between them
the triode mode. Looks similar to the
three small blue LEDs to indicate the
good old 300B or 2A3. Even the 6L6
presence of high voltage and left- and
looks like agreat tube when run in
right-channel bias voltage.
triode configuration."
The rear apron sports both RCA and
XLR inputs, selectable with atoggle
coulda Had aV8!
switch, and three five-way binding
The Cary CAD-280SA V12 is ahandposts: two red ones (positive) for 4and 8
some amp, and smaller than its naine
ohms, and asingle black one (negative)
might lead you to think. In fact, it's
for ground. A standard IEC power-cord
an interesting combination of the
socket is centered on the rear panel,
neat'n'petite and pure flamboyance.

2V for full output. Input impedance:
150k ohms. Noise and hum: 84dB
below rated output. Frequency
response at full power output:
20Hz-23kHz, ±1dB. Power consumption: 420W Operate, 10W Standby.
Dimensions: 12.5" W by 9" H by 20"
D. Weight: 85 lbs.
Finish: Clear coat over Jaguar Carnival Red. Front panel: machined,
black-anodized aluminum.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
210117.
Price: $4000. Approximate number
of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Cary Audio Designs,
111-A Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 481-4494.
Fax: (919) 460-3828. Web: www.
caryaudio.com.
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above an array of fuses. The two outer
fuses arc for tube protection (0.5A, fastblow, 250V); between them arc apower
AC fuse to protect the power transformer from over-current 3A, slowblow, 250V), and another 2A, slowblow) to protect the filament transformer windings from over-current.
Audiophile goodies include I%
metal-film resistors, oil-filled capacitors,
and four 560g power-supply capacitors rated at 400V.
Circuit and tubes
The CAI)-280SA V12 is capable of performing in two classes of operation.
"The absolute best sounding mode is

class-A triode," Dennis Had proclaims
in the manual. In triode, the V12 belts
out ahealthy 50Wpc. For headbanger
listening sessions, you might want to
select class-AB ultralinear operation for
100W; or 2/
3 triode, 1
/
3 ultralinear for
65W. Had told me it's okay to run the
amp "mixed-mode," but despite that,
the manual urges you to "Make sure all
six switches arc set to the same position." Changing modes of operation can
be donc on the fly by simply flipping
the six toggle switches on the chassis
top, even as music plays. To keep the
waveform symmetrical, if running 2/
3
triode and 1/3 ultralinear, you must flip
only the center two switches into UL.

But "I can tell you that the sound of
class-A triode operation is truly the best
mode for serious music listening,"
insists Mr. Had.
The output stage uses twelve EL34
output tubes with afixed-bias topology
that supplies an equal negative-bias
voltage "to ensure maximum linearity."
This biasing scheme allows the use of
many different output tubes —you can
run KT88s, 6550s, KT90s, KT66s, or
6L6s! "One might even wish to listen
with 6V6sr the manual enthuses, without explaining why one might wish
this. Output power is 50Wpc in triode
with EL34s, KT88s, 6550s, or KT90s.
KT66s, 6L6s, and 6V6s are lower-

Measurements

A

sJonathan Scull noted, with its
12 EL34 output tubes, the Cary
CAD-280SA V12 sure do run hot. I
let it warm up (literally) for an hour
after installing the tubes, then adjusted the output-stage bias for each
channel via the convenient rear-panel
phone jacks. The trimpots' action is
rather coarse — even an imperceptible twist with ascrewdriver changed
the bias current by tens of milliamps.
The closest Icould get to the recommended 275mA was 278mA in the
right channel, 283mA in the left.
The Cary amplifier didn't invert
absolute polarity. The signal/noise
ratio was okay, at 65dB (unweighted,
ref. 1W into 8 ohms) and 80.4dB
(A-weighted). In triode mode, the
CAD-280SA's voltage gain was low,
at 21.6dB (8 ohm tap into 8ohms)
and 18.6cIB (4 ohm tap into 4ohms).
Even though the gain in ultralinear
mode increased to 252dB and
22.1dB, respectively, these are still
lower figures than usual. They didn't
change for balanced operation, so I
performed all the rest of my testing
using the single-ended inputs,
which was how JS had used the
amplifier. The unbalanced input
impedance was avery high 130k
ohms in the midrange and below,
dropping slightly to astill high 100k
ohms at 20kHz. The balanced
figures were the same.
Fig.1 plots the V12's small-signal
amplitude response from the 4ohm
output transformer tap with the
amplifier operating in triode mode.
The response is well-extended at the
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frequency extremes, with the -3dB
points lying at 10Hz and 70kHz —
the Cary obviously uses welldesigned output transformers. But
note the almost ±2dB variation of the
response with our simulated loudspeaker load and the large difference
in absolute level each time the load
impedance halves. These imply arelatively high output impedance; it's
even higher from the 8 ohm tap
(fig2), and especially so with the
amplifier's output operating in ultralinear mode (fig.3), where the response variation reaches an extremely
audible ±4dB.
In fact, allowing for some variation
in the calculated output impedance
with the level and load impedance
used, we're looking at source impedances of 5.5 ohms (8 ohm tap) and 2.8
ohms (4 ohm tap) in triode mode.
While these are both high, they are
exceeded by the ultralinear figures: 12
and 6ohms, respectively! Fortunately,
S•••••••••• Cary MI' 'lawn

140,1104.44 ,41
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the impedances don't change much
across the audioband, but, as figs.1-3
reveal, there will be alarge and audible
change in frequency response depending on which loudspeaker is used with
the Cary and which transformer tap
and mode of operation are used.
However, as Isaid above, the amplifier uses good transformers, which is
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Fig.2 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
8ohm tap, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W
into 2ohms (2dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.1 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
4ohm tap, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2IcHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, 1W
into 8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W
into 2ohms (2dB/verbcal div, right
channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Cary CAD-2805A V12, ultralinear mode,
8ohm tap, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): 2.83V
into dummy loudspeaker load, I
W into
8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W into
2ohms (2c113/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Cary
dissipation tubes that yield 30-35W in
triode. "Speaking of output power," the
manual states, "your new V12 has a
peak power envelope of 72W into an
average loudspeaker load in triode
mode." Iwondered, wickedly, at what
distortion level that might be. I'm sure
JA will have an answer.
Each type of output tube presents its
own sonic signature, but Ireviewed the
CAD-280SA V12 with the supplied
matched pairs of Ruby EL34s. If you
decide to do alittle tube rolling, or if a
tube goes down and you replace the pair
(you'll need six matched pairs of output
tubes for the V12), or if you just wear
out your fire bottles over time and need

to replace them all, you have to go
through abias-adjustment routine for
each channel. (The V12 is biased at the
factory before shipment and the tubes
are marked for each socket, as delivered,
the amp is ready to fire up without fuss.)
Each channel sports abias potentiometer on the rear panel, with alocknut and a1
/"jack for your voltmeter
4
(VOM). In addition, there are the little
red LEDs that sit behind each tube on
the top chassis. "These LEDs can be
referred to as the `good health' tube
indicators," writes the ever-whimsical
Had in the manual. "With just asimple
glance you'll be able to see that each
tube is functioning properly by the red

revealed by the essentially perfect
shape of the small-signal 1kHz and

10kHz squarewaves (figs.4 and 5).
Surprisingly for adesign that appears
to site the two channels on opposite
sides of the chassis, channel separation
was only okay L-R (fig.6), and slightly
worse in the R-L direction.
Plotting the Cary's small-signal
THD+noise percentage from the 4
ohm tap against frequency (triode
operation) gave the traces in fig.7 For
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Fig.4 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
8 ohm tap, small-signal IkHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Fig.7 Cagy CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
4ohm tap, THD+noise (%) vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 2.83V
into simulated loudspeaker load, and
1W into 8ohms (right channel dashed).

Fig.5 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
8 ohm tap, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.

CAD-280SA

8112

glow of its LED. You can even bias the
V12 using just the 12 LEDs if you don't
have aVOM."
Here's how it works. If the amp is
new, just stuff the tubes into the sockets, matching the numbers on the box
with the tube positions indicated in the
manual. When installing anew set of
12 — or just amatched pair, if you've
discovered abad tube — begin by twisting one or (if required) both bias pots
on the rear panel all the way counterclockwise. Then light up the amp by
flipping the power On switch and
watch for the three small blue LEDs
(high voltage, left- and right-channel
bias voltage) centered on the front

some reason, the right channel is
quite abit more linear in the bass at
low levels than the left, though the
left channel is slightly better in the
rnidband; asimilar picture could be
seen from the 8ohm tap (not shown).
Fig.7 clearly shows that the amplifier
is more comfortable working into
higher impedances, and that its highfrequency linearity is not as good as its
midrange linearity.
Of course, what matters most
when it comes to distortion is its spectral distribution. The lower trace in
fig.8 reveals that the primary harmonic present in the V12's output is the
relatively benign third, though higher
harmonics do impose an envelope on
that waveform. This graph was taken
in triode mode; things were not
appreciably different in ultralinear
mode. The predominance of the third
harmonic is confirmed by the spectral
analysis shown in fig.9. At this high
power level (35W, triode operation, 8
ohm tap into 8ohms), the third harmonic lies at -40dB (1%). Probably of
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Fig.6 Cary CAD-2805A V12, channel
separation (10dB/vertical div.,
R-L dashed).
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Fig.8 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
4 ohm tap, 1kHz waveform at 1.2W into
4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.9 Cagy CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
8ohm tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinevvave,
OC-1 kHz, at 35W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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panel to come on. Switch from Standby
to Operate and make sure all the output-tube filaments light up.
Then check each of the 12 red LEDs
behind the tubes; they should not be lit,
because you've turned the bias voltage
all the way down. (When the amp is
operating normally after bias is correctly
set, the red LEDs pop on to indicate that
the tubes arc conducting and you're
ready to play music.) After you've
watched the output-tube filaments light
up, grab abeer (or aV8!) and wait about
five minutes for the tubes to warm.
Then take aflat-blade screwdriver and
slowly advance the bias pot clockwise
until the red LEDs begin lighting up.

"When you have reached equal brilliance on each tube's LED, stop any further adjustment," the manual instructs.
You can then back it off slightly and do
it again so that all the LEDs just light up.
"DO NOT ADVANCE BEYOND
THIS POINT!!!!!!!!!!!" (I swear, that's
how many exclamation points are used
in the manual.) Then do the same for
the other channel, if necessary.
Congratulations, pilgrim — you've
just brought your amp into proper operating bias. A more exacting method
involves inserting avoltmeter set to read
out in DC milliamps into the 1
/"bias
4
jack with the supplied adapter, lighting
up those red LEDs, then fine-tuning

each channel for 275-300mA of DC
current. Manual: "Please, please, remember this is aDC current reading
and not DC voltage!" Okay, okay, Dennis —don't bunch your shorts about it!
It's pretty clever, actually; the red
LEDs can also be used to troubleshoot
the amplifier if you start blowing the
0.5A tube fuses. If one blows, it indicates excess current draw in class-AB
ultralinear operation or adefective output tube. To check which tube it is, take
agander at the red LEDs. If one of them
is dark, that's the tube that's NG. Or if
you turn down the bias pot on one
channel and one LED stays lit long after
the others have gone off, that also

Measurements

subjective significance is the wellcontrolled drop in the level of individual harmonics as they increase in
order. This was shown almost 25
years ago by Jean Hiraga to sound
musically natural.
This spectrum was taken from the
left channel; if you glance back to fig.7
you'll see that this channel was actually worse at the test frequency than the
right. Repeating the test with a1kHz
tone at the same power level (not
shown) resulted in identical levels of
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Fig.I0 Cary CAD-2805A VIZ ultralinear mode,
8ohm tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-I kHz, at 35W into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).

spectral components, revealing that
the difference in the channels' lowfrequency nonlinear behaviors was of
significance only at low power levels.
Switching the Cary to ultralinear
operation reduced the levels of distortion harmonics (fig.10), mainly
because this mode's 3.6dB-greater
voltage gain meant that the drive signal had to be backed off by the same
3.6dB to maintain the same output
power. However, while alittle lower
in absolute level, the harmonic spectrum is effectively identical in both
modes of output-stage operation.
Although the CAD-280SA's nonlinear transfer function produces levels
and orders of harmonic distortion that
may well be subjectively benign with
music signals, the high-frequency nonlinearity seen in fig.7 results in quite
high levels of intermodulation with
our torture test of equal amounts of
19kHz and 20kHz tones (fig.11). At
17W into 8ohms (triode operation, 8
ohm tap) — ameasured power level
just below visible clipping on the

•••eome

'scope with this stressful signal —the
1
kHz difference component reaches
-52dB (025%), while the higherorder components at 18kHz and
21kHz reach 0.5% in level, with other
spectral components apparent. Ultralinear operation at the same power
level (fig.12) made the situation worse.
It is possible that this behavior correlates with J-10's finding the Cary's high
frequencies to sound alittle "crispy."
Logistical problems involved with
having the computer-controlled resistive load Iuse with the Miller Audio
Research Amplifier Profiler software
updated, meant that Icouldn't perform my usual toneburst test of maximum output power on the Cary. However, on continuous tones with both
channels driven, the amplifier didn't
quite meet its specification, even with
the load matched to the output-transformer tap and at arelaxed 3% distortion definition of clipping. In triode
mode into 4ohms (fig.13), the 4ohm
tap reached 3% THD+N at 45W
(13.5dBW). While the available
1.000. co...11.0•01.1.1
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Fig.I3 Cary CAD-2805A V12, triode mode,
4ohm tap, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top
at 10W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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indicates adefective tube. "With amodest voltage of 365VDC on the output
tubes, adefective tube will be arare
occurrence. Tubes should last upwards
of five or more years in your new V12
amplifier," informs the manual.
But Murphy's Law has yet to be
repealed, as Idiscovered when one of
the Ruby EL34s blew a fuse. That
brought the whole channel down,
heralded by aslight but ominous popping noise through the speakers. I
replaced the fuse, but the new one blew
only afew hours later. Irealized that the
problem wasn't an anomaly and went
through the above routine: fiddled the
bias pot on the right channel, found the

power did increase in ultralinear
mode (fig.14), this was still below
specification at 92W (16.6dBW).
It should be noted, however, that
the measured powers are only
half adB or less than the rated
power, which is not really much
to get concerned about.
Cary's CAD-280SA V12 performed quite well on the test
bench; its squarewave responses
were particularly excellent. However, Iwas concerned by the
highish levels of HF intermodulation and the very high source
impedances, particularly in ultralinear mode. Unless you really
need the extra 3dB of dynamic
range you get from ultralinear
operation compared with triode,
and the extra 3dB you also get
from the amplifier's 8ohm tap
compared with the 4 ohm tap,
my advice is to use the CAD280SA in triode mode with the
speakers hooked up to its 4ohm
outputs.
—John Atkinson
Sege.1. Con MI teurre • air
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Fig.14 Cary CAD-280SA V12, ultralinear mode,
4 ohm tap, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top
at 10W): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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bad tube, and replaced amatched pair
that had come with the amp. After rebiasings to 275mA, Inever had another
pop or burp of trouble.
It's no big deal to rebias the V12. In
fact, afew days after delivery, Ichecked
both channels, and while they closely
matched each other, they were alittle
low at 263mA. Iupped both sides to
the recommended 275mA and lived
happily ever after.
Pedal to the metal
Istarted with Analogue Productions'
reissue of Duke Ellington's This One'sfor
Blanton (CAP-J015), alimited-edition
24k gold CD from Chad Kassem at
Acoustic Sounds. The piano sound was
excellent, the Duke's instrument less
tinkly-sounding via the Cary CAD280SA V12 than I've experienced
through some solid-state amps, although
it was still abit on that side of things. Ray
Brown's bass was wonderfully rich, full,
and deep, and the soundstage was enormous and encompassing — way outside
the speakers in amost enjoyable way.
The V12 seemed fast, the timing of
Brown's bass working hand in hand with
the sharpish tone of Duke's piano —
musically very appropriate. The presentation on "Things Ain't What They
Used to Be" was to die for, the timing
interactions of Ellington and Brown so
evident, the sound so lovely and luminous, without ever becoming in any way
euphonized in the negative tube sense.
The music was just there, laid out before
me to enjoy and relish, round and fleshly, palpable and detailed.
"Sophisticated Lady" leads with aRay
Brown solo that Imentioned in my
review of the Lamm Industries L2 preamplifier in the May 2001 issue — it's
one of the greatest acoustic bass solos
I've ever heard. Brown's fingerwork was
so well explicated, the tonal balance so
superb and enjoyable, that Ifound it
hard to criticize the sound in any way. I
had to keep pinching my ass to remind
myself that the fullness, power, and
depth Iwas hearing in the bass were
courtesy of apaltry 50W! Notes: "The
air and ambience are as good as it gets,
the Lamm L2 abeautiful match with
the Cary." Swingin', baby!
Take "Roots," from Count Basie and
Oscar Peterson's Satch and Josh... Again
(Pablo OJCD-960-2), but don't take it
too far —I'd dearly miss it and would
have to kill you! k's just aplain ol' OJC
of aclassic Pablo produced by Norman
Granz, with Basie and Peterson on
pianos, John Heard on bass, and the
great Louis Bellson on drums. It was

CAD-280SA

VI 2

recorded in 1977 by engineer Val
Valentin and remastered in '98 by Joe
Tarantino at Fantasy Studios, Berkeley.
There's no way to be more drenched in
bluesy, locked-in-time jazz than kicicin'
back, firin' up the V12 and afine preamp, and playin' this CD. The music is
sublime; Ican't imagine how much
better it could possibly get. The cushiness, tonal color, and fullness to the
sound were entirely soul-satisfying.

Ihad to keep pinching
my ass to remind myself
that the fullness, power,
and depth Iwas hearing
in the bass were courtesy
of apaltry 50W!
Peterson is perfectly linked to Basic's
brain, and through the CAD-280SA
V12 the timing seemed utterly natural
in an on time kinda way that really
reached me. And that midrange ... ouff,
just fabulous.
My head nodded uncontrollably as I
bent over my laptop. Around 2:50 into
"Red Wagon," Benson starts ariff on his
cymbals, and the way the V12 shimmered out the sound into the containing ambience of the soundstage was
simply incredible — and put an end to
any lingering doubts Imight have had
that tubes can't be extended on top,
especially given the pedigree of the
lovingly handbuilt Lamm L2.
The profoundly wonderful delicacy
so readily apparent in "Lester Leaps In,"
also from Satch and Josh... Again,
reminds me so much of the great piano
duet in "Rent Party," from Basie and
Peterson's great XRCD The Timekeepers
(JVCXR-0206-2). "Lester Leaps" is
obviously an homage to Lester Young;
the warmth and loveliness of it all are
inescapable. The bass sound was abit
lighter here, but only because the
instrument is being played with
restraint—the Cary V12 was excellent at
retrieving those small shifts in volume
and microdynamics that, along with the
big shifts, yield avery involving, fullrange picture of the music. Notes: "A
cheerfully full tonal palette, the sustains
are lovely, the timing spot on, with an
airy soundstage draped over avery deep
and colorful image. The V12 is a
real nuance-grabber, and the speakers
completely disappear."
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For mellowness personified, try
Bean Bags, with Milt Jackson and
Coleman Hawkins (Koch Jazz KOCCD-8530), originally released in 1959
on Atlantic with Tommy Flanagan on
piano, Kenny Burrell on guitar, Eddie
Jones on bass, and Connie Kay on
drums. This HDCD recording has
early Atlantic sound — very left-right,
not much information in the center —
but it's the tonal qualities that count...
and count... and count. Notes: "Milt's
vibes are utterly vibrant and captivating, anicely turned-out piano sound,
and Coleman sounds fabulous on his
tenor sax —reflective and introverted,
yet at the same time connected to the
other players and to me! A superb musical experience."
The CAD-280SA V12 seemed made
for this sort of small-ensemble recording, whether jazz or classical. But Iwon-

dered what might happen if Icranked it
up. Staying in the same groove (as if I
could leave it even if I'd wanted to!), I
grabbed another Fantasy OJC, Duke
Ellington and his Orchestra featuring Paul
Gonsalves (OJCCD-632-2), and ...like,
hey, hep cat, just line yourself up on "CJam Blues." Ijust knew that Ellington
was gonna sound snappier, that the
trumpets were gonna soar, that it was
going to be more dynamic. Indeed,
the V12 tracked along quite nicely,
musically right there, even with only
50W on tap in triode: zip, speed, timing, air, space, great bass, wonderful
midi, even if this particular OJC sounded slightly thinner in the highs than the
above-mentioned recordings. But hey,
you want the V12 to give it to you
"Straight, No Chaser." "Take the 'A'
Train" was lovely, "gushing with music,"
Iseem to have scribbled. If Iplayed the

Setup Notes
placed a pair of Signal Guard
Iclosed-cell foam stands, one right
behind the other, on the floor
behind the hulking Forsell Statement amp and dropped the Cary
Audio CAD-280SA V12 directly
onto them without using any footers. The Signal Guards are very
good at taking a"set" from heavy
components sitting on them for a
few hours, and proved excellent at
isolating the Cary, especially given
tubes' inherent tendency to
microphony. Ididn't tweak the amp
in any other way.
Nor did Iintroduce the V12 to
the Mark Levinson No.32 Reference preamplifier. Although I'm
sure that would have been agreat
combo, in my view, the typical
Levinson owner is a solid-state
kinda guy or gal who wouldn't go
anywhere near a tube amp like
this. The Cary V12 is for those
who take joy in occasionally poking a voltmeter into an amp's
innards to check the bias and
make sure their little honey is
happy and operating properly.
That's sure to be someone who's
tickled pink, as Iam, by the tinkly
sound of tubes cooling off after a
few hours' pleasurable listening.
Between the 12 output tubes
and that nice lump o' power
transformer, the V12 ran hot, hot,
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hot —it needs plenty of space
around it. Between listening sessions, Ileft it on in Standby mode
(10W power consumption).
The V12 loved the AudioQuest
Everest speaker cables, which Iran
on the 8ohm taps, as recommended
by Cary's Dennis Had. Itried the 4
ohm tap, but Had was right — 8
ohms did the trick. When using the
Lamm Industries L2 and the BAT
VK-50SE preamplifiers, Iused Synergistic Research Designer's Reference balanced interconnects, with
and without Active Shielding. When
running single-ended with the Conrad-Johnson 16LS preamp, Ifound
the best match to be Synergistic DR
with RCAs or Cardas Golden Reference. The Cardas proved atouch
darker than the Synergistic, but by
only ahair. All front-end components were wired up with Synergistic DR, Actively Shielded and otherwise; digital was run into aPS Audio
Power Plant with MultiWave at a
setting of SSS.
After switching around abit, Isettled on the PS Audio Lab Cable
power cord for the V12, but it was a
near thing with the Synergistic
Designer's Reference Master Couplers Squared2.Igot good results
with Coincident CST and Audience
PowerChord as well. —Jonathan Scull

amp really loud, Ihad to flip a few
switches and add a little ultralinear
oomph; otherwise, beyond a certain
point, the bass loosened up abit too
much. Where that point will lie will
depend largely on the impedance curve
and sensitivity of your speakers, of
course.
Triode mode was fine for 75-80%
of my listening through the JMIab
Utopias. On those occasions when I
wanted to scare the neighbors, rd go to
'/3 or all ultralinear, with an attendant
loss of some air and delicacy. It all
depended on the music and how deep I
wanted to push the loud pedal.
Regarding really deep bass, try track 2
of Peter Kruder's Peace Orchestra 1999
(G-CD 004), the CD with the BandAid on the cover and the title printed on
it —you can't miss it! The CAD-2805A
V12 sounded like ... aV12! Powerful,
capable, with good roadholding that
struck afine balance with this CD's
powerful deep bass. The V12 didn't
embarrass itself at all in niode, sounding
quite strong and deep; the soundstage
didn't collapse, and the highs didn't get
hysterical and hard when the bass
thrummed out.
But when K-10 wanted to party
hearty, Ihad to flip the Cary into ultralinear. Notes: "Wow! Okay, the
bass isn't the same deadly depthcharge-deep that makes you crap your
pants — like the barrel-chested Krell
350Mcs, or the fast, tight, scare-thehorses Linn IClimax, which makes me
wanna, er, yeah, klimax! The V12's bass,
even in ultralinear, is more round, full,
less in control — but hugely harmonic,
redolent with tonal color, in asomewhat less tightly sealed acoustic container than the big solid-state boys."
Track 2 of Peace Orchestra 1999 also
has amidrange to die for, even in ultralinear mode, but there was more light
from within in triode. Ultralinear
offered more of an external light, as if
projected upon astage, whereas triode's
lighting seemed to come from inside
the sound. Yes, the bass was certainly
more impressive in ultralinear, deeper
and tighter, but some ineffable quality
was lost when Iflicked the switches for
more power. In fact, ultralinear on the
$4k V12 sounded surprisingly similar to
the sound Iused to get from my cherished Jadis JA-200 monos, but with a
touch more forward presentation in the
soundstage. Istill had ahuge soundstage
—bigger, perhaps, in ultralinear, if not
as deep as triode, but certainly more
crisp. But running in triode was already
crisp when called for, so ultralinear
Stereophile, June 2001

Cary
became extra crispy. Again, whether you
like that or not is amatter of taste.
Sitting in my listening chair, Icast my
eyes down at the April issue of Classic
and Sports Car, which had arrived the day
before. It lay open to afeature comparing Maserati's classic Alfieri-designed
1957 3500GT with the new super-flash
3200GT. There was something familiar
about the comparison. Ultralinear is the
newer car, tight and capable and ultrafast when bombing the back roads;
triode is more like the older car, more
gran turismo. But with the CAD-280SA
V12, listening in either mode was, as
lucky bastard Richard Heseltine writes
about the Masers in C&SC, "sensory
overload played out on agrand scale."
Unlike some other mode-switching
tube amps I've tried in the past (and I
don't mean Vil), the Cary revealed no
schizoid-like personality disorder with
the change. It was the same amp either
way, while evincing the sonic differences I've described above. So simple.
So straightforward.
Like many dance trip-hop specials,
Peace Orchestra 1999 has alot of special
effects shimmering across its soundstage, and all of them were more finely
delineated in ultralinear mode — more
forward, and popping out of the heady
ambience. Try it; you might like it, if on
some CDs more than others. Even at
100Wpc, the juicy, 3-D, extremely palpable, wrap-yer-arms-around-it imaging that was so enjoyable and participatory was much in evidence on this
and other CDs. And that's part of the

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Forsell Air Force
One turntable/tonearm, van den
Hul Grasshopper IV GLA cartridge.
Digital: Accuphase DP-100 SACD
transport and DC-101 SACD
processor, Linn Sondek CD12 CD
player, dCS 972 and Purcell D/D
converters, dCS Elgar Plus D/A
processor.
Preamplification: Lamm L2, BAT
VK-50SE, Conrad-Johnson 16LS
preamplifiers; BAT VK-P10 phono
preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
350MC and Linn 'Climax Solo 500
monoblocks, Forsell Statement
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopia.
Cables: Interconnect: Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference with
Discrete and Active Shielding, Cardas Golden Reference. Speaker:
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no nuttin' except sublime, driving, headnoddin' musical communication.
The superiority of SACD in triode
was apparent even with big orchestral
works such as Leonard Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic's recording of Dvorák's "New World" symphony (Sony Classical 06393). Even
with the volume cranked, triode was
all Iever needed from the V12. Notes:
"Very satisfying, lots of meaty, beautiful
My highest
tonal colors, excellent dynamics, and,
recommendation for one
especially with the Lamm preamp,
fabulous extension on top, with those
cherry of astereo
shimmering counterpoint bells chiming in out of the layered and complex
tube amp.
mix of the soundstage."
Just after eight minutes into the
symphony's Allegro con fuoco are some
mighty big musical moments. But the
on tracks 8 and 4, where lurk male
sound was so sweet in triode, and the
vocals, Iwaddled my fanny over to the
dynamics and bass so fine through the
Cary and flipped the switches into triUtopias, that Ifelt no need to hustle my
ode. You can't have everything, they say.
bustle and switch to ultralinear. NeverNo, but you can have most of it, and
the V12 was pretty most—and all for a theless, when Idid flip the Cary into the
higher power mode, its presentation of
relatively modest $4k.
this recording was tighter, more gutsy —
some loss of air, but more precise imagA note on SACO overdrive
I'm not sure there's any finer way of ing. The midrange was so Lamm-like:
sweet yet extended, so clear and pelluenjoying SACDs than via the Lamm L2
cid yet full of detail and nuance —all of
and the Cary CAD-280SA V12 in
triode mode. Monk's Straight, No Chaser the Lamm's wonderfully positive as(Sony 64886) had me sitting with my pects extend to my description of the
V12 as well. Notes: "If this amp meabig mouth hanging open in appreciasures badly, I'll eat my shorts —well, my
tion. Somehow — Ihave no idea why
words, anyway. But I'm confident I
this should have been so, but have no
won't have to munch any raiment"
doubt that it was — SACD always
Listening to the last movement of
sounded better in triode mode. All was
revealed, with no loss, no compromise, Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto (Sony
Classical 06062) with Isaac Stern and
the Philadelphia Orchestra, Inoted:
"One hears every detail of Stern's
aggressive playing, even while beautifully integrated into the musical whole.
AudioQuest Everest, Cardas Golden
The string tone is superb! Again, I'm
Cross, TARA The One, XL0 The
overwhelmed by that Lamm-like sense
Limited, Synergistic Research Deof extension and ultimate sweetness."
signer's Reference, Linn K400. AC:
The palpable presence, the life, the joy
PS Audio Lab, Synergistic Research
of it all were beyond belief. And does
Designer's Reference Master Couthis piece ever move along under
plers2,Coincident CST, Audience
Maestro Stem: no lag, no waiting, check
PowerChord. Digital: XLO The
your bags and you're in the air!
Limited, RCA and AES/EBU.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Fire it up and let's go!
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
Iloved the Cary Audio CAD-280SA
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
V12 — and such a deal at $4000!
Plant with MultiWave upgrade,
At atenth the price of the huge Cary
AudioPrism Quiet Lines, Signal
CAD-1610SE monoblocks (reviewed
Guard platforms, Black Diamond
in the December 2000 issue), with
Racing shelves and cones, DH Labs
which Ihad to work mighty hard to
Cones and Squares, Nonlost Pulsar
get to sound their best in my system,
Points, Bright Star Air Mass and
the V12 came off as abargain of the
Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal amp
first order.
stand, equipment racks, cones, and
My highest recommendation for one
cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
cherry of astereo tube amp.
CI

high-end experience, I think — that
projection of the music right into your
lap, heart, and head.
Female vocals on Peace Orchestra were
round, palpable, sweet, airy, and present,
floating before me in alarge —nay, vast
soundstage, the kind that killer tubes do
better than practically anything else. But
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Recording engineers and audiophiles agree, this combination is a winner!

ACCESSORIES

"I'm stunned by their lowered noise floor impressive

The most tireless listening combination available in
headphones. This dynamic pair is equivalent to or

Lyra Stylus Performance Treatment melps keep

gains in perceived bass response and asense of air

your cartridge's stylus scrupulously clean.
SSPI =$44.99

and sparkle. The Sennheiser HO 600s are amust-

better than most cos* top-of-the line speakers."
- Recording engineer David Baker

audition product, even, dare Isuggest, amust-own.''
- Wes Philips of Stereophile

The Auras Media Isolation Bearing offers state-ofthe-art vibration isolation performance in arugged,
compact package.
SAURIOS MIB =5299.99 (set of three)

Musical Fidelity 8-CAN 02 Headphone Tube Amplifier is an improvement on their already-excellent headphone amp, the
X-CANS. This product now raises the standards of excellence in tube-based audio components. The X-CAN V2 brings
natural, neutral and spacious sound that is clear and not restrictive. The amp has the raw power adequate to drive any
r'
headphone load. This head amp provides accurate reflection. Your music will always sound just like your source be that
good or bad. This tube amp uses the same preamplifier circuit as Musical Fidelity's legendary NuVista preamp.
t
SMFXCAN =$269.99
wr

e.

instrument designed to measure the
actual downward force exerted by a
stylus on arecord over the range of 0.5 to 3.0 grams.
SSHURESFG-2 =$20.00

Sennheiser HD 600 Headphones The HD 600 is an audiophile-quality, open dynamic, hi-fi/professional stereo headphone.
The advanced diaphragm design eliminates standing waves in the diaphragm material. Features include lightweight aluminum
voice coils and high-quality open metal mesh earpiece covers. The headphone cable is adual-sided, detachable OFC
copper for very low noise and reinforced with Kevlar for durability. This package comes with amini jack plug plus a1/4
inch stereo jack plug adapter for use with full-size, hi-fi components. Class AStereophile rating
SHD600 =S350.00

-
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Big 8 Little Feet are the
standard by which other energyabsorbing feet are measured,

metal platter.
SREO MAT =$89 99

SBIG FEET -$68.99
SLFEET= $44.99

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES

¡tali

PT-94. Tonearm includes cable
derived from the Anaconda

The Van den Hul Polarity Checker measures voltage.
and comes with an instructional
sheet describing residual ground
current minimization procedure.
SFOL =$30.00

HW 17 Cleaning Machine
Fully automatic with auto-fluid
application and bidirectional rotation
Self-leveling suction tube arm.

00

Dust cover included. 22" wide, 8-high.
SVPI 17F =$949.00 (USA)
SVPI HW17/FE $1,040.00
(Eu ro. voltage)

VPI Strobe Disc calibrates accurate speed on turntables
SSTROBE =517 99
Rice paper sleeves back in stock!
VRP Record Sleeves provide ultimate protection.
SVRP-50 =S20 00 (50 sleeves)
SVRP -100 =$35.00 (100 sleeves)
SVRP -500 =$150.00 (500 sleeves)
Denon Audio Check provides the essential test

.
marvelous and magnificent ...a bargain al twice the price. - Stan Ricker. Mastering Engineer
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- Sam Tellig of Stereophile
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PH-1 Stereo Phono Preamplifier Designed by
Ron Sutherland with adjustable gain and load
settings to fit any cartridge.
SPHI =$1.200.00

II"! have heard nothing better at less than $4,000.
In fact it is up there with the best at any price."
- Larry Kay of Fi Magazine
TURNTABLES

First Impression Music Power Outlet
Model 880 High performance, wall-mounted.
aids in reducing electromagnetic interference
SOUTLET =$60 00

We also sell VPI turntables.

SVPI 16.5 =$500.00 (Euro.voltage)

C

your noise floor lower.
CCAPS =$35 99 (pack of 12)

record grooves.
SAO BRUSH =$15.00

HW 16.5 Cleaning Machine
Semi-automatic operation with high
torque turntable motor. Self-leveling

14.25 -deep. 9-high.
SVPI 16.5A =$42999 (USA)
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,
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Record Brush Over one million
polished carbon fibers gently

interconnect. Higher performance, remove particles of dirt from
upgraded appearance.
SPT 9. =$69499

suction arm with easily replaceable
suction tube. 15.5 -wide,

1(11111MM

Cardas Caps fit over unused Female jacks in
your stereo system. keeping RFI distortion out

IIP

'

SorboGel Record Mat greatly

Aesthetir Cartridge Demagnetizer keeps your
analog front end sounding its best
SABCD-I =$179 99

-

See our flyer for a wide selection of Audioquest music titles.

improves the sound of any
turntable with aglass or

Shure Stylus Tracking Force Gauge
is ahighly accurate beam balance

Other brands of turntables and cartridges also available.

Music Hall MMF-5 is atwo-speed, belt driven turntable It has aunique
two-plinth design with six rubber springs separating the bottom
platform from the top, giving the turntable an extra level of isolation.
SMMF-5 =$499 00

ZeroStat Gun produces static reduction for hours
without leaving polymer residue behind on record

surfaces. Equally effective in removing dust from
plastic dust covers Use of the ZeroStat gun prior
to playing arecord reduces "snap, crackle and
pop" from electronic discharge of surface charge buildup
SZEROSTAT =559 95
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Orbitrac 2features an updated, compact design

Lyra
Helikon
Cartridge
(.4mV
output)
is asingle piece body milled
from solid aluminum.
SHELIKON =$1,995.00

two lint-free cleaning pads. and anonskid
cleaning base.
SORBITRAC 2= $34.99

The VIL Book is essential reading
for audiophiles interested in vacuum
tube technology.
SBK 10 =$20.00
The LP Is Back contains everything the serious

Shure
015VxMR
(3.0 mV

Raga P3 with RB-300 Arm
The P3 has to be the ultimate budget
turntable. This turntable has been going for more than 20 years and
recently received acomplete redesign.
SREGA3 =$750.00

To order, or for aFREE catalog, call

.
,
gi,

including an attractive storage case. two 1oz.
spray bottles of Allsop cleaning solution, a
cleaning brush to revive the cleaning cloth pile,

CARTRIDGES

Music Hall MMF-2.1 is abelt-driven, two-speed turntable with a
high quality tone arm and aGoldring Elan cartridge mounted at the
factory. Atrue audiophile turntable at abudget price.
SMMF-2 =$299.00

signals for the turntable alignment, amust-have
disc for any analog turntable owner.
LP =ADEN 7001 =$35.00

output)
is one of the best performing
cartridges on the market.

LP music collector needs to know.
SBK AA49 =$7.95
•yf 'floe

SSHUREV15VXMR =$274.99

1-800-716-3553
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KeepTrak Keeps track of recordings, videos or
anything you want to catalog. Download afree
demo from www.acousticsounds.com
SKEEPTRAK =$59.95
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Myryad VDP 500
preamplifier-surround processor

I

n my February 2000 review of
Meridian's multi-talented, multichannel, multi-kilobuck Digital
Theatre system, Ifumed about the lack
of amedium for discrete multichannel
music. Even more loudly, Irailed against
the irresponsible mastering of many
Dolby Digital and DTS discs, which
place the listener in the middle of an
ensemble and swirl the voices around
his or her head with little concern for
musical or artistic coherence.
Now we are seeing the first offerings of SACD and DVD-Audio in discrete multichannel, as well as agrowing awareness of the need for realistic
acoustic perspectives for the appreciation of music. Although multichannel
speakers and amps can be much the
same as those for stereo, simply adding
anew player and afew speakers will
not get you to the Promised Land. The
central element in amultichannel system is apreamp-controller-processor
that, at the minimum, can provide
input switching and volume control
for two to eight channels. The VTL
2.5.1 preamp, used in my January 2001
Follow-Up on the Technics DVD-A10
player, does this. But you still will
want adecoder for DTS and Dolby
Digital sources, and it makes sense to
incorporate these functions into the
control center.
Myryad's sleek $2595 MDP 500 is
just such afull-fledged preamplifier-

Description: 7.1-channel digital preamplifier-processor. Modes: Dolby
Digital, DTS, Dolby "late night" compression, extensive bass management, Dolby Pro Logic, four synthesized surround modes, stereo, mono,
Cinema EQ. Inputs: nine analog
stereo (2V RMS sensitivity, adjustable,
17k ohm/100pF impedance), one
7.1-channel analog (1V RMS sensitivity, 17k ohm/100pF impedance), six
digital (four coax, two optical), six
video (all composite and S-video).
Outputs: one analog stereo Tape (2V
RMS, 500 ohms impedance), two
stereo Record (2V RMS, 60 ohms
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Myryad MDP 500 surround-sound controller

processor. It is best described in terms of
its inputs, its outputs, and what it does in
between. It has nine pairs of analog
stereo inputs and six digital inputs, for
PCM, UM, and AC-3. It has one 7.1channel analog audio output fed from its
processors and DACs, one digital output
for an external DAC or other device,
and three pairs of stereo analog recording outputs that are fed from analog
inputs. The MDP 500 currently uses a
Crystal Semiconductor CS 4226
A/D-D/A chip. This provides two
ADCs and six DACs—all 20bit/48kHz. The DACs are followed by
second-order low-pass filters (located on
the DSP module to keep any HF noise
localized) that supplement the on-chip
low-pass filters. The output amplifier

impedance), one 7.1-channel analog
(1V RMS, 60 ohms impedance), one
digital (optical), two video (composite, S-video), one S-video without
onscreen display. Control Ports: one
RS-232, two My-Link, three 12V DC
triggers. THD: 0.01% (stereo source),
0.003% (7.1-channel source). S/N
Ratio (A-weighted): 90dB (stereo
source), 95dB (7.1-channel source),
100dB (digital PCM source). Power
requirements: 100-240V, automatic
setting.
Dimensions: 17" (436mm) W by 3.7"
(95mm) H by 13.3" (341 mm) D.
Weight: 13.2 lbs (6kg).

uses Texas Instruments duel bi-FET opamps with digitally controlled step attenuators in their feedback loops. Thus, the
volume control and output stages arc
fully analog for all functions.
The MDP 500 also has what Myryad
calls a"7.1-channel" input. This purely
analog input bypasses all the digital sections and is fed directly to the analog
volume control and output stage. It is
intended for devices (such as presentgeneration SACD and DVD-A players)
that do not provide full-resolution digital outputs, for future multichannel
external sources, or, if you wish, for
patching through your analog sources
unscathed by digitization of any kind.
Thus, the MDP 500 and its welldesigned universal remote control are

Serial number of unit reviewed:
01413.
Price: $2595. Approximate number
of dealers: 40.
Manufacturer: Myryad Systems Ltd.,
2 Pipers Wood, Waterbury Drive,
Waterlooville, Hampshire P07 7XU,
UK. Tel: (44) (0)239 2265508.
Fax: (44) (0)239 2231407. Web:
vvvvvv.myryad.co.uk. US distributor:
Artech Electronics, Ltd., P.O. Box 455,
Williston, VT 05495. Tel: (514) 6316448. Fax: (514) 631-1212. Web:
www.artech-electronics.com.
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capable of handling nearly everything
that's out there today.I
And, of course, the MDP 500 has
video inputs and outputs. Although our
overriding concern at Stereophik is with
sound, we cannot ignore entirely the
1A major upgrade to the MDP 500 before the end of
this year will require the fitting of anew internal plugin 13SP module. Myryad intends that the module be
retrofittable into current production, and promises
that, once the new module is installed, future software
upgrades will be able to be made via the RS-232
interface port, which is currently usable only for control purposes. The upgrade will include 6.1- and 7.1channel processing to handle DTS-ES and 1313-EX
material, plus -all-round" 24-bit/96kHz ADCs and
DACs, as well as other software enhancements that
have yet to be announced.

encroachment of video sources and
functions into modern audio systems. In
fact, it has become nearly impossible to
set up and use the latest generation of
SACD and DVD players without a
video monitor. The MDP 500 itself
demands avideo monitor in order to
get the most out of it, even for purely
audio enjoyment. This sure ain't your
grandfather's preamp.
Button, button, who's got
the button?
The recent trend of fewer buttons and
knobs on front panels was almost exclusive to high-end stereo. However, while

the MDP 500 is as complex and talented as those humongous A/V receivers
that line the shelves at the big box
stores, its front panel is not crowded
with amultiplicity of knobs, pushbuttons, toggle switches, and LEDs.
The design is clean and unchallenging: A single recessed volume control is
centrally placed with acrisp blue vacuum fluorescent display just to its left. To
the knob's right are buttons for
up/down source select, and three more
for Tape Monitor, mode (Stereo, Mono,
Pro Logic, Natural, Concert, Club,
Party), Cinema EQ (removes excessive
brightness from movie soundtracks),

Measurements
Imeasured the Myryad MDP 500's
performance through all three
sets of inputs: digital, analog, and
multichannel analog. (The last are
the only ones fed to the outputs
without being digitized.) The input
impedance via both sets of analog
inputs was amoderate 16.7k ohms
at lkHz. The MDP 500's output
impedance was a low (good) 59
ohms at lkHz, rising slightly and
inconsequentially to 68 ohms at
20Hz and 61 ohms at 20kHz.
With the volume control set to "0"
and the A/D analog sensitivity set
to "-3," which is how Kal Rubinson
had used the unit, a1V input level
resulted in an output level of 711mV,
adrop of almost exactly 3dB. Via the
multichannel analog inputs, with the
volume control set to "0," there was
an inconsequential insertion loss of
025dB. Feeding the digital input with
data representing afull-scale lkHz
tone gave an analog output level
of 2.063V, again with the volume
control set to "0."
The frequency response via the
digital input is shown in fig.1 (top
traces): flat through the entire band,
with excellent low-frequency extension. With apre-emphasized signal
(lower traces), there is ahint of a
swayback in the mid-treble, but this
is again inconsequential. The top pair
of traces in fig2 show the Myryad's
frequency response taken through its
multichannel analog inputs. As is
appropriate for use with multichannel SACD and DVD-Audio players,
this extends well above the audioband, dropping to —3dB at almost
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200kHz. Via the regular analog
inputs (lower traces), however, the
response is curtailed at both ends of
the spectrum. In particular, the output drops like astone above 20kHz,
due to the comparatively restricted
bandwidth of the A/D circuitry,
which operates at 48IcHz.
Channel separation was good via
all inputs, at around 100dB in the
midband, though, as can be seen in
fig3, it rose somewhat with increasing frequency, more in the L—R direction than in the R—L direction.
The MDP 500's DIA converters
have only moderate resolution, as
illustrated in fig.4, which shows a
spectral analysis of the preamp's output as it decoded data representing a
dithered lkHz tone at —90dBFS, with
word lengths of both 16 and 24 bits.
The noise floor is higher than we usually see with the best CD playback
sections. In addition, the increase in
word length drops that noise floor
by only 1.5dB, and then only in the
treble. Crystal's "20-bit" specification
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Fig.2 Myryad MDP 500, frequency response
at 1V output of multichannel analog
input (top) and regular analog input
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Myryad MDP 500, channel separation
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Myryad MDP 500, digital input
frequency response at -12dBFS, without
emphasis (top) and with emphasis
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical die)

Flg.4 Myryad MDP 500, digital input,
1/3-octave spectrum of dithered IkHz
tone at -90dBFS, with noise and
spuriae, 16-bit (top) and 24-bit (bottom) data (right channel dashed).
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and the "7.1-channel" input (which
bypasses the digital processing). To the
extreme left is the Standby (power) button. That's it! If you plug your inputs
into the similarly named ones on the
back, you can operate the MDP 500 just
like aregular preamp and never crack
the manual.
Not bloody likely! First, stepping
through inputs rather than directly
selecting the one you want is apain.
Second, the clear and informative VFD
display is too small to read from more
than 5' away. Third, if you really want to
understand, configure, and control what
the MDP 500 is capable of, you'll be

for the DAC chip used in the MDP
500 is thus very optimistic.
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Fig.5 Myryad MDP 500, digital input,
1/3-octave spectrum of "digital black"
with noise and spuriae, 16-bit (top)
and 24-bit (bottom) data (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Myryad MDP 500, digital input.
departure from linearity, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).

using avideo monitor, and the placement of that monitor might not permit
easy viewing within arm's length of the
front panel.
Ifound that Ialmost never touched
or even looked at the MDP 500's faceplate. Its remote can do more, better
and easier, than the front-panel controls. For example, the remote has individual buttons for each input; single
touches evoke video screens full of
options and information.
Iplugged in my sources and output
devices — using some two dozen analog
and digital cables — then sat down on
the couch, put my feet up on the coffee

This disappointing measured performance can also be seen in fig.5, a
spectral analysis of the player's analog
output signal while it decoded 16- and
24-bit "digital black." A large increase
in energy appears above the audioband, due to the D/A converter's
delta-sigma topology. Given the
Myryad processor's need to use six
DACs compared with the two found
in aCD player, which will place price
constraints on the parts used, and that
KR liked the sound of the MDP 500's
digital input, Imight be making too
much of this —but Istill would like to
have seen higher resolution. Perhaps
the replacement DACs scheduled for
the product will offer this.
The DACs offer good linearity,
however, any level error remaining
below 2dB to below -103dBFS
(fig.6). Correlating with figs.4 and 5,
the noise floor in this graph is higher
than usual, and this results in anoisy
reproduction of an undithered 16-bit
waveform at -90.31dBFS (fig.7).
(With the better DACs, this waveform's three voltage levels can be
clearly seen.) The ADC's linearity
010.00.10 140041100...0.0.10. /1.0.11,10,01101100,01
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table, opened the instruction manual
and abeer, and entered the world of
multichannel setup.
The Price of Admission
In order to make optimum use of the
MDP 500 — or, indeed, of any multichannel system — there are several
setup procedures to perform.
First, you must associate the video
sources with the correct audio sources
(Source Setup), even though there are
some reasonable defaults. This process
also permits the user to adjust the input
sensitivity of the A/D converter for individual analog inputs. Note, however, that

error (not shown) was of the same
order as the DACs.
When an analog signal is digitized,
it is important that the ADC not be
driven into overload, which is why
the MDP 500's setup screens pay
attention to the sensitivity of the analog inputs. As Imentioned earlier, KR
had set these inputs to -3dB; fig.8
shows the percentage of THD+noise
in the Myryad's analog output plotted
against the analog input voltage. The
level of distortion drops steadily with
increasing input level until 325V is
reached, above which the THD rises
dramatically, indicating that the ADC
is in overload. However, Ican't think
of any consumer source components
with which the MDP 500 would be
used that would reach 325V. Even
with the sensitivity increased to "0,"
the overload point would be 2.3V —
just above the nominal maximum
CD output —meaning that the component's analog input headroom has
been sensibly arranged.
There is no such restriction on
input level via the multichannel analog inputs; fig.9 is asimilar graph plot-
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Fig.8 Myryad MDP 500, analog input, THD+N
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Fig.9 Myryad MDP 500, multichannel analog
input, TFID+N (%) vs input level (V).
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current MDP 500s cannot make afixed
video association for the "7.1" input This
is no great hardship; asingle button on
the remote toggles in that audio input
without affecting the video source.
Second, you must define the speakers
and their placements. Begin with
Speaker Setup, including bass management. From this menu, you tell the
Myryad how many speakers (left, center, right, right surround, left surround,
subwoofer) you have and whether they
are Small or Large. Bass frequencies
from channels with Small speakers can
be muted to the Large speakers or the
subwoofer (if any). This menu also lets

you set the upper crossover point for the
sub and the lower cutoff for the Small
speakers. 2 And there's an option for
duplicating the Large speakers' low-frequency information in the subwoofer
for more bass. (This can also be accomplished on the fly, from the remote.)
2This is acritical function. Many of today's systems,

stereo or multichannel, employ small left and right
speakers that require that the low frequencies in those
channels he routed to asubwoofer, else they will be
lost. MID-Audio and SACI )players, as arule, use the
subwoofer as aLow Frequency Effects (LFE) speaker
and not, as is assumed for
normal satellite/subwoofer system, for handling the low frequencies of
the left and right channels. In other words, such players lack bass management.

Next, you adjust the output level of
each channel in the speaker array (Level
Setup) by means of apink-noise—like
test signal that is switched among the
available channels.
Finally, using Delay Setup, you calculate and set the time delays for the
center and surround channels to compensate for each speaker's distance
from the listener. Only atape measure
is required for this. These speaker settings affect only those signals that pass
through the digital processing of the
MDP 500, not the signals from the "7.1"
inputs. As you'll see when Italk about
nniltichannel SACD and DVD-A,

Measurements
ring THD+N against input level for
these inputs. With the volume control at "0," the clipping point (defined
as 1% THD+N) is not reached until
an input level of 9V, and the distortion is 10 times lower than via the
regular analog inputs.
Via the digital input, the distortion
spectrum (fig.10) was very clean,
with only ashadow of second harmonic raising its head above the
—100dB level (0.001%). This graph
was taken into ahigh 100k ohm
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Fig.10Myryad MOP 500, digital input,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at OdBFS into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).

load; dropping the load to the torturous 600 ohms (fig.11) raised the
second harmonic to —80dB (0.01%),
with now the third harmonic
making an appearance at —90dB
(0.003%). Via the regular analog
inputs into 100k ohms (fig.12), even
at aslightly lower level, the second
hamionic lay at —80dB, which is presumably due to the A/D converter.
While intermodulation distortion via this same analog input was
very low in level (fig.13), the picture was not so good for digital
input signals. Fig.14 reveals that
actual intermodulation products are
vanishingly low in level (at least
into the 100k ohm load, the 600
ohm load introducing both firstand second-order components), but
the analog noise floor rises around
the fundamental 19kHz and 20kHz
tones. Assuming that this isn't a
function of some poorly implemented DSP, which seems unlikely, such behavior usually indicates
the presence of word-clock jitter.

To test for the presence of jitter, I
drive the device under test with an
unusual analytical signal developed by
Julian Dunn in the UK (fig.15). A
high-level sinewave is encoded at
exactly one quarter the sample rate,
which results in consecutive pairs of
identical samples either side of the
time line (indicated with red blobs).
The blue line represents the analog
waveform produced by these samples
after the analog signal output by the
DAC has been processed by the lowpass reconstruction filter, you can see
that it is indeed asinewave, despite
the apparent paucity of waveform
information encoded by the samples.
Not visible in this graph at the scale at
which it must be reproduced in the
magazine is the second signal component: a229Hz squarewave with an
amplitude of 1ISB. This is encoded
by all 16 bits switching on and off at
the 229Hz rate, which is very much
the worst case for the introduction of
word-clock jitter.
To detect jitter, the Miller Audio
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Fig.11 Myryad MOP 500, digital input,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at OdBFS into 600 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at 1V into 100k ohms (linear frequency
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Fig.13Myryad MOP 500, analog input, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 2V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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below, this is acritical problem.
Other setups are available: Tone
Controls (bass and treble settings that
affect all channels), Display Setup
(NTSC/PAL, how menus are displayed, composite/S-video, etc.), and
Trigger Setup (permits occurrence or
selection of events to control relay outputs). There is also an RS-232 input for
computer control, and My-Link input/output for daisy-chaining Myryad
components. Ileave these to the A/Vcommitted; Ifound no need to change
any of the default settings.
Setup was long and arduous; it was an
hour ffl before Icould get to the music.

Research Jitter Analyzer averages 64
high-resolution spectra of the device
under test's analog output signal
while it decodes the Dunn signal,
and searches the resultant FFT bins
for sideband pairs around the
11.025kHz fundamental. The
grayed-out trace in fig.16 shows a
typically good result on this test, in
this case the Musical Fidelity X24K D/A processor, which has both
alow noise floor and low levels of
jitter sidebands (251.5 picoseconds
peak-peak). By contrast, the MDP
500's jitter spectrum (solid trace)
has asignificantly higher level of
random noise with an unusual double-humped profile; and high levels
of data-related sidebands (red
numeric markers) and of sidebands
related harmonically to the AC
power-supply frequency of 60Hz
(brown and blue numeric markers).
The main data-related components
lie at ±229Hz (red "2") and contribute no less than 1832ps ofjitter.
This may look worse than it

Fig.14Myryad MDP 500, digital input. HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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And you thought stereo setup was tough!
But barely two weeks after the
MDP 500 went into service, it went
out. No noise, no flash — it just sat
there, ignoring the front-panel controls
and the remote. The good news was
that Myryad's distributor, Artech Electronics, will authorize dealers to make
an on-site swap for anew unit if any
MDP 500 fails in the first year. Thus,
real-world users won't have to have
their systems down for any significant
time. The second MDP worked, and
continues to work, flawlessly. (The second time around, setup took no longer
than 15 minutes.)

sounds. Remember that Kal Rubinson did prefer the sound of the
MDP 500's digital inputs to its digitized analog inputs, which "elevated it into an entirely glorious realm
of transparency and openness." But,

MDP

500

The MDP 500 performed all of its
complex functions with no software
errors, or any untoward noises from the
chassis or outputs. In fact, Isoon forgot
about the box entirely, as the remote and
onscreen menus personified it all. Iused
the Myryad as my preamp, controller,
and processor for audio and video.
Meat and Potatoes
For along time to come, most of my
listening will still be plain, ordinary
stereo—the vast majority of my library
and the music Iget over cable is in two
channels. The Myryad preamp-processor replaced the Meridian 203 preamp

again, Iwould have preferred not to
see such measured behavior.
-John Atkinson

Fig.15 Waveform of Dunn analytical signal, fundamental frequency 11.025kHz, sample rate
44.1kHz.

Fig.16Myryad MDP 500, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal, driven via 6'
S/PDIF datalink from PS Lambda transport (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at
229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out
trace is Musical Fidelity X-24K under identical circumstances.)
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and the MSB Link-DAC quite ably.
The general impression given by the
MDP 500 was one of clarity without
glare or brightness. With the California
Audio Lab CL-20's DVD-V player's
analog signals feeding the MDP 500's
regular analog inputs, the sound was significantly warmer and richer than with
the venerable Meridian, even though
the Myryad subjects these signals to
additional rounds of conversion from
analog to digital and back to analog.
However, the MDP 500 has another
card up its sleeve: It can also accept digital signals, bypassing its own A/D and
the CAL% DIA. This elevated it into an
entirely glorious realm of transparency
and openness. There was never aquestion in my mind that using the digital
inputs in the Myryad was preferable to
using the Link or the CL-20's own
DACs. Was this preference merely the
result of eliminating additional A/D
and D/A stages, or were the MDP 500's
DACs that good?
They were that good. Iconfirmed
this by using the "7.1"-channel analog
inputs, which bypass all digital processing in the MDP. When Ifed the CL-20
simultaneously to adigital input and
A/B'd them, it was atough choice between the CAUs 20-bit/96kHz DACs
and the MDP's 20/48 DACs. The CL20's DACs seemed to endow the low

end with abit more slam, but that was
noticeable on only afew discs. Conversely, going digital into the MDP 500
seemed to result in a quieter background and livelier dynamics. Sonically,
Icould live with either, but in practice
my preference was for adirect digital
feed with bass management and tone
controls. For plain old stereo from CDs
and DMX, the MDP 500 simply eliminates the need for external DACs,
unless you insist on jitter boxes or
upsampling. For 24/96 DADs, on the
other hand, you can realize afull-resolution signal only with the "7.1" inputs fed
by a24/96 DAC — at present, the digital input accepts no more than 20/48.
On the other hand, if you have an
SACD or DVD-A player, you can't
always expect afull-resolution signal
from the digital outputjack, and in some
cases you can expect nothing. For example, the Philips SACD1000 player (see
my Follow-Up in this issue) provides no
PCM audio from its digital jack. With
such aplayer, you must use its analog outputs. However, it's not obvious whether
you should choose the MDP 500's regular analog inputs (which are digitally
processed) or its "7.1" input. In the former case, bass management is accomplished by the Myryad; in the latter, by
the player. Unfortunately, most players'
bass-management facilities are mediocre

Associated Equipment

T his

review was the first full
• Equipment Report conducted in
my alternate listening space, aroom
16' square with an 8' ceiling. These
are terrible proportions — all the
dimensions support the same standing-wave frequencies. Ineeded to
install lots of damping —heavy velvet drapes on three windows, alarge
overstuffed sofa, an area rug — before the room became tolerable.
The main stereo speakers, Paradigm Reference Studio/60s, flank a
library table bearing a27" television,
the speakers farther forward of the
table. The center speaker, aParadigm Reference Studio/CC, sits on
the television. The Paradigm Reference Studio/20 surrounds are set in
the rear corners at 45°, and sit high
on Standesign BB75AH stands. My
listening position is on the sofa,
against the back wall; the Paradigm
Reference Servo-15/X-30 powered
subwoofer is just to the sofa's left.
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A Target equipment stand in the
left front corner of the room holds
the source components: the Myryad
MDP 500, aTechnics SH-AC500D
DTS/Dolby Digital decoder, and a
Bryston 9B-ST-THX power amp.
Source components were aPhilips
SACD1000 multichannel SACD
player, aTechnics DVD-A10 DVDAudio player, and aCalifornia Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD-V player. Most of
the interconnects were Goertz
MicroPurl copper coax, except for
the AudioStream A-400 cable that
came with the Paradigm Servo-15.
The Paradigm Studio/60s and Studio/CC were connected to the
Bryston with 12' lengths of Goertz
MI-2 copper, the Studio/20s with
35' runs of Monster Cable SuperFlat
Mini along the room's left and rear
sides. The coffee table in front of the
sofa grows more remote controls by
the week.
—Kalman Rubinson

at best, and not available at all with the
MDP's "7.1" inputs, which bypass digital
processing. My advice is to use the "7.1"
inputs for stereo only if you have two
full-range front speakers —as, of course,
you should. Otherwise, let the MDP
500 manage the bass and make available
other processing modes. This silly situation is foisted on us by the lack of auseful digital output from DVD-A and
SACD players.
DIS, AC-3, and all that jazz
The Myryad MDP 500 is capable of
decoding amultichannel signal from
DTS and Dolby Digital sources, and did
so quite ably for me. Again, the issue of
bass management will be the primary
determinant of whether or not to use
the digital or the "7.1" input; for the reasons cited above, Igenerally preferred
the digital input. With DTS or Dolby
Digital CDs and DVDs, the Myryad's
decoding was stable and clean. It also
offered consistent power and warmth
from all the players Itried (CAL CL-20,
Philips SACD1000, Technics DVDA10), even though each of these had
more "personality" when fed to the
MDP's "7.1" input via their own processors and DACs. Perhaps it's the same as
with regular CD transports and DACs:
the DACs usually vary, affecting the
sound more than do the transports.
I've played the DVD of Roy Orbison's A Black and White Night (Image
ID88260BDVD) alot lately. Both the
DTS and Dolby Digital soundtracks
are excellent, despite the placement of
some voices and instruments in the
rear and acouple of left/right anomalies between what is heard and what is
seen. But because Irarely pay much
attention to the screen, the latter is of
no consequence. What's great is the
exciting and infectious presence of
Orbison and his all-star group in arealistic club setting. Igot the impression
of more subtle detail and space with
DTS than with Dolby Digital, but both
were more dynamic and less brash
using the MDP's decoding than, say,
the decoders in the DVD-A10.
Ialso sampled the MDP's capabilities
for Dolby Pro Logic and other surround
synthesis modes. In addition to stereo
and mono, these include Natural, Concert, Club, and Party. The best Ican say
about the last four choices is that it was
clear why they were so named. Having
had that epiphany, Ifound no reason to
invoke them again.
With good stereo sources, center fill
was usually better with the MDP in
plain stereo than in any of the music
Stereophile, June 2001

Myryad
modes that actually produce sound in
the center channel! Pro Logic, on the
other hand, worked as it should. With
appropriate sources — mostly movies,
but also some of Delos's classical CDs —
the MDP created a rich, expansive
soundfield, at the unsurprising price of
some blurring of detail. The tradeoff,
almost always agood one, is easily reversible —you can decide in the heat of
the mood and moment.
Because Iam now treading dangerously close to the murky waters of
home theater, Imust add that the
MDP's video processing, at least for
composite signals, was entirely transparent. The instructions for the Technics
DVD-A10, for example, strongly advise
connecting it directly to the main monitor, thus bypassing any video processors
or switchers. That was inconvenient
with five video sources, and unnecessary — the MDP's display of menus and
setups (and of real video sources!) was as
crisp as any Ihave seen.
The Main Course
Using the multichannel Philips
SACD1000 SACD player and the Technics DVD-A10 DVD-Audio player, the
Myryad MDP 500 served as the controller for discrete 4-, 5-, and 6-channel
music. But there's some bad news. First,
lacking multichannel digital output,
both players demand that you use their
analog outputs for multichannel discs.
Second, neither player has any useful
bass management through those analog
outputs, demanding that you have
wide-range (Large) speakers in all channels. Third, because you have to use the
Myryad's "7.1-channel" analog input,
the MDP 500's bass management is
ineffective. Fortunately, my test system
has full-range speakers in all channels
(except the subwoofer, of course).
Oh boy! This was what I'd been
waiting for ever since Iglimpsed multichannel nirvana through the big
Meridian system. For one thing, the
constraining acoustics of my semicubical listening room faded away to
near inconsequence — the ambience
imposed by the multiple signal sources
just overpowered the room's signature
sound. For another, there was the
"buzz" of feeling present at amusical
event rather than being outside it,
looking in. As I've found for some
time, the majority of multichannel
recordings are unnaturally and unaesthetically mixed, but many of the new
DVD-Audio and SACD multichannel
discs have been balanced and mastered
with taste and reason.
Stereophile, June 2001

Perhaps the greatest test for amultichannel recording is asolo instrument
in alarge room. Joan Rowland's lovely
DVD-A of Debussy's Preludes (Surrounded By SBE 1002-9) at first presented the impression of alarge, resonant instrument (a Hamburg Steinway)
with superb clarity and detail. When I
forced myself to listen to the sound and
not the music, Ibegan to hear the
reverberation and decay of a space
much larger than my listening room.
Soon, the transport was complete — I
was no longer at home but in asmall
hall, engrossed in the music, sitting
20-25' from the piano but still in the
front half of the hall. Was it more satisfying than two-channel stereo? Definitely. Is it necessary? Not yet — but I
suspect that very soon we'll be expecting this sort of ambient re-creation as a
matter of course.
Having damned most of the demo
discs that come with the new multichannel players for their egregious
effects, their irrelevant music, or both,
Ifound the SACD demo of alive concert by the Budapest Festival Orchestra under Ivan Fischer (supplied with
the Philips player) a delight from
beginning to nearly the end. Beginning with Dvorák and continuing
through Bartók's Romanian Folk
Dances, then works by Kodály and
Liszt, Sarasate's Zigeunerweisen, Ravel's
Bolero (didn't care for this one), and
ending with some Johann Strauss
polkas, this disc offers ample evidence
of how agood multichannel recording
can envelop alistener in the event.
Was it the natural ambience of the
hall, the feeling of sharing the experience with others in the audience, or
the thrill of hearing amore believable
re-creation of amusical event than I
thought could happen in my own
listening room? Who cares? A little
wine and cheese was all that was needed to sweep me into this Pops concert.
It wasn't all roses. Icompared the
demo SACD's Bartók selection with the
same performers' two-channel recording (Philips 454 430-2) and found
things to like in each. Granted, these are
different performances done under vastly different conditions, even though the
same personnel performed in the same
hall. Ifound the CD flatter in perspective but more finely detailed, and much
more suitable for careful, serious listening and contemplation. The multichannel SACD was livelier, with richer, more
natural bass, and the sort of perspective
I'd enjoy at areal concert. Indeed, Ifelt a
part of the performance throughout.

MDP

500

The critical issue, for me, was that I
could not separate myself from the
SACD version of the event, and that
made it simultaneously seductive and
relentless, imposing adegree of involvement that was at times uncomfortable.
On the other hand, such an experience of being transported to another
place is exactly what is required with still
larger pieces of music. Iauditioned a
multichannel DVD-A of Mahler's Symphony 2(Teldec 4509-94545-9), conducted by one of my least favorite conductors, Zubin Mehta. Although the
performance was somewhat better than
my admittedly low expectations, the
sonic presentation was just what the
music demanded, and made this merely
competent performance well worth my
time. I've heard the "Resurrection"
many times — in concert, at home, and
on demo systems capable of awesome
dynamics —but my unassuming multichannel system scaled up the music to
life-size proportions in away that the
bi li
lest two-channel systems never have.
(Okay — two-channel systems once or
twice rivaled multichannel, but that was
in ballroom-sized spaces where the local
acoustics made amajor contribution.)
Even more amazing was the exquisite
detail, apparent primarily in the softer
portions. It revealed so much of Mahler's
brilliant orchestration and subtle voicing
that the experience was more like that at
alive performance and less like arecording. The Myryad's contribution to all of
this? Nothing other than precise volume
control. As far as Icould tell, the "7.1"
throughput was completely transparent.
Conclusions
As you can glean from all I've said, I
found little to criticize about the
Myryad MDP 500's performance. It's a
bang-up multichannel preamp-processor with all the digital and analog inputs
and modes needed for almost any audio
and/or video source out there. (DolbyEX and LYTS-ES capabilities are in the
works; switching for component/progressive-scan video requires other hardware.) The MDP 500 performed all
these tasks with grace and style, and the
audio and video produced were firstrate. In addition, purists can use the
bypass capability of the "7.1-channel"
input/output, which is the equal of the
highest-quality analog components.
If you've never set up amultichannel
system, you might find your first experience alittle daunting. But the Myryad
MDP 500 should more than satisfy; if
your experience is anything like mine, it
will gratify.
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Toshiba SD-9200
DVD-Audio/Video player

Toshiba SD-9200 DVD-Audio player

F

rom the vantage point of adevout
music lover, two-channel audio is
more satisfying and more inclusive than ever these days. In terms of
resolution, clarity, linearity, transparency, soundstaging, frequency extension,
and sheer perfonnance value, aspiring
audiophiles have never had it so good.
Still, in the context of all the new
emerging technologies, old-fashioned
stereo is sometimes alonely place to be.
For all the enthusiasm with which many
of us anticipated the rollout of advanced
new hi-rez digital technologies, the initial push seems aimed primarily at the
home-theater market, at least as far as
DVD-Audio is concerned. With each
succeeding generation of hardware and
software formats, the commercial
waters grow muddier. How many times
can you go to the consumer well and
ask them to accept yet another version
of new and improved — another wave
of the future — before they finally turn
off completely?
This leads me to wonder if the

Description:
Multichannel-output
DVD-Audio/Video player. Formats
read: CD, CD-R, CD-RW, Video CD,
DVD-Video, DVD-Audio. Outputs:
video, S-video, component video, bitstream/PCM, optical/coaxial, twochannel analog, 5.1-channel surround
analog. Frequency range/DVD linear
Sound: 48kHz sampling, 4Hz-22kHz;
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expected battle between the SACD and
DVD-Audio formats will rise to the
level of even asmall skirmish as far as
stereophiles are concerned. The issue is
not whether the new formats sound
better than our old friend, the 16bit/44.1kHz compact disc — as I've
documented in my "Quarter Notes"
columns of the past year, the few available SACD and DVD-Video/DAD
24/96 discs most certainly do. And yet,
as Jonathan Scull has suggested — and as
some of us heard at afascinating Nagra
demo at Stereophile's HI-FI '98 in Los
Angeles — there is tantalizing evidence
that, through the process of upsampling
ordinary CDs to 192kHz, music-lovers
can indeed enjoy many of the sonic benefits trumpeted by the new DSD and
PCM technologies without having to
ditch 20 years of software purchases.
What's in it for us?
The question is begged: In arollout of
new technologies more or less driven
by the expectations of the home-

96kHz sampling, 4Hz-44kHz; 192kHz
sampling, 4Hz-88kHz. Harmonic distortion: >0.0006%. Dynamic range:
<120dB. Signal/noise ratio: <120dB.
Dimensions: 16.75" (430mm) W by
4.6" (118mm) H by 12.25" (315mm)
D. Weight: 24 lbs (11kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
08CM1000036.

theater crowd, what's in it for us
music-lovers? With the introduction of
no-compromise audio gear aimed at
two-channel enthusiasts such as you
and I, proponents of SACD made the
case for their new digital format by
first enticing music-lovers with a
respectable rollout of two-channel
software before introducing their
multichannel hardware — such as the
cost-effective Philips SACD1000 I
auditioned in April, which plays CDs
and CD-Rs as well as the huge existing
inventory of DVD-V video discs.
Now, the first generation of DVD-A
players gets to make acase for their
technology as the one-size-fits-all solution for video enthusiasts and audiophiles alike. Still, there is a decided
paucity of software compared even to
the modest number of SACD releases,
while critical audio issues such as
watermarking remain unresolved and
threaten to undermine the capabilities
of DVD-A as a dedicated musicreproduction medium.

Price: 81999.99. Approximate number of dealers: Not disclosed. Warranty: 90 days parts 8, labor.
Manufacturer: Toshiba America Consumer Products, 82 Totowa Road,
Wayne, NJ 07470. Tel: (800) 6313811. Fax: (201) 628-0672. Web:
www.toshiba.com/tacp
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Toshiba
For the past few years, listeners who
have been using DVD-V mainly as an
audio format have been enjoying the
potential for 24/96 resolution in the
two-channel mode provided by Chesky
and Classic Records —so long as the
information is there on the disc and
their hardware is capable of reproducing that output — while enjoying
24/48 resolution in the surround
mode. The big difference with discrete
DVD-A is that there is no loss of information from data compression. So
while you could experience surround
sound from DVD-V players encoded in
DTS or Dolby Digital, with DVD-A
you have the potential for 24/192 resolution in two-channel mode or 24/96
in six channels, both with no lossy data
compression whatsoever.
So Iwas fascinated by the opportunity to check out the SD-9200, astate-

of-the-art DVD-Audio/Video player
from Toshiba. But given the quality
of this sleek, sexy, straightforward
performer, the attention Toshiba has
devoted to details under the hood, and
the SD-9200's DVD-A capability,
there exists apalpable appeal for audiophiles. My review examines its potential as apurveyor of two-channel pleasure; I'll leave it to one of my Stereophile
colleagues to comment on its surround-sound potential.
Toshiba has been one of the leading
lights in the development of DVD
technology. On the video side of the
SD-9200's ledger are such new features
as: Super C,olorStream PRO Progressive
Output, 3D-DNR Video Noise Reduction (designed to improve the realism
and resolution of color images), and a
10-bit/54MHz video D/A converter.
On the audio side, users will find the

SD-9200

SD-9200's high-mass, copper-shielded,
well-damped chassis significantly more
rugged and less resonant than those of
many DVD-V machines. The SD-9200
also boasts "performance-matched components" and "audiophile-grade polypropylene film capacitors" in the audio
signal path, which features an Advanced
Multi-Bit Delta Sigma DAC (from Analog Devices) as well as an Adaptive
Multi-Port Parallel DAC System to
"parallel-process" the L/R audio signals
three times for ultra-low distortion during two-channel operation. In addition,
the SD-9200 has built-in Dolby Digital
Decoding and HDCD processing.
The SD-9200's basic layout is simple
and elegant. In aconfiguration reminiscent of the old Lwcman Servo-Face components, the SD-9200's faceplate slides
down to reveal the front-mounted disc
tray, which recedes into the unit when

Measurements

The

Toshiba SD-9200's maximum
output level of 2.203V was
0.84dB higher than the CD standard's 2V, and the unit appeared to
invert signal polarity. Its output
impedance was afairly low 353 ohms
at lkHz and above, rising inconsequentially to 360 ohms in the low
bass. Error correction for CD playback was good, if not up to the standard Ihave found with some other
DVD players. The output didn't suffer from dropouts until track 31 on
the Pierre Verany Test CD, which has
lmm gaps in the data spiral.
The frequency response for CD
playback was flat within the audioband (fig.1), with no de-emphasis
error apparent with pre-emphasized
discs. The bass rolled off very slightly
early, but at -0.5dB at 10Hz, this will
probably have no subjective consequences. Channel separation (not
shown) was superb, at better than
120dB above 100Hz.
The two pairs of traces in fig2
show spectral analyses of the SD9200's output while it decoded 16-bit
CD data representing a dithered
lkHz tone at -90dBFS (top), and 24bit DVD-V data (also representing a
lkHz tone at -90dBFS), though I
suspect the latter is actually undithered. The increase in bit depth
results in an 18dB increase in dynamic range in the treble, sul.ilesting 19-
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bit resolution, which is excellent.
However, some low-level power-supply spuriae limit resolution in the
bass, with the left channel being
worse than the right.
A peak at 16kHz can also be seen
in both channels for DVD playback;
this is suspiciously close to aTV
monitor's line-scan frequency, and
may have resulted from noise being
picked up from the TV Iused to navigate the Chesky Test DVD's onscreen
menu. It was absent from the wideband spectral analysis Iperformed on
the Toshiba's output while it decoded
"digital black" from a CD (fig.3),
when the TV was turned off. However, the noise floor in this graph
seems improbably low for 16-bit
data; Isuspect that, to give the best
possible reading, the player turns off

its analog outputs when it detects this
unique signal. The only other test signal Ihad handy was adigital DC offset of 1LSB, which usually doesn't
turn off player outputs. However, this
gave an identical spectrum, su:4:esting that the SD-9200 turns itself off
with this signal also.

51•••••••
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Fig.2 Toshiba SD-9200, '4-octave spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (from top to bottom):
16-bit CD data, 24-bit DVD data (right
channel dashed).
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Fig.1 Toshiba SD-9200, frequency response at
-12dBFS, without emphasis (top) and
with emphasis (bottom). (Right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Toshiba SD-9200, ',octave spectrum of
"digital blade with noise and spuriae,
16-bit CD data (right channel dashed).
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the faceplate slides back up the front
panel. The display indicates Tide/Group,
Chapter/Track, Play mode, HDCD, disc
format, operating status and messages,
memory-random-repeat playback, angle
indicator, and time. To the far left is a
power button, to the right of the faceplate
the Open/Close, Skip, Pause, Stop, and
Play buttons; just above Open/Close
are the Video On and Direct Audio
indicators.
On the back panel, from left to right,
are: aset of component-video out jacks,
asingle composite video out jack, and
an S-video out jack; six 5.1-channel
surround analog audio outs, apair of
two-channel analog audio outs, and bitstream/PCM digital outs, on both optical and coaxial jacks.
Setup
Before Icould thoroughly road-test the

Toshiba SD-9200, Iwas required to
undergo an attitude adjustment. As a
devotee of the proscenium-arch effect, I
was frustrated by the necessity of
employing avideo monitor to execute

day come new complications. I've
always kept my TV and audio worlds
separate, but fortunately, my venerable
NEC 2070S 20" stereo receivermonitor has auseful array of audio and
video inputs. Ihooked it up to the SD9200 with a 12' S-video cable from
RadioShack. Alas, while Inow had
access to the SD-9200's setup menu, I
also had aground-loop hum, even with
my preamp's volume turned down.
The problem: When acable company
comes into your building, they're required
by law to put aground at the cable-box
entrance to the building. That ground is
what comes up through the cable
company's cable, whereas your stereo
system is plugged into the building's electricity, which is grounded through the
electrical boxes. However, the audio and
video system grounds are not at the same
electrical potential, which creates a

This new digital format
obliges two-channel music
lovers to plug it into
aTV just to use it.
even the most elemental aspects of
music-system setup. Here's anew digital format heralded as the last word in
high-resolution music reproduction, but
it obliges two-channel music lovers to
plug it into aTV just to use it. Curious.
Oh, well —with the dawn of anew

Measurements
However, linearity error with
500Hz CD data (fig.4) was very low,
down to well below -110dBFS, correlating with the low noise floor seen in
fig2. As aresult of the low noise and
excellent linearity, the Toshiba's reproduction of an undithered 1kHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS (fig.5) was
almost perfect, marred only by the

Tem. SD vago

MN

. Mel

negative-going halves of the waveform being very slightly smaller than
the positive-going.
The SD-9200's analog stage
seemed bombproof, a maximumlevel 50Hz tone resulting in just
0.0014% (-97dB) of second-harmonic
distortion (fig.6). This was taken into
the standard laboratory load of 100k
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Fig.4 Toshiba SD-9200, right-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Toshiba SD-9200, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-IkHz, at OdBFS into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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ohms. The only change when this
was dropped to aseverely low 600
ohms was the introduction of the
third harmonic (fig.7), but at -94dB
(0.002%) this will be subjectively
irrelevant. Levels of intermodulation
distortion, even into asimilarly low
1k ohm load (fig.8), were also extremely low.
Finally, as the Toshiba SD-9200 is
able to play CD-Rs, Icould test its
word-clock jitter rejection with the
Miller Audio Research Jitter Analyzer. The results were superb, with the
player offering just 152.3 picoseconds of peak-peak jitter, one of the
lowest figures I've measured. The
spectrum of the jitter (fig.9) was
much cleaner than I've found to be
usually the case with DVD players.
Other than data-related sidebands in
this graph (marked with red numeric
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Fig.5 Toshiba SD-9200, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit CD data.
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Fig.7 Toshiba SD-9200, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Toshiba SD-9200, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at OdBFS into lk ohm (linear
frequency scale).
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Toshiba
hum when they are joined with the video
interconnect. (For more information, see
past installments of Jonathan Scull's
"Fine Tunes" column in Stereophilt's online
archives, wwwstereophile.com.)
Magic
The solution was ahandy-dandy device
called the MAGIC Splitter. "MAGIC"
is short for Mondial Antenna Ground
Isolation Circuit, apatented design that
eliminates ground-induced noise and
hum from cable TV and outdoor antenna connections by breaking the ground
in the cable/antenna line prior to its
connection to the audio/video system,
with virtually no signal loss. The
MAGIC is built into adie-cast aluminum box with gold-plated F-type
connectors. Inside is a double-sided
glass-epoxy circuit board with more
than 30 surface-mounted components;

markers), the only other jitter sidebands lie at ±75Hz (green "2"),
which means they're related to the
subcode frame frequency, and at
±481Hz (purple "5"). In both cases,
they contribute much less than 70ps
to the total.
All in all, this is impressive measured performance. Too many DVD
players suffer from compromised
audio performance, due to the presence of so many disparate ultrasonic

and to prevent damage to your system at
its most vulnerable point, the MAGIC
also contains agas-discharge suppressor
to eliminate static-electricity buildup on
the cable line.
Another advantage of the MAGIC,
according to Paul Rosenberg of Mondial Designs, is that "it can improve
video signals by eliminating the voltage on the cable shield; it can reduce
hum-bars and background hash, thus
allowing a more three-dimensional
presentation." The MAGIC is available
in asingle-input version or atwo-out put version containing a militarygrade splitter and two MAGIC circuits
on the output. (The MAGIC Splitter
retails for $150; there is also aMAGIC
Box for $100; both are available
though all Aragon and Acurus dealers.
For more information, visit www.
mondialdesigns.com.)

clock signals floating around within
the chassis. Yet the Toshiba's analog
outputs are about as jitter- and distortion-free as you're likely to find,
even from an expensive high-end
CD player. The only thing that bugs
me about the SD-9200 is its need to
be hooked up to aTV in order to
navigate the DVD-A and DVD-V
menus to get the music playing
properly.
—John Atkinson

Fig.9 Toshiba SD-9200, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency
range, ±3.5kHz.
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SD-9200

System context
The hunt gone, Ibroke down the
system I'd used to evaluate the Philips
SACD1000 SACD player in April:
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature loudspeakers, Mesa Baron power amp, Blue
Circle Galatea preamp, Sony SCD777ES SACD player, and Monster Cable
Sigma Retro interconnects and speaker
cables. To evaluate the Toshiba SD9200 Ihooked up aMusical Fidelity
Nu-Vista preamp and Nu-Vista 300
power amp, aCalifornia Audio Labs
CL-20 24-bit/96kHz DVD/HDCD
player, Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference interconnects and Designer's
Reference2 AC Master Couplers, JPS
Labs Power AC Outlet Centers, and a
single run ofJPS Labs Superconductor 2
speaker cables. I also replaced the
stand-mounted RM7si's with aremarkable new pair of full-range three-way
speakers, also from Joseph Audio: the
RM33si Signatures, on which I'll report
in afuture issue.
Sound matters
After several weeks of listening, Ibegan
my final evaluations by A/B-ing the SD9200 against the CAL CL-20 with CDs
and HDCDs, then progressed to ashootout with DAD 24/96 DVD-Vs before
alighting in the brave new world
of DVD-Audio. Finally, for a rough
comparison of the merits of SACD and
DVD-A masters of the same recording, I
listened to atrack (the execrable scoobydoo-wah of Dave's True Story's "Dear
Miss Lucy") common to apair of compilation discs: An Introduction to SACD
(Cheslcy SACD204) and The DVD-Audio
Collection (Chesky/Pioneer HE726).
Jumping back and forth between the
SD-9200 DVD-A and the CAL CL-20
DVD-V with my sturdy 16/44.1 CD
reference, "Opalesque," from Ralph
Towner and Gary Peacock's A Closer
View (ECM 1602), Iwas struck by how
similar the sounds of the two units were
in terms of clarity, resolution, soundstage depth, lateral imaging, harmonic
detail, bass extension, midrange articulation, and transparency. The SD-9200
portrayed the nuances and dynamic
range of Peacock's bass in amanner
befitting a$2000 CD player, though I
thought the CL-20 excelled in its
retrieval of low-level ambient information — there was just alittle more of a
halo around Towner's nylon-string
guitar, and the overall presentation of
the CL-20 was slightly more forward,
which at first tended to make it sound
somehow fuller. However, over repeated listening, the SD-9200's more laid115

back presentation and smoother treble
reproduction proved just as inviting.
After switching to track 11 of Pierre
Boulez's resounding 1993 recording of
Stravinsky's Firebird (Chicago Symphony,
DG 437 850-2) to take in the varied
percussion transients (such as the massive bass-drum stroke at 1:58), Ithought
the SD-9200 did an admirable job of
tracking the reverb tail of the bass drum
as it receded into blackness, and of capturing the dynamic range and swelling
intensity of the orchestra. However,
compared to the CL-20, the depth of
the orchestral soundstage seemed slightly flattened, and the CAI:s portrayal of
ambient information seemed to convey
more of the spatial dimension of an
orchestra on a physical stage in a
palpable acoustical environment.
I turned to another standby, the
HDCD master of the title cut of guitarist Andy Summers' Green Chimneys:
The Music of Thelonious Monk (RCA
63472-2), which features some lovely
stereo guitar, immense bass transients,
and anice spatial spread to Peter Erskine's drum kit, with realistic bass-drum
strokes and sweetly articulated cymbals.
Again, as with the Stravinsky, while the
general outlines of the sound were very
close, there was amore open, dimensional character to the presentation of
the CL-20, which revealed itself in a
more holographic portrayal of the drum
kit across the lateral plane and acrisper
presence to the cymbals. Still, the CL20 can't play CD-Rs.
Moving along to DVD-Vs, Ichose a
favorite old 24/96 DAD, Louis Armstrong and Duke Ellington's Roulette
Sessions (Classic 1031); Jonathan Faralli's
24/96 DVD-V of Percussion XX (Arts
Audiophile 47558-6); and Jon Faddis's
DVD-V of Remembrances (Chesky
CHDV0176). My experiences paralleled
those in 16/44.1 mode: perhaps Iwas
taken in by some differences in the relative brightness of the CL-20; maybe the
CAL had aslightly hotter signal. In any
event, while the sonic signatures were
quite similar, Iheard more layering and
dimensional details with the CL-20
on "Duke's Place (C-Jam Blues)" in
the form of distinctions between instrumental images across the soundstage,
though Ithought Ipreferred the SD9200's portrayal of Louis's vocals:
smoother, with more sense of ease.
Percussion XX has no onscreen cues
or commands, and started up automatically in the Toshiba. Hans Werner
Henze's Prison Song, with its various subsonic sources, vocals, whistles, bells, and
tilling techniques, gives the listener a
116

sense of varied perspectives, near
and far. Both players did afine job of
resolving the complex acoustic cues and
varied dynamics, the Toshiba excelling
at fleshing out lateral details, the CL-20
seeming to portray more depth. On Jon
Faddis's lush, richly voiced orchestral
chart of Wayne Shorter's "Footprints,"
while the CL-20 was atouch better at
resolving inner details, the SD-9200

recordings. On the solo piano of track 5
(Debussy's Clair de Lune), Iwas enraptured by the textural intimacy and
enormous soundstage depth of the
two-channel 24/192 recording. It was
enormously involving and realistic, and
put me in mind of when, recently, Ilistened to my wife playing Bach on a9'
concert grand in aSteinway showroom.
The deep emotions Ifelt swimming
around in the complex layers of overtones and harmonics she was able to
My sense of
elicit...I thought this was agood example of the medium's potential for hiexpectation for
rez music reproduction.
the DVD A experience
However, on track 8of the sampler —
a24/192 two-channel version of an
in two-channel mode
analog master of some grim vocalist
doing "Sometimes I'm Happy" — Iwas
ranged from exhilaration
put off by the digital glare. The track
had been mastered hot, and revealed far
to consternation.
more of the recording's failings than I
needed to know. Track 2 is a20/96
five-channel recording of Aaron Copdid avery good job of sorting out the
land's Fanfarefor the Common Man. In the
complex interlacing of textures and of standard Analog 2ch. mode, the gain
centering Faddis's muted horn in the
and dynamics of this work, with its
mix like agood vocal.
enormous bass-dram whacks, didn't
Auditioning the new DVD-A discs,
seem convincingly loud enough — this
my sense of the Toshiba SD-9200 itself from an amp rated at 300W into 8
was generally positive, but my sense of ohms and putting out areal 40A of curexpectation for the DVD-A experience
rent. Something was obviously amiss,
in two-channel mode ranged from exbut Iwasn't sure what it was or what I
hilaration to consternation, for several
was listening to.
reasons: the limited number of recordHowever, when Iswitched the digiings, the relative quality of the music,
tal output to "PCM," the gain structure
and an intermittent sense of bewilderand dynamics now seemed commensument as to what Iwas actually listening
rate with my expectations of orchestral
to. This was based in some part on the
music, even though Iwas still listening
disparity Iexperienced between the
to the 2ch. analog outputs. Nothing was
playback of multichannel mixes and
forthcoming on the disc or in the mantwo-channel mixes. Let me explain.
ual to give me aclue. All Ican think of
In using my video monitor to estabis that when you switch the '9200's diglish the Toshiba's default audio output
ital output to "Bitstream," you then get
settings, what the owner's manual
adownsampled stereo mix from the
refers to as "Analog 2ch" is the choice
multichannel Dolby Digital tracks from
for connecting the SD-9200 to astanthe player's two-channel analog outdard stereo system via its analog audio
puts. Itherefore switched the Toshiba
jacks, while "Analog 6ch" is the obvious
into Analog 6ch. mode and switched
choice when connecting to an AIV
my interconnects to the left-right front
amplifier equipped with 5.1-channel
analog outputs, and guess what? The
audio inputs; likewise, "Bitstream" is
gain structure was commensurate with
the choice when hooking up to a that from the left-right stereo outputs
receiver or processor equipped with a with the digital output switched to
Dolby Digital, DTS, MPEG1, or "PCM." Case proved ...I think.
MPEG2 decoder, whereas "PCM" is
Ithen tried aDVD-A of the Doors'
for connection to aconventional twoLA. Woman (Elektra 62612-9), one of
channel digital/analog processor.
the few titles currently available at the
So Iwas taken aback when Ibegan
time of writing (February 2001). As you
referencing the Panasonic/Technics
work through the disc's setup menu,
DVD-A sampler disc (VFV0156) and you get aquirky little computer percusfound that the gain structure on tracks
sion ditty not unlike what you might
that had been created as five- or sixget when loading acomputer software
channel masters seemed out of sorts program. Why is this necessary? Then
with those done up as two-channel
there's apicture of the album cover, and
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after that amenu of choices: Surround
Playlist, Stereo Playlist, Video, Bio,
Credits. Don't, as Idid, fail to peruse
this, or the disc automatically goes into
its default Play mode, which is surround; Iwas not real adept at figuring
out the remote procedure to get back to
this menu using the Enter button, and
was greeted with atrack list to scroll

The Toshiba SD-9200
performed admirably,
and offered agood level
of audiophile two-channel
performance for the price.
through rather than simple numerical
track-by-track access.
Finally, however, I achieved my
goal: two-channel playback of "Riders
on the Storm." Whew. The DVD-A
stereo mix was indisputably more
holographic, extended, and dynamic
than the garden-variety CD, particularly in how it fleshed out and centered Jim Morrison's vocals in their
own acoustic space.
My experience of Natalie Merchant's
Ttgerlily DVD-A (Elektra 62570-9) was
different. The opening menu simply
listed tracks, offering no options for
choosing between stereo and multichannel, and pressing the Audio button
revealed that the disc was in 24/96
Analog 6ch. mode. Was the dowiunix
to stereo automatic? You got me. In any
event, the CD of Tigerlilyjust wiped the
floor with the DVD-A. The CD
version of her hit song "Wonder"
sounded like something arock'n'roll
fan would love: the drums had ataut,
palpable bottom and crisp, natural
attack, but sounded washed-out and
opaque on the DVD-A; the bass was
punchy, focused, and forceful on CD,
amorphous and tubby on DVD-A; and
while Merchant's chanting, Dylanesque
vocals were nicely centered on CD,
they tended to drift abit on DVD-A.
Just to be clear: Iam reacting to the
software here, not the hardware,
which had given as good as it got
on the two-channel 24/96 DADs.
Trouble is, who knows what you're
getting with DVD-A?
Conclusions
I'm not sure Ican draw many conclusions about DVD-A as amedium from
Stereophile, June 2001

this evaluation. The Toshiba SD-9200
performed admirably, and offered a
good level of audiophile two-channel
performance for the price; I trust
that what it offers in the way of multichannel panache might put it over
the top for some viewer-listeners, but
I'll have to leave that conclusion to
those colleagues of mine blessed with
true surround-sound setups. And
while the SD-9200 is ashade below
the long-discontinued California
Audio Labs CL-20 in terms of
absolute resolution on both 24/96
DADs and CDs, Inever felt shortchanged by its performance in
the many hours Ispent listening to it
as my primary source.
As for the efficacy of DVD-Audio
as a hi-rez two-channel audiophile
format, there were moments when I
thought Icould really hear its potential.
After A/B-ing the DVD-A and SACD
versions of Dave's True Story's "Dear
Miss Lucy," for example, the DVD-A
seemed warmer and deeper, the SACD
more open, transparent, and detailed —
which suggests that each format, when
fully fleshed out, has much to offer.
Still, it's hard to say for now how far
along DVD-A actually is.
But unlike SACD, it was hardly an
intuitive experience to navigate DVDA's varied disc menus and programs
and doodads. Ifound frustrating in the
extreme the format's apparent insistence on on-screen navigation and the
absence of front-panel or remote
features that might allow listeners to
simply default the hardware and
software so as to make things behave
like atwo-channel stereo system. The
rollout of DVD-A seems aimed at
something other than apure listening
experience, in my considered opinion.
Iheard enough that was compelling
in DVD-Audio to keep an open
mind, but the idea that anything you
might hear on aDVD-A (or SACD)
is automatically going to sound superior to aCD is suspect. Iagree with
Jonathan Scull that perhaps the bestsounding track on Beyond CD: The
Premiere DVD-Audio Sampler (Warner
Music Group A 600) is the Béla Fleck
bluegrass track, "Katmandu," which
is not 24/96 but 24/48. And it's interesting to hear how much information
an old analog mix can contain —
such as Emerson, Lake & Palmer's
"Lucky Man." What this suggests
is that the ancient values of goodroom,
good mikes, and good placement
are still crucial, regardless of recordind
format.
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Philips SACD1000 multichannel
bypassing the speaker/bass management in the pre/pro, so Iprefer using
SACD player
the digital output as the default for both
Even though digital audio was not my
DTS and AC-3. But, whatever your
beat at the 2001 CES —see the report
in the April and May issues — Ithought preference for AC-3, you must connect
both analog and digital links and switch
the announcement of the Philips
between them in order to use all the
SACD1000 was ahighlight. Here, for
capabilities of the SACD1000.
barely less than $2000, is an SACD
But that's not all! The SACD1000
player with audiophile trimmings and
does have facilities for speaker setup
multichannel output. While $2000 is
not quite the mass-market price
that Sony has promised for
such players in
the near future,
the SACD1000
was ready for
:
market. Now I
get my chance
with it, barely
cooled from its
LIMP
I
JJ
bouts in the
Philips SACD1000 multichannel SACD/DVD-V player
April issue with
Chip Stern and John Atkinson.
Chip advised me not to use
the analog L/R output jacks on the
lower part of the rear panel. The manThe SACD1000 does
ual shows these connected only to a
have facilities for
TV set, but that's too subtle. These
outputs are of significantly lower
speaker setup and bass
quality than the upper-tier outputs,
something made explicit in subsemanagement, but these
quent e-mail memos from Philips but
decidedly underemphasized in the
are effective only for audio
instruction manual.
More complaints? I've got alist. No
from DVD-Video.
current SACD or DVD-Audio player
will output high-resolution and/or
and bass management, but these are
multichannel digital signals. But the
effective only for audio from DVDSACD1000, unlike the Technics
(Dolby
Digital,
Digital
DVD-A10, will not output PCM of any Video
bit-rate from its digital jacks — not Surround, Dolby ProLogic, and a3DSound mode that simulates surround
even from standard CDs! The only
from two speakers). Because the
signals at those jacks are for DTS or
SACD1000's speaker and bass manageAC-3. Thus, no external high-quality
ment is ineffective on the analog
DAC or digital processing device can
outputs from all SACDs, you must
perform any upsampling, control tone
use full-range loudspeakers on all
or balance, or—most important for
channels. There's no way to tell the
multichannel use — manage the bass
SACD1000 to re-route bass signals
unless it redigitizes the analog signals.
from asmall loudspeaker into asubAnd how about those DTS and ACwoofer or to create aphantom center
3signals? DTS is digital out only since
the SACD1000 does not incorporate a channel.
Moreover, you'd better have asubDTS decoder.
woofer for the LFE (low-frequency
The SACD1000 will decode AC-3
effects) channel no matter how big and
and output it as high quality analog.
extended your main speakers arc —
However, internal decoding means
Stereophile, June 2001

there's no way to reroute the LFE
signals either! High-end speaker/bass
management in the analog domain is
rare (TMH is promising one derived
from their professional models), so
you're stuck between redigitizing or no
bass management at all. Well, Sony said
from the get-go that SACD was the
new high-end medium; you'd better
ante up with the rest of your system.
Okay. I've said my piece about
the annoyances and
problems imposed
by the SACD1000,
but nothing about
how I feel about
the sound.
Well, exactly the
opposite. Chip pretty well nailed the
SACD1000's twochannel performance
in his April 2001 cover story; Ivacillate
between the Philips and the California
Audio Labs CL-20 for "Red Book" CDs
and 24-bit/961cHz DADs. Via their analog outputs, both machines offer more
open and satisfying presentations than
the Technics DVD-A10. With DTS
and AC-3 programs, running the
SACD1000's digital output into the
Myryad MDP 500 preamp-processor
(reviewed elsewhere in this issue) was
very satisfying, but no more or less so
than with the DVD-A10 or the CL-20.
In other words, the SACD1000 was as
good a DVD transport for audio as
I've used.
Particularly revealing was the DVD
of NPR's piano GRAND! (Columbia
CVD 50230). Iwas introduced to this
entertaining homage to the piano at
Revel's CES demo and was thoroughly
enthralled by its quality of audio and
video. How could this be our old
friend Dolby Digital and not some fullbandwidth discrete medium? Ihave to
admit that it was not as stupendous at
home (27" Sony TV instead of HDTV
from a megabuck Madrigal Imaging
projector), but the video was surprisingly crisp. The audio, however, was
damn impressive, with extraordinarily
subtle balance and excellent but
unfussy soundstaging to correlate with
the visible images. However, while the
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SACD1000 played AC-3 and DTS
DVDs, it failed to recognize any of the
dozen or so DTS CDs Itried. Not a
big deal — these, like 24/96 DADs,
will probably not be important media
in the future.
Still, the more discs Iauditioned on
the SACD1000 via its analog outputs,
the more Iwas impressed with its tonal
and dynamic performance. First, I
played Gottschalles Grand Tarantelle and
A Night in the Tropics on CD (Vanguard
Classics OVC 4051), and the "Red
Book"-compatible layer from the
SACD version (Vanguard Classics VSD
500) on the DVD-A10. Icould easily
hear how remastering has made individual instruments more distinguishable
and cured the muddiness in the bass.
Although the old CD sounded even
better on the SACD1000, the differences between it and the SACD's highresolution DSD layer were even greater.
Gone was any hint of "blocking up" in
the climaxes, and the new sense of space
and venue was unmistakable.
Other two-channel SACDs, like
Telarc's remastering of Stravinsky's The
Firebird and excerpts from Borodin's
Prince Igor (SACD-60039), were equally
impressive. This was afavorite demo in
the late '70s, but the SACD1000
showed how far we've come. The intelligibility of the chorus on the SACD
was a revelation, and Telarc's famous
bass drum gained definition but lost
none of its weight.
The real big deal with the
SACD1000 was playing discrete multichannel SACDs. My thrilling experience of the Ivan Fischer/Budapest
Festival Orchestra concert demo
(described in my review of the Myryad
MDP 500) was, of course, courtesy of
the SACD1000. In all objective parameters, the sound was excellent: superb
balance and clarity, HF grainlessness,
heft and detail on the bottom, and an
open, airy presentation of the concert
hall. But more than that, it was emotionally involving despite the lightweight pops programming. Ifelt no
residual audible boundaries between
me and the performers, and, as Iclosed
my eyes, Icould picture the performance more vividly than Icould have
with any video or film. This, finally, is
the next-generation medium for music.
Having been so swept away, Iwas disappointed that the other multichannel
demo SACDs were technically impressive but aesthetic failures. Instruments and voices were often scattered around the room as if only to show
that it could be done. Consequently, I
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found it much more satisfying to listen to
two-channel SACDs, like the Florestan
Trio's performances of Fauré, Debussy,
and Ravel (Hyperion SACDA67114).
This disc, produced by Tony Faulkner
and Andrew Keener, who have been
responsible for many of my favorite
recordings, captures the richness and
detail of acoherent ensemble in areal
acoustic space. Ihunger for the arrival of
multichannel SACDs created with
similar taste and responsibility.

measurement of the acoustic speaker
output; that is, Iwould measure what a
listener would actually hear.
Iset up an omni microphone half a
meter in front of my usual listening
position. The output of the mike amp
was connected to a memory oscilloscope, an Agilent 54622A this time,
kindly lent (as before) by Agilent
Technologies Netherlands.
The two fragments Iused for my
measurements were selected from
Riccardo Muti's powerful performance
of Verdi's La Traviata (EMI CDCB
47538). Near the end of the second part
The more discs I
(Introduzione) of Act I, the Marchese
auditioned on the
sings "Dunque attendi" ("So, listen"),
whereupon the entire Philharmonia
SACD1000 via its
Orchestra, plus the whole of the
Ambrosian Opera Chorus, burst out in
analog outputs,
"Si, attendi al canTOR!" ("Yes, listen to
the
poet!"). The second syllable of
the more
"canTOR" is one of the loudest passages
on the CD, atrue: A bit later on the
Iwas impressed with
CD, still in Act I, is aduet with Alfredo
its tonal and dynamic
and Violetta (track 5); 1:24 into this
track, Renata Scotto (Violetta) hits a
performance.
high note pretty loudly.
All the graphs shown have a time
scale of 100ms/div., so the span of one
With the limited multichannel
screen is exactly one second. Iused the
program material available, one can
same three amplifiers as before — a
draw few conclusions about the respec- 25W transistor amplifier and two tube
tive performance advantages of SACD
models, one a4W push-pull triode deand DVD-Audio. Ican conclude, as I sign using EL84s, the other a9W 300Bhave before, that what determines how
based design — into a pair of Audio
musically satisfying arecording will be,
Note E loudspeakers, and cranked up
regardless of medium or number of the volume as high as it could go before
channels, is artistic skill and sensitivity. I Scotto's voice began to distort. (To be
can also conclude that audible differsure it wasn't my ears distorting, Iwore
ences between similarly specified playEtymotic Research earplugs, which give
ers still exist. Despite my grousing,
a 12dB noise reduction linearly across
I have to admit that the Philips
the audioband.)
SACD1000 sounded great on everyLet's take alook at the soprano first.
thing it played.
-Kalman Rubinson
Fig.1 is the 25W transistor amp (now
restored to its original 25W). It reaches
Tubes do something special
almost 42V peak-peak at the output of
In the September 2000 issue Iwrote an
the mike amp (vertical scale 10V/div.).
article about tube amplifiers sounding
Next, in fig2, is the 300B SE amp,
louder than transistor amps, given the
nominally some 10W but reaching over
same nominal RMS power output. The
46V p-p, leaving its 2.5-times-moremeasurements showed that the greater powerful solid-state cousin behind. The
perceived loudness was not asubjective
tiny 4W EL84/triode push-pull ampliphenomenon but objective fact.
fier managed almost 30V p-p (fig3),
However, the evidence produced was
meaning it came within throwing
based on experiments with a single
distance of the 25W solid-state amp at
recorded tambourine stroke, and the
only 3dB less loud, against anominal
measurement was apure electrical one.
power difference of 8dB. Both tube
Reflecting on the project, Ithought it amps showed some compression but
would be interesting to see if it also
didn't sound distorted. The transistor
worked with, for instance, a soprano
amp could not be pushed adB further,
voice and with massed instruments and
as it immediately started screaming!
singers. Idecided not to take avoltage
Next, the more demanding, widemeasurement on the loudspeaker input
range JJJ fragment of choir and orchesthis time, but a sound-pressure
tra: Ihad to reduce the gain of the mike
Stereophile, June 2001
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amp and readjust the 'scope to 2V/div.;
there is therefore no direct level relationship between figs. 1-3 and figs. 4-6.
This is perhaps regrettable in hindsighr,
however, Iwas not trying to record
absolute SPL levels, just making comparisons among the three amplifiers
using two different musical signals.
Fig.4 is the 25W solid-state amp
again, now generating 7.6V p-p at
the mike amp output. The 10W 300B
easily beats it at 113V p-p (fig.5), and
even the 4W EL84 amp excites the
microphone to just beyond the level
produced with the 25W solid-state
amp, at 8.1V p-p (fig.6).
Some might argue that these mea-

Fig.1

Fig.4

25W transistor amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers, soprano from
CD 1, track 5 of La Pavlof°.

r 0.005

Plc-Pk(

Fig.2

surements are based on instantaneous
peak levels, that the ear will apply some
form of integration, and that the integration time will probably even vary
with frequency. And then there are the
Fletcher-Munson curves. To evaluate all
that and implement it in ameasurement
setup would probably require the effort
needed to complete a thesis, so I
decided not to go into it.
The closest Icould do was to place
my Tandy (RadioShack) sound-level
meter next to the measuring microphone. Iplayed the fil part again and
noted 100dB SPL (C-weighted, fast
response) for the 300B, and 97-98dB
SPL for the 25W solid-state and the

):

46.3V

Freq(

25011,

100V

46.3V

JI

r 0.005

100V

25W transistor amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers, flf chorus and
orchestra from CD 1, track 2 of La Traviata.

Pk Pk(

Fig.5

10W 300B single-ended amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers,
soprano from CD 1, track 5 of La Traviata.

1.00V/

— Peter van %Villenswaard

firi— WPIMPIMIIPIIP.

Stop f

j Pk-Pk( j.):

4W EL84. This seemed to correspond
reasonably well with the peak-type
measurements. Perhaps an expert in
perception could comment as to which
of the two measurements, peak-peak
or averaged, is the closer approach to
what the ear registers as loudness.
One way or the other, my earlier
findings appear to hold truc when the
tambourine stroke is substituted by
more difficult stimuli, such as asoprano voice or choir and orchestra playing
and singing at j/r. The evidence is
somewhat less obvious than in the
former case, perhaps, but still quite
convincing. Tubes are louder.

Stop Sr- MS

):

II.25V

j Freq( j ):

r

ctoos

28.6Hr

ion/

j Pk Plc(

Step f 1 2.110ty

1).

II.25V

1

10W 300B single-ended amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers, fit'
chorus and orchestra from CD 1, track 2 of La Traviata.

1. 2.00V/

•àtr

): 2.94V
Fig.3

Freq( 1>

> 25011,

J

Pk-Pk( 1): 2.94V

4W EL84/triode push-pull amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers,
soprano from CD 1, track 5 of La Traviata.
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'
Pk-Pk(

1 ):

8.07V

1 Freq( 1):

9.3511,

j Pk-Pk( 1 ):

0.07v

Fig.6 4W EL84/triode push-pull amplifier plus Audio Note Espeakers, fff
chorus and orchestra from CD 1, track 2 of La Traviota.
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W

hat a difference a year can
make. Last year at South By
Southwest, the trade-show
portion of the now-venerable annual
music extravaganza was awash in dotcorns. Flush with cash and illusory
genius, they busied themselves giving
away everything from skullcaps to condoms (all with logos), and enthusing —
endlessly, it seemed —about how the
wondrous Web would transform our
drab lives into glorious rainbows of
instant gratification.
A mere year later — roughly the time
it took me to pack up my house and
move the better part of 3000 miles, all
without Internet assistance —the landscape-darkening herd of visionary dotcoms has thinned considerably. Many of
those left standing are now skeletons of
their former prosperous selves.
Still, a few hardy survived, and as
gleeful as Iam about the Dewey-BeatsTruman nature of the Web's stumble,
this Boom.Bust is only asetback, not a
death blow. Still, the internet startups in
Austin this year were of a, shall we say,
less ambitious character. Most were
on the order of "Add your name to a
musician's database." Yeah, that'll revolutionize the music business, all right.
Given that level of interest, Iwas just
about to bag the trade show and head
back to the hotel for my every-twohours infusion of Tex-Mex cuisine
when astartling scene confronted my
still-sleep-deprived ojos. There before
me, unwashed and unshaven, clad in
the munchy-crunchy uniform of all outof-work Austin Web designers (casual
chic hiking slip-ons, obscenely tight
running shorts, aT-shirt protesting the
unethical treatment of microchips), was
aman in utter bliss, smiling madly as he
used aguitar pick on one of his shoes,
which he held like aFender Strat while
wailing the words to Alice Cooper's
"Billion Dollar Babies," which were
scrolling up on amonitor before him.
Uneasy smiles and shrugging shoulders dominated the crowd that quickly
gathered. Seems we'd run smack
into the fruits of the new software
from www.Musicplayground.com,
which promises that "you can become
the musician you've always dreamed
Stereophile, June 2001
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Records, a new joint venture of Island/Def Jam and Mercury Nashville.
As its Hank Williams-inspired name
suggests, the new label will focus on
what, for lack of a better term, is
commonly known as Americana. The
roster makes the label's musical orientation clear: Luanda Williams, Robert
There before me,
Earl Keen, Kim Richey, William Topley,
Ryan Adams and the Pink Hearts, and
unwashed and unshaven,
Billy Bob Thornton. That last project is
the wild card. According to the label's
was an out-of-work Austin
VP of A&R and artist development,
longtime Nashville-based artist managWeb designer — aman in
er Frank Callan, it will include "singerutter bliss, smiling madly
songwriter-oriented stuff" and perhaps
some "recitations." Callaniused the
as he used aguitar pick on term "rural" (as opposed to urban) to
describe what kind of music Thornton
one of his shoes.
plans to wax.
Lost Highway is off to agood start.
The label's inaugural release, the sound"It's where air guitar meets karaoke,"
track to the recent film 0 Brother, Where
said Tim Eckles, VP of marketing for
Art Thou?, is approaching double platMusicplayground.com, without the
inum, and its first two single-artist
trace of asmunde or any other indicaalbums are both triumphs. Next out in
tion of hilarity in his voice.
May 2001 was Pneumonia, the final,
He went on to explain that the
unreleased album by Whiskeytown, the
Hush-Puppy Hendrix I'd seen in Texas
country-rock band fronted by Ryan
was using a"virtual pick," or Vpick —a
guitar pick connected by aUSB cord to Adams. This month the label will
release Essence, the latest tour de force by
aCPU. Other virtual accessories available from MusicPlayground include a the hugely talented Lucinda Williams.
Few singer-songwriters can pen adark
VStix Virtual Drum Pad (for drums)
pop tune as powerful as that album's
and a Virtual Spinna, for would-be
title cut.
turntable DJs.
In the fall, Lost Highway will release
Because it had yet to launch — summer 2001 was the target — details of atribute to Hank Williams that will
feature Emmylou Harris singing "Alone
what MusicPlayground will be able to
and Forsaken," Keith Richards doing
do and what it will cost remained
"You Win Again," Bob Dylan on "I
under wraps. According to Eckles,
Can't Get You Off of My Mind," and
"hundreds" of songs will be available
Beck taking an undoubtedly Beck-like
for download, along with the
stab at "Weary Blues from Waiting."
MusicPlayground player. Pick asong,
Good as this all sounds — and I
pick up aV instrument or microphone
wish them luck — Americana-orientand bang!-You too are Shaun Cassidy.
ed major-label imprints (remember
One interesting feature: If you're able,
Arista Austin? Elektra Explorer?) have
you can break away from the script and
add your own solos, drumbeats, or a history of being launched full
of promise and momentous plans,
monosyllabic grunts — uh, vocals —
only to sink fast, bow first, in a
where there were none. And you
sea of broken dreams and red ink.
thought all that clatter about the InHopefully, the talent-rich and seemternet changing our lives in meaningingly well-planned Lost Highway
ful ways was just so much hooey!
A more significant SXSW launch won't follow that disappointing trajectory. If the first three releases are
was the official rollout and subsequent
indication, they've got achance.
musical showcase of Lost Highway

of becoming — instantly." With a
tagline like that — and visions of
becoming Jimmy Durante or Edith
Piaf dancing in my head — Icontacted
MusicPlayground when Ireturned to
Stereophile's Manhattan HQ.
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Los Lobos

0

ver a span of 28 years, the
members of Los Lobos—
Spanish for "the wolves" —
have been Mexican music traditionalists, roots-rock avatars, Hollywood-hit
soundtrack stars, and restless studio
innovators. The only real constant has
been the band's core lineup: singer and
stringed-instrument master David
Hidalgo, guitarist-singer Cesar Rosas,
percussionist/guitarist Louie Perez, and
bassist Conrad Lozano — who've been
together from the beginning. (Saxophonist/producer Steve Berlin is amere
cub who's been amember for only
about 20 years.) No other rock band
active today has adiscography as rich or
as varied as Los Lobos —and, thankfully, virtually all of their recordings are
currently in print.
First released in 1978 but recently
reissued, Del Este de Los Angeles (Just
Another Bandfrom East LA.) (Hollywood
HR-62242-2) offers the earliest evidence of the great outfit Los Lobos
would become. Actually, this isn't strictly true: Although recorded on aminuscule budget, the album documents a
band already great at what it does: reviving traditional Mexican styles such as
rancheras, plenas, guajiras, and son joroclzos
using awide variety of acoustic instruments. Even in remastered form, the
album's sound quality is nothing special,
but the performances are — especially
when you consider that when this
record was released, the radio airwaves
were dominated by Barry
Manilow and
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Everything but just another band from East L.A. — and More! In nearly 30 years together Los Lobos have,
very simply, become one of America's most varied, innovative, and accomplished bands.

the Saturday Night Fever soundtrack.
Del Este is the closest most of us will
ever come to hearing Los Lobos as they
sounded playing East L.A. weddings and
quinceaneras ("sweet fifteen" parties). It's
athrill to hear them race effortlessly
through revved-up jarochos like "El
Canelo" and "La Iguana," then pull back
for slow-dance boleros such as "Imploración" and "Sabor aMi." Of course,
Los Lobos were probably required to
play both "Cielito Linde and "Guantanamera" at every event they played,
and both songs are included here in fine
if not revelatory versions.
Cesar Rosas dominates the album
vocally, singing lead or co-lead on 10 of
the 12 tracks, but it's David Hidalgo
who dazzles with his mastery of virtually every stringed instrument imaginable, including violin, tres, mandola,
requinto romantico, and requinto jarcocho.
As great as it is, the album doesn't hint
at the group's eventual songwriting
prowess, the electric roots-rock they
would ply during the '80s, or the more
experimental sound they explored
throughout the '90s and beyond. In
fact, the only evidence that Los Lobos
might be arock outfit under development is the album's subtitle, (lust

Another Bandfrom East LA.)— anod to
a1972 album of almost the same title
(drop the "East") by fellow California
iconoclast Frank Zappa.
Los Lobos' wedding-band beginnings
arc well-known, but the details that
shaped the group between the late '70s
and the 1983 release of an EP, ...and a
Time to Dance (Slash 23963-2), are more
fully revealed in the excellent booklet
that accompanies the 4-CD Mas yMas
(more on this set later). First, Los Lobos
plugged in to play lengthy residencies at
Mexican restaurants, where they began
shaping arock sound initially inspired
by afondness for Hendrix, the Beatles,
Cream, and the Yardbirds. By the early
'80s they had crossed L.A.'s east-west
divide to perform at Hollywood clubs
and theaters, including an infamous
show opening for ex-Sex Pistol John
Lydon's then-new outfit, Public Image
Limited (the crowd hated 'cm), and
striking up amusical friendship with
roots-rock bands like the Blasters, who
were early champions of Los Lobos.
Soon, their sound had coalesced into an
organic blend of Tex-Mex, vintage rock'n'roll, R&B, zydeco, and blues. ... and a
Time to Dance is out of print, but four of
its seven songs arc available on Mas y
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Mas, including their Grammy-winning
norteño raveup, "Anselmo."
Produced by T Bone Burnett and
saxophonist Steve Berlin, the band's
1984 album, Will the WojfSurvive? (Slash
25177-2), stands as their first fully sustained collection of mostly original
music. les a33-minute marvel, from the
opening, tremolo-drenched chords of
"Don't Worry Baby" to the album-closing title track, a ringing folk-rock
anthem that captures the
fragile ecosystems of an
endangered animal species,
Mexican immigrant tradition, and the hand-tomouth existence of arootsrock band signed to an
independent label near the
dawn of MTV As expected, the members draw on
their Mexican roots for a
couple of tracks —the TexMex workouts of "Corrido
#1" and "Serenata Norteña" — but acountry influence is almost as prevalent, in the lovely lilt of
"Matter of Time" and the
lap-steel guitar solo of
"Our Last Night." The
sounds of southwestern
Louisiana are even more
pronounced: in the zydeco
seasoning of "The Breakdown,"
the
alligatorswamp R&B of 'I Got
Loaded," and the Fats
Domino swing of "Evangeline." Although there's ample evidence of
Hidalgo's
instrumental
virtuosity
throughout the album, the loveliest example may be "Li'l King of Everything,"
abluegrass-flavored instrumental that
lasts just over aminute.
It would be three years before the
Lobos would re-emerge from the studio, with By the Light of the Moon (Slash
25523-2), and after such along wait, it
was a bit of a disappointment. The
album starts promisingly enough with
"One Time One Night," which combines twangy country guitar with arock
backbeat and zydeco accordion seasoning. The stutter-step roots-rock of
"Shakin' Shakin' Shakes" is also good, as
are two stunning ballads: the lovely ache
of "River of Fools" and "Tears of God."
However, the topicality that seemed so
natural on Will the Wolf Survive? sounds
more forced here, especially the baritone-sax-weighted fatalism of "Is This
All There Is?" and the flat domestichorror story of "The Hardest Time."
(News flash: Marriage can be boring,

and most people lead lives of quiet...
oh, you know the rest.)
If By the Light of the Moon is the sound
of aband trying too hard, the soundtrack to La Bamba (Slash 25605-2), ahit
Hollywood biopic of early Latin rock
star Ritchie Valens, is the sound of one
reliving its earliest days as arock cover
band. Far and away Los Lobos' biggest
commercial hit so far, La Bamba sold
over two million copies. 'While it's hard
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to begrudge them this success — the
royalties surely subsidized years of more
adventurous work —it's also the group's
least memorable record. They perform
eight of the album's 12 tracks, and for
the most part sound like apreternaturally gifted band slumming it as ahuman
jukebox. They run through Valens'
handful of hits, and add afew doo-wop
ballads and rock'n'roll standards. (The
rest of the soundtrack is fleshed out by
Marshall Crenshaw and Brian Setzer recreating hits by Buddy Holly and Eddie
Cochran.) The band sounds fully
engaged only twice: On the title track,
Lobos manage to exceed the original
during an extended guitar solo, and
then again near the song's end, when
they downshift from electric-rock mode
to an acoustic outro that leads the band
back to the song's original vera mtzano
roots. The other highlight is the sloppy
but joyful garage rock of "Charlena."
Still, neither track comes close to
matching the band's best work.
Los Lobos had been playing together
for 14 years when La Bamba hit big, but
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suddenly found themselves playing to
crowds that knew them only as one-hit
wonders covering athree-hit rock legend whose life was cut short at 17. The
band's response, remarkable then but
almost unimaginable in these globalmusic-conglomerate times, was to
release an all-acoustic Spanish-language
album, La Pistola yel Corazon (Slash
25790-2). Like their first album, it's a
terrific record showcasing avariety of
traditional Mexican regional styles while never
sounding like an academic
exercise or aself-conscious
attempt to be defiantly
noncommercial. Instead,
even the album's two original songs —Rosas' weeper "Estoy Sentado Aqui"
and Hidalgo-Percz's title
track — sound as seamlessly universal as the standards that surround them.
The only complaint: at just
over 25 minutes, it's afairly slim document.
In interviews, Hidalgo
and Berlin have admitted
that recording their 1990
release, The Neighborhood
(Slash 26131-2), was waterdrip torture, as the band
searched for anew direction but never really found
it. By anyone else's standards, The Neighborhood is a
really good album, but
from this band it feels slightly recycled, a
reliable blend of blues ("Down on the
Riverbed," "I Walk Alone"), delicate ballads ("Take My Hand," "Little John of
God"), zydeco ("The Giving Tree"), and
loads of sturdy roots-rock ("Deep Dark
Hole," "Georgia Slop," "Jenny's Got a
Pony"). The highlights include "Be Still,"
which sounds like Mexican-influenced
folk rock, and "Emily," on which
Hidalgo's violin sounds even more
heartsick than his voice. But if the urban
woes detailed in the title track hark back
to the self-consciousness of By the Light of
the Moon, the atmospheric production at
the beginning of "Angel Dance" offers a
brief glimpse of the band's major revitalization with its next album. Not coincidentally, it's the only song on The
Neighborhood produced by Mitchell
Froom, who pushed Los Lobos toward
new sonic frontiers, and produced all of
the band's next three albums.
From start to finish, the studio invention of the first of these discs, 1992's
Kiko (Slash 26786-2), is in firm service
to the 16 expertly crafted songs.
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Lyrically, some ot tile album's hallucinatory imagery sounds ripped from the
pages of ahalf-finished Gabriel Garcia
Marquez novel, but it wanders further
afield musically, too: "Wake Up
Delores" is powered by South African
mbaquaqqa and aprimal chant that serves
as its chorus. "Kiko and the Lavender
Moon" is ahypnotic hybrid of'30s jazz,
Eastern mysticism, and accordion
inspired by aJamaican dub classic.
Stereophile, June 2001

"Dream in Blue" began as aLouie Perez
dream about Thelonious Monk but was
finished as apsychedelic wig-out built
around an early-'90s reggae groove.
But the band doesn't entirely turn its
back on more traditional sounds: "Saint
Behind the Glass" is agorgeous folk
song with delicately plucked Mexican
hair; "Two Janes" sounds like aminorkey bluegrass lament about two abused
women who resemble Thelma and
Louise; and "Rio de Tenampa" ends the
disc with awoozy brass band waltzing
drunkenly into the Mexican sunset. All
in all, Kiko is anearly perfect album —
an unrivaled masterwork from aband
that has produced many very good ones.
The creative explosion marked by
Kiko continued in its aftermath, though
not always confined to the band itself.
In the nine years since Kiko 's release,
the group's members have released
nine records, only two of them fullfledged Los Lobos albums. The other
seven have been band offshoots, including two by Los Super Seven (featuring
Rosas and Hidalgo), and two by the
Latin Playboys (with Hidalgo and
Perez). There's also been one album
each from Houndog (a demented blues
outfit co-fronted by Hidalgo), asolo
album by Rosas, and achildren's record,
Papa's Dream, recorded with East L.A.
activist Lalo Guerrero.
Perez has referred to the two albums
that followed Kiko — Colossal Head
Warner Bros. 46172-2) and This Time
Hollywood HR-62185-2) —as the second and third installments of atrilogy.
It's easy to hear this claim in the studio
experimentations that color both
albums, but neither is anywhere near
the equal of Kiko. As always, the musicianship is superb, but Gdossal Head, in
particular, is dogged by the sketchy
quality of its songwriting, particularly in
the fake beat poetry of "Everybody
Loves aTrain," the endless ooh-la-la
blues vamp of "Life is Good," and the
sludgy, unfocused title track. Worse, the
wah-wah guitar and soprano sax of
"Little Japan" sound like a botched
attempt to approximate an Eastern
sound by aband that's proven itself to
be comfortably cosmopolitan in every
other respect. Colossal Head has considerable charm, but unlike Kiko's extraordinary magic, its best tracks are largely
solid variants of roots music: the hard
funk of "Revolution" (an unabashed
nod to East L.A. progenitors War), the
smoky shuffle of "Manny's Bones," the
Caribbean rhythms of "Marciela," and
the Southern soul of "Can't Stop the
Rain," aRosas-penned nuniber with a
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spooky flute solo that lifts the album,
briefly, into Kiko-inspired territory.
Released in 1999, This Time offers a
more satisfying listening experience.
The album-opening title track is astonishingly sexy soul, complete with
warped percussion effects, but the rest
of the album is nearly as good. On "Oh
Yeah," the weird flanged guitar solo
matched to Berlin's soprano sax is heavenly, and so are apair of Latin dance
numbers, "Cumbia Raza" and "Corazon." On "Viking" you can clearly hear
astrong Hendrix influence, both in the
fuzz guitar and Hidalgo's vocal delivery.
There's also minor-key magic in the
fluttery keys, baritone sax, and vocal
menace of "Turn Around." Unlike Kiko,
though, there arc at least acouple of
tracks on This Time that don't hold up
well, especially the tricky progressiverock rhythms and lyrical preachiness of
"High Places," and "Run Away with
You," acool vamp built around acouple
of tremolo guitar figures and not much
else. Despite all the years and experimentation that separate them, it's comforting that the last track on the album,
the locomotive roots-rock of "Why We
Wish," could have appeared on amid'80s album —only without the feedback-laden crash of the finale.
When its members have stepped
outside the band, they've generally
headed in one of two directions: back
toward the deep roots the band has
explored from the very start, or fast forward to afuture most musical mortals
have yet to reach. If Kiko is about unbridled self-expression, the work of Los
Super Seven is all about great ensemble
playing. Hidalgo and Rosas sound comfortable blending in as two-sevenths of
Los Super Seven, whose Berlin-produced, self-titled debut (RCA 67689-2)
is ajoyous celebration of the nodal()
music that bandmates Freddy Fender,
Joe Ely, Flaco Jimenez, Ruben Ramos,
and Rick Treviño heard while growing
up in Texas.
While La Pistola yel Orazon was Los
Lobos' statement of musical purpose,
Los Super Seven may be an even better
record for the sheer variety of its voices:
the manic vigor of Fender on "Un
Lunes por la Manas," the restrained
anger of Ely on Woody Guthrie's "Plane
Wreck at Los Gatos," the sentimental
ache of Treviño on "Mi Ranchito," and
the fatalism of Ramos on "La Morena."
Rosas contributes lead vocals on a
couple of tracks, as does Hidalgo,
including alovely, yearning "La Sirena,"
but neither dominates the record the
way they typically do a Los Lobos
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album. Los Super Seven is agreat
collective achievement in which
there are plenty of star turns but no
member is consistently more
important than another.
Released earlier this year, the
second Los Super Seven album,
Canto (Columbia CK 61429), surpasses its predecessor (see the full
story elsewhere in this issue for
more details). Berlin is back as producer, as are Hidalgo, Rosas,
Treviño, and Ramos. But this is
about all that hasn't changed —the
musical focus swings strictly away
from Mexican music to include
Cuban, Brazilian, Colombian,
and Peruvian influences. While
Hidalgo or Rosas sing lead vocals
on five of the album's 12 tracks, the
main difference comes from the
album's bandleader, the wonderfully percussive Cuban pianist
Alberto Salas, plus musical guests:
Raul Malo of the Mavericks,
Peruvian singer Susana Baca, and
Brazilian
superstar
Caetano
Veloso. Outside of two tracks written for the album, one each by
Hidalgo-Perez and Rosas, the
recording comprises vintage Latin
songs from the '20s through the '70s, reimagined for the 21st century by musicians of astonishing virtuosity. Of the
originals, Hidalgo-Perez's "Teresa" is
the greatest revelation. A nod to the
saint of the same name, the song is
awonderful polyrhythmic hybrid of
Lobos-style studio experimentalism and
Salas' fierce piano attack —a transcendent performance that's hard to square
with the album notes' claim that it
was dashed off near the end of the
album's sessions.
While both Super Seven albums arc
collaborative gems with deep historical
connections, the Latin Playboys head
in the opposite direction, pushing the
studio inventiveness of Kiko to much
further extremes. Featuring Hidalgo,
Perez, Froom, and Kiko engineer Tchad
Blake, the 1994 album Latin Playboys
(Slash 45543-2) and its 1999 successor,
Dose (Atlantic 83173-2), arc more about
unfettered sonic expression than conventional songwriting or recognizable
musical traditions. While each album
contains afew songs that would fit comfortably on aLos Lobos album, there's a
much higher quotient of dissonance,
oddly miked percussion, and pretty but
fractured melodies.
Los Lobos' musical roots are still
here — in the norteño guitar lines of
"Toro" and the bluesy filigree of
Stereophile, June 2001

a Library

planted in the tradition of Will the
Wolf Sun4ve? and By the Light of the
Moots that doesn't quite match
HIDALGO
ROSAS
LOZANO/
PRREZ rew IIERLIN
either of those discs. A good album
but not agreat one, Soul Disguise
LA HISTORIA OE IA BAK
will appeal primarily to longtime
DEL ESTE OE IOS ANGEL'
fans who pine for the band's '80s
heyday, or who prefer its rootsoriented sound to its more adventurous recent fare.
The difference between Rosas'
and Hidalgo's approaches to roots
music is even more pronounced
when listening to Houndog (Columbia/Legacy CK 65861), acollaboration of Hidalgo and former
John Mayall/Canned Heat singer
Mike Halby. It's a blues album
from start to finish, but "blues"
hardly conveys its eerie weirdness,
with weeping violins, guitar shuffles devoid of any post-Kennedy
production sheen, and Halby's
utterly forlorn voice. Although
mostly original songs, Houndog's
MAS HA
standout is its sole cover: Jimmy
Reed's relatively obscure "I'll
Change My Style," slowed to a
pace too deliberate to be called
dirgelike, with vocals so desolate
they inspire wonder mixed with
fear. (After hearing Houndog, Bonnie
"Tormenta Blvd." — but they're usually
Raitt is said to have semifamously
paired with spectral keyboards, bleatremarked, "This is great — but is he
ing sax duets, or aviolin cadenza that
gonna be alright?")
sounds rescued from a'20s acetate.
A children's album narrated by Lalo
Fans of pre-Kiko will probably cling
Guererro, Papa's Dream (Warner Bros.
first to the most easily digestible songs
cat.# TK) is Houndog's antithesis. The
—"Cuca's Blues" or "Lemon 'n Ice"
members of Los Lobos all married early,
on Dose, "New Zandu" or "If' on Latin
Playboys—but the more experimental
starting families before their careers
ever really got going, and this 1995
fare brings its own rewards. Dose slides
disc is abreezy testament to their long
into self-indulgence at times — the
aimless blips and found sounds of familiarity with domesticity. It's the
half-narrated, half-sung story of agroup
"Nubian Princess," the ominous spoof kids taking aballoon ride to Mexico
ken-word clatter of the title track —
to celebrate their grandfather's birthday.
but the Playboys (Hidalgo in particuMusically, it's split between loose rendilar) are such good musicians that
they're capable of making music that is
tions of vintage rock'n'roll ("La Bamba,"
"Woolly Bully") and traditional
both alien and largely accessible.
That Cesar Rosas is more purely a Mexican folk melodies, with a sure
sense of playfulness that seems comtraditionalist than Hidalgo or Perez is
evident in the songwriting on Rosas' pletely natural. If Houndog suggests
that life completely sucks, Papa's Dream
1999 solo album, Soul Disguise (Rykodisc 10459). Blues tends to dominate,
argues that it can also be quite sweet.
including the snarl of "Tough to
For those who want to start their
collections with acompilation or comHandle," the bluesy cha-cha of "Treat
Me Right," and the loose swing of plete it with aboxed set, there are two
"Racing the Moon." Also included are a possibilities. Released in 1993, Just
Another Band _from East LA.: A Collection
pair of accordion-driven Tex-Mex numbers —the two-stepper "Angelito" and a (Slash 45367-2) served as a very
weepy ballad, "Adios Mi Vida" —plus
respectable 2-CD, 41-song introduction
to the band — at least until the much
the New Orleans—inspired "Struck" and
"Shack and Shambles." When you add
better, more comprehensive Mas yMas
"Little Heaven," an '80s-style rootswas released last year. Disc one of Just
Another Band is awell-chosen distillation
rocker, you're left with an album firmly
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of Los Lobos' first five albums, plus
the group's wonderful cover of Louis
Prima's "I Wamena Be Like You," from a
Hal Willner—produced album of Disney
songs, Stay Awake. Disc 2 leans heavily
on just two albumin, 71w Neighborhood and
Kiko. The collection's real draw should
be its 10 live tracks, but these versions
don't add much to their recorded counterparts. Poor sound quality, particularly
on "River of Fools" and acover of the
Grateful Dead's "Bertha," subtract from
what were probably compelling performances by what is atruly great concert
band. Also, while four tracks are billed as
previously unreleased, the two best — a
bluesy gospel number, "Someday," and
the minor-key industrial rocker, "New
Zandu" — arc both available now on
other, more essential releases. Worst of
all, the collection contains no liner notes
and only minimal credits.
Although more than twice as expensive, the 4-CD Mas yMas (Rhino RS
76670) is a much better investment
spanning the band's career from its earliest days through 1999. Of its 86 tracks,
51 are drawn from various Los Lobos
albums, ranging from two songs (not
enough) from La Pistola yel Orazon to
nine (too many) from The Neighborhood.
In general, each studio album is represented by five to seventracks — asubstantial enough taste of, say, By the Light
of the Moon or Colossal Head, but not
comprehensive enough for the group's
best studio albums, such as Will the Wofl
Survive? and Kiko, to make owning these
albums unnecessary.
Of course, boxed sets appeal most to
harder-core collectors who already have
asubstantial chunk of aband's studio
work, and Mas y Mas's selection of
rarities and obscurities doesn't disappoint. The rest of the box is afascinating
mix: soundtrack contributions from
Alamo Bay, Desperado, and The End of
Violence; cover versions of songs by the
Beatles, Richard Thompson, Doug
Salim, Johnny Thunders, Doc Pomus,
and Buddy Holly; and concert recordings, including adirty-dance version of
"Volver Volver," and aduet with Sheryl
Crow on Marvin Gaye's "What's Going
On?" The set is even generous enough
to feature asampling of tracks by Los
Super Seven, Latin Playboys, Houndog,
and Rosas' solo work. The booklet is a
model of great photos and extensive
notes, including annotations of each
song by Perez and writer Don Waller. It
all adds up to an awesome document —
atestament to one band's incredible
range, depth, versatility, and seemingïl
unstoppable creativity.
Stereophile,
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Recording of the Month
RACHNIANINOFF: Piano Concerto 2
With: Prelude in g-sharp, Op.32 No.12; Etudes-Tableaux, Op.33 Nos. 1, 2, 9;
Variations on aTheme of Corelli, Op.42
Hélène Grimaud, piano; Vladimir Ashkenazy, Philharmonia Orchestra
Teldec 8573-84376-2 (CD). 2001. Friedemann Engelbrecht, prod.; Eberhard
Sengpiel, Andreas Florczak, engs. DDD. Tr: 70:33
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

5

ergei Rachmaninoff's Second Piano Concerto,
now almost exactly 100 years old, was the composer's first major creation of the 20th century
and apersonal triumph over the debilitating loss of
confidence he experienced after the public failure of
his Symphony 1in 1897. It is well known that, in
desperation, he sought the help of atherapist, Nikolai
Dahl, who used hypnosis to help the composer overcome his creative block. The legend even arose
that, in the midst of this drought of inspiration, a
fellow student at the Moscow Conservatory, Nikita
Morozov, allowed the hapless Rachmaninoff to use a
freshly composed melody as his own in the third
movement — atune made doubly famous in 1946, by
Frank Sinatra and the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra,
as "Full Moon and Empty Arms." It is difficult to
imagine, however, that anyone but Rachmaninoff
could have written this or any of the other immortal
themes of this concerto, all of which are spun out
effortlessly into seemingly unending melody.
Any young pianist setting out to record this work faces
the daunting prospect of entering amarketplace filled
with classic recordings: those of Arthur Rubinstein,
William Kapell, and two by Rachmaninoff himself,
accompanied by no less than Leopold Stokowski and
Eugene Ormandy, both with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
To achieve a fresh perspective on this work requires
aprofound connection with Rachmaninoffs idiom, an
intimate rapport which young French pianist Hélène
Grimaud exhibited early on.
Born in Aix-en-Provence and currently living in
Quebec, Grimaud's performance at age 15 of
Rachmaninoff's Piano Sonata 2 brought her international attention. This recording of Concerto 2 with
Vladimir Ashkenazy and the Philharmonia Orchestra
readily displays the qualities that draw her to
Rachmaninoff's music — what Grimaud describes as
its "nobility of heart and aristocratic expression."
Grimaud's performance never seeks to draw attention
to itself. It possesses, instead, a smoldering intensity
that draws the listener in without ever seeming selfconscious. Her metaphor for the lyrical yet impassioned
second movement —"metal that the smith heats until it
is white hot and that becomes dark bronze when it cools
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down" — is also an apt description of her performance.
The music travels in abroad arc, with piano and orchestra sharing the spotlight. Grimaud is greatly aided by the
collaboration of conductor Vladimir Ashkenazy, agreat
pianist in his own right who understands every nuance of
the piece. Teldec's engineers seem to have shared this
unified conception of the work, with arealistic balance
that doesn't excessively highlight the piano. The
dynamic contrasts are enormous, capturing the music's
full range of drama.
The solo works on this disc present varied facets
of Rachmaninoff's work: the brooding, melancholy
lyricism of the Preludes; the more abstract tone painting of the Etudes-Tableaux; and the turn in the 1930s
toward amore Spartan classicism in the Variations on a
Theme f
Corelli, which is similar to the later Rhapsody
on aTheme ofPaganini in its austerity and sophistication.
Grimaud wonderfully captures all of these moods,
as well as the lingering nostalgia present in all of
Rachmaninoff's music. Indeed, with the Core/1i
Variations, it seems as though Rachmaninoff is bidding
farewell forever to the world of European romanticism, which he left at the height of the October
revolution in 1917. However, we can visit this world
any time we choose through the beautiful pianism of
Hélène Grimaud.
—Hyperion Knight

o
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dancing. It seems that they also were
listening to and borrowing from more
formal European styles, particularly the
violin-based trio-sonatas of the Italians.
Corelli was one model, and one of the
CHRIS NORMAN &
disc's selections is Edinburgh composer
CHATHAM BAROQUE
William McGibbon's Sonata 5(from a
Reel of Tulloch:Baroque Music of
set of six), which bears an inscription
Scotland & Ireland
acknowledging its debt to the Italian
Chris Norman, wooden flute. Chatham Baroque:
master. Indeed, its slow-fast-slow-fast
Julie Andrijeski, Emily Davidson, baroque violin;
structure, its clever and skillful contraPatricia Halverson, viola da gamba; Scott Pauley,
theorbo, baroque guitar
puntal technique, and the expressiveDorian DOR-90291 (CD). 2001. Edwin I. Lawrence,
ness of the slow movements could fool
prod.; Craig D. Dory, Joseph F. Korgie, engs. DDD.
Tr: 62:19
anyone into believing it originated in
Performance ****
Rome rather than the Scottish capital.
Sonics ****
Scotland (and all of Britain) also
benefited from an influx of real live
he award-winning ensemble
Italian composers, such as Francesco
Chatham Baroque (National
Geminiani, whose delightful Sonata in
Public Radio's "1999 BreakD — based on the song "Bush aboon
through Artist of the Year") shows why
Traquiar" — is performed here. More
it was the first early-music ensemble to
make the finals of New York's Concert in atraditional Scottish vein is James
Oswald's Sonata ofScots Tunes, akind of
Artists Guild Competition, and why its
period-instrument performances of suite of five separate and apparently
well-known songs of the period.
17th- and 18th-century music have
The Irish part of the disc's title
achieved wide acclaim during its very
comes in with guest flutist and
short history. Displaying the polished
Baltimore Consort member Chris
musicianship and mastery of style remNorman's arrangements of four Irish
iniscent of such groups as the Baltimore
tunes, two by the famed 18th-century
Consort (with whom this group will be
harpist Turlough O'Carolan. Norman
most closely compared), these four
contributes several other solos and
instrumentalists present a remarkable
participates in some of the ensemble
survey of music from aplace and perisets. He's an amazing musician, and
od (18th-century Scotland) that usually
one of the world's greatest masters of
gets rather one-sided attention. The
side we're most familiar with is that of all sorts of flutes.
The recording is apleasure to listen
folk and fiddle tunes, along with the
to, especially for its varied yet cohesive
sounds of bagpipes and flutes, and
musical selections, which, though little
images of the special types of dancing
known, will have awelcome familiarity
that the music served.
for any listeners who know either
However, as we hear on this wellplanned program, the Scots were doing Baroque classical or American or British
folk music. The playing in the more
more in the 1700s than fiddling and
formal works and in the
arrangements is first-rate and
always stylistically appropriZi
Pe
ate. There's agrittiness to the
() CIA ' sound
— recorded in the ideal
fr‘•
Baroque Music
acoustics of the Troy Savings
of Scotland &Ireland
Bank Music Hall in Troy,
New York — that comes
straight from the natural timbres of these instruments.
Some listeners will find this
quality adesirable presence;
others may wish for alittle
more distance and warmth. I
found Dorian's engineering
choices perfectly right for the
music and instruments, and
was happy to discover some
works that, if performing ediChris Norman
tions exist, should be investiWooden Flute
gated by other early-music
groups.
—David Vernier
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The Maestro who meets Mahler halfway —
Pierre Boulez

MAHLER
Das Lied von der Erde
Violeta Urmana, mezzo-soprano; Michael Schade,
tenor; Vienna Philharmonic, Pierre Boulez
Deutsche Grammophon 289 469 526-2 (CD). 2001.
Helmut Burk, prod.; Ulrich Vette, eng. DDD. TT:
60:31
Performance *****
Sonics

T

he Iceman Conducteth was the title
of one of Pierre Boulez's early
biographies, and that pithy commentary on the composer-conductor's
supposed ability to get through a
Mahler symphony without breaking a
sweat had some basis in fact. It's often
said that Boulez doesn't hear music, but
sees it like an X-ray, which sometimes
results in performances drained of emotion and tension. He recently conducted
the Vienna Philharmonic in aperformance of Bruckner's Symphony 9that
was devoid of anguish. Can the works
of such late-romantic Austrian composers, so mired in the angst of living,
be credibly interpreted as cerebral exercises in music theory? Just maybe. Das
Lied von der Erde, another new addition
to the Boulez discography, takes its
place among the best-ever recordings of
the piece. It's also one of Boulez's most
distinctive recording efforts.
The test of any recording of this cycle
139
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of six extravagantly orchestrated songs
you could want, even among such
reworking was asuccess.
based on Chinese poems is the broodaugust recorded company as Kathleen
Jérusalem has gotten abum rap ever
ing, half-hour-long "Der Abschied," the
Ferrier (Decca) and Chrism Ludwig since, but it makes far more sense than
first of the composer's three magnifi(EMI and DG). What keeps Urmana
ILombardi. The plot has been altered
cently poignant farewells to life.
from joining that class is her uniformi(though the Crusades still play abig
Considering how much the music drips
ty of vocal color, which means she uses part), and it's still afar cry from what
with pathos, it would seem to be alien
her voice as a mere vehicle for her one might refer to as anything like
territory for Boulez. Yet the famous
articulation of the text. In the long "drama," but the musical structure, too,
Boulez clarity succeeds in raising the
spans of music such as "Der is better than ILombardi's. There's a
emotional temperature. Though the
Abschied," this lack of shading and
new (mediocre) ballet (the French
song's funereal tempos sul.i:est anything hue may lead some to percieve her
always insisted on a ballet), many
but abusy orchestra, there's aconstant signing as being uneventful.
rearrangements, afew cuts, and agood
shifting of instrumental solos and agreat
—David Patrick Stearns
amount of new music. The arias, duets,
deal of telling counterand ensembles Verdi kept
point that has never been
were transposed down a
so clearly illuminated.
VERDI
half or awhole tone, and
Even the classic Otto
acabaletta and abig high
Klemperer recording on
C or two were added for
EMI, with its frequently
the
legendary
tenor
swelling crescendos, and
Gilbert Duprez — who,
Herbert von Karajan's
with his high notes sung
4
FIRST COMPLETE RECORDIN
outing on DG, with its
from the chest (rather
huge orchestral climaxes,
than head or mixte), alring somewhat false in
most scared Rossini out of
comparison— the tension
composing operas.
in the Boulez perforThe new additions
mance is mined directly
include: amoody, impresfrom the musical fabric.
sive prelude that leads
Boulez does meet
immediately into a duet
Mahler's romantic style
for the lovers, Gaston and
more than halfway, which
Hélène, with only ahorn
is more than he has done
as accompaniment, arousIdescherlakova IGiordani IScandiuzzi
in the past. He draws out
ing if shallow cabaletta for
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande
phrases lovingly, and, in a
the villain (Roger) near
Fabio Luisi
PHILIPS
few sections, even stretchthe close of Act I; afine,
es the tempo to the vocal
stirring chorus to end Act
limits of mezzo-soprano Violeta
VERDI
II; apoignant ensemble, which closes
Urmana in order to make expressive
Act III; and many other minor details.
Jerusalem
points. The instrumental funeral-march
The result still isn't Don Carlos, but it's
section in the final third of the song Marina Meschenakova, Hélène; Marcello Giordani,
very good early Verdi, and every operaGaston; Roberto Scandiuzzi, Roger; Philippe
gains great emotional momentum
Rouillon, Le Comte; others; l!Orchestre de la
lover should be familiar with it.
Suisse Romande, Choeur du Grand Théâtre de
thanks to its gently but meticulously
This recording — the first complete
Geneve, Fabio Luisi
articulated rhythms, reminding you that
one — is excellent. The three leading
Philips 462 613-2 (3 CDs). 2000. Wilhelm Hellweg,
the hallmark of Boulez's recording of
prod.; Everett Potter, eng. DOD. TT: 2:48:56
roles (soprano, tenor, bass-baritone) are
Performance ****
Wagner's Ring (Philips) is his heartbrawny Verdi roles, and the singers all
Sonics ****
ripping performance of Sitgfried's Funeral
succeed, if to varying degrees. Marina
March. Though performances of "Der
Mescheriakova has precisely the right
n 1845, Giuseppe Verdi was invited
Abschied" regularly stretch to 31 minto compose an opera for Paris— voice for Hélène's music, which
utes, Bruno Walter brought it in at a
surely amark that he had "arrived."
requires just about everything Verdi
little over 27; Boulez stands at ashade
Paris was anecessity on the résumé of tended to ask sopranos for at this point
under 29.
any operatic composer of any nationaliin his career (think of the Tiovatore
The preceding five songs also benefit
ty at the time, and Verdi was underLeonora, but with more coloratura).
from Boulez's orchestral clarity, though
standably anxious to work there. He
Her tone is big and firm but carries
the vocal soloists, particularly tenor
had just finished Ciovanna d'Arco and
great warmth; her pianissimi have
Schade, are the primary sources ofmusihad promised Alzira, Attila, and Macbeth
body; and she has an innate sense of
cal distinction. The high, jaw,ed vocal
to Italian opera houses; these, plus Imas- where Verdi's long lines are going. She
lines have been aproblem to all but
nadiai, which he wrote for soprano
seems involved in the text as well —
Fritz Wunderlich (Klemperer, EMI), Jenny Lind in London, kept him busy
this is avaluable artist.
who remains unsurpassed. Schade's
until 1847. With 11 operas under his
Almost as good is Marcelo Giordani
approach is wholly different: Where
belt, he accepted acontract for an opera
as Gaston. His French is excellent, he
other tenors resort to Wagnerian barkfor Paris, but arguing that he did not
has no fear of heights, and the voice is
ing, Schade pours on the mellow vocal
quite have the time to start an entirely
pliable, appealing, and of agood heft.
color, making it acascade of sound.
new project, he opted to rework his
He makes as much of the character as is
Urmana has all of the intelligence,
fourth opera, ILombardi (a mediocre
available; few will find anything to comresourcefulness, and depth of insight work, but hardly as lousy as Alzira). The
plain about in his portrayal. Robert
•••
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the Spectral DMC 30SL
"Anniversary"
Reference Preamplifier
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Unique in the High-End industry, Spectral
Audio has for 25 years relentlessly pursued the

--TAL STUDIO REFERENCE PRE.IMPLIFIER

ultimate preamplifier design. Through the years,
Spectral's no compromise high speed, fast settling
designs have established new levels of technical
sophistication and realism in musical playback. The
DMC 30SL "Anniversary" Reference Preamplifier

"Our listening sessions with the DMC 30SL
have been the most memorable we have ever

is the culmination of this ongoing commitment to edge of

experienced, bringing us closer to the feeling

the art preamplifier design.

one gets at alive performance. This level of

Under wraps for the last two years, the DMC 30SL
features anew advanced amplifier technology developed
by Dr. Keith Johnson, and is based on proprietary analog
modules he developed for the Pacific Microsonics Model
2 HDCD master recorder. This breakthrough signal
technology is exclusive to the DMC 30SL.

OVERTURE
ULTIMATE

AUL)10,VIDEO

Wilmington, Delaware •302.478.6050 •800.838.1812
The Home of Sales Tax Free Shopping

realism and emotional involvement with the
artist is unique in our experience.'
We've heard the future, now it's your turn."
Terry Menacker
President of Overture

Overture shares acommon goal with Spectral: An ongoing
commitment to pursue the state of the art in musical
reproduction. The DMC 30SL is asignificant step
forward in our ability to bring our customers the
"ultimate" listening experience.

vvvvw.elusivedisc.com
One call, one click for all your audiophile LP's, CD's, &SACD's.
Best Products, Best Prices, Best Service...Guaranteed!

New Featured Vinyl Recordings!
Groove Note Records
GM 008 ANTHONY WILSON/OUR GANG Composer-arranger-bandleader and
guitarist Anthony Wilson is one of the most
brilliant musicians working in the US jazz
scene today. Arecipient of the IAJE's Gil
Evans Fellowship Award, Wilson's rich, fluid
and easy going style, with it's seductive
references to Wes Montgomery and Kenny
Burrell, is much in evidence on Our Gang.
Available on 180g LP 24K Gold CD 8SACD
GRV1009 BILL CUNILFFE/LIVE AT BERNIE'S Featured in Stereophile's May 2001 Analog
Corner! Bill Cunliffe is aleading West Coast
jazz pianist with several albums to his credit
His background includes stints in the Buddy
Rich Bond and the Clayton-Hamilton Jazz
Orchestra He has recorded for several labels
including Concord Jazz, Naxos and Discovery.
Cunliffe has also toured with Frank Sinatra
(twice) and recently with Natalie Cole
Available on numbered limited edition
double 45rom 020 LP's (only 3500 to be
pressed). 24K Gold CD and SACO

Direct to Disc LP!

New CD Product Line!
Audiophoric Compact Discs
Bludork

W m,

Audiophoric, Inc, anew sound-capture
technology company, has launched with the
introduction of its breakthrough M-Phoric
recording technology Audiophoric CDs are
recorded with no noise reduction, no
equalization, no overdubbing and no
compression of any kind, so you can hear
musical dynamics, tonal range and arich
palette of instrumental timbres with
startling purity and fidelity! Titles available
AUPCD0001 Harold Land Quartet/Promised
Land and AUPCD0003 Pamela York/Blue York
on both Aluminum and Gold CD's!

180 gram Audiophile LP's, visit our webstore for complete list!
GROOVE NOTE RECORDS •$29.99 each!
GRV1001 Jacintha/Here's To Ben
GRV1002 Roy Gains/Got the T-Bone Blues
GRV1003 Illinois Jacquet/Birthday Party
GRV1004 Kei Akagi/New Smiles Travelled...
GRV1005 Jay McShann/Wonderful World
GRV1006 Jacintha/Autumn Leaves
GRV1007 Luqman Hamza/With This Voice
All titles available on 180g Le Gold CD dSAW

VIVANTE RECORDS •529.99 each!
VPLP003 The Poi ice/Outlandos D'Amour
VPLP005 Mayall & Clapton/Bluesbreakers
VPLP006 Suzanne Vega/Suzanne Vega
VPLP007Astrud Gilberto/Look to the Rainbow

CLASSIC RECORDS -Pop Rock •526.99 each!
SD7201 Led Zeppelin/Led Zeppelin Ill
SD 7208 Led Zeppelin/Led Zeppelin IV
SD7225 Led Zeppelin/Houses of the Holy
SD7203 David Crosby/II ICould Only...
CAS1666 Genesis/Live!
CAS6060 Genesis/Selling England By...

CLASSIC RECORDS -Classical •$26.99 each!
VICS1002 Tchaikovsky/Swan Lake
LSC1807 Strauss/E in Heldenleben
LSC2113 Stravinsky/Petroushka
LSC2127 Strauss/Burlesque
LSC2857 Duke Ellington/Live At Tanglewood
Lots of 45rpm sets still available, contact us!

SIMPLY VINYL •$29.99 and Up!
SVLP0050 Eagles/Hell Freezes Over
SVLP0176 Dire Straits/Love Over Gold
SV1P0182 Dire Straits/Brothers In Arms
SVLP0295 Lenny Kravitz/Best Of
SVLP0311 Pony Music/Avalon
SVLP0334 Janet Jackson/All For You

DECCA 4, EMI -Classical •$29.99 each!
ADEC6529 Hoist/The Planets
ADEC2020 Chabrier/Espana
ADEC2064 Smetana/Ma Valste Complete
ASD545 De Falla/Nights in the Gardens...
ASD6175 Wager/Gotterdammerung
ASD414 J.S. Bach/The Musical Offering

SPEAKER'S CORNER -$29.99 each!
EUROS8637 Cal Tjader/Soul Burst
EUROS4137 Sergio Mendez/Look Around
EUROS38 Freddie Hubbard/The Body & Soul

Labels also available: Alto, Analogue Productions, Blue Note, CBS Half Speed, Chesky, DCC, European Imports, MAR,
Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus, Premonition. Super Analog, Three Blind Mice and more! Don't see it, please contact us!

Audiophile CD's & Gold CD's, visit our webstore for complete list!
JVC XRCD'S -525.99 each!
JVCXR-0208 Tony Bennett Bill Evans Album
JVCXR-0209 Andre Previn/West Side Story
JVCXR-0210 Kenny Burrell/Soul Call
JVCXR-0211 Lightnin' Hopkins/Gain' Away
JVCXR60173 Blue Mitchell/Blue's Moods
JVCXR60087 Art Pepper/Meets the Rythym...
WCXR60245 Art Pepper/Art Pepper +11

FIRST IMPRESSION GOLD &ORCO s $24.99 Up!
FIMCD010 Patricia Barber/Cafe Blue (gold hdcd)
FIMCD027 Patricia Barber/Companion (xrcd2)
FIMCD12/14 Jazz at the Pawnshop (gold or xrcd)
FIMCD028 Jacintha/Autumn Leaves (xrcd2)
FIMCD020 Jacintha/Here's To Ben (xrcd2)
Large selection of new and used Moblie Fidelity Gold CD's
starting at just $14.99! Hurry before they're gone!

CUSHY CD's •Jazz- $13.99 each!
)D199 Chuck Mangionie/Everything For You
3G151 Stereo Review Gold Test CD ($15.99)
)D201 Christy Baron/Steppin'
JD209 Singers and Songwriters
JD210 Sarah K./What Matters
J0214 Raul JaurenafTango Bar

AUDINUEST CD's •$12.99 each!
ACK D1052 Bluesquest Sampler ($8.99)
AOCD1053 Mighty Sam McClain/Soul Survivor
AOCD1054 Doug MacLeod/Whose Truth...
AOCD1055 Joe Beard/Dealin'
AOCD1056 Bruce Katz Band/Three Feet Off...
A0001057 Terry Evans/Mississippi Magic

Labels also available: AP CBS Gold, Classic Gold, DCC, DMP F1M. Groove Note, MA, RR! Don't see it, please contact us!

Featured "Fully Loaded" SACD's!
Digital Music Products (dmp)
DMPSA13 JOE BECK&ALI RYERSON/DJANGO -The
renowned guitarist Joe Beck together with
premier jazz flutist Ali Ryerson have teamed to
create aremarkably accessible new sound by
pairing alto flute and aunique new guitar
approach with sparse and compelling
arrangements that emphasize beauty and
melody!
DMPSA14 PILHOFER QUARTET/FULL CIRCLE-The
Modern Jazz Quartet with an edge! The Pilhofer
Quartet. Herb Pilhofer (piano), Gordy Johnson
(bass), Steve Yeager (vibes) and Michael Pilhofer
(drums) mix both original and traditional
compositions on this excellent jazz release

9ther upcoming SACD's, DMPSA15 Warren Bernhardt/So Real and DMPSA18
Reference All four new SACD's feature 6channel DSD
channel DSD and Stereo mixes included

omP Multichannel

Super Audio Compact Disc's, visit our webstore for complete list!
SONY SINGLE LAYER SACD's Classical- SCALIA
SONSA89381 George Szell/Schuman No.1&«3
SONSA89415 George Szell/Mahler Sym No, 10
SONSA89412 Dvorak/Symphony No. 7
SONSA64384 Rachmaninoff/Piano Con. No. 3
SONSA89414 George SzelliPeer Gynt Suite

\

SONSA63986 B,S&T/Blood Sweat & Tears
SONSA65135 Miles Davis/Live Evil
SONSA65138 Miles Davis/Black Beauty

DMP DUAL LAYER SACD's -$26.99 each!
DMPSA07 Joe Leonhan/Salamander Pie
DMPSA08 Flim 8. The BB's/Tricycle
DMPSA09 Sacred Feast/Gaudeamus
DMPSA10 R.Hohner Perc.Ens./Far More Drums
DMPSA11 Vivino Brothers/Blues Band
DMPSA12 Mintzer Big Band/Homage to Basie

FIRST IMPRESSION DUAL LAYER SACD's -$29.99 dUp!
FIMSACD029 Audiophile Reference 4
FIMSACD031 Oh! That Stradivarius
FIMSACD032 River Of Sorrow
FIMSACD033 ITouch The Stars

CHESKY DUAL LAYER SACD's -29.99 each!
CHSA204 introduction To SACD Sampler
CHSA205 Rebecca Pidgeon/The Raven
CHSA206 McCoy Tyner/N.Y. Reunion
CHSA207 Carla Lother/Ephemera
CHSA208 Paquito D'Rivera/Tropicana Nights

TELARC DUAL LAYER SACD's -24.99 each!
TELSA60541 Tchaikovsky/1812 Overature
TELSA63487 Mighty Sam McClain/Blues For...
TELSA63488 M. Tyner, S. Clark & A. Foster
TELSA60056 Carl Orff/Carmina Burana
TELSA60042 Mussorgsky/Pictures at an Exhib.

DELOS DUAL LAYER SUDS -24.99 dUp!
DESACD3237 Mahler/Sym. No.2 (2 sacd's)
DESACD3259 Shostakovich/Chamber Sym.
DESACD3267 Dallas Syr Orch Yrnn<Golci

AUDIOQUEST DUAL LAYER SACD's -24.99 each!
AOSACD1054 Doug MacLeod/Whose Truth...
AOSACD1055 Joe Beard/Dealin'
AOSACD1r1c
,é
,Bruce Katz Band 'Three Feet Off.

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
4020 FRONTAGE RD.
ANDERSON, IN 46013

SONY SINGLE LAYER SACD's -Pop SCALL
SONSA85245 Miles Davis/Jazz At The Plaza
SONSA85201 Miles Davis/'Round About...

Fax: (765)608-5341 Info: (765)608-5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 1lam-4pm CST

e-mail us at:
elusales@netdirect.net

FIMSACD034 Jazz At The Pawnshop (2 sacd's)
FIMSAC0037 Favorite Chinese Instrumentals

FULL

153" U.S.A. / 55" INTL.

CATALOG JFREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING (Average cost based on weight)
UPS Ground/Pnonty
UP".
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!

Scandiuzzi sings Roger —who is first
evil, then repentant — with great commitment but with truly disturbing vocal
problems. Just afew years ago, he was a
promising voice; here he sounds in deep
vocal decline. The rest of the cast, in
smaller roles, is quite good.
Conductor Fabio Luisi has precisely
the right way with the score. He leads
with youthful energy for Verdi's big
moments, and with true grace for more
intimate ones; he underlines the exciting rhythms while underplaying the
"big guitar" qualities of some of the leftover ensembles, and his orchestra and
chorus play and sing with distinction.
Philips' engineers present us with afine
soundstage, ready for distant choirs, solo
instruments, blaring trumpets, and
trivial, mock-foreign dances.
Iwouldn't want to do without this
set, and neither should you —it isn't
likely to be bettered for some time, and
Jérusalem was an important step for Verdi
on his way to his later masterpieces.
—Robert Levine

rock/pop
CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS
Better Day

From left to right: Mark Walton, Peter Holsapple, Vicki Peterson, Robert Mache,
Susan Cowsill, and Russ Broussard. The Continental Drifters

goodbye is forever /What made you
go away? / Iwanted to beg you to
stay"). Holsapple's funky R&B strut,
"Too Little Too Late," is more ambiguIIV hile venerable pop culture
ous, but given the context, it's hard not
tastemaker Rollifq Stone may
to read into lines like "It's along way
have rightly pegged New
Orleans' Continental Drifters as a there and along way back /She was
ready to go with you / She was all
"backwoods Jefferson Airplane," longready to pack... /Then you changed
time fans of this decade-old group with
your mind / Too little, too late."
two albums to its credit (an eponymous
Heartbreak tends to breed great pop
1994 debut and '99's 14nstilion) may have
songs, and both of these terrific cuts arc
been tempted of late to apply asubtle
insightful commentaries on the vagaries
Fleetwood Mac tag as well. For in the
of the human condition.
multitalented lineup of Mark Walton
But such matters arc really no one's
(Dream Syndicate), Peter Holsapple
business — allow art to seed where it
(dB's), Russ Broussard (Bluerunners),
will. All such interpretive temptations
Robert Mache (Steve Wynn Band),
aside, the uppermost strengths of Better
Vicki Peterson (Bangles), and Susan
Day lie, as in its two predecessors, in
Cowsill (Cowsills) resides a married
the communal magic that blossoms in
couple, Holsapple and Cowsill, who've
the Drifters' hands. If the album lacks
recently severed their romantic relationthe roots/powerpop immediacy of the
ship but intend to keep their creative
critically hailed 14.miilion, it contains a
one intact.
brash, NRI1Q-like stylistic diversity
So it's also tempting to scrutinize the
third Drifters album for evidence of that befits the different personalities of
the players—and when the Drifters
romantic dysfunction and disentanglelock into their groove, all the pieces fall
ment. In fact, Cowsill's "Snow," an
into place. There's the killer twin punch
atmospheric swathe of psychedelic,
of the first two cuts: "Na Na," acrunBeadesesque melancholy, is rife with
chily metallic pop-rocker with buoyant
naked images of pointed sorrow ("It
harmony vocals, written and sung with
was one of those moments / When
Razor 8 Tie 82864 (CD). 2001. Continental Drifters,
prods.; Tony Daigle, eng. MD? TT: 50:25
Performance ***
Sonics ***
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gusto by Peterson; and "Tomorrow's
Gonna Be," Walton's smoky, accordionflecked ode to optimism, which provides the album's title. There are also
some ace collaborations — the serene,
lullaby-like Cowsill-Broussard composition, "Peaceful Waking"; and Holsapple and Peterson's "(Down by the)
Great Mistake," asassy, throbbing slab
of New Orleans call-and-response that
has more than ahint of Otis Redding
and Carla Thomas.
With a sonic expansiveness that
drapes the tunes like the rays of afull
moon over the Louisiana bayou, Better
Day is a mature step forward whose
channs continue to unfold with each
successive hearing.
—Fred Mills
HOWE
Confluence
Thrill Jockey 097 (CD). 2001. Howe Gelb, John
Parish, Kevin Salem, prods., engs. MD? Ti': 55:47
Performance ****
Sonics ** to ***1/2

H

owe Gelb can drive you crazy.
But that's the point, isn't it?
One minute he's the frontman of the ongoing musical force
known as Giant Sand — a crazed
Eastern Pennsylvania boy gone sane in
143

Headphone Measurements:

Why

Bother?

Over the years we've noticed thot manufacturers headphone measure-

phone measurements from different manufacturers when selecting head-

ments seemed to hove little resemblance with what we heard. So we

phones. In fact, manufacturers measurements appear so bogus that we

started to measure headphones. Guess what, the measurements on

figure the R&D guys tell the marketing guys how difficult it is to measure

the side of the box have very little to do with the performance of the

headphones, and the marketing guys take it as a sign that they con

heodphones in the box. "%or says us,

make up any numbers they wont. If the cans ore high priced, the fre-

-a

chonce to keep the head-

phone mokers honest, and help people buy head-

quency response should be wider, so they just make

phones. - (And on excuse to buy a bunch of cool test
equipment to ploy with.)
Now, to be fair to headphone manufacturers, developing an industry-wide standard for headphone measure
ment is virtually impossible. let me explain: when you
measure speakers, you drive them with a signal that
has equal amounts of oil frequencies, then you measure the resulting sound out in the middle of the room
(in what's called the diffuse field) and you see if you
still have equal amounts of all frequencies.

Now imag-

ine you sit down in front of those speakers and we put
a microphone inside your cor canal. Your head and
body provide frequency selective acoustic impedances
to the sound coming at you; low frequencies hardly

the numbers match the price.

There is no
such thing as
an industry
standard of

Take a look at any

manufacturers headphone specs—you'll see what we
mean.
Being the massive headphone geeks that we are, we
just couldn't leave this alone.

We decided to start

measuring headphones and publishing the results so
that you would have better numbers to look at while
selecting headphones. Here's what we did: First, we
built a little speaker that has very good frequency
response, and we measured it with a calibrated mi-

measuring

crophone at 1 meter. Then we put Fritz (our super

headphones.

phone) in front of the speaker at a 30 degree angle

expensive, head-shaped, Neumann binaural microand measured the same speaker.

Then we found the

difference between the two measurements and stored

change at all, while higher frequencies will reflect and
set up constructive and destructive interferences with the oncoming

it. (This difference should be the difference between the diffuse field

sound. This will selectively attenuate and/or change the phase rela-

and the in-ear measurement.) Then we slapped the five best sounding

On a smaller scale your ears

headphones we know of onto Fritz, measured them, averaged the

do the same thing: local reflections and acoustic impedances at the

measurements together and called this our ideal headphone measure-

entrance to the ear canal affect the intensity and phase of sound

ment. When all the data was in, we all sat around looking at the mea-

tionship of the sound getting to your ear.

Measured here, the sound is nowhere near

surements and talking about what we heard on the various headphones.

the flat, phase coherent signal measured in the diffuse field. This

and come up with one jolly great background subtraction fudge factor
spectra. When we measure o pair of headphones, we take the data.

getting to your ear drum.

doesn't matter to your perception of the sound though, because whether
its coming from a real violin or a speaker, the sound is always going

subtract out the magic fudge numbers, and hove what we call o stan-

through your whole physiological listening system.

dardized frequency response measurement. Because we do this the

Headphones, however, are on entirely different

same way on all the headphones we mea-

thing.

sure, you get a very good way to look at the

Your normal listening system is signifi-

cantly bypassed: the driver is less than an inch

relative performance of headphones.

from your ear canal; it is coupled into your ear

We'll be the first to admit that there may be

without any of the normal reflections and im-

a number of ways to do equally valid head-

pedance from your body: and because the source

phone measurements. Manufacturers may

is so close to your ear, it does not reflect off

well be justified measuring headphones dif-

folds of your ear in the same way that the pla-

ferently and claiming their numbers are more

nar wave from normal sounds would. The head-

accurate.

phones themselves also provide additional struc-

ing the some standardized method. we feel

But until all manufacturers ore us-

ture that sound can be reflected or attenuated

that there is no better way to objectively

by. Unlike speakers, with headphones there is

compare headphones than by looking at mea-

no place from which we con take an objective

surements on our web site. One caution: while

measurement and relate to it like we can the

it's our experience that our measurements

diffuse field measurement with speakers.

resemble what we hear, it is not the whole

(Headphone makers will often say that their

story. We find that there is no substitute for

headphones ore "diffuse field equalized." But

personal experience with a pair of head-

our experience is that headphones from differ-

phones in evaluating their ability to deliver

ing makers who claim their headphones are

long lasting musical satisfaction. We recom-

diffuse field equalized usually sound markedly

mend you read our subjective evaluations in

different.) The result of all this is that there is no

addition to looking at the numbers.

such thing as on industry standard of measuring
headphones.

Ohl

amps we can get our hands on.

The problem for you, as a headphone buyer, is

another story.

We also measure all the headphone
But that's

that you can't—or you shouldn't—compare head-

Fritz is o very good listener!

www.headphone.com

521 East Peach St, Bozeman, MT 59715 (800) 828 8184 (406) 587-9466 fax (406) 587-9484 email salesg'headphone.com

Record

Reviews

way to 'hey joe' /be paved with agrassy
knoll /and alittle monroe /monroe /
bill or marilyn." Nonsense? Perhaps,
but evocatively presented nonetheless.
Balancing the impenetrable with the
evocative has always been one of Howe
Gelb's many secret gifts —and for me,
often areason to listen. Giant Sand is for
those who like their art sweet and sour.
Time was when most Giant Sand
records sounded as haphazard as their
method of production: Record a
Grateful Dead—influenced track at
somebody's house. Knock out abite of
punk-guitar squall in the backyard.
Maybe venture down to alocal Tucson
studio and fiddle with the gear until
another "track" of spoken-word
shamanism peppered with tape loops
was "complete." Some sounded okay.
Others were more annoying than apredawn garbage truck. Now, through
Sidewalk Madanna and Child — Howe Gelb's many muses coallesce on Confluence.
the miracle of DAT machines, even
legendary stardust renegades like Howe
always been part of Gelb's stubbornly
the Sonoran desert around Tucson,
Gelb can sound... well, better —better
anarchic art adventure. He draws equalrefusing to stick to asong, instead wal—Robert Baird
ly on Neil Young, the Grateful Dead, a than he ever has.
lowing in maximum-volume feedback
and nihilistic shrieking. The next plethora of punk bands, and the kind of
SHAVER
kitchen-sink theory that accents atune
minute he's Hank Williams on PCP and
("Pedal Steel and She'll") with aburping
turpentine, his unhinged twang cackling
The Earth Rolls On
Farfisa organ that sounds like aclogged
in deranged tones while keeping pace
New West NW 6025 (CD). 2001. Ray Kennedy, prod,
tuba. Another classic bit of Giant Sand
with his sly stream-of-consciousness
eng. MD. Tr: 44:19
Performance ****
lyrics. As capable at gorgeous guitar-pop juxtaposition is the chaotic tour-bus
Sonics
****
chatter and funereal pump-organ dirge
gems as he is at found-sound collages,
that
together
make
up
"Vex
(Paris)."
illy Joe Shaver married the same
Howe can also sit down and play a
woman three times. Judging
On Cotyhience, Gelb is trying hard.
reflective piano serenade, as he does in
from his confessional songs, he
His singing is serious and very Young"Source," an introspective snippet from
can't have been an easy man to have
like throughout. Longtime Giant Sand
his latest solo disc, Coeuente.
been married to — so Brenda must
members Joey Burns (bass) and John
With Gelb, the question is often
have been an exceptionally forgiving
Covertino (drums) arc as solid as ever.
How hard is he actually trying — as
woman. She died in 1999, and Shaver
Gelb even manages, as has been his
opposed to luxuriating in fun and
obviously intended Tite Earth Rolls On
wont in the past, to throw in asentichaos? Cheap Casio keyboards, piano
as her tribute. Then, on New Year's Eve
mental standard —in this case, a dry,
crashes, tape loops, insect voices, human
last year, his son, musical partner, and
vocal spew, anything that squeaks, solid atmospheric, solemn (but taped in the
companion, Eddy Shaver, died unexbathroom) version of the old Elvis
pop tunes, outer-space adventures, chilpectedly. Ican't imagine how Billy Joe
chestnut, "Can't Help Falling in Love."
dren earnestly speaking happy gibberfelt about all this, but Ican tell you
The first trio of songs here, "3
ish, beaten-upon cardboard boxes —all
what he did. He made the best album
Sisters," "Saint Conformity," and
this and more has
he's released in years.
"Pontiac Slipstream," is as strong an
The sense of loss and regret are overopening as Gelb has concocted since
powering, but they're tempered by a
1989's Lone Stem Rant. Lyrically, all three
resigned fatalism that speaks of the
tunes have their moments. In "Saint
Conformity" he writes, "He's got a man's inner reserves—and of his
mean streak that's two miles wide /a profound spiritual belief that they'll all
wicked widow's peak that his lost hat meet again. Somehow, that's enough.
Earth must have been near complewon't hide / has some family around
here well aware of his leathery pride / tion before Eddy's death, as he was afull
participant in it. A case in point is
lives down by the race track so he
"Blood is Thicker than Water," in which
knows the inside." In the wonderfully
titled "Pontiac Slipstream," Gelb pon- Billy Joe and Eddy trade verses that
speak of alifetime's battles. Billy Joe:
ders history through his uniquely
"You come dancin' in here with the
cracked mirror and asserts "I afeller
devil's daughter /Spillin' beer and doin'
named monroe never fathered bluegrass / he would still be unrecogthings you hadn't oughta..." Eddy:
"Can't you see I'm down to the ground,
nized as the grand wizard of speed
Ican't get no lower / I've seen you
metal" before concluding "can the
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energy at 51, gloriously displayed
throughout the tour.
This two-disc set, rushed into stores
the weekend the HBO concert aired,
is a perfect example of why Springsteen bootlegs have for years been
such a cherished commodity among
fanatics. Having — ahem — heard more
than a few of these so-called "gray
arca" releases over the years, Ihave to
say that, in terms of the quality of the
performances, the energy he and the
band pour out, and the sound quality,
this is choice live Springsteen — lightyears above the botched Live/1975-85
boxed set.
Marvelous performances abound —
from the increasingly definitive electric
arrangement of "Atlantic City" and a
spirited "Murder Incorporated," to versions of "Badlands," "Out in the Street,"
Bowed but unbeaten, Billy Joe Shaver's pain is audible in The Eeorth Rolls On.
and "Tenth Avenue Freeze Out" that are
pukin' out your guts and runnin' with
The Earth Rolls On, indeedjust as he's
nothing short of triumphant. "Tenth
sluts /When you were married to my
done in the past, Billy Joe Shaver has
Avenue," which always contained arefmother... / Don't you know that
looked hard at himself and has told us
erence to when "the big man joined the
blood is thicker than water, blood is
what he's seen honestly and directly.
band," unfortunately contains amiddle
thicker than water..."
He's bloodied but unbeaten, and his
section, as it did throughout the tour, in
Billy Joe bids Brenda farewell with
new record deserves aplace beside his
which Bruce goes into a revival—style
"Hearts A' Bustin' ": "Hearts a' bustin's a best efforts to date. Given his track
orgy of band introductions.
beautiful flower /It looks like its heart
record, that's saying alot. —Wes Phillips
A dead on "Born to Run" was part of
has burst inside /Imiss you so much
the television special; though it's omitand your sweet gentle touch /I'll love
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
ted from the track listing, it does appear
you 'til the day that Idie."
as track 11 on disc 1—surely amistake
Live in New York City
Even with the shades of Brenda and
and not a deliberately hidden track.
Columbia
C2K
85490
(2
CDs).
2001.
Bruce
Eddy present, the album's not somber.
After all, ajewelbox sticker promises
Springsteen, Chuck Plotkin, prods.; Toby Scott, eng.
"Lcavin' Amarillo," abluesified country
ODD? TT: 2:24:10
"The entire HBO concert."
Performance ****1/2
stomp that lurches along so drunkenly
Disc 2contains two new songs added
Sonics ***
that just listening to it probably violates
during the tour: "Land of Hope and
several AA rules, is hilarious. "Screw
itfing down to write areview of a Dreams" and the controversial Amadou
you! You ain't worth passin' through."
Bruce Springsteen album (or, to
Diallo tribute, "American Shots (41
Accompanying his old man's antiget in the proper spirit, "a
Shots)," for which Springsteen asks for
Amarillo rant, Eddy drives the song
I
i
R00000000CCCEEE album")
"quiet" and gets it. One can only
with raucous barbed-wire slide guitar,
has become arare event.
reminding us that he was a major- The Tracks boxed set of
league Stratocaster master long before
unreleased older material
MILITaallEerkalLs‘4%.areUi...$
joining his dad's band.
came out three years ago;
In fact, what Shaver-the-band most the last album of new
resembles on Earth is alate-'60s power
material, The Ballad of Tom
trio with aredneck poet for avocalist. Joad, is now six years old.
Gary Tallenes bass nails the sound
So last year's tour, some of
down to the earth, and Eddy's all over
which was filmed for an
his guitars, screaming chorus after choHBO special that aired in
rus with ared-hot intensity. Wilco's Jay
April 2001, was special.
Bennett and Ken Coomer fill out the
Reunited with the E
sound on most tracks.
Street Band, Springsteen
The Earth Rolls On is asurprisingly
revved up the old classics
honest-sounding record. It's made loud
and showed again why he
to be played loud —it's uncompressed
remains one of akind in
and extremely natural in its evocation
the history of rock'n'roll.
of an electric band. "We're old-fashIt's still safe to say that no
ioned," producer Ray Kennedy said.
one since John and Paul
"Most all the vocals run through atube
can count off a tune —
microphone straight to analog tape....
"one, two, three, four" —
Everyone else is using hard drives and
with the same verve that
it sounds it."
The Boss, still a ball of
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assume that both will appear on aforthcoming studio album.
Springsteen rarities, particularly for
fans, don't really exist anymore (between
bootlegs and Tracks most have seen the
light of day), but several tunes that he
rarely performs appear here: "My Love
Will Not Let You Down" (Tracks), "Lost
in the Flood" (Greetings/him Asbuty Park,
NJ.), and "Don't Look Back" (Tracks). A
variation on the solo acoustic version of
"Born in the U.S.A.," which he performed during the 1993-94 Human
Tina/Lucky Timm tour, attempts to
correct the unfortunate anthemic misperceptions that have spoiled that very
dark tune since Ronald Reagan used it in
amid-'80s presidential campaign.
If there's aproblem with all this, it's
the sound, which in the TV special was
not especially good. Live in New lie
city corrects some of the clutter, but
it's still alive recording: no separation
between instruments, a soundstage
that's uncertain at best (the venue was
Madison Square Garden), and an overall
lack of dynamic range. Still, if you've
ever wondered about the fabled and
incurable Springsteen bootleg disease,
here's your chance to legally contract it.

BILL FRISELL

capital with aband of bluegrass music's
finest. Remarkably, it was awarded Jazz
Album of the Year in Down Beat's 1998
Critics' Poll.
The Blues Dream group comprises
Frisell's New Quartet (bassist David
Piltch, drummer Kenny Wollesen, and
Greg Leisz on an array of guitars,
BILL FRISELL
including pedal steel, lap steel, and resBlues Dream
onator) augmented by ahorn section
Bill Frisell, acoustic 8. electric guitars, loops; Greg
of alto saxophonist Billy Drewes, trumLeisz, pedal steel, lap steel, National steel guitar,
peter Ron Miles, and trombonist
Scheerhorn resonator guitar, mandolin; Ron Miles,
trumpet; Curtis Fowlkes, trombone; Billy Drewes,
Curtis Fowlkes, all of whom have
alto sax; David PiItch, bass; Kenny Wollesen, drums
worked with Frisell for years. Together
Nonesuch 79615-2 (CD). 2000. Lee Townsend,
prod.; Judy Clapp, eng. ODD. TT: 62:07
they create an evocative soundscape of
Performance ****
lush horn-and-guitar lyricism and
Sonics ****
complex harmonies.
The collection is fundamentally jazz,
hese days commissioned music
though the tunes, many of them short
often doesn't have long legs.
vignettes, are long on melody and short
The scenario usually unfolds as
on improvisational ramble. From that
such: The piece or series of pieces is
foundation, Frisell takes intuitive liberpremiered at aphilanthropic instituties in expressing himself with pop,
tion to much fanfare, recorded shortly
country, bluegrass, and rock sensibilithereafter, and falls flat when arecordties. Rather than stoop to conjuring up
ing is released.
contrived music, this postmodern
A welcome exception to the rule is
Bill Frisell's latest work, Blues Dream, a musician and composer writes and
plays — and, in his whimsical numbers,
sublime 18-part piece commissioned by
and premiered at the Walker Art grins — from his heart and experience.
So when Frisell offers the gently
Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The
stormy "Ron Carter" with rock-edged
recording is the debut of the distinctive
guitar loops and snarls throughout, it's
guitarist's septet, and further explores
his fascination with the convergence of clear that he embraces mainstream jazz
as genuinely as he summons the spirit
jazz and country musics. Frisell started
ofJimi Hendrix.
down that road with his 1997 album,
One of the treats of Blues Dream is
Nashville, recorded in the country
—Robert Baird

Jazz
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hearing Frisell and Leisz play off each
other like two country homeboys, the
former generally sketching the melody,
the latter embellishing it with spicy slide
licks. Fine examples of their interplay
take place in the lilting title track and
the heartland country gem "Pretty
Flowers Were Made for Blooming."
The touching "What Do We Do?"
features the hallowed sound of horn
harmonies gently tugged by the
slide. In this example of beautiful
Americana, elements of jazz and
country co-exist organically.
Jazz purists will no doubt have
qualms with Frisell's wonderfully
confounding music, but fans of
western and country music can take
pleasure in the Bob Wills—like swing
of "Pretty Stars Were Made to Shine"
and the horn-punctuated bluegrass
jaunt "The Tractor."
Has Bill Frisell actually bridged the
gap between jazz and country?
Probably not, but that's not his aim
anyway. A musical omnivore who
throughout his career has shyly defied
jazz tradition and boldly crossed stylistic
borders, Frisell has consistently been
intrigued by the confluence ofjazz and
country — the two distinctly American
styles of music. In doing so, he has
created a rootsy hybrid that has
been assigned several tags, including
"Americana jazz," "heartland jazz," and
"Appalachian jazz." Whatever it's
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JIMMY SCOTT

discs was then just one of many flavors
he was capable of producing. That latter
tone makes an appearance, however, in
"Sometimes IFeel Like aMotherless
The Source
Label M 495722 (CD). 1969/2000. Joel Dom, prod.;
Child," which remains part of his
Adrian Barber, William Mt, engs.; Arif Mardin,
current nightclub set.
Lewis Hahn, re-mix engs. AAD? Tr: 36:14
Performance ***1/2
Perhaps the most common reason
Sonics ***1/2
that Scott remains poison to some
Over the Rainbow
listeners is that his records tend to play
Milestone MCD-9314-2 (CD). 2001. Todd Barkan,
exclusively to his greatest strength:
prod.; Katherine Miller, eng. AAD? Tr: 56:31
ultra-slow ballads. 'The Source is aperfect
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
showcase for that strength. Even "On
hese two discs, released within a Broadway" —which, in the hands of
few months of each
other apparently by
chance, offer the opportunity to examine just
how the incomparable
Jimmy Scott, one of the
last classic jazz singers still
alive, has adapted and
dealt with the changes in
his voice over the years.
Recorded in 1969 for
Atlantic Records, The
Source was one of several
Scott albums that ended
up being abruptly pulled
from the shelves soon
after its release. This
was thanks to Herman
Lubinsky, the notoriously
predatory owner of Savoy
Records, who signed Scott
to along-term contract in
the '50s and then refused to let go.
Like his now-fabled 1963 set, Fulling
in Love is Wonderful, which Scott recorded for Ray Charles' Tangerine label (and
which, since it's Lubinsky-forced withdrawal, has never been reissued), this
eight-track slice of vocal eccentricity
features Scott near his peak, working his
gifts of elongated phrasing to perfection
on standards like "Unchained Melody,"
and on more recent material, like the
Weill-Mann-Leiber-Stoller evergreen,
"On Broadway."
Depending on your taste, Scott is a
singer sublime beyond description or
the proverbial fingernails on a blackboard in human form. But when he
caresses new scents, as he does here
from even such a wrung-to-death
blossom as "Unchained Melody," it's easy
George Benson, was upbeat, almost
to see why he has acult of loyal fans.
anthemic — becomes a spidery ballad
By the time The Source was recorded,
for Scott to pick his way through. The
Scott's basic style was set: slow, taffy-like
irony, obvious to anyone who's ever
phrasings punctuated by gleaming,
sustained blasts in his higher ranges that seen Scott live, is that he also
usually tailed off via vibrato. Witness possesses avery distinct gift for more
uptempo material.
"Day By Day," Scott wending his
It's that willingness to record more
wonderful way with sustained singing
upbeat arrangements that makes Scott's
in his higher ranges. The burnished,
latest set, the Todd Barkan-produced
world-wears' tone that fills his latest
The Source & Over the Rainbow
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Over flu' Rainbow, such a success.
Opening with a mid-tempo "Pennies
from Heaven," the album also includes
peppy, cymbal-driven rides through "All
or Nothing At All" and "If You Only
Knew," all of which provide awelcome
respite from the ballads that still rightfully predominate.
Two songs lie at the center of this
powerful collection. The title tune,
Harold Arlen's Wizard of Oz knockout
punch, remains one of the most tender,
affecting ballads in the Great American
Songbook. Surprisingly, Scott had never
recorded this archetype. His rendition
here, thankfully unhindered by guitarist
Joe Beck's spacious arrangement, is classic Scott. His voice slowly, painfully,
exquisitely wrings every drop of meaning from every word, no matter how
large or small. Even those with ballad
fatigue will be bowled over by this one.
The other unmistakable star of inspiration on this record is Scott's suitably
dark take on the socially charged
"Strange Fruit," the menacing indictment of lynchings that was such a
central part of Billie Holiday's career.
Scott's husky tone and anguished delivery make this track aworthy runner-up
to Holiday's definitive version, just as
his "Over the Rainbow" is in asecond
tier below Garland's.
The only chinks in
this otherwise wonderful
addition to Scott's catalog
are Joe Beck's arrangements, which at times are
too ethereal and twinkly
for their own good; and
Gregoire Marct's harmonica playing (influenced more by Stevie
Wonder than by Little
Walter) is an acquired
taste for some. Sonically,
both discs earn better
than average grades,
although the new record
has, not surprisingly,
more presence and life.
A wonder at age 76,
Scott has nevertheless
inevitably lost some of
his range and elasticity,
and at times slips in araw edge. He offsets these drawbacks with wily turns of
phrase and the kind of pained wisdom
only he can breathe into such lines as
"It's beautiful to watch love begin /but
also sad when it ends."
There has never been, nor will there
ever be, avoice and astyle like those of
Jimmy Scott. Ignore him at your own
risk.
-Robert Baird
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EBERHARD WEBER
Endless Days
Eberhard Weber, upright electric bass; Paul
McCandless, oboe, English horn, bass clarinet,
soprano saxophone; Rainer Brüninghaus, piano,
keyboards; Michael Di Pasqua, drums, percussion
ECM 1748 (CD). 2001. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng. DDD. TT: 48:03
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

T

he dream of a musical "third
stream" goes back at least as far
as Paul Whiteman. Yet most attempts to synthesize jazz and European classical music have led to
superficial, self-conscious stylistic
overlays that have foundered on fundamental incompatibilities.
If there's one place where the
dream has come to life, it is in the
work of the musicians associated with
the great Munich-based label ECM.
Though ECM never uses the term
"third stream," some of the label's
artists have attained the new, rich
sound world that the cross-pollination
of jazz and classical music always
promised but rarely achieved.
One of the very best examples is
the groundbreaking work of electric
bassist Eberhard Weber. He made one
of ECM's first commercially successful recordings, Tite Colours of Chloi; in
1973. Twenty-eight years on, Weber
still sounds like no one else, and still
finds his inspiration and expression in
aspace where refined classical symmetries give new contextual significance to the infinite choices of jazz,
and vice versa.
Endless Days is Weber's first recording
under his own naine in seven years. He
does not use aclassical string orchestra
(as on The Colours of Chloi), but acarefully chosen quartet. Rainer Brüninghaus, who appeared on Chloi; is an infallibly tasteful keyboardist whose layers of
synthesized pastels render actual string
sections dispensable. Paul McCandless
(best known for his association with the
group Oregon) plays mostly oboe and
English horn with agently piercing precision and purity. Michael Di Pasqua, a
subtle, flowing percussionist, had been
completely out of music for 14 years
until Weber convinced him to return
for Endless Days.
Weber's eight compositions (all new
but one) emphasize ensemble structure
and notation over "the solo self-presentation that is prevalent in jazz today."
His work does not sound quite like classical music, although pieces such as
"Concerto for Bass" possess as much
formal processional grace and solemnity
as any Rodrigo adagio. It does not sound
Stereophiie, June 2001

Classical music with improvisation? That's reined in by aclassical structure?
Eberhard Weber is swimming up the third stream.

quite like jazz, in part because it intentionally diverges from the AfricanAmerican cultural subconscious. Yet it is
hard to know what, besides jazz, to call
personal free inventions like "Solo for
Bass." Weber's work is, in fact, something new.
It is also music of ratified melodic
proportion that weaves haunting, hypnotic narratives that arc elusive yet
majestic in their connotative power.
For all of his insistence on limiting solo
improvisation, the riveting focus is
Weber's own voice. He plays acustomdesigned, amplified, five-string instrument he calls an "electrobass." It looks
like an upright acoustic bass, but with a

small soundbox instead of abody. Its
sound, in Weber's hands, is one of the
most emotionally evocative in modern
music: fluid yet incisive, both quick
and deep, capable of drawn-out, portentous sustains. On "A Walk in the
Garrigue," his dramatic sweeps of
invention announce that, after asevenyear absence as a leader, Eberhard
Weber is back.
As one expects from albums recorded
by Jan Erik Kongshaug in Oslo's
Rainbow Studio, the audio quality
serves the music well, although without
the last measure of air and intimacy
that Kongshaug gets with all-acoustic
ensembles.
—Thomas Conrad
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*Venus ultimate silver amp
as well as my line of 300B
amps, battery preamps
and dacs. Stop by the
website for more details!
,ete

4 Mercury Ag AV20 4W's
513.271.4186 PH.VM.FX
Wavelength@Fuse.net

The Precision Rack is machined
to uncompromising tolerances from solid, aircraft
aluminum bar, and fitted with high quality stainless steel
hardware. Available alone or with Symposium shelves.

SYMPOSIUM

WovetengthAudio.com
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RIDISCOVIR YOUR
MUSIC COLLICTION„,

Confused about
which component to purchase?

Once you get
your bearings,
everything
will become
clear.
71e me....e,reeit/
eb/t Gr emir s/ble
jeVilo
David Price.
HI FI World. March

STAGE

2001

Ifr;‘,//s writ. nervy:shirt!):

qgb

CONCEPTS

The only 100% handmade audio cables in the business.
Exclusive, solderless, solid silver terminations.

Robert Deutsch,
Stereophile. May 200 1

Sold factory-direct and through select hi-fi dealers.

NON-REACTIVE - ULTRAUNEAR - SONICALLY INVISIBLE

auriosmib.com
MI

DIA

ACCES

5

2660 County Road 0 •Woodville. WI •54028 •r: 800.830.1575 •F: 715.6083256

The

III

Full line of pure silver cables with air dielectrics.

SOUI

www.stage3concepts.com
Voice/fax

7 18

254

874 1

Brooklyn

Handmade

in

USA

of MUSIC

.• Hi-End Audio Cables

lour Audio Products
:•

DISCOVERY CABLE INC. •
P.O. Box 7Stuart Florida 34995
561/219-7979 Fax: 561/219-2668
www. discoverycable.com
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Manufacturers'
JBL 538
Editor:
Thank you for the fine review of the JBL
Studio Series S38 loudspeaker. In designing the 538, we wanted to retain the
strengths of classic JBL speakers from the
past while updating its performance with
the best of current technologies and delivering aloudspeaker with asize and price
attractive to the consumer. As you well
know, in life or loudspeakers, nothing is
free, and we had to make some tough decisions regarding balancing acoustic parameters, industrial design, and cost targets.
We chose to keep the S38 firmly in the
traditional JBL sonic heritage, delivering a
wide, uniform frequency range along
with exceptional detail and dynamic
range, yet without sacrificing smoothness
and musicality. Your thorough review
indicates that we met our targets quite
well. This is extremely gratifying, as we
spent agreat deal of time and effort on
the Studio Series models in balancing
their performance parameters.
Greg limbes
Chief Engineer, JBL Systems
Cary CAD-280SA V12
1,11t0::
Whew, Ijust returned from askiing trip
in Truckee, California, and have had the
pleasure of reading the words ofJonathan
Scull about the Cary V12. Ihad ahuge
grin on my face as Iskied the slopes with
my daughter, Aimee, above Lake Tahoe.
The smile Inow support is gigantic after
J-10's words.
In fact, Ibelieve Ineed to run to the
corner store for some of that V8 juice
Jonathan is known to guzzle. We all now
realize that J-10 is also aconnoisseur of
fine juice. Maybe his secret is that he has
discovered the four added ingredients
needed to transform that can of V8 into
some V12 juice. Had Inot read the kind
words of John Atkinson about the highquality output transformers we use on the
Cary V12, my suggestion would have
been for Jonathan to give JA acan of V12
juice, the four added ingredients consisting of fresh prunes!
Thanks, JA, for your kind words as
well. Some more thanks: Thank you,
Jonathan Scull, for your highest recommendation of the Cary V12, and yes,
Stereophile, June 2001
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thanks to John Atkinson for your policy
of allowing me to appear in these pages of
Stereophile.
Dennis J. Had
Cary Audio Design
Sun Audio SV-2A3
Editor:
HA. Corporation in Beaverton, Oregon, is
Sun Audio's representative in North
America. Recendy we have had customers
calling in to ask why the price listed for the
Sun Audio SV-2A3 in "Recommended
Components" in the April 2001 issue of
Stereophile is $950.00 for the kit and
$1750.00 assembled. The correct prices are
$1436.20 for the kit and $2199.80 for the
assembled version.
Jayne Blazevich
HA. Corporation
Equi=Tech on PS Audio
I've had quite enough. While Iendorse
the PS Audio products as avast improvement over most "power conditioners" (I
know they hate that word, but what goes
in and comes out is essentially the same
stuff), Iam very distressed about much
hyperbole regarding the subject of AC
power as it has been presented with
respect to the PS Audio product.
Primarily, the errors are in misrepresentation from aperspective of audio performance and the effects of cleaning up
the outer world vs the effects of cleaning
up the inner world created when an audio
system itself interacts with the AC power
system. Far more line noise is produced
when the component switches are turned
on than most anything the outer world
has to offer. This is anatural phenomenon
occurring as aresult of applying areactive
or impedance load to an AC source.
My contention is that if the PS
Audio product was designed without the
balanced AC architecture, the product —
and, along with it, the theories presented
about its benefits and function — would
ultimately prove to be of marginal value at
best with respect to the performance of
audio equipment. Iam claiming this strictly from the perspective of aprofessional
electrical engineer in the power-quality
industry, and as author of Article 530, Part
G, of the National Electrical Code.
Many experts in the professional audio
industry have tested the theories presented

in the balanced-power methodology, and
have more closely defined the actual interaction between an AC power source and
electrical signal circuitry operation as it
affects the performance of various equipment in both sonic clarity and accuracy
as well as measurable distortion and interference. The testing equipment used swept
broadband frequency response in professional audio equipment with regard to the
noise floor, as well as testing for digital timing errors (jitter) induced by high-frequency noise. Both of these phenomena are
far more critical to the performance and
accuracy of electronic signal circuits than
the relatively low levels of distortion and
interference found in typical utility power.
What Iam driving at is that purifying
low levels of harmonic distortion in utility
power has far less impact on the performance of an audio system than purifying
the AC source as it interacts with an
impedance load. Iam, of course, stressing
the importance and value of balanced
power itself as being responsible for the
lion's share of improving audio-equipment performance.
From apurely scientific and engineering point of view, Iwince at the oversell of
this "regeneration" system. It is simply not
what is behind the value that is being
claimed or demonstrated. To me, this is
hyperbole, not science.
While Idon't dispute the claims that,
electronically, the PS Audio product has
less line impedance than a transformer
used in this application, understand that
modern transformer technology offers
many options that, in effect, can improve
and enhance the unimpeded flow of AC
current far beyond the assumption and
singular conclusion that ahigher-impedance transformer is less optimal for power.
Important factors such as flux density, efficiency, and saturation levels are not even
given due consideration, as is the case
when atransformer is properly designed
for AC power isolation.
Furthermore, the advantages of using a
well-engineered isolation transformer
have been left largely unspoken. Efficiency
is one major factor. The comparison
between awell-designed transformer and
an electronic power synthesizer with
respect to efficiency are as far apart as
could be imagined (97% to 50%, in
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"Once you hear the noise on your power line, it's hard to forget about it."

flucJioPrism Power Technology

WideScreen Review Volume 8. Number 4. Issue 33
Review by Doug Blackburn

Innovative •Musical •Accurate
•Noise Sniffer"'

•Ouiet Line"'

Mark I now available

The first and only tool to get to the bottom of noise
problems while maximizing your PLC investment.
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The first parallel line filter to squelch noise at the
source. Simple, yet very effective.
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•Power Foundation"' Multiple, isolated filter technology with exclusive
P.'ark :rnow avallable
adjustable filtering in a convenient package.

•WaveGuide""

The first common mode filter for all digital, video and
AC power cord designs (patent applied for).
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'See us at 2001 CES. Las Vegas
Alexis Park Resorts. Room 2201 and booth AP 25
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Power FoundationTM

WaveGuide

oti
Quiet LineTM

ACFX

AudioPrism •Redmond,

WA •USA

TM

TEL 425-869-8482 FAX 425.869.1873

TM

www.audiopnsm.com

"If Ihadn't known it costs just $299/pair when Ifirst heard
it, Iwould have estimated its price as at least twice that."
—John Atkinson, Stereophile Vol. 23/No. 5, May 2000, page 93.

The Aegis One
$299/pair

The Aego 2Speaker System
ACOUSTIC ENERGY

$599

Acoustic Energy •Alon •Anthem •Arcam • Bell'oggetti •
Beyer •Cambridge Audio •Celestion •Denon •Dreamvision
•Dynamic •Elite Video •Faroudja •Fujitsu •Gallo Acoustics
• Jolida • Lexicon • Loewe • Luxman • McCormack •
McIntosh • Miller & Kreisel • Mission • Montana • Niles •
Ortofon • Panamax • Paradigm • Paradigm Reference •
Parasound • Pioneer Plasma Monitors • Premier • Rogue
Audio •Sennheiser •Sierra •Soundolier •Spendor •Stewart
• Synergistic Research •Teac •Tweak •Thorens •Toshiba
HDTV •Tributaries •Vidikron •Xantech •Zenith HDTV

AUDIO•VIDEO SALON
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY & COST EFFECTIVENESS

212-249-4104
1553 Second Avenue,

New York, NY 10028

Established 1969 •www.aysalon.com
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approximate terms). Electronic circuits also
create heat that damages internal components and causes degradation over time.
On the other hand, transformers improve
over time as Q factor and the magnetic
resonance properties of the transformer
"break in"; a unit can last literally for
generations and just keep sounding better
and better. The cost comparison between
the two methods is also quite extreme.
But Ihaven't mentioned the most overlooked advantage of using atransformer
in this application: the bandwidth of noise
rejection. To an engineer, this is the
simplest of all advantages to understand
from a technical perspective. It takes,
however, an elementary understanding of
"common-mode rejection" (CMR) or
"noise cancellation" with balanced circuit
topology. Iand others have explained this
phenomenon in numerous articles that
have been written in professional audio
journals over the past eight to ten years.
With respect to the bandwidth of noise
cancellation as well as the noise attenuation (CMR) in decibels, the critical factor
is how low of an impedance is in the path
to ground from the power mains through
the power source itself. Here, the PS
Audio product cannot compare to atransformer in terms of low impedance, as
solid-state devices are, by definition, highimpedance devices. This can leave a
considerable level of high-frequency noise
still on the line! This is not noise that was
originally found in the utility power
source, but rather it's the natural reactance
that produces noise from audio equipment power supplies themselves. So, in
effect, only partial results are attainable
from the elimination of reactive load currents by using asolid-state device in the
ground path. Admittedly, there have been
active-feedback circuits used that cause
"anti-noise" to be generated on the line
that cancels these harmonic currents, but
they, too, are limited in frequency, bandwidth, and efficiency. To my knowledge,
the PS Audio product uses none of these
circuits anyway. That would be considered
power-conditioning by any definition.
In anutshell, greater noise attenuation
over awider bandwidth is routinely attainable using atransformer instead of asolidstate device. The secondary coil in any
transformer has a far lower impedance
than any semiconductor-based device.
This is actually quite an easy thing to
accomplish, but with exacting and precise
engineering and manufacturing specifications applied, the difference in sound quality between awell-made transformer and
the PS Audio product is no small thing.
Routinely (this may hurt some), we
hear audiophiles tell us that our systems
stereophite,

June 2001

have ahigh end that is much wanner and
easier to listen to. But to be fair, every
other aspect of sonic quality is said to be
comparable. From ascientific standpoint,
this makes complete sense, considering
the information in the above paragraphs.
Since you probably know that this is "my
baby," you can probably understand why I
wince at some of the arguments Ihear in
support of the PS Audio product and the
technology it claims. Most of it is true, but
there is too much left unsaid. As an engineer, Ifind this selectively disseminated
information to be so lacking and misleading that it effectively misrepresents the
science of power quality in amanner that
is far from material to the benefits actually
realized. In other words, and very simply,
it's the balance, not the regeneration,
that accounts for most of the sonic
improvement.
From amarketing perspective, Ihave
no quarrel with Paul McGowan whatsoever. He has agood product and is doing
nicely promoting it in amarket that has
room for many. He is also helping to raise
the awareness of people to the very
important but largely overlooked power
component itself.
However, as an inventor, ascientist, an
electrical engineer, and an electrical code
authority, Iam understandably concerned.
Iam astraight shooter. I'm also acompetitor, but first and foremost Iam an
engineer and scientist. Had Inothing to
offer in that respect, this letter would have
been impossible for me to write.
Naturally, Iwant my company's products
to succeed as well. But Iwould also like to
see further development of this power
revolution in the high-definition audio
arena. There is far more to the issue to
understand than what Ihave seen spoken
of or offered up to now.
The potential in this arca reaches far
beyond the PS Audio system and its application. The knowledge in the field also
goes far beyond the state of the art that has
been widely documented and reported up
to now. We have additional information
and material that will both enlighten and
broaden the understanding of the sophisticated audiophile, offer more and better
choices, and, above all, serve to benefit
people's listening experience.
Balanced AC is the technology that is at
the core of the power revolution that's
presently taking place across the nation in
all high-tech electronic applications. Paul
knows this too. Believe me, he wouldn't
dare offer a product with unbalanced
architecture. So let's read between the
lines here just alittle: What is not being
said that should be?
Martin Glasband
President, Equi=Tech Corp.
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ADA
Adcom
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DVDO
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ATI

Dynaude
Epos
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MSB
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Mantic Technology
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North's' Elatline

Audio Control

Earoudia

Parasound

Audio Power
Audniques1

Focus Enhancements
Euirlsu

Perpetual Tech
Moe,

Bag End

Goert,

PS Audio

Balanced Audio

Grado

Rego

Bello
Bright Stag

Haller
Harman Kardon

Hey°.
Salamander Designs

eryston
Cary Audio
Gelestion

Harmonic Tech
Jamo
Jolula
JVC Molessional

Sharp
Sony
Straightwire
Thotens

Clearaudio
Creek

KEF
Kerber (able
Magnum Dynalati
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local 310.517.1700
fax 310.517.1732
www.relerence-ay.com
e-mail: rav@reterence-ay.com

Toshiba

and more

Our 24' year!

2861 W. 234th SI.. Dept. SP. Torrance, CA 90505
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presents the finest in European
style and elegance

Aloia .Audio Tekne
Audiomeca Ecosse
Copulare .Piega
Visit us online to find adealer near you

www.sanibelsound.com

Audiomeca

111

(800)531 ,6886

-Cabinet designer on staff for
design and consultation
-Manufacturer trained technical

for major manufacturer with 17
years experience in High End
Audio /Video

•Installations supervised
owner or store manager

by

MOM

Territories are Available.

•Owner is aformer service tech

•Experienced install staff,
No sub-contractors

'st

Dealers interested in these
products are encouraged to call.

•27years in business at the same
location

•We offer only reliable, high
performance,user-friendly
products.

Aloia

service staff provides the best
service in the store and in your
home.
•All equipment demonstrated

Gabe Urbana, Mgr.

1Ralpb Fonte,

ADA, Alon by Acarian Systems, Arcam, Audio
Research, B&K, Barco, BDI, C.A.L., Cardas, DCS,
Denon, Dunlavy, Elan, Escient, Faroudja, Gallo, Krell,
Loewe, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meadowlark.
McIntosh, Nakamichi, Niles, REL, Salamander.
Speakercraft, Staight Wire, Sumiko, Tannoy, Toshiba,
Transparent, VAC. Vidikron, Vienna Acoustics, VTL,
Well Tempered.

in total system context.
•All products sold at
competitive prices.
All qualified systems are ISF
and Sencore Installer Suite
calibrated

193 Bellevue Ave. Upper Montclair, NJ
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Where

US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400

San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Advanced Audio
(805) 687-3338

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696

Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
E. Wilson Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-0441

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476

South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi-Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
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Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
DunwOOdy
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977

Li'bum

Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

Yorba Linda
Laser D EntertainmenVR.1.
(714) 693-2882

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

COLORADO

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770

Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684

Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

GEORGIA

Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Sacramento
Audio IX
(916) 929-2100
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

Naples
House of Fidelity
(941) 262 0100

HAWAII
Honolulu

Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500

Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548

Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000

to

Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-1729
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000

DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
ILLINOIS

Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of HoHman
Estates
(847) 882-2885
Morton Grove
ABT Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Indianapolis
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663

FLORIDA

IOWA

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Coralville
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Buy

Stereophile

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737

KANSAS
Pairie Village
Smarter Technologies
(913) 262-5250
Shawnee Mission
Auchoport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 656-7020
Columbia
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 381-2100
Gaithersburg
News Express
(301) 926-9614
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen &Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo &Video
(781) 648-8111
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819

MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage &Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Femdale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Okemos
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400

Superior Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780

MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi -Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi -Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
i
7021 077 0227
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

NEW JERSEY
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Medford
Avalon Audio Video
(609) 654-7752
Mercerville
Home Theater Experience
(609) 587-5555
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

NEW YORK
Binghamton
(SG Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House, LLC.
(718) 745-2834
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt'sElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212)685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Anic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Holtman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
TO PROVE OUR POINT -WE HAVE MORE NEW
HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY
THAN ANY OTHER DEALER IN THE COUNTRY
•ACCUPHASE

•CARY

• KOETSU

•PASS LABS

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•AIR TIGHT

•STAX

•CAL

•LYRA

•PLINIUS

•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MONITOR AUDIO

•PROAC

•AMAZON

•DYNAVECTOR
• FANFARE FM

•SYNERGISITC
•THULE

•PROJECT

•ARCAM

•GRADO

•TRANSFIGURATION

•MONTANA

• PSB

•ART AUDIO

•VAC

•GRAHAM

•MORCH

•QUICKSILVER

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

•VAN DEN HUL

•HERRON

• NAD

•REL

•VANS EVERS

•AUDIO PHYSIC

•HOVLAND

•NAGRA

•REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIO REFINEMENT
•BASIS

•JM LAB

•VELODYNE

•NITTY GRITTY

•SIERRA AUDIO

•VOLKSAMP

•KIMBER KABLE

•NORDOST

•SME

•BENZ-MICRO

•VPI

•KLYNE

•ORACLE

•SPENDOR

•YBA

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

Audipimm
Cdnnection

•Consultations
•Installations
•Shipping Worldwide
•Turntable Specialists

•Cables
•Stands
•Tubes
•Preowned Equip

SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR AUDIO NEEDS
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A

ProAc

*Aesthetix
*Arcam
*All
*Audible Illusions
*Audio Note
*Audio Physics
*AudioGuest
*Audio Ref nement

A

SONIC FRONTIERS

r

CARY R&W

9KIKER KABLE ,

PsP§E(112

C

*Audio Research
*Ayre
*B&W"
*Basis
*Bel Canto
*Belles
*Benz-Micro
*Bryston

*Cardas
*Cary
*Change Light Speed
*Creek
*Dynayector
*ESP
*Fanfare
*Goertz
•• Rote!

R

I)

A

Se

Wea

VANDERSTEEN

ecze,

ROTEL p

)

Ill MAGNEPAN

*Grado
*Magnepan
*Graham
*Magnum Dynalac
*Jeff Rowland Design
*March
*Harmonic Technology
*Music Reference
*Klaiber Kable
*Nordost
*Koetsu
*Pious
*Lexicon
*Premare
*Magnan
*ProAc
& B& IN No Mail Order!

*PSB
*
Frontiers
*PSE
*
*OuickSilver
* .., -idersteen
*Rega
*vPl
*Rogue
*Wadia
*Rotel"
*XL0
*RR Gray Power Co *YBA
*Salamander
*Zoethecus

615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, N.J. 07044
(973) 239-1799 •Fax: (973) 239-1725 •http://www.audioconnect.com
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Salem
Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-4080
Pittsburgh
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 931-5850
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8, Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
AV
(803) 252-5551

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Devra Audio 8. Video
(360) 943-1393
Seatle
Premier Audio 8. Home Theater
(206) 985-0209
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

PORTUGAL
Amadora
Ajasom
351 214748709
RUSSIA
San Rafael
KST OK
(095) 007-2865474
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio UK
0115 928 4147

DUNLAP/
NO LOCAL DEALER?

DROP SHIPMENTS FROM
LARGEST U.S. DEALER
,
•CAL
Audio•Research
Definitive •
Technologv
Bills Bags
.
•Grado •Krell. Lexicon

1
I

• •Dunlaw

•Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable
•NHT •Nordosl •Pass Labs
Pioneer Elite •ProAc •Rega •tunco
•Saxos •Thiel •‘elodvne •VPI
•Wilson Audio •Nadia •Zoelhecus
•Z-Ss stems

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (ne)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
Dallas
Audio Consortium (The)
(214) 821-2983
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582-7777
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Systems
(801) 467-5918
Media Room (The)
1801) 474-0476
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Chesapeake
Dome's Audio Video
Environment
(757) 548-2020
Falls Church
Sound Images By High Tech
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi -Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(425) 746-3188
Digitech Home Systems
(425) 882-3200
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PUERTO RICO
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

our

Sell Your Gear FREE on

Internet Site .. plus

Trade-ins & Specials
www.audiovideologic.com

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
(403) 244-8111
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
(780) 432-3232
Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011
ONTARIO
Brampton
Canadian Sound
(905) 453-0444
Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902

rAudio-Video
L•0•G•I•C
515-727-2279

/Awn/ Pc/Lunn_ 5iintinui kept/Union
3025

100th

Des Moines,

IL.L.lhr SAGS'

PRO-STANDS AUDIO/VIITE0

COMPUTER FURNITURE

SG

Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866
Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002
Windsor
Live Wire Audio, Ltd..
(519) 979-7740
COSTA RICA

SI.
IA 50322

1"*..1

111111• ,
;
OTRI-PRO-6 Audio Rack
with Stands

OPRO5440
Component Center

Curridia bat
Parlatek
506 225 8231
HONG KONG
Central
YK Audio, Ltd
852 2524 8775
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Benelux
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111

WTRI-PRO-S
Audio Rack

De Hifiwinkel
31 0402113388

!
In ills!
I
I
I

De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091
Dumb Audio BV (Dept DC
Publ)
31 0735112555
Hit shop (The)
31 0135443444

#PRO-6650 LP Audio Rack
#8248 LP Storage Rack•

The Big Kahuna
Entertainment Center

805/644-2185
4I47-A Transport St. •Ventura, California 93003

NORWAY
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
47 55 25 6214

For your local dealer visit us online at

www.billybags.com
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AU010OUEST •
(AL. SUM1K0 •
OBER

AUDIO NEXUS

TRIANGLE •CAMELOT •PS •RGPC
REGA •
GRADO •CREEK •AUDIOPRISM
TOTEM •MAGNUM DYNA1AB •EPOS
UNISON RESEARCH •ILLUMINATIONS

STEREO COMPONENTS

HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •
MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •KR •RGPC

W

BRIGHT STAR •OPERA •BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •if:1[10A •VIBRAPODS
HRS •AUDIBLE IlLUSJONS •TARGET
HAVE •GOLDRING •PLATEAU •LAST
BELLES •MONOLITHIC •LEHMANN
SOLILOQUY •ANTIQUE SOUND LAB

Our Starting
Line Up
Ac
e
cY
e

Magnum Dynalab
MD 208

Io L da

audioquest

MSB Link DA( 3
Nelson Link 3

Th

TARGET

Rego Planet
2000

( 0
)
I-1 ARMriN

el.
>
Audio Analogue
Purcini SE &SEP

JP5

lung conDuctog

WI

flucJioPrism

ANALY SIS
tY.1F
(I«
ir•N KIM3ER KABLE

«Ma
Creek 5350SE
Stereophile Class A

Triangle Titus os
Stereophile (lass B

•---soue4

- New At Audio Waves Aoaque Sound Lob MG Head •
WAVE •
MGSI 15 [HS -C
•
Alamo Autio Slonfls• Epos /612 8. MIS

ANAUDIOWAVES
the finest in anorclablenli,

Lyn
800.510.4753 M-Thurs 10-6, Fil 9-5, Sot 12-4

P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 oudiowoves :not('

www.audioshoppercom/AudioWaves

ce

FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? -CALL US
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eare very proud to announce the premiere of the Audio
Nexus online, high-end, audio/video seminar series.
For the first time ever, you will actually be able to listen
to lectures and interviews of some of the world's most renowned
audio and video manufacturers over the Internet. We believe that
this series will present awonderful opportunity for all of you, no
matter where you live, to meet and get to know these
manufacturers, their design philosophies, how they view the
high end, and how they strive to bring as much of that vision to
you as they possibly can in their product offerings. For more
information on these seminars and how to listen to them on
your computer and in the comfort of your own home, please
visit: http://www.audionexus.com/online.html
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European
craftsmanship and exquisitely clear and detailed
sound make these the most affordable "Class A"
speakers you will ever hear.

tiu•
150 A

THAT HONOR MUSIC

AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio
Research has been around practically forever and
has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They
have acomplete line of vacuum tube products as
well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I00 Mk Ill amp and the
1.5-25 Mk 11 preamp, both of which use the 6H30
super tube we've been raving about.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In
record time, their tube and solid state designs
have established BAT as aleader in high-end
electronic design. Now all their marvelous tube
products are available as Signature Editions which
use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring
unprecedented excitement and clarity to your
music. The VK-75 and VK-75SE tube amps and the
VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest
offerings.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable
electronics? They offer afull line of power amps,
preamps, and integrated amps, including their
newest, the 9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-1
theater processor. Many are critically-acclaimed,
and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.

CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and
gorgeous sounding, the electronics from this
company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall
to audition their brand new Premier I
7LS preamp,
and you'll soon understand what the term
"musical" really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great
sounding cables at affordable prices, now they
have the best cables in the world at any price.
Come hear the Kimber Select series, and prepare
to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek,
attractive speakers lust as it does from abeautiful
songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron
have now been joined by acenter channel, small
monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale.
Starting at $995 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with a
rich tonal balance that presents music with
stunning beauty. Their flagship model 5will engulf
you in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC-I center channel and
VSNI• Isurrounds bring true quality to surround
sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis
Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson •Enlightened
Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado Jamo •JM Lab
Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab McCormack •Meadowlark
NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •Pro-Ject •PSB •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rogue
Rotel •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components •Stewart Screens
Sumiko •Tanno •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
We

Ship Anywhere

• 908-277-0333
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Audio
TURNTABLES! Amazon. EuroTables, Orca, from
Germany. Golden Gate, Mora tonearms. Alkierts,
Benz. Denon. Empire cartridges. The fabulous
PhonoMax phono stage! EarMazes! HRS, Audio
Points. Audio Adunnceneents LLC Box 2090, Branchville,
NJ 07826. (973) 875-8705, andado@earildinkmer,
wwritatidioadvancementssom.

CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL, Audio Physi,
EAD, linmedia, Vibrapods, Lyra, Wireworld, Klync,
Power Snakes. Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YHA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Asirios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at uninitconter
audio.cont or (503) 643-7512.

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim Audio, Spenclor.
Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark. Roark, Koetsu,
JPW, Creek. Epos, Sound Organisation. Goldring. and
more. Always lots of used gear. Established way hack in
1979! (805) 658-8311, 11111lenCinbinanilin.(0111.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the hest better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell, vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral, Rowland, Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many more. We have spe-

ATTENTION SPENDOR ANI) QUAI) OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales. service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.coni. QS&I)
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (504) 372-3711, W .(504) 372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aolcom. 140: wirticqsat;dd.roin.

cialized mods for Hailer, Dyna, Adcom, li&K,
Pioneer CD, and others. New, great-sounding DVI)
players! Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Gnifi. Si. ChalleS,
MO 63304, (636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at
www.musicalconcepts.com.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Supetex Produns,
(310) 826-3686,W (310) 826-8577 Sande.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure!
Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with purchase. Also Attna-Sphere, Thor,
Wolcott, linter Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio,
Magnan, Furutech, Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus,
Warner Imaging. Private auditions. AndioKinens,
(504) 866-1730, www.audiokinesis.com.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA — Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stereophile-recommended (April 2001) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z
other locales inquire (716) 683-5451, .1;w (716) 683-5421.
Now available for purchase direct off the Web at
uniirliqiur.rom. The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-theart
soon to include AM.

WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi,
KEF, Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers,
591 King Si, ChilikSinn, SC 29403. (843)723-7276, inlie
wadhothalann.
Mc-CORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades arc available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALI) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see www.SMcAndittcom.
littliitIllitilittilittlittilittlipttilittli
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111t1
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AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
1
,
We/fix (804) 358-5300, e-mail AtulioAnUSA@aolcont.
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aetthetix. Air Tight, Anthem.
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Cabasse, Cary. Chang,
Conrad-Johnson. EAR., Electrocompaniet, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham. Hovland, jPS, Koetsti, Kuzma,
Lehman. Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre. Musical
Design, Muse, Nagra. Pathos, Rep, Samadli Acoustics.
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, XLO, YBA, Zoethectis, and more.
Call John Banter at (303) 691-3407, lax (303) 922-0522,
2341 W Vale Ave, Englewood, CO 8.
0110.
CARY: USED 805C, latest, $6100; 300SE, 2A3SE.
Volksanip Aleph 30, Aleph 60M. Custom verticalarray speakers, 98dli, $5800. (801) 226-1018
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VAN DERSTEEN 3M with Sound Anchors, mint
with manual and cartons. $1895 OBO. NE
Pennsylvania. metsfint@ptd.tret.
COUNTERPOINT
UPGRADES.
24/96-192
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See wwwaltavistaaudio.com.
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These arc listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranty. Sold
directly, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or min www.aritiaudioxont.
FREE PORNO MOVIES can make you smile. So can
these: Akin, AMC, Anthem, Antique Sound Lab,
Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Audio Research,
Benz, CAL Cambridge, Creek, Hovland, J.A. Michell,
Manley, Music Hall, Nordost, ProAc, PS Audio, SME,
Soliloquy, QuickSilver, Wavac, Wireworld, more!
Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 921-9961, WW11104&1111di0.01/11.
VACUUM

TUBE

CURVE

TRACER,

11 ,11111111010110..COM.

WWW.AUDIOVIDEOFORUM.COM —The ultimate source for home-theater infomiation and discussion. Enjoy our great forum; membership is free. Live
chat, reviews, and more coming soon.
ARTISTIC AUDIO FEATURES: Accuphase, Adcom,
Air Tight, Aliantc, Aloia, ASC, Audio Note,
AudioQuest, Cary, EAR.. Elc-ctmcompaniet, Ensemble, FIM, KEF, Khanna, PolyCrystal, Resolution
Audio, Rix Rax, RPG, Target, Viva, Wilson Benesch,
Zoethecus, and more. Contact Brian Ackerman at (949)
362-608(, weluire www.aanclio.com. Southent CahlOntia, US.

We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.

PREMIER TUBE AND ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio

ACOUSTIC ZEN ZERO CRYSTAL CABLES will
transform your home theater or audio system; their
stunning clarity and musical beauty arc unmatched at
any price! iiimicArousritZeicront, (760) 471-4899.

Ltd. Alón, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR., Fi,
Hovland, Koetsu, Myryad, Naim, Roksan, Rep,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL0, and
h
more. Custom home theater and HI)TV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. I)Cs leading
source. (703) 734-9391, unvindtjavitaudiecom.

WHAT YOU 1)ONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper 011 RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode, 1 Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
www.vinnodeAWI,

Mart

RATES: Private,
$1.60 per word;
Conmiercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with a
space, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stenvphile
Classified Ad Department, Stephen Mcjias,
email usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10011. FAX: (212) 886-2809.
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to
run in the August 2001 Stereophile, you must
submit it by June 1, 2001. Please Note:
Phoned-in ads are not accepted. Please plan
on faxing or mailing in your ads on the form
provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

ONLY THE BEST: Krell, Audio Research, Avalon,
B&W, Rowland, YBA, Proceed, EgglestonWorks,
Meridian, Accuphase, Cary, Thiel, Revel. Classé,
Levinson, JMIab Utopia, Totem, Aerial, Sonic
Frontiers. Best prices —all products are new and covered by hill US manufacturers' warranties. For prices
and professional consultation, call SCI, (800) 323-5870.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alén,
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters, Goenz, Graham.
Harmonic TecluiologyJM Reynaud, Loth X, Magnum
Dynalab, Marchand, Oracle, QS&D. Reference 3A,
Silverline, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more! (510) 732-1204,
wunitscsomulgallerycom.
KRELL KSA-300S amp, $3900; Audio Research
LS22R with remote, $1900; Kinergetics SW-200 stereo
powered subwoofers, $1050. (417) 934-5130.
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD208 receiver, new condition, 5 months old, ($2975) $2195. (603) 595-7180,
serchellhm@aolunn.
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/MERIDIAN
New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500HC 24/96

Clearance
&

(May 1st to June 30Th, 2001)
,
113111.

new home. As you may know, packing and moving is not asimple
chore, and we thought that our customers can help make the
transition alot easier. How you may ask?
THE PARTS CONNECTION is having a2month long sale on
everything in The Millennium 2000 Catalog Volume 5. From the
ASSEMBLAGE kits, to our library of books -20 to 60% off, that's
right, up to 60% off, on EVERYTHING we have in stock.
Please give us aCALL, send us an E-MAIL or FAX or visit ourVVEB
SITE.., you'll be glad you did!

e=l

JEFF ROVVLANI

On Display:
Amati Homage

Off

THE PARTS CONNECTION, after 10+ years, is moving to a

New on display!
N 383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
N"39 CD Processor/Transport
N 380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N"32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N"33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N' 336. 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

,1.7.1••

/-

in Stock!

_

Sonus faber

to 641, 40/4o.

EVERYTHING

mar-h-r>r.pErm
evinson

YAORIGMLAMI

MOVING SALE

Unit #I6, 3535 Laird Road. Mississauga. Ontario. CANADA L5L 557
Telephone 905-828-4575 Facsimile: 905-828-4585

THE SUITS
CONNEC1X*1 -

Toll free Order Line: I
800-769 -0747 (U.S. Canada Only)
Visit our redesigned Web Site http://www.partsconnection.on ca
F-Mail,TPC©partsconnectIon.on ca

REVEL. THIEL
r)7.; I
ry

_

—11»

SubwoofetS

www.jsaudio.com

111*•
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmscreens •Thiel *Target •VPI
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate 972 960 2911

House of Stereo

904 642 6677

Champlain Valley Spkrs. 505 296 8795

Sound Asylum

310 306 2262

Sound Waves

408 479 1733

The Tweak Shop

707 575 8626

Echo Audio

503 223 2292

Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020
Visa
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fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@jsaudio.com
Mastercard
American Express

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LA T International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us at: www.latinternational.com

e-mail:latinternational@erols.com
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AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 Mk.II preamp. Very
good condition, black faceplate, original boxes and
documentation, $1000. Phil, (718) 645-3 959 or
pwaynes@aoleom.
LEVINSON No-331 amp, excellent, $2850; Wadia 23
CD, $1250 plus freight. Dm, (973) 697-7975(0).
ACCUPHASE: F109V, ($3300) $2300; E211 amp,
($2650) $1850; DP-55, ($3995) $2800. Pioneer Elite:
P1)65, ($800) $450; M72, ($1000) $600; M-91, ($1400)
$800; MJ-17D, ($800) $540; F-93, ($900) $540; PI)-73,
($800) $390; PL-90, ($900) $550; C72, ($1000) $600.
Sony: Preamps: TA-E9000ES, ($1700) $1200; TAE8OES, ($900) $500; TA-E20000ES, ($1200) $450;
SDP-E9ES, ($750) $400. Power Amps: TA-N9000ES,
($1300) $795; TA-N555ES, ($550) $295. Receivers:
STRG3, ($1000) $249; DAT-DTC-ZASES, ($1600)
$895; TCD-D100, ($1000) $650. MiniDisc: MDSJA5OES, ($2000) $1090; MI)S-JA3ES, ($1200) $600;
MDS101, ($900) $275; MZG30, ($469) $220; MZE90,
($449) $290; MZR3, ($649) $275. CI): CDP-X779ES,
($1700) $850; SCD-777ES, ($2500) $1500; D-EJOI,
($399) $250; CDP-CA9ES, ($700) $375. IND: DVP9000ES, ($1500) $1050; DVP-S7000, ($1000) $500.
Cassette: TCK-A3ES, ($800) $525; TCM5000ev,
($550) $360; TCD-5M, ($900) $550; WMEX5, ($299)
$169; WM-D3, ($269) $170. Portable DVD: INPFX1, ($1500) $925. Mike: ECM-M5957, ($299) $185.
Tuner: STS-550ES, ($400) $230. Speakers: SSM9,
($3500) $1790; SSM3, ($900) $490; SSMIC, ($6C0)
$350; SSM3 stands, ($450) $239, all black. 8mm: EVS7000, ($2100) $1300; EVS-5000, ($1800) $990; EVS3000, ($1900). $890. VCR: SLVR-1000 SVHS, ($1200)
$750. Cansera: DCR-PC5, ($1500) $1100. 1)igital
Imaging: DSC-F55, ($799) $400; DSC-S70, ($899)
$550; DSC-P1, ($899) $550; DSCD700, ($1099) 5590.
Cyber Frame: PI-11)-A55, ($899) $625. IN-Player:
GV-D900, ($2200) $1400. Printers: 1)PP-MS300,
($599) $375; DPPSV-55, ($449) $295. Computers:
PCG-SR17, ($2100) $1800; ICDMS1, ($349) $199;
NVVMSZ ($449) $310; ICDR1OOPC, ($169) $100;
CPI)-M151, ($1400) $900. HI) Phones: MDR1)55000 AC3, ($550) $325; MDRCD3000, ($600)
5360. Digital Recorder: NT-2, ($1700) $850. Web TV:
INT W100, ($200) $100; 1NT W21)0, ($250) $125.
All equipment in original boxes, manuals, many never
used, all immaculate, perfect condition. Mike, (626)
796-4310, cell (818) 404-6308.
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 5.1s, mint, $8795;
Silverline Grandeurs, recent, ($35,000) $12,500; AE
Aegis II, $750; Magnepan 2.6R, $745; rare Unison
Research 845 mono amps, extra new tube set, 5hours,
$3995; Joule Electra LA200 Mk.11, extra options, 5
hours, ($4495) $1895; PS Audio Reference Link preamp/DAC and A/1), ($4795) $1450; Woodside 27P
preamp-phono. $595; Woodside power amp, $695;
Museatcx Bitdat and DCC Itransport, 5hours, ($4795)
$1450; two AudioQuest Diamonds, lm, XRL,
$325/pair; Magnan Signature SC, four 7.5 pairs,
$450/pair. (610) 678-5203 or (610) 805-7873.
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Tonearm and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Strict; (708) 246-981 ,
fax (708) 246-9778, e-mail soratunitables@kwom.com or vim
wumtsotatunitables.cont
COUNTER THE SPOUSE EFFECT —Have your
toys and show them, too! Beautifully made, c-ustoinbuilt equipment racks and amp stands by music-loving
European furniture maker. For details, (206) 633-47'02

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

WILSON CUBS, rosewood, stands, $3500; Velodyne
HGS-15, $1250. (248) 310-5705.
3-WATT AMP? OKAY. 95dB, 30Hz-30kHz. Ultralow-mass 360° tweeter, no crossover network. Mid/LF
driver. 6wis moving mass. Long transmission line,
moderate size. lkonoklast3, ideal for SE triode.
uninicivanrwrigoircroin, (800) 634-0094, (925) 673-9393,
fax (925) 673-0538, infiewarremegoire.cont.
McINTOSH COMMEMORATIVE C-22 preamp
with walnut cabinet, flawless, $2000. (212) 924-9152.
JUST INVENTED: The amazing new Bullet Plug"'
connector — the best-sounding RCA plug ever made.
Improves the perfismance of ally analog, digital, or
video interconnect. Now available throughout North
America. $39/set of 4. Information and dealer listing at
wwweichmarniCablmcom.
SALE! SALE! SALE! RUN... don't walk to our Spring
Clearance Event! Call now for deals on select new and
denso: Conrad-Johnson; Classé Audio; Meridian digital; Aerial loudspeakers; Bryston 71157, 9BTHX,
4BST; PSB Stratus Silver-i and Bronze-i. Audio
Assodates, (601) 898-3727 or h)advantage@ttintront
VON SCHWEIKERT AU1)10 is proud to offer afactory-upgrade program for all VR-4 models (VR-4. Vlt4.5, VR-4 G II) and the VR-6. The upgrade program is
acomplete speaker rebuild, including all-new drivers,
crossovers, wiring, and binding posts. For more information, please visit our website at wititwonseltunikertcom,
or call (619) 444-7136.

The RACKIT - System

EXPERT PROFESSIONAL REPAIR, modification,
upgrading, tuner alignment, turntable/tonearm/carmidge setup by highly experienced staff. Pass Labs and
Audio Research authorized service. We specialize in
high-end components and vintage Marantz and
McIntosh tube equipment. Competitive rates, quick
turnaround, estimates given. (718) 377-7282 afternoons,
wwweiteragnandio.com.

Free mail order brochure
please mention Siereophile ,

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
www.rackittm.com
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CONSULTING 6 SALES

Acoustic Zen, Allante, Aloia, Art Audio,
Audiomeca, Audio Tekne, Birdland Audio,
First Sound, Green Mountain, Kora, Nordost,
PowerSnakes, Roksan, Spendor, Talon,...
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LP 81 LD STORAGE
Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and LDs.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811
www.storadisc.com

davidson-whitehall

290 MLX. Jr Dr . SE, AS, Atlanta GA
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Modular, stackable oak turnuurc
for your home, office and studio
holds all aiv formats, equipment
and more

Talon

Khorus

Birdland Audio
Odeon Lite flac
..... ----.
_
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Solve the digital dilemma for $980!
30312

(925) 229-2484
www.jcaudio.com
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Two to Tango!
Unbelievable Value,
Delightfully Musical,
Surprisingly Simple.

RMRENCE 3A
Efficient, hand built
driver with no crossover

LAMM ML-1, $9700. Audio Research VT200,
$4950; Reference 2, $5800; CDT-1, $1150; DAC-2,
$1250. German Physiks Unlimited in gloss maple,
($14,000) $8200. Cary SLM-200 monos, ($10,000)
$4990. VAC Renaissance 70/70 with 300Bs,
($10,000) $4600. (909) 627-4529.
WWW.KATLI.COM — WWW.KATLI.COM —
Katli Audio, only Avalon dealer in L.A. area with
Eidolon and Arcus on display, Accuphase, Gemian
Physiks, Clearaudio, PS Audio, Pass Labs, McCormack,
JMIab, Graaf TacT Audio, Odeon, Verity Audio,
Cardas, Nordost, TARA Lab cables, Bright Star, Stair,
DreamVision, etc. Used and demo equipment: ARC
Reference 300, 600 Mk.I and Mk.II, Cello
Performance II, and many more. Call for prices, Visa,
MC. (909) 465-0222, 11
am-7pm PST
AVANTGARDE TRIOS, Zenith Blue, original
owner, mint condition, ($35,000) $18,500. Kharma
Reference Digital Cable, new, lm, RCA, ($2000)
$950. (973) 746-2794.
DEALS ON NEW WARRANTIED DEMOS:
Analogs! Digitals! Tuners! Amplifiers! Cables! Speakers!
Wadia, dCS, Oracle, VP!, Nottingham, Metronome,
Arcam, Pass, Rowland, Bryston, Classé, Gamut, Krell,
Meridian, Bel Canto, Legend, YBA, Nordost, Cardas,
Harmonic Technology, Siltech, Dynaudio, JMIab,
Gershman, AudioPhysic, Totem, B&W, Dunlavy,
TARA Labs, Transparent, ProAc! Contact us for 100
rnor:: (888) 427-8124, bestofeleal@aoleom.

STACKED QUAD ESLs, black with piano-black side
panels, sonically and visually stunning. $2950.
r_kaplan77@hormaitcom, (212) 860-5753.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
VISIT WWW.AUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altcc, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (850) 3140321, fax (850) 314-0284, e-mail SontrySound@aolcom.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MF-2200, VTL 2.5 prearnp,
VTL ST130 amp. (303) 650-9516.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Ikaler for
AudioQuest, ICimber 'Cable, Lexicon, Maranta,
Monitor Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm
Reference, Phase Technology, Sherbourne, SunFirc,
Toshiba. Sane Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old Yorie
Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax
(215) 886-2171. Website ramie www.r.sto.com. E-mail:
tsto@tsto.com.

Audio Mart Order Form

MM De Capo
$2500. 00 pair

ANTIQUE SOUND
LAB
15 Watts per channel
single ended integrated amp.

NEW RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Srerrephi/e Classified Ad
Department, Stephen Mejias, emap tun, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)
886-2809, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the August 2001 Stereophile,
you must submit it with payment by June I. 2(X)1. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in
the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
CI Enclosed is payment in the amount of S
for
0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stenvphile.

JIprefer to pay by

words.

CI Visa .1 MasterCard

My card # is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

.71 General

Ul CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

CI Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

MGSI 15 DT
$595. 00

Trust your ears
Start a revolution
www.divertech.com
342 Frederick St, Kitchener
Ontario, Canada, N2H2N9

Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

TeL

Fax

Tel: 519.749,1565 Fax 519.749.2863
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Advertiser

Advertising published in Stetrophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered
arc accurately described, and arc available to customers at the advertised
price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never
knowingly accepted. If you encounter
noncompliance with these standards,
please write to John B. Gourlay,
one usa, inc., 110 Fifth Avenue,
5th Floor, New York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Sounds
Aerial Acoustics
AIX Records
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analysis Plus
Antique Sound Lab
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Electronic Supply
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus (1Mlab)
AudioPrism

102, 138
31
149
37
169
64
168
149
50, 72
162
154
164
120
32
16
158

Audio-Video Logic
Audio Video Salon
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
BM Loudspeakers
Billy Bags
Bluebird Music
Blue Circle Audio
Boltz USA
Breton
Cable Company
Cary Audio
Coincident Loudspeakers
Conrad-Johnson
CSA Audio
David Lewis Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Delve Audio
DH Labs
Discovery Cable
Echo Busters
Elusive Disc
Energy Loudspeakers
Galen Carol Audio
Gold Sky
Goodwin's High End
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Hi-Fi Farm
Hovland
Immedia

e

RUDIO /PECIRLI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Rego

Nairn Audio

Acoustic Energy

Meadowlark

Simoudio

Beyerdynarnic

Nakamichi

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Paradigm

Sumiko

Carver

ProAc

Suffire

Creek

Premier

Theta

Dunlavy

Gluadraspire

Tributaries

Dynaudio

Rotel

VAC

Infinity
Innovative Audio
Integra
JC Audio
Jeff Rowland Design
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
JVC Disc of America
KEF
Kimber Kable
Krell
LAT International
Linn
Magnum Dynalab
Media Access
Mirage
Music Direct
Musical Surroundings
NAD
Nagea

18-19
135
171
167
84
43
53
166
148
34
41
2
166
29
68
156
172
128
94
13
156

Naxos
Needle Doctor
NHT/Recoton Home Audio
Nirotech
Nordost
Overture
Paradigm
Parasound
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design

159
76-77
39
52
60
141
8
20
166
62
167

4-5
150
169
30
27
154
74
152
159
54
I5
160
42
66
118-119

Sound City
Sounder
Stage III Concepts
Symposium Acoustics
Tact Audio
Talon Audio
Telarc
Thiel Loudspeakers
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic
Tube Store
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen Audio
Wadia Digital
Wavelength Audio
Westlake Audio
WBT-USA

86
124
156
155
60
24
136
36
52
130
85
126
62
23
155
33
54

Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,

Grado

Plink's, Negro, Wavelength, Art Audio,

McCormack

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, EAD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlovy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, IX /821/
(210) 805-9927 Fax:(210) 805-9928
email: golenegcnudio.com

ww.gcaudio.com

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

ACOUSTIC ENERGY •AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B&K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY BAGS •
CLASSE •Cf, STAIN 'DRAPER •DUNLAVY •DWIN •EGGLESTON •ElAh •EQUI.TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO ItfiRAHAM •GRANO PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
TECHNOLOW •HERRON AUDIO •JEFF ROWLAND •'UMBER
SELECT •MANSON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE •PIONEER ELITE •POLYCRYSTAL• PROCEED •PSB •
REL •REGA •REVEL •SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIGITAL' TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-&2 Fax 310-440-5526

GALEN CAROL I
A-U•D•1•0

•10-1 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Roscomare Rd. Ste. 6, Bel Air. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

2236 N CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773.883.9500
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Philips
Progressive Audio
ProMusica
PS Audio
PS8
Raintinge Audio
Red Rose Music
Red Trumpet
Reference Audio Video
Rogue Audio
Rotel
Sanibel Sound
Smart Devices
Sony
Sound by Singer

Once Is Not

Prorflufica
AtCCUT1

163
158
164
56-57
47
163
155
117
80
44
110
40
154
50
160
162
167
163
154
156
155
112, 142
10
169
64
132
70
134
144
89
68
152

Index

www.ambrosia.com

information 8 large selection of pre-owned electronics
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aul Kelly (pkel14@earthlink.net)
recently sent me amost interesting e-mail titled "Cones, Stones,
& Groans." I'll share it with you now, as
Igave "Sean" (bigfootl @corecommaiet)
achance to expound on cones and how
they work under equipment in the
February "Fine Tunes."
"A few observations: Almost everything filially resolves itself to simple
physics, which ultimately govern the
universe. Unfortunately, we all know a
great many things that are actually
untrue; tg, 'Edison invented the electric
light bulb.' False. There were many
electrical lighting devices extant before
Edison's bulb. Truth: Edison invented
the first commercially practical electrical
light bulb, the key to which was its
long-life' filament.
"So, as to the 'coupling' effect of suspension cones: They actually act as a
mechanism that decouples the device
they're supporting froin the surface it
rests on, thereby preventing vibration
from being fed back into the device.
This is accomplished by setting up an
impedance mismatch between the
vibrating surface and the supported
item via the small surface area of the
point of the conc. Very little force can
be transferred into the supported component through the very small contact
point of the cone. Experiment: Try to
push abox of canned goods with the tip
of your finger (the point of the cone) vs
your entire hand (the normal surface
contact area of the supported device).
"As for suspension feet — pods,
Sorbothane, etc. — these are hardly
magic cure-all devices. They're simply
components through which a 'spring
system' is set up. A fair analogy is the
shock-absorber system on acar. Such a
system must be properly loaded in
order to function efficiently: too light a
load and the system doesn't function
properly, too heavy aload and it will
also fail to work. Imagine putting aset

of Volkswagen shocks on aCadillac, or
aset of Cadillac shocks on aVW!
"The same is truc of Sorbothane, et
al. When using these devices, some cutand-try experimentation is required.
For example, my rather large CD player sits on three 2"-diameter Sorbothane
hemispheres, with two 5-lb ingots of
plumber's lead atop the player —just
about the right load for the Sorbothane
beneath to work its best. Happy
listening, J-10!"
Thanks for your observations, Paul.
And speaking of cones, however they
work, Ipicked up on acheapie from
www.audioasylum.com's Tweak forum,
posted by one "Jelly-Roll Mozart." (I
would have thought aLinzertorte more
to the point!) He suggested using as
footers the pyramidal lead sinkers typically found in afisherman's tackle box!
He cuts off the brass eye loops, cleans
up the tops with medium-grit sandpaper, uses astraight-edge to make sure
they're all the same height, and under
the equipment they go. The results, he
reports, arc just "dandy." To me, it
sounds.., fishy. [bada-BING]
Speaking of big feet (he said, gazing
balefully at his own size 11 'h dogs),
check out www.NorthCreekMusic.
conilaccessories.html for Big Brass Toes.
They're machined from 3/8" solid brass
with a "massive 3/
846 thread," a sharp
point at one end, and a"hemisphere" at
the other. The lock nut and nylon compression washer sit in the middle of the
shaft. The pointy end is meant to pierce
carpet or give a"firm footing" on concrete or other surfaces, "whilst the
rounded end is for hardwood floors," it is
explained. Overall length is 21
/"(70mm)
4
—nearly an inch longer than conventional spikes. Each Toe comes with a
heavy-duty 'h" steel threaded insert with
a10mm hex-drive flange. Big Brass Toes
are custom-made for North Creek in the
US, aset of four costing a"Fine Tunes"friendly $18.

Doubt that all this tweakin' is worth
the effort? Here's some fine feedback
from audio worthy John Everhart
(jtnever@aol.com):
"J-10, Itook your advice and picked
up some cleaned sand and #7 lead shot.
Imixed the two per your e-mail. Before
the mixture, the welded rack had aring
when rapped; after, it had athud. Icould
not believe my ears. It was as if someone
turned the bass volume up, and the
soundstage was wider and deeper than I
ever heard — improvements that equal a
$3000-$4000 upgrade, in my opinion.
Thank you for your help. Ihope to•
meet you in the halls of the Hilton in
New York, as Iwill attend this year's
Stereophile show. Thanks again. Looking
forward to more 'Fine Tunes' articles!"
Hey, John, no problem, and thanks
for sharing your experience and kind
remarks.
Finally, reader Cyrus Won zipped me
an e-mail worth sharing. He makes a
different "point" about footering:
"I found light-duty cargo belts at
Home Depot ($4/pair and rated to carry
50 lbs) and ended up threading them
around the side horizontal supports of
my steel equipment rack. Ihung my
components on the belts off the side
supports immediately above the shelves.
Igot the best results when the components' bottom plates rested directly on
the belts (making sure that no vent holes
were covered). Ithought the improvements in sound were easily discernible.
At this cost, anyone with asuitable rack
should try this tweak. The greatest gain
is with a mechanical device (CD or
DVD player), but it also works on preamps. Of course, you should make sure
your equipment isn't too heavy for the
strap! (I left my shelves in place, with the
components suspended above them, just
in case the straps should slip.)"
Thanks, Cyrus — a very interesting
and innovative home-brew swing at an
Arcici Suspense Rack!
MI
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NTELL GENT

a
a

REVEALING OR REFLECTING GOOD JUDGEMENT OR SOUND THOUGHT.
Music and Movies have aprofound ability to enrich our lives. But only the most advanced audio-video systems
can bring great performances to life. Introducing Integra: acollection of exquisite components whose sound
and image quality, intuitive operation and upgradeable architecture establish the future of home entertainment.

Integra / 200

Williams Drive Ramsey, N.1. 07446 / www.integrahometheater.com
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takes you places you've
never heard before.

Exclusive Omnipolar .
technology
continues the Mirage
legend with the
new 0M-5.
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